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Abstract 

The Advanced Video Coding standard (H.264/AVC) has become a widely deployed coding 
technique used in numerous products and services, such as Blu-ray Disc, Adobe Flash, video 
conferencing, and mobile television. H.264/AVC utilizes predictive coding to achieve high 
compression ratio. However, predictive coding also makes H.264/AVC bitstreams vulnerable 
to transmission errors, as prediction incurs temporal and spatial propagation of the degrada-
tions caused by transmission errors. Due to the delay constraints of real-time video communi-
cation applications, transmission errors cannot usually be tackled by reliable communication 
protocols. Yet, most networks are susceptible to transmission errors. Consequently, error re-
silience techniques are needed to combat transmission errors in real-time H.264/AVC-based 
video communication. The aim of the thesis is to improve the error robustness of H.264/AVC 
in real-time video communication applications. 

Error resilience techniques applicable for H.264/AVC-based real-time video commu-
nication are reviewed in the thesis. Error resilience techniques are commonly classified into 
interactive error control, forward error correction and concealment, and error concealment by 
post-processing. Interactive error control methods try to avoid the emergence of transmission 
errors proactively or compensate the transmission errors reactively by cooperation between 
the transmitter and the receiver. Forward error correction and concealment refer to those tech-
niques in which the transmitter adds redundancy to the transmitted data enabling the receiver 
to recover or estimate the contents of the transmitted data even if there were transmission er-
rors. Both interactive error control and forward error correction and concealment can be ap-
plied equally to all parts of a transmitted bitstream or unequally, e.g., being biased by the im-
pact of the respective protected part on the reconstructed video quality. Error concealment by 
post-processing refers to the estimation of the correct representation of erroneously received 
data. The thesis also discusses the choice of the most useful error resilience techniques, which 
depends on the application and network in use.  

The thesis presents methods to improve error resilience from the level achievable by 
earlier methods. The presented methods can be grouped into three topics: isolated regions, 
sub-sequences and interleaved transmission, and encoder-assisted error concealment. The iso-
lated regions technique falls into the category of forward error concealment methods and it 
can also be used as a tool for region-of-interest partitioning for unequal error protection. The 
sub-sequence technique provides means for hierarchical temporal adaptation of the coded bit-
stream. In other words, parts of the bitstream can be decoded to obtain a subsampled picture 
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rate. It is shown that the sub-sequence technique improves compression efficiency compared 
to non-hierarchical temporal scalability and non-scalable bitstreams. Furthermore, two error 
resilience schemes utilizing the sub-sequence technique are presented: an unequal error pro-
tection scheme in which interleaved transmission is required and a forward error concealment 
scheme called intra picture postponement. In the final part of the thesis, two encoder-assisted 
error concealment methods are presented. These are shown to improve the handling of trans-
mission errors in certain situations.  

A part of the research work presented in this thesis was targeted at the H.264/AVC 
standard. Specifically, isolated regions, sub-sequences, and the presented encoder-assisted 
error concealment methods were adopted into H.264/AVC, and the interleaved transmission 
feature was included in the specification for real-time carriage of H.264/AVC bitstreams over 
the Internet Protocol.  
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 Chapter 1 

Introduction 

igital video communication systems, such as digital television and video streaming over 
the Internet, belong to the every-day life of many people. A simplified block diagram of 

a general video communication system is presented in Figure 1 [143]. Due to the fact that un-
compressed video requires a huge bandwidth, the input video is compressed by the source 
coder to a desired bitrate. The source coder can be divided into two components, namely the 
waveform coder and the entropy coder. The waveform coder performs lossy video signal 
compression, whereas the entropy coder losslessly converts the output of the waveform coder 
into a bitstream. The transport coder encapsulates the compressed video according to the 
communication protocols in use. Then, the data is transmitted to the receiver side via a trans-
mission channel. The receiver performs inverse operations to obtain a reconstructed video 
signal for display.  

D 

Output Video Input Video 

Receiver Sender 

Source Coder

Waveform Coder 

Entropy Coder

Transport Coder Channel Transport Decoder

Entropy Decoder 

Waveform Decoder 

Source Decoder 

 

Figure 1. Functional block diagram for a video communications system. 
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Predictive coding is utilized in the waveform coder to achieve high compression effi-
ciency. There are two basic types of prediction: intra and inter. Intra prediction refers to the 
estimation of a pixel block in a picture from other areas of the same picture. In inter predic-
tion, a pixel block is estimated based on previous pictures, usually by indicating the location 
of a similar pixel block in a previous picture as a motion vector. 

As most real-world channels are susceptible to transmission errors, certain measures 
need to be taken in order to protect the video data from such errors. While error-free commu-
nication can be achieved by retransmitting data packets until they are correctly received, real-
time video communication cannot rely solely on retransmission due to delay constraints aris-
ing from user expectations and requirements. For example, the end-to-end delay in video te-
lephony is expected to be such low that natural conversation is not disturbed – usually end-to-
end delay less than 100 ms is considered desirable [9]. Moreover, retransmission is unfeasible 
in broadcast applications due to the unidirectional channel. 

Predictive coding makes video vulnerable to transmission errors. Not only are the re-
gions that correspond to the lost or corrupted transmission packets visibly damaged, but the 
damaged regions are also propagated spatially and temporally. When a degraded region is 
used as a source for intra prediction or inter prediction, the damaged area becomes larger or 
spans in time, respectively. Figure 2 presents three consecutive coded pictures illustrating 
how a degraded region is propagated temporally and spatially after a transmission error occur-
ring in a previous picture.  

Due to the inability to use reliable transmission for real-time video communication and 
the vulnerability of coded video, transmission errors have to be handled carefully in video 
communication systems. In general, transmission errors should be first detected and then cor-
rected or concealed. Error correction refers to the capability to recover erroneous data per-
fectly as if no errors were ever present in the received bitstream. Error concealment refers to 
the capability to conceal degradations caused by transmission errors so that they become 
hardly visible in the reconstructed video. Some amount of redundancy is typically added into 
the transmitted data stream in source or transport coding in order to help in error detection, 
correction and concealment. [143] 

 
 

 

Figure 2. Example of temporal error propagation.  
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Error resilience techniques can be roughly classified into three categories as suggested 
in [143]: interactive error control, forward error correction and concealment, and error con-
cealment by post-processing. Interactive error control can be further split into two classes. 
First, congestion control methods aim at avoiding losses proactively by reacting to channel 
and receiver state feedback [42]. Second, in methods falling into the category of interactive 
error correction and concealment, the transmitter and the receiver co-operate in order to 
minimize the degradations caused by transmission errors. Forward error correction (FEC) re-
fers to those techniques in which the transmitter adds redundancy, often known as parity or 
repair symbols, to the transmitted data, enabling the receiver to recover the transmitted data 
even if there were transmission errors. In systematic FEC codes, the original video bitstream 
appears as such in encoded symbols, while encoding with non-systematic codes does not re-
create the original video bitstream as output. Methods in which additional redundancy pro-
vides means for approximating the lost content are classified as forward error concealment 
techniques. Error concealment by post-processing refers to the estimation of the correct repre-
sentation of erroneously received data.  

The channel, as referred to in Figure 1, usually consists of one or more networks in-
cluding network elements and links connecting those network elements. Data communication 
over the channel is typically considered to comply with a stack of communication protocols 
usually organized in layers, including a physical layer, a link layer, a network layer, a trans-
port layer, and an application layer [174]. The physical layer provides physical means for 
connections between network elements, whereas the link layer manages data links between 
network elements. The network layer provides addressing of end-points and performs routing 
of transmitted data through the network. The transport layer provides a connection-oriented or 
connectionless end-to-end message transfer functionality between end-points. The application 
layer is the top-most layer in the protocol stack and serves directly the end-user. Source cod-
ing is considered to be included in the application layer. Error correction and concealment 
techniques can operate in any layer of the protocol stack [36].  

Equal error protection refers to error resilience techniques applied identically to all 
parts of video bitstreams. However, a transmission error may have a very different impact on 
visual quality depending on which part of a video bitstream it hits. Therefore, certain parts of 
a video bitstream may need better protection than others in order to improve visual quality of 
the reconstructed video when the bitstream is conveyed over an error-prone channel. This ap-
proach is exploited in unequal error protection (UEP) methods. Partitioning of a bitstream to 
parts of different priorities is a prerequisite for UEP. Interactive error control methods or for-
ward error correction and concealment methods can then be used to provide error resilience 
strength according to a derived priority. [143] 

Standardization aims at creating specifications that enable development of interoperable 
implementations. Standards therefore have an essential role in open communication systems. 
The Advanced Video Coding standard [68][69][70], referred to as H.264/AVC, is one of the 
most recently specified video compression standards. As most other video coding standards, it 
specifies the bitstream format and the decoding process for compliant bitstreams. H.264/AVC 
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improves compression efficiency substantially compared to previous standards [159], such as 
MPEG-2 Video [66] and H.263 [67], and provides flexibility for a wide variety of applica-
tions and networks [P3][P8]. H.264/AVC is deployed extensively in products and services 
such as Blu-ray Disc, Adobe Flash, video conferencing, and mobile television. 

1.1. OUTLINE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE THESIS 

The thesis presents methods for reducing the quality degradation caused by transmission er-
rors in video communication systems using H.264/AVC. Other factors affecting the end-user 
satisfaction, such as compression efficiency and end-to-end latency, are omitted or regarded 
as constraints when optimizing error resilience. Particular emphasis is given to video commu-
nication applications that are relevant for mobile handheld devices. The goal of the research is 
to improve the error resilience of H.264/AVC video transmission compared to earlier stan-
dards.  

This thesis primarily focuses on error resilience techniques that operate in the applica-
tion layer and involve H.264/AVC encoders and/or decoders. It is evident, however, that 
proper error resilience design in a video communication system requires interoperation of 
several protocol stack layers [113]. Thus, the thesis also pays attention to relevant error resil-
ience features of layers below the application layer and considers cross-layer optimization of 
error resilience. 

The research work presented in this thesis can be categorized into three areas. First, 
the isolated regions technique provides means for forward error concealment as well as prior-
ity partitioning. Second, the sub-sequence technique and interleaved transmission together can 
be applied to congestion control, unequal forward error correction, and forward error con-
cealment. Third, two methods for encoder-assisted error concealment are presented. 

The thesis is organized as follows: The H.264/AVC coding standard is reviewed in 
Chapter 2, the focus being on those features that are relevant for the thesis. Chapter 3 provides 
an overview of the most relevant video communication applications and systems for the thesis 
as well as the communication protocols used in these systems. Chapter 4 contains a literature 
review of error resilience techniques applicable to video communication systems using 
H.264/AVC. Chapters 5, 6, and 7 summarize the main contributions provided in this thesis, 
i.e., isolated regions, sub-sequences and interleaved transmission, and encoder-assisted error 
concealment methods, respectively. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Chapter 8.  

1.2. PUBLICATIONS AND AUTHOR’S CONTRIBUTIONS 

The author was strongly involved in the development of H.264/AVC. Particularly, the author 
proposed or was involved in the development of many error resilience features of 
H.264/AVC. Publications [P3] and [P8] review the use of H.264/AVC in wireless transmis-
sion environments and embody the major contribution of the author in this domain. These 
publications were jointly prepared by all their authors. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 describe the rele-
vant features of H.264/AVC, discuss multimedia services for wireless networks, and provide 
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an exhaustive review of error resilience techniques applicable for H.264/AVC-based video 
communication. These chapters extend the reviews provided in [P3] and [P8]. 

The isolated regions technique, presented in [P5], falls into the category of forward er-
ror concealment methods and it can also be used as a tool for priority partitioning for unequal 
error protection. The author was one of the two inventors for the isolated regions technique. 
He was also responsible of authoring [P5] and supervising the related implementation and 
simulation work. The isolated regions method is summarized in Chapter 5. 

Sub-sequences provide a mechanism for temporal adaptation of video bitstreams. Publi-
cations [P1], [P6], [P7], [P9], and [P10] relate to sub-sequences and their applications for 
compression efficiency and error resilience. A summary of these publications is provided in 
Chapter 6. 

An idea to encode a chain of predicted pictures in reverse output order in addition to 
conventionally predicted pictures was presented in [P1]. This method belongs to the category 
of forward error concealment methods, as the additional prediction chain limits temporal error 
propagation compared to conventional bitstreams. The author was responsible for all the re-
search for [P1]. 

Sub-sequences can be used for hierarchical temporal scalability, which was shown to 
improve compression efficiency compared to non-scalable bitstreams and non-hierarchical 
scalable bitstreams in [P6]. Hierarchical temporal scalability can be used for priority partition-
ing for unequal error protection, as shown in the subsequent publications (see below). The 
author designed the sub-sequence feature in H.264/AVC and proposed the use of sub-
sequences for hierarchical temporal scalability [S2]. The author also supervised the imple-
mentation and simulation work for [P6]. 

An uneven level of forward error correction can be provided for different layers of scal-
able bitstreams, when an FEC code is separately calculated for each layer. When a block of 
data packets of a layer is transmitted subsequently, FEC decoding operation is similar to that 
for the equal error protection. Consequently, the transmission order differs from the decoding 
order of data, and hence the transmission mechanism has to provide means to recover the de-
coding order in the receiver. This unequal error protection method was studied with temporal 
scalability in mobile cellular network environment [P7] and in television broadcast network 
environment [P9][P10]. The author designed the support for real-time H.264/AVC data 
transmission out of decoding order over the Internet Protocol for the respective standard 
[S12]. The author was also the originator of the method for unequal error protection in [P7], 
[P9], and [P10], and he supervised the work for these papers. 

Two methods for improving error concealment by post-processing using additional in-
formation provided by the encoder were proposed in [P2] and [P4]. The original idea of the 
spare picture method [P2] was proposed by the author, while the detailed design for 
H.264/AVC was done jointly by the research team and the respective implementation and 
simulations were supervised by the author. The author was one of the two original inventors 
for the scene information method [P4]. The research team expanded the original design for 
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H.264/AVC jointly, and the author supervised the implementation and simulation work. 
Chapter 7 contains a summary of publications [P2] and [P4]. 
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 Chapter 2 

The H.264/AVC Video Coding 
Standard 

he H.264/AVC standard was developed by the Joint Video Team (JVT) of the Video 
Coding Experts Group (VCEG) of the Telecommunications Standardisation Sector of 

International Telecommunication Union (ITU-T) and the Moving Picture Experts Group 
(MPEG) of International Standardisation Organisation (ISO) / International Electrotechnical 
Commission (IEC). The H.264/AVC standard is published by both parent standardization or-
ganizations, and it is referred to as ITU-T Recommendation H.264 and ISO/IEC International 
Standard 14496-10, also known as MPEG-4 Part 10 Advanced Video Coding (AVC). By the 
time of the publication of this thesis, there have been eight versions of the H.264/AVC stan-
dard, each integrating new features to the specification. Some of the most important versions 
include the following. Version 1 [68] refers to the first (2003) approved version of the stan-
dard. Version 4 [69] refers to the integrated text containing the “Fidelity range extensions” 
amendment. Version 8 [70] refers to the standard including the Scalable Video Coding (SVC) 
amendment. The reference software for H.264/AVC, known as the Joint Model (JM), is also 
published by both ITU-T [71] and ISO/IEC [63], but the JVT constantly updates the latest 
version [131]. The JVT has also finalized the Multiview Video Coding (MVC) extension for 
H.264/AVC [138], and a new version of the H.264/AVC standard including the MVC exten-
sion was in the approval process at the time of writing this thesis. 

T 

Similarly to earlier video coding standards, the bitstream syntax and semantics as well 
as the decoding process for error-free bitstreams are specified in H.264/AVC. The encoding 
process is not specified, but encoders must generate conforming bitstreams. Bitstream and 
decoder conformance can be verified with the Hypothetical Reference Decoder (HRD), which 
is specified in Annex C of H.264/AVC. The standard contains coding tools that help in coping 
with transmission errors and losses, but the use of the tools in encoding is optional and no de-
coding process has been specified for erroneous bitstreams. 

The elementary unit for the input to an H.264/AVC encoder and the output of an 
H.264/AVC decoder is a picture. A picture may either be a frame or a field. A frame com-
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prises a matrix of luma samples and corresponding chroma samples. A field is a set of alter-
nate sample rows of a frame and may be used as encoder input, when the source signal is in-
terlaced. A macroblock is a 16x16 block of luma samples and the corresponding blocks of 
chroma samples. A picture is partitioned to one or more slice groups, and a slice group con-
tains one or more slices. A slice consists of an integer number of macroblocks ordered con-
secutively in the raster scan within a particular slice group.  

The elementary unit for the output of an H.264/AVC encoder and the input of an 
H.264/AVC decoder is a Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) unit. Decoding of partial or cor-
rupted NAL units is typically remarkably difficult. For transport over packet-oriented net-
works or storage into structured files, NAL units are typically encapsulated into packets or 
similar structures. A bytestream format has been specified in H.264/AVC for transmission or 
storage environments that do not provide framing structures. The bytestream format separates 
NAL units from each other by attaching a start code in front of each NAL unit. To avoid false 
detection of NAL unit boundaries, encoders must run a byte-oriented start code emulation 
prevention algorithm, which adds an emulation prevention byte to the NAL unit payload if a 
start code would have occurred otherwise. In order to enable straightforward gateway opera-
tion between packet- and stream-oriented systems, start code emulation prevention is per-
formed always regardless of whether the bytestream format is in use or not. 

The intent of this chapter is to review those features of H.264/AVC that are essential 
for the scope of the thesis. Section 2.1 reviews certain profiles and levels specified for 
H.264/AVC. The types of predictive coding applied in H.264/AVC are overviewed in Sec-
tion 2.2, as propagation of transmission errors can be limited by constraining predictive cod-
ing. Slices and slice groups, introduced in Section 2.3, are the basic units for picture partition-
ing and coded data encapsulation into transmission packets. Section 2.4 reviews how multiple 
reference pictures for inter prediction are managed in the decoding process, while Section 2.5 
presents how reference pictures for inter prediction and pictures to be ordered in correct out-
put order are managed in the decoded picture buffer (DPB). Section 2.6 describes the bit-
stream structure of H.264/AVC streams. Finally, Section 2.7 discusses picture output order 
and timing. 

2.1. PROFILES AND LEVELS 

A number of profiles and levels are specified in H.264/AVC. A profile consists of a subset of 
the algorithmic features or coding tools of the standard and a set of constraints on those fea-
tures. A profile is typically targeted for a family of applications sharing similar trade-offs be-
tween memory, processing, latency, and error resilience requirements. A level corresponds to 
a set of limits mainly on memory requirements and computational performance. Decoders 
conforming to a profile must support all the features of a profile, whereas encoders have the 
freedom to select which features of the profile are used to produce compliant bitstreams. A 
decoder conforming to a level must be capable of decoding any bitstream that conforms to the 
level. In other words, levels give minimum requirements for decoders and constraints for bit-
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streams and encoders. The specified profiles and levels quantize the numerous operation 
points of H.264/AVC codecs to a manageable number and hence help in facilitating interop-
erability between codec implementations and applications. The pair of profile and level is 
used to indicate the characteristics of a bitstream in a session announcement. For example, a 
streaming server can indicate the characteristics of an offered stream by its profile and level. 
In video conferencing applications, the pair of profile and level can indicate the capability of a 
decoder and hence be used to negotiate a common operation point during the session setup. 

There are a number of profiles specified in H.264/AVC, out of which the Baseline and 
High profiles are briefly reviewed below. These two profiles are required or recommended in 
multimedia service standards that are relevant for this thesis. 

The Baseline profile of H.264/AVC suits low-latency applications, such as video con-
ferencing, in which error resilience in source coding is required. It includes all the fundamen-
tal features of the H.264/AVC standard, thus providing a very good compression perform-
ance. In addition, it contains arbitrary slice ordering (ASO, see Section 2.3), flexible macrob-
lock ordering (FMO, see Section 2.3) and redundant slices (see Section 2.6.2) error resilience 
features. The Baseline profile is meant for progressive scan content only, i.e., no field coding 
tools are included in the Baseline profile.  

The High profile allows the use of bi-predictive slices and weighted prediction, which 
improve the compression efficiency especially in applications with relaxed latency require-
ments at the expense of increased computational requirements. Furthermore, the High profile 
includes coding tools for interlaced content and context-based adaptive binary arithmetic cod-
ing (CABAC) for more efficient entropy coding. It excludes the error resilience tools men-
tioned above, and therefore it suits playback from local mass storage and broadcast applica-
tions for which more latency can be allowed and more efficient decoder implementations can 
be afforded compared to the conferencing applications and the Baseline profile computational 
requirements, respectively.  

The intersection of the Baseline and High profiles is referred to as the Constrained 
Baseline in this thesis. The Constrained Baseline is not a profile specified in H.264/AVC. 
However, H.264/AVC enables the indication of Baseline bitstreams that are also compliant 
with the High profile, or vice versa; therefore, in practice indicating that the bitstreams con-
form to the Constrained Baseline. Furthermore, many multimedia service standards enable 
indication of the Constrained Baseline in the codec capability exchange procedure. Therefore, 
it can be treated analogously to profiles in most applications. The Constrained Baseline suits 
applications that do not require the error resilience features mentioned above and cannot af-
ford the computational complexity that is inherent in those High profile tools that are ex-
cluded from the Constrained Baseline. For example, the Constrained Baseline is recom-
mended in the Packet-switched Streaming Service (PSS) [2] and the Multimedia Broad-
cast/Multicast Service (MBMS) [3] for mobile networks.  

The specified levels of H.264/AVC correspond to such memory requirements that 
range from picture sizes such as Quarter Common Intermediate Format (QCIF, corresponding 
to 176x144 luma samples) to picture extents of thousands of samples. The addressed bitrates 
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range similarly from tens of kilobits per second to several hundred megabits per second. 
Hence, the specified levels suit a large variety of applications and devices.  

2.2. PREDICTIVE CODING IN H.264/AVC 

Video coding is typically a two-stage process: First, a prediction of the video signal is gener-
ated based on previous coded data. Second, the residual between the predicted signal and the 
source signal is coded. Prediction enables efficient compression, but it causes some complica-
tions in error-prone environments, in random access, and in parallel decoding. In the follow-
ing, the types of prediction in H.264/AVC are categorized. 

Inter prediction, which is also referred to as temporal prediction and motion compen-
sation, removes redundancy between subsequent pictures. H.264/AVC, as other current video 
compression standards, divides a picture into a mesh of rectangles, for each of which a similar 
block in one of the reference pictures is indicated. The location of the prediction block is 
coded as motion vector that indicates the position of the prediction block compared to the 
block being coded. The inter prediction process can be characterized using the following fac-
tors: 

• The accuracy of motion vector representation. It has been shown that sub-pixel 
accuracy in motion vectors improves compression efficiency [132]. In 
H.264/AVC, motion vectors are of quarter-pixel accuracy, and sample values in 
fractional-pixel positions are obtained using a finite impulse response (FIR) fil-
ter. Motion vector values are differentially coded relative to the neighboring 
motion vectors, while differential coding is disabled across slice boundaries.  

• Block partitioning for inter prediction. A basic unit for inter prediction in cur-
rent coding standards is a macroblock, corresponding to a 16x16 block of luma 
samples and corresponding chroma samples. In H.264/AVC, a macroblock can 
be further divided to 16x8, 8x16, or 8x8 macroblock partitions, and the 8x8 
partition can be further divided to 4x4, 4x8, or 8x4 sub-macroblock partitions, 
and a motion vector is coded for each partition. 

• Number of reference pictures for inter prediction. The sources of inter predic-
tion are previously decoded pictures. In early video coding standards, such as 
H.261 [65] and MPEG-2 Video [66], only the previous decoded picture is 
available as a reference for inter prediction. H.264/AVC enables storage of 
multiple reference pictures for inter prediction and selection of the used refer-
ence picture on macroblock or macroblock partition basis. Section 2.4 reviews 
the management of multiple reference pictures in H.264/AVC.  

• Multi-hypothesis motion-compensated prediction. A theoretical analysis of 
multi-hypothesis video coding is provided in [48]. H.264/AVC enables linear 
combination of two motion-compensated prediction blocks for bi-predictive 
slices, which are also referred to as B slices. In contrast to earlier coding stan-
dards, in H.264/AVC the reference pictures for a bi-predictive picture are not 
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limited to be the subsequent picture and the previous picture in output order, 
but rather any reference pictures can be used. 

• Weighted prediction. Whereas earlier coding standards used a prediction 
weight of 1 for prediction blocks of inter (P) pictures and 0.5 for each predic-
tion block of a B picture (resulting into averaging), H.264/AVC allows 
weighted prediction for both P and B slices. In implicit weighted prediction, the 
weights are proportional to picture order counts (see Section 2.7). Alterna-
tively, prediction weights can be explicitly indicated. 

Intra prediction, which is also referred to as spatial prediction, utilizes the fact that ad-
jacent pixels within the same picture are likely to be correlated. Generally speaking, intra pre-
diction can be performed in spatial or transform domain, i.e., either sample values or trans-
form coefficients can be predicted. Intra prediction in H.264/AVC is performed in the spatial 
domain, by referring to neighboring samples of previously decoded blocks that are to the left 
and/or above the block to be predicted. In order to avoid spatio-temporal error propagation, 
which can result when inter prediction has been used for neighboring macroblocks, a con-
strained intra coding mode can alternatively be selected. In the constrained intra coding mode, 
intra prediction is performed only from intra-coded neighboring macroblocks.  

Three primary types of intra coding are supported in H.264/AVC: intra 4x4, intra 8x8, 
and intra 16x16 prediction, all applicable to luma blocks. Intra 8x8 prediction modes is avail-
able in the High profile but not in the Baseline profile. In intra 4x4 and 8x8 modes, the en-
coder can select one of the eight directional sample value prediction schemes or use the DC 
prediction, in which a single value is used to predict the entire block. Intra 4x4 and 8x8 modes 
are suitable for predicting textures with details. Intra 16x16 prediction includes four modes: 
vertical, horizontal, DC, and plane. The three first ones are similar to the modes of the 4x4 
and 8x8 prediction, whereas the plane prediction mode models the predicted block as a plane 
and uses position-specific linear functions to obtain sample values. Intra 16x16 prediction is 
suitable for smooth textures. The chroma samples in intra macroblocks are predicted similarly 
to 16x16 intra prediction for luma. 

One outcome of the coding procedure is a set of coding parameters, such as motion 
vectors and quantized transform coefficients. Many parameters can be entropy-coded more 
efficiently if they are predicted first from spatially or temporally neighboring parameters. For 
example, a motion vector is typically predicted from spatially adjacent motion vectors. Pre-
diction of coding parameters and intra prediction are collectively referred to as in-picture pre-
diction in this thesis. 

2.3. SLICES AND SLICE GROUPS 

H.264/AVC, as many other video coding standards, allows splitting of a coded picture into 
slices. In-picture prediction is disabled across slice boundaries. Thus, slices can be regarded 
as a way to split a coded picture into independently decodable pieces, and slices are therefore 
elementary units for transmission.  
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The Baseline profile of H.264/AVC enables the use of up to eight slice groups per 
coded picture. When more than one slice group is in use, the picture is partitioned into slice 
group map units, which are equal to two vertically consecutive macroblocks when the mac-
roblock-adaptive frame-field (MBAFF) coding is in use and equal to a macroblock otherwise. 
The picture parameter set (see Section 2.6.1) contains data based on which each slice group 
map unit of a picture is associated with a particular slice group. A slice group can contain any 
slice group map units, including non-adjacent map units. When more than one slice group is 
specified for a picture, the flexible macroblock ordering (FMO) feature of the standard is 
used. Some applications for flexible macroblock ordering are presented in Section 4.5.2 and 
Chapter 5. 

In H.264/AVC, a slice consists of one or more consecutive macroblocks (or macrob-
lock pairs, when MBAFF is in use) within a particular slice group in raster scan order. If only 
one slice group is in use, H.264/AVC slices contain consecutive macroblocks in raster scan 
order and are therefore similar to the slices in many previous coding standards. When the 
Baseline profile is in use, slices of a coded picture may appear in any order relative to each 
other in the bitstream, which is referred to as the arbitrary slice ordering (ASO) feature. Oth-
erwise, slices must be in raster scan order in the bitstream. 

2.4. MANAGEMENT OF MULTIPLE REFERENCE PICTURES 

Multiple reference pictures for inter prediction have been enabled in modern video coding 
standards, such as H.263 [67], MPEG-4 Visual [62], and H.264/AVC, to improve error resil-
ience and compression efficiency. The reference picture selection mode (Annex N) of H.263 
and the NEWPRED mode of MPEG-4 Visual enable selection of the reference picture for mo-
tion compensation per each picture segment, e.g., per each slice in H.263, and are used pri-
marily for error resilience (see Section 4.3). H.264/AVC and the Enhanced Reference Picture 
Selection mode of H.263 enable selection of the reference picture for each macroblock sepa-
rately and can be used both for improved compression efficiency and error resilience. This 
section reviews the features of H.264/AVC related to the management of multiple reference 
pictures for inter prediction. 

The bitstream syntax of video coding standards provides means for detecting coded 
pictures that can be removed without affecting the decoding of any other pictures. In many 
video coding standards, such as MPEG-2 Video [66], MPEG-4 Visual [62], and H.263 [67], 
bi-predictive (B) pictures are not used as prediction references for inter prediction. Conse-
quently, they provide a way to achieve temporal scalability, i.e., B pictures in the named 
video coding standards can be removed and hence a lower picture rate can be obtained com-
pared to the picture rate of the original bitstream. The bitstream syntax of H.264/AVC indi-
cates whether or not a particular picture is a reference picture for inter prediction of any other 
picture. Consequently, a picture not used for prediction (a non-reference picture) can be safely 
disposed. Pictures of any coding type (I, P, B) can non-reference pictures in H.264/AVC. 
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H.264/AVC specifies the process for decoded reference picture marking in order to 
control the memory consumption in the decoder. The maximum number of reference pictures 
used for inter prediction, referred to as M, is determined in the sequence parameter set (see 
Section 2.6.1). When a reference picture is decoded, it is marked as “used for reference”. If 
the decoding of the reference picture caused more than M pictures marked as “used for refer-
ence”, at least one picture must be marked as “unused for reference”. There are two types of 
operation for decoded reference picture marking: adaptive memory control and sliding win-
dow. The operation mode for decoded reference picture marking is selected on picture basis. 
The adaptive memory control enables explicit signaling which pictures are marked as “unused 
for reference” and may also assign long-term indices to short-term reference pictures. The 
adaptive memory control requires the presence of memory management control operation 
(MMCO) parameters in the bitstream. If the sliding window operation mode is in use and 
there are M pictures marked as “used for reference”, the short-term reference picture that was 
the first decoded picture among those short-term reference pictures that are marked as “used 
for reference” is marked as “unused for reference”. In other words, the sliding window opera-
tion mode results into first-in-first-out buffering operation among short-term reference pic-
tures.  

One of the memory management control operations in H.264/AVC causes all refer-
ence pictures except for the current picture to be marked as “unused for reference”. An instan-
taneous decoding refresh (IDR) picture contains only intra-coded slices and causes a similar 
“reset” of reference pictures. In addition, the reference picture marking process of 
H.264/AVC facilitates hierarchical temporal scalability, which is discussed in Section 6.1.3.  

The reference picture for inter prediction is indicated with an index to a reference pic-
ture list. The index is coded with variable length coding, i.e., the smaller the index is, the 
shorter the corresponding syntax element becomes. Two reference picture lists are generated 
for each bi-predictive slice of H.264/AVC, and one reference picture list is formed for each 
inter-coded slice of H.264/AVC. A reference picture list is constructed in two steps: first, an 
initial reference picture list is generated, and then the initial reference picture list may be re-
ordered by reference picture list reordering (RPLR) commands contained in slice headers. The 
RPLR commands indicate the pictures that are ordered to the beginning of the respective ref-
erence picture list. 

The use of multiple reference pictures for improved compression efficiency was origi-
nally proposed by Wiegand et al. and they also provided results for the H.263 codec indicat-
ing up to about 20% bitrate savings compared to the use of one reference frame [157]. Puri et 
al. tested the compression improvement of multiple reference frames in H.264/AVC and dis-
covered up to about 10% bitrate savings [101]. The bitrate savings achievable with hierarchi-
cal temporal scalability are discussed in Section 6.1.3. 

2.5. DECODED PICTURE BUFFERING 

The hypothetical reference decoder (HRD), specified in Annex C of H.264/AVC, is used to 
check bitstream and decoder conformance. The HRD contains a coded picture buffer (CPB), 
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an instantaneous decoding process, a decoded picture buffer (DPB), and an output picture 
cropping block. The CPB and the instantaneous decoding process are specified similarly to 
any other video coding standard, and the output picture cropping block simply crops those 
samples from the decoded picture that are outside the signaled output picture extents. The 
DPB was introduced in H.264/AVC in order to control the required memory resources for de-
coding of conformant bitstreams. There are two reasons to buffer decoded pictures, for refer-
ences in inter prediction and for reordering decoded pictures into output order. As 
H.264/AVC provides a great deal of flexibility for both reference picture marking and output 
reordering, separate buffers for reference picture buffering and output picture buffering could 
have been a waste of memory resources. Hence, the DPB includes a unified decoded picture 
buffering process for reference pictures and output reordering. A decoded picture is removed 
from the DPB when it is no longer used as reference and needed for output. The maximum 
size of the DPB that bitstreams are allowed to use is specified in the Level definitions (Annex 
A) of H.264/AVC.  

There are two types of conformance for decoders: output timing conformance and 
output order conformance. For output timing conformance, a decoder must output pictures at 
identical times compared to the HRD. For output order conformance, only the correct order of 
output picture is taken into account. The output order DPB is assumed to contain a maximum 
allowed number of frame buffers. A frame is removed from the DPB when it is no longer 
used as reference and needed for output. When the DPB becomes full, the earliest frame in 
output order is output until at least one frame buffer becomes unoccupied. 

2.6. STRUCTURE OF H.264/AVC BITSTREAMS 

As explained in the introduction of this chapter, H.264/AVC bitstreams contain Network Ab-
straction Layer (NAL) units in decoding order either in the bytestream format or being exter-
nally framed. NAL units consist of a header and payload. The NAL unit header indicates the 
type of the NAL unit and whether a coded slice contained in the NAL unit is a part of a refer-
ence picture or a non-reference picture. The header for SVC NAL units additionally contains 
various indications related to the scalability hierarchy. NAL unit types and their categoriza-
tion are presented in Section 2.6.1. NAL units can be clustered into logical entities, such as 
coded pictures, access units, and coded video sequences, which are reviewed in Section 2.6.2. 

2.6.1. Categorization of NAL Units 

NAL units can be categorized into Video Coding Layer (VCL) NAL units and non-VCL NAL 
units. VCL NAL units are either coded slice NAL units, coded slice data partition NAL units, 
or VCL prefix NAL units. Coded slice NAL units contain syntax elements representing one or 
more coded macroblocks, each of which corresponds to a block of samples in the uncom-
pressed picture. There are four types of coded slice NAL units: coded slice in an Instantane-
ous Decoding Refresh (IDR) picture, coded slice in a non-IDR picture, coded slice of an aux-
iliary coded picture (such as an alpha plane) and coded slice in scalable extension (SVC). A 
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set of three coded slice data partition NAL units contains the same syntax elements as a coded 
slice. Coded slice data partition A comprises macroblock headers and motion vectors of a 
slice, while coded slice data partition B and C include the coded residual data for intra mac-
roblocks and inter macroblocks, respectively. It is noted that the support for slice data parti-
tions is not included in the Baseline or High profile of H.264/AVC. A VCL prefix NAL unit 
precedes a coded slice of the base layer in SVC bitstreams and contains indications of the 
scalability hierarchy of the associated coded slice. 

A non-VCL NAL unit may be of one of the following types: a sequence parameter set, 
a picture parameter set, a supplemental enhancement information (SEI) NAL unit, an access 
unit delimiter, an end of sequence NAL unit, an end of stream NAL unit, or a filler data NAL 
unit. Parameter sets are essential for the reconstruction of decoded pictures, whereas the other 
non-VCL NAL units are not necessary for the reconstruction of decoded sample values and 
serve other purposes presented below. Parameter sets and the SEI NAL unit are reviewed in 
depth in the following paragraphs. The other non-VCL NAL units are not essential for the 
scope of the thesis and therefore not described. 

Many of the conventional video codecs contain sequence and picture headers embed-
ded in the bitstream. A loss or a corruption of a header typically prevents the correct decoding 
of the respective part of the bitstream. Thus, to avoid the drastic impact of a header loss, dif-
ferent kinds of header repetition mechanisms are provided both in the source coding specifica-
tion and with the packetization mechanism. For example, MPEG-4 Visual [62] contains a 
header extension mechanism for picture header repetition in the slice headers, picture header 
repetition is enabled through the supplemental enhancement information mechanism of H.263 
[51], and the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) payload format of H.263 [13] also allows 
repetition of picture headers.  

In order to improve the transmission robustness of infrequently changing coding pa-
rameters compared to conventional header repetition, Wenger and Stockhammer [152] pro-
posed the parameter set mechanism. Hannuksela and Wang later proposed parameter sets to 
be divided to sequence and picture parameter sets [52], which then became the design adopted 
to H.264/AVC. Parameters that remain unchanged through a coded video sequence are in-
cluded in a sequence parameter set. In addition to the parameters that are essential to the de-
coding process, the sequence parameter set may optionally contain video usability informa-
tion (VUI), which includes parameters that are important for buffering, picture output timing, 
rendering, and resource reservation. A picture parameter set contains such parameters that are 
likely to be unchanged in several coded pictures. No picture header is present in H.264/AVC 
bitstreams but the frequently changing picture-level data is repeated in each slice header and 
picture parameter sets carry the remaining picture-level parameters. H.264/AVC syntax al-
lows many instances of sequence and picture parameter sets, and each instance is identified 
with a unique identifier. Each slice header includes the identifier of the picture parameter set 
that is active for the decoding of the picture that contains the slice, and each picture parameter 
set contains the identifier of the active sequence parameter set. Consequently, the transmis-
sion of picture and sequence parameter sets does not have to be accurately synchronized with 
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the transmission of slices. Instead, it is sufficient that the active sequence and picture parame-
ter sets are received at any moment before they are referenced, which allows transmission of 
parameter sets using a more reliable transmission mechanism compared to the protocols used 
for the slice data. For example, parameter sets can be included as a parameter in the session 
description for H.264/AVC RTP sessions [S12]. It is recommended to use an out-of-band reli-
able transmission mechanism whenever it is possible in the application in use. If parameter 
sets are transmitted in-band, they can be repeated to improve error robustness.  

An SEI NAL unit contains one or more SEI messages, which are not required for the 
decoding of output pictures but assist in related processes, such as picture output timing, ren-
dering, error detection, error concealment, and resource reservation. Several SEI messages are 
specified in H.264/AVC, and the user data SEI messages enable organizations and companies 
to specify SEI messages for their own use. H.264/AVC contains the syntax and semantics for 
the specified SEI messages but no process for handling the messages in the recipient is de-
fined. Consequently, encoders are required to follow the H.264/AVC standard when they cre-
ate SEI messages, and decoders conforming to the H.264/AVC standard are not required to 
process SEI messages for output order conformance. One of the reasons to include the syntax 
and semantics of SEI messages in H.264/AVC is to allow different system specifications to 
interpret the supplemental information identically and hence interoperate. It is intended that 
system specifications can require the use of particular SEI messages both in the encoding end 
and in the decoding end, and additionally the process for handling particular SEI messages in 
the recipient can be specified.  

2.6.2. Grouping of NAL Units into Logical Entities 

A coded picture consists of the VCL NAL units that are required for the decoding of the pic-
ture. A coded picture can be a primary coded picture or a redundant coded picture. A primary 
coded picture is used in the decoding process of valid bitstreams, whereas a redundant coded 
picture is a redundant representation that should only be decoded when the primary coded pic-
ture cannot be successfully decoded. More details about redundant coded pictures are pro-
vided in Section 4.5.5. 

An access unit consists of a primary coded picture and those NAL units that are asso-
ciated with it. The appearance order of NAL units within an access unit is constrained as fol-
lows. An optional access unit delimiter NAL unit may indicate the start of an access unit. It is 
followed by zero or more SEI NAL units. The coded slices or slice data partitions of the pri-
mary coded picture appear next, followed by coded slices for zero or more redundant coded 
pictures.  

A coded video sequence is defined to be a sequence of consecutive access units in de-
coding order from an IDR access unit, inclusive, to the next IDR access unit, exclusive, or to 
the end of the bitstream, whichever appears earlier. A group of pictures (GOP) can be de-
coded regardless of whether any previous pictures were decoded. An open GOP is such a 
group of pictures in which pictures preceding the initial intra picture in output order may not 
be correctly decodable. An H.264/AVC decoder can recognize an intra picture starting an 
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open GOP from the recovery point SEI message in an H.264/AVC bitstream. A closed GOP is 
such a group of pictures in which all pictures can be correctly decoded. In H.264/AVC, a 
closed GOP starts from an IDR access unit. 

2.7. PICTURE OUTPUT ORDER AND TIMING 

One of the design decisions of H.264/AVC was to have output timestamps optionally present 
in the bitstream syntax to avoid conflicts between the timestamps carried by the transport pro-
tocol or in the file storage format. A conflict may arise from concatenation of coded bit-
streams or playing at a faster pace than the original decoding speed, for example. 

Picture output timing information may be included in the Picture Timing SEI message 
for systems that do not provide timestamps in the transport or file level. Picture Timing SEI 
messages indicate the decoding time and output time relative to the operation of the HRD. 
They may also contain rendering instructions for frame and field duplication in systems that 
are oriented for fixed picture rate rendering. When H.264/AVC streams are conveyed over 
RTP, the use of picture timing SEI messages is strongly discouraged and RTP timestamps 
override any picture timing SEI messages in picture output timing.  

Even though picture output timing is not included in the integral part of the bitstream, 
information on output order was found useful. Hence, a value of picture order count (POC) is 
derived for each picture and is non-decreasing with increasing picture position in output order 
relative to the previous IDR picture or a picture containing a memory management control 
operation marking all pictures as “unused for reference”. POC therefore indicates the output 
order of pictures. It is also used in the decoding process for implicit scaling of motion vectors 
in the temporal direct mode of bi-predictive slices, for implicitly derived weights in weighted 
prediction, and for reference picture list initialization of B slices. Furthermore, POC is used in 
the verification of output order conformance.  
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 Chapter 3 

Video Communication Systems 

n this thesis, streaming delivery refers to transmission, reception, decoding, and rendering 
of multimedia data in real time, where reception, decoding, and rendering happen simulta-

neously. An unreliable transport protocol is typically used in streaming delivery to achieve 
low end-to-end delay within a certain limit. Consequently, it may not be possible to reproduce 
the multimedia data perfectly in the receiver due to transmission errors. The thesis concen-
trates on handling of transmission errors in streaming video delivery.  

I 

Streaming is a collective term for streaming delivery and streaming applications. 
Streaming delivery is also used in applications beyond streaming, such as video telephone. 
Streaming applications are often characterized by being essentially half-duplex and utilizing 
initial buffering before the start of media rendering.  

Progressive downloading refers to transmission of a multimedia file over a reliable 
communication protocol, such as Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [41], and decoding and 
rendering the file while it is being received. While progressive downloading guarantees per-
fect reproduction of the transmitted file, the receiver may have to halt the playback if the 
channel throughput falls under the data rate of the file. Even though progressive downloading 
may be used similarly to streaming delivery in various applications, the technical challenges 
related to progressive downloading are partly different and not covered in this thesis. 

Data delivery methods can also be grouped according to the used routing scheme into 
unicasting, multicasting, and broadcasting depending on the number of the recipients and their 
subscriber relationship. Unicasting refers to the transmission of a single message or a content 
stream to one subscriber. Multicasting is defined as the transmission of a single message or a 
content stream to a known group of subscribers. Broadcasting means transmission of a single 
message or a content stream to an unknown and possibly indiscriminated group of subscrib-
ers. 

This chapter reviews the video communication systems that are relevant for the thesis. 
First, the types of transmission errors occurring in communications systems are described in 
Section 3.1. The protocol basis of all real-time multimedia services in the scope of the thesis 
is the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP), and therefore the RTP protocol stack is introduced 
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in Section 3.2. The Internet Protocol (IP) data casting service over Digital Video Broadcasting 
– Handheld (DVB-H) is overviewed in Section 3.3. Protocols and applications for streaming 
media delivery over mobile networks are discussed in Section 3.4.  

3.1. TYPES OF TRANSMISSION ERRORS 

Most real-world channels are susceptible to transmission errors, which can be roughly classi-
fied into two categories: bit errors and erasure errors. Bit errors are discussed in this para-
graph, whereas erasure errors are reviewed in the next paragraph. Bit errors are caused by 
physical events occurring in the transmission channel, such as noise and interference. Protocol 
stacks for real-time media transport typically provide means, such as cyclic redundancy check 
(CRC) codes, for detection of bit errors. It is a common practice to discard erroneous protocol 
payloads in the transport decoder, although some attempts have been made to utilize aware-
ness of bit errors across protocol layers [59][73][135]. The challenges in decoding of errone-
ous video data lie in the likelihood of bursty bit errors [81], the exact detection of the position 
of the error, and variable length coding (VLC) used by the entropy coder. Due to the bursti-
ness of bit errors, it is likely that a large portion of an erroneous protocol payload would be 
non-decodable and therefore discarding the entire protocol payload does not cause very much 
unnecessary data exclusion. The error detection means provided by the communication proto-
cols are typically able to yield a binary conclusion: either the packet is corrupted or correct. It 
is therefore up to source coding layer means to conclude the exact location of errors. Even 
though there are methods based on syntactic and semantic violations and unnatural texture 
disruptions, false detection of bit errors may lead to subjectively annoying video [59]. Due to 
variable length coding, a single bit error is likely to change the interpretation of the codeword 
in which it occurs and cause a loss of synchronization of subsequent codewords. Even if 
codeword synchronization were re-established, it might not be possible to determine the spa-
tial or temporal location of decoded data. Thus, handling of bit errors in the source decoder is 
not considered in this thesis, but rather it is assumed that the transport decoder passes only 
correct protocol data units for decoding.  

There are two main sources of erasure errors in packet-oriented networks [11]: First, 
the transport decoder typically processes bit errors by removing the entire packets in which 
the bit errors occurred. Second, queue overflows in congested network elements, such as 
routers, cause packet losses. Packets may also undergo a different amount of end-to-end de-
lay, which may cause some packets to miss their decoding or playback time and hence be ef-
fectively considered lost. The behavior of the Internet, including packet loss, delay, and reor-
dering statistics, has been studied in various experiments, such as [98] and [102].  

3.2. RTP-BASED MEDIA TRANSMISSION 

RTP [117] is used for transmitting continuous media data, such as coded audio and video 
streams in IP-based networks. The Real-time Transport Control Protocol (RTCP) [117] is a 
companion of RTP, i.e., RTCP should be used to complement RTP, when the network and 
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application infrastructure allow its use. RTP and RTCP are usually conveyed over the User 
Datagram Protocol (UDP) [100], which, in turn, is conveyed over the Internet Protocol (IP). 
There are two versions of IP, IPv4 [99] and IPv6 [28], differing by the number of addressable 
end-points among other things. RTCP is used to monitor the quality of service provided by 
the network and to convey information about the participants in an ongoing session. RTP and 
RTCP are designed for sessions that range from one-to-one communication to large multicast 
groups of thousands of end-points. In order to control the total bitrate caused by RTCP pack-
ets in a multiparty session, the transmission interval of RTCP packets transmitted by a single 
end-point is proportional to the number of participants in the session. Each media coding for-
mat has a specific RTP payload format, which specifies how media data is structured in the 
payload of an RTP packet. Figure 3 illustrates a simplified protocol stack for RTP-based me-
dia transmission. 

A number of profiles have been specified for RTP, each of which specifies extensions 
or modifications to RTP that are specific to a particular family of applications. One of the 
most popular profiles is called RTP profile for audio and video conferences with minimal 
control [118] and abbreviated RTP/AVP. The specification provides the semantics of the ge-
neric fields in RTP header for the use in audio and video conferences. It also specifies the 
RTP payload format for some audio and video codecs. An RTP profile known as the audio-
visual profile with feedback [97] is abbreviated RTP/AVPF. The audio-visual profile with 
feedback allows terminals to send feedback faster than RTCP originally allowed and can 
therefore be used to convey messages for interactive error correction. The codec control mes-
sages specified in [156] extend RTP/AVPF with messages that are primarily useful in central-
ized multipoint conferences. 

A media type is specified together with an RTP payload format usually in the same 
specification. A media type can be used with various protocols, such as HTTP and RTP, to 
identify the content carried within the protocols. The name of a media type consists of a con-
tent type and sub-type separated with a slash, e.g., “video/H264”. Any number of required and 
optional parameters can be specified for each media type to indicate the characteristics of the 
media in a more detailed level. Details of media types and their registration are available in 
[43].  
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Figure 3. Simplified protocol stack for RTP-based media transmission.  
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In unicast, multicast, and broadcast streaming applications the available streams are 
announced and their coding formats are characterized to enable each receiver to conclude if it 
can decode and render the content successfully. Sometimes a number of different format op-
tions for the same content are provided, from which each receiver can choose the most suit-
able one for its capabilities and/or end-user wishes. The available media streams are described 
with the corresponding media type and its parameters that are included in a session descrip-
tion formatted according to the Session Description Protocol (SDP) [49]. In unicast streaming 
applications the session description is usually carried by the Real-Time Streaming Protocol 
(RTSP) [116], which is used to set up and control the streaming session. In broadcast and 
multicast streaming applications, the session description may be carried as part of the elec-
tronic service guide (ESG) for the service. 

In video conferencing applications, the used codecs and their modes are negotiated 
during the session setup, e.g., using the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [110]. Among other 
things SIP conveys messages according to the SDP offer/answer model [111].  

3.3. IP DATA CASTING OVER DVB-H 

DVB-H is based on and compatible with DVB-Terrestrial (DVB-T) [37]. The extensions in 
DVB-H relative to DVB-T make it possible to receive broadcast services in handheld devices. 
DVB-H is discussed in depth in [40] and reviewed here only when it comes to the most essen-
tial parts for the thesis. 

The protocol stack for DVB-H is presented in Figure 4. IP packets are encapsulated to 
Multi-Protocol Encapsulation (MPE) sections for transmission over the Medium Access 
(MAC) sub-layer. Each MPE section consists of a header, the IP datagram as a payload, and a 
32-byte cyclic redundancy check (CRC) for the verification of payload integrity. The MPE 
section header contains addressing data among other things. The MPE sections can be logi-
cally arranged to application data tables in the Logical Link Control (LLC) sub-layer, over 
which Reed-Solomon (RS) FEC codes [105] are calculated and MPE-FEC sections are 
formed. The process for MPE-FEC construction is explained in more detail below. The MPE 
and MPE-FEC sections are mapped onto MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS) packets.  
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Figure 4. Subset of the protocol stack of DVB-H. 

MPE-FEC was included in DVB-H to combat long burst errors that cannot be effi-
ciently corrected in the physical layer. As Reed-Solomon code is a systematic code, i.e., the 
source data remains unchanged in the FEC encoding, MPE-FEC decoding is optional for 
DVB-H terminals. MPE-FEC repair data is computed over IP packets and encapsulated into 
MPE-FEC sections, which are transmitted such a way that an MPE-FEC ignorant receiver 
could just receive just the unprotected data while ignoring the repair data that follows. 

To compute MPE-FEC repair data, IP packets are filled column-wise into an N x 191 
matrix where each cell of the matrix hosts one byte and N denotes the number of rows in the 
matrix. The standard defines the value of N to be one of 256, 512, 768 or 1024. RS codes are 
computed for each row and concatenated such that the final size of the matrix is of size 
N x 255. The N x 191 part of the matrix is called the Application data table (ADT) and the 
next N x 64 part of the matrix is called the RS data table (RSDT). The ADT need not be com-
pletely filled, which must be used to avoid IP packet fragmentation between two MPE-FEC 
frames and may also be exploited to control bitrate and error protection strength. The unfilled 
part of the ADT is called padding. To control the strength of the FEC protection, all 64 col-
umns of RSDT need not be transmitted, i.e., the RSDT may be punctured. The structure of an 
MPE-FEC frame is shown in Figure 5 and further detailed information on the MPE-FEC ma-
trix construction can be obtained from [38]. 
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Figure 5. MPE-FEC frame structure. 
© 2006 IEEE. Reprinted with permission from [P9]. 

 
Mobile devices have a limited source of power. The power consumed in receiving, de-

coding and demodulating a standard full-bandwidth DVB-T signal would use a substantial 
amount of battery life in a short time. Time slicing of the MPE-FEC frames is used to solve 
this problem [4]. The data is received in bursts so that the receiver, utilizing control signals, 
remains inactive when no bursts are to be received. A burst is sent at a significantly higher 
bitrate compared to bitrate of the media streams carried in the burst. 

3.4. PACKET-ORIENTED REAL-TIME MEDIA TRANSPORT OVER 
MOBILE NETWORKS 

A mobile network consists of three interacting domains, the core network (CN), the radio ac-
cess network (RAN), and the user equipment (UE). The Third Generation Partnership Project 
(3GPP) is a joint effort of a number of standardization organizations. 3GPP develops the core 
network as an evolution of the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) core net-
work, specifies radio access networks and user equipment, and defines systems and services 
for the 2.5G and 3G mobile systems (and beyond). 2.5G is an unofficial term used for the 
evolutions of the GSM technology, such as General Packet Radio Services (GPRS), providing 
packet-switched technology. The third-generation (3G) mobile technologies include the Uni-
versal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) specified by 3GPP. In general, 3GPP 
multimedia services operate on both 2.5G and 3G mobile networks. 

3GPP has developed two families of radio access technologies: GSM/EDGE radio ac-
cess network (GERAN) based on time-division multiplexing and UMTS terrestrial radio ac-
cess network (UTRAN) based on wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA). EDGE 
stands for enhanced data rates for GSM evolution. UMTS mobile stations can operate both in 
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circuit-switched (CS) operation primarily for conventional speech calls and packet-switched 
(PS) operation for IP-based services. For IP services, UMTS offers quality of service (QoS) 
classes for four types of traffic: conversational (voice and multimedia telephony), streaming, 
interactive (e.g., web browsing), and background (e.g., email and short message service). The 
QoS classes are characterized by and differ in maximum bitrate, guaranteed bitrate, maximum 
service data unit (SDU) size, residual error ratios, and transfer delay among other things.  

This section is organized as follows: As UTRAN is one of the most important network 
environments for mobile multimedia and provides a good example of the operation of mobile 
radio networks, the characteristics of protocol layers 1 and 2 of UTRAN are introduced in 
Section 3.4.1. The 3GPP services that are most relevant for this thesis are packet-switched 
streaming service (PSS) [2] and multimedia broadcast/multicast service (MBMS) [3], which 
are reviewed in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3, respectively.  

3.4.1. UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access 

The protocol stack for UTRAN includes the physical layer (also known as layer 1) and the 
link layer (also known as layer 2), which is further divided into three sub-layers, the medium 
access control (MAC) layer, the radio link control (RLC) layer, and the packet data conver-
gence protocol (PDCP) layer. The operation of UTRAN is briefly described next using a sim-
plified protocol stack illustrated in Figure 6 [P8]. In UMTS, each RTP/UDP/IP packet is 
treated as a service data unit (SDU) for PDCP. Thus, an RTP/UDP/IP packet and the PDCP 
header form a PDCP protocol data unit (PDU) and serve as an SDU for the radio link control 
(RLC) layer. The PDCP layer hides the differences of protocols in higher layers, such as IPv4 
and IPv6, from the lower layers and provides services such as protocol header compression. 
An RLC-SDU is segmented into RLC protocol data units (RLC-PDUs), which are the ele-
mentary units to be transmitted over the physical layer. The length of RLC-PDUs varies typi-
cally in the range of 20 to 100 bytes depending on the selected radio bearer. The RLC layer 
provides logical links over the radio interface, i.e., it is capable of fragmentation and reassem-
bly of higher layer packets (RLC-SDUs). The fragmentation and reassembly functionality is 
realized through sequence numbers (SNs) assigned for each RLC-PDU. There are three 
transmission modes in the RLC layer: transparent, unacknowledged, and acknowledged. The 
transparent mode provides only the fragmentation and reassembly function and is used mainly 
for the circuit-switched operation. The unacknowledged mode is capable of error detection in 
the receiving end, and erroneous RLC-SDUs are not passed to higher layers. This mode can 
be used for delay-constrained packet-switched applications, such as video telephony. The ac-
knowledged mode provides link-layer retransmission of erroneous RLC-PDUs and it can be 
used for applications, such as streaming, that can tolerate a moderate amount of end-to-end 
delay. The MAC layer controls the access for the radio channel. The physical layer generally 
adds FEC parity bits to RLC-PDUs and protects their integrity with a CRC code. The trans-
mission time interval (TTI) between two consecutive RLC-PDUs and the used modulation 
scheme determine the system delay and the bearer bitrate. More details on the UMTS radio 
access are provided in [36] and [129]. [P3][P8] 
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Figure 6. Simplified UTRAN protocol stack. Elements added by a protocol stack layer are 
indicated by gray background. 

3.4.2. 3GPP Packet-Switched Streaming Service (PSS) 

The PSS standard [2] specifies the framework, formats and protocols that can be used in the 
service. The PSS focuses on streaming of timed media, such as audio and video, but it also 
provides means for a rich multimedia presentation using synchronized multimedia integration 
language (SMIL) [139] and/or scalable vector graphics (SVG) [140]. An RTP-based protocol 
stack, very similar to the one presented in Section 3.2, is used in PSS for real-time media 
streaming. RTP/AVP is required in PSS, and RTP/AVPF is recommended. Additional rec-
ommended error resilience features of PSS include client buffer feedback signaling, used for 
bitrate adaptation and reviewed in Section 4.2, and RTP-layer retransmissions, reviewed in 
Section 4.4. Any radio access, such as UTRAN presented in Section 3.4.1, can be used with 
PSS, and usually the acknowledged mode is preferred in the radio link layer. In addition to the 
RTP-based transport, PSS also specifies the coding formats that are allowed in the service. At 
the time of writing this thesis, H.264/AVC Constrained Baseline is a recommended video 
format. A review of PSS is available in [44]. 

3.4.3. 3GPP Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service (MBMS) 

MBMS can be functionally split into the bearer service [1] and the user service [3]. The 
MBMS bearer service specifies the transmission procedures below the IP layer, whereas the 
MBMS user service specifies the protocols and procedures above the IP layer. The MBMS 
user service includes two delivery methods: download and streaming. This section provides a 
brief overview of the MBMS streaming delivery method. A thorough overview of MBMS is 
available in [56]. 

The streaming delivery method of MBMS uses a protocol stack similar to the stack 
used for real-time media streaming in PSS. Due to the broadcast/multicast nature of the ser-
vice, interactive error control features, such as retransmissions, are not used. Instead, MBMS 
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includes an application-layer FEC scheme for streamed media. The scheme is based on an 
FEC RTP payload format that has two packet types, FEC source packets and FEC repair 
packets. FEC source packets contain media data according to the media RTP payload format 
followed by the source FEC payload ID field. FEC repair packets contain the repair FEC pay-
load ID and FEC encoding symbols, i.e., repair data. The FEC payload IDs indicate which 
FEC source block the payload is associated with and the position of the header and the pay-
load of the packet in the FEC source block. FEC source blocks contain entries, each of which 
has a one-byte flow identifier, two-byte length of the following UDP payload, and an UDP 
payload, i.e., RTP packet including the RTP header but excluding any underlying packet 
headers. The flow identifier, which is unique for each pair of destination UDP port number 
and destination IP address, enables the protection of multiple RTP streams with the same FEC 
coding. This enables larger FEC source blocks compared to FEC source blocks composed of 
single RTP stream under the same period of time and hence may improve error robustness. 
However, a receiver must receive all the bundled flows (i.e., RTP streams), even if only a 
subset of the flows belongs to the same multimedia service.  

The processing in the sender can be outlined as follows: An original media RTP 
packet, generated by the media encoder and encapsulator, is modified to indicate RTP payload 
type of the FEC payload and appended with the source FEC payload ID. The modified RTP 
packet is sent using the normal RTP mechanisms. The original media RTP packet is also cop-
ied into the FEC source block. Once the FEC source block is filled up with RTP packets, the 
FEC encoding algorithm is applied to calculate a number of FEC repair packets that are also 
sent using the normal RTP mechanisms. Systematic Raptor codes [91] are used as the FEC 
encoding algorithm of MBMS.  

At the receiver, all FEC source packets and FEC repair packets associated with the 
same FEC source block are collected and the FEC source block is reconstructed. If there are 
missing FEC source packets, FEC decoding can be applied based the FEC repair packets and 
the FEC source block. FEC decoding leads to the reconstruction of any missing FEC source 
packets, when the recovery capability of the received FEC repair packet is sufficient. The me-
dia packets that were received or recovered are then handled normally by the media payload 
decapsulator and decoder. 
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 Chapter 4 

Error Resilience in H.264/AVC 
Video Communication 

his chapter reviews the error resilience techniques for video communication applications 
using H.264/AVC. Communication protocols for real-time media transport typically at-

tach a sequence number that is incremented by one for each transmitted packet, and therefore 
packet losses can be detected from a gap in the sequence number values of consecutively re-
ceived packets. Error detection is therefore not discussed to a large extent. The chapter starts 
with a review of priority partitioning methods for unequal error protection in Section 4.1. The 
presented priority partitioning methods can be used with interactive and forward error resil-
ience methods. Then, interactive error control methods, i.e., congestion control, interactive 
error concealment, and interactive error correction, are reviewed in Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, 
respectively. Forward error correction and concealment methods are discussed in Section 4.5. 
Section 4.6 provides an overview of methods for error concealment by post-processing. 
Lastly, Section 4.7 summarizes this chapter by giving recommendations which error resilience 
methods suit particular applications. 

T 

4.1. PRIORITY PARTITIONING FOR UNEQUAL ERROR PROTEC-
TION 

Video bitstreams can be partitioned to segments of different priorities according to their im-
pact on subjective quality. Priority ranking can be used for different methods for unequal pro-
tection of coded data. For example, priority segments can be protected with unequal amount 
of FEC repair data (see Section 4.5.8), scheduled for transmission such that the most impor-
tant pieces can be retransmitted if needed (see Section 4.2.2), or network congestion and 
packet losses can be avoided by omitting the transmission of the least important data (see Sec-
tion 4.2.3). Priority partitioning methods can be roughly categorized into temporal segmenta-
tion, spatial and quality layering, data partitioning, and region-of-interest prioritization, which 
are briefly reviewed next.  
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4.1.1. Temporal Segmentation 

Temporal segmentation according to the importance of pictures can be done based on the pic-
ture type (I, P, B) [87], or, more generally, based on classification into reference and non-
reference pictures. The importance of a reference picture can be scored according to the num-
ber of subsequent pictures in decoding order that have direct or indirect prediction dependen-
cies on the reference picture. In other words, pictures at the tail of a GOP are less important 
than pictures at the head of the GOP [20]. Non-reference pictures do not affect decoding of 
any other picture and are therefore least important subjectively.  

The categorization into reference and non-reference pictures results into two priority 
classes, whose bitrates are governed by the used encoding settings. In other words, the num-
ber of priority classes is fixed to two and the respective bitrate shares of the two priority 
classes are inflexible. The usage of the picture distance from the start of a GOP as a priority 
partitioning criterion provides a greater number of priority classes but typically results into 
discontinuous video under error-prone transmission conditions. Hierarchical temporal scal-
ability structures enabled by the sub-sequence coding technique presented in Chapter 6 enable 
a flexible number of priority classes and increase the likelihood of continuous video, when 
errors occur in transmission. 

4.1.2. Spatial and Quality Layering 

Some video coding schemes offer quality and spatial scalability [96]. Scalable video is typi-
cally ordered into hierarchical layers including a base layer, which contains an independent 
representation of a video sequence, and one or more enhancement layers, which contain qual-
ity or spatial refinement data. Quality scalability, also known as Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) 
scalability, is based on the use of a finer quantization step in an enhancement layer compared 
to the base layer. There are three types of quality scalability, coarse granular scalability 
(CGS), medium grain scalability (MGS), and fine granular scalability (FGS) [120], out of 
which CGS and MGS are supported in SVC. In CGS and MGS, the order of coded parameters 
in an enhancement layer picture resembles that of the base layer picture, i.e., a macroblock is 
an atomic unit in the bitstream and macroblocks are arranged in raster scan order within coded 
slices. In FGS, the order of bits in a coded slice is generally a decreasing function of impor-
tance with respect to the subjective quality. In other words, coded data of macroblocks are 
interleaved, and an FGS slice can be truncated at any byte location. An MGS or FGS en-
hancement layer picture can be typically omitted with manageable drift in the decoded signal, 
while disposal of a CGS enhancement layer picture may cause severe degradation of quality. 
In spatial scalability, pictures in enhancement layers have a higher resolution compared to the 
base layer pictures. The layer hierarchy forms a natural basis for priority ordering of data. 
However, especially when a bitstream includes different types of scalability, priority ordering 
becomes a multi-dimensional rate-distortion optimization problem, as presented in [6]. 
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4.1.3. Data Partitioning 

There are two levels of data partitioning typically present in video coding schemes. First, se-
quence and picture level parameters that are required for decoding of the slice and macrob-
lock level data are typically organized in their own structures. For example, in H.264/AVC, 
sequence and picture parameter sets are necessary for decoding of any picture data and are 
carried in separate NAL units from the slice data. Second, coded slice data is typically organ-
ized in macroblock scanning order, i.e., all data for a macroblock resides consecutively in the 
bitstream. However, many video coding schemes enable slice data partitioning, i.e., forming 
of bitstream structures that contain certain syntax elements across all macroblocks of a slice. 
For example, slice data partition A of H.264/AVC comprises macroblock headers and motion 
vectors of a slice, whereas slice data partitions B and C include the coded residual data for 
intra macroblocks and inter macroblocks, respectively. Encoders may generate slice data par-
titions instead of regular slices into the bitstream.  

4.1.4. Region-of-Interest Prioritization 

A picture can be partitioned into regions or objects of different subjective importance. Several 
methods have been proposed for region of interest determination in the literature, some of 
which are briefly reviewed next.  

An example of the widely studied research topic of automatic face detection was pro-
vided by Eleftheriadis and Jacquin, who proposed face detection based on head outline and 
eye-nose-mouth detection from a binary-thresholded edge image [34]. Doulamis et al. pro-
posed a neural network classifier, which uses the AC coefficients of Discrete Cosine Trans-
form (DCT) blocks as feature vectors [31]. The classifier is first trained by ground-truth se-
quences that are hand-segmented to foreground and background.  

Foveation-based image and video processing is based on the fact that the sampling 
density of the human visual system is higher at and close to the focus of the human eye, also 
known as the fixation point, compared to the rest of the vision. An eye tracker can be used to 
trace the gazing direction of the end-user and the gazing direction can then be utilized in 
video processing. Lee et al. [86] proposed to use foveation information for unequal error pro-
tection as follows. Each macroblock is mapped to “the foveated layer” or “the background 
layer”, which are then coded as slices using the independent segment decoding mode (see 
Section 4.5.1) and data partitioning. Automatic repeat-requests (see Section 4.4) and reference 
picture selection (see Section 4.3.2) make it possible to use only correctly decoded picture 
areas as references for inter prediction. Unequal error protection is obtained by inserting more 
resynchronization markers in the foveated layer compared to the background layer, i.e., hav-
ing a smaller packet size in the foveated layer.  

Im and Pearmain [60] proposed picture partitioning into two slice groups based on er-
ror concealment distortion. For each picture, the number of coded bits (the rate, R) and distor-
tion (Dcoded) are estimated first. Initial values of distortion for error-concealed macroblocks 
(Dconcealed) are calculated by assuming that no data for the picture is received. Then, macrob-
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locks with the highest difference between Dcoded and Dconcealed relative to the rate (R) are itera-
tively selected to the first slice group. Values of Dconcealed are also updated iteratively assum-
ing that the first slice group is correctly received. The iteration process is continued until the 
first slice group is of desired size in terms of number of bits. Dhondt et al. [30] used a similar 
scheme as Im and Pearmain but also considered the error concealment distortion in subse-
quent pictures. 

Regions of different priority should reside in different coded data units in order to en-
able unequal error protection. Slices or slice groups can be used to enclose a particular region 
of interest. It is desirable that a region of interest enclosing a particular object would not be 
influenced by potential errors hitting other regions of interest or background. This desired 
characteristic is enabled by the isolated regions technique presented in Chapter 5. An isolated 
region is independently decodable and can enclose a region of interest that may change loca-
tion and shape.  

4.2. CONGESTION CONTROL IN UNICAST APPLICATIONS 

Initial buffering in receivers smoothes away small fluctuations in throughput and transmission 
delay. When the data rate throughput change is such long in duration or big in bitrate that re-
ceiver buffers are in danger of under- or overflowing, senders should adjust the transmission 
bitrate to the available throughput. Sources of throughput changes and detection methods for 
them are reviewed in Section 4.2.1. 

Abrupt and substantial throughput drops, such as those caused by cell handovers in 
mobile reception, pose a challenge to continuous media rendering. Even if senders react to 
detected throughput drops immediately by adjusting the transmission bitrate, client buffer 
may drain in the meanwhile and cause discontinuous playback. In order to counter throughput 
drops proactively, robust packet scheduling methods can be used, as discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2.2. 

When congestion in fixed packet-switched network is detected, senders are often ex-
pected to behave similarly to the congestion control algorithm of the Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP), which adjusts the sending rate by an Additive Increase Multiplicative De-
crease (AIMD) rate control algorithm [18]. Additive increase refers to the fact that the trans-
mission rate is raised incrementally if no packet losses are detected, and multiplicative de-
crease refers to halving the transmission rate once every round-trip time as a response to a 
packet loss. It is obvious that when a sender encodes video in real-time and there is only one 
receiver, the bitrate control algorithm of the encoder can be used for data rate adjustment. 
Otherwise, methods manipulating coded bitstreams, such as stream thinning and switching, 
should be used. A brief review of stream thinning and switching methods is given in Sec-
tion 4.2.3. 
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4.2.1. Sources and Detection of Throughput Changes 

There are three main sources for throughput drops in streaming over heterogeneous networks: 
congestion in a best-effort network, decrease of a service class in networks providing guaran-
teed quality of service (QoS), and cell handovers in mobile networks. Each type of a through-
put drop requires specific handling, even though the underlying processing techniques remain 
the same for all.  

RTCP receiver reports provide some means for detecting throughput changes. When 
congestion is the only source of packet losses, the packet loss counters included in RTCP re-
ceiver reports give an indication of congestion. RTCP receiver reports also include the interar-
rival jitter field, which represents the statistical variance of packet interarrival times relative to 
RTP timestamps. Increased interarrival jitter can be of a sign of congestion and enables the 
sender to react before packet losses happen. [117] 

Many of the currently used packet-switched mobile networks, such as GPRS, offer a 
best-effort service. The use of RTCP receiver reports for throughput change detection is unre-
liable in best-effort mobile networks, because the wireless link is an additional source of 
packet losses. Thus, senders cannot conclude based on RTCP receiver reports whether an in-
creased packet loss rate is due to congestion or more severe radio conditions. Moreover, the 
use of the acknowledged mode in the link layer may cause substantial end-to-end delay varia-
tion, which makes methods based on interarrival jitter inoperable. [36] 

In order to provide means to differentiate between congestion and harsh radio condi-
tions, an RTCP extended report with receiver buffer status indications, also known as RTCP 
APP packet with client buffer feedback (NADU APP packet), has been specified in the 3GPP 
packet-switched streaming service [2]. The signaling enables the sender to reconstruct the ex-
act status of the receiver buffer and derive the delay prevailing in the network. Reviews of the 
bitrate adaptation feature of 3GPP packet-switched streaming are provided in [26] and [27].  

An example of signaling for a throughput change when guaranteed QoS is in use can 
also be found in the 3GPP packet-switched streaming service [2], which specifies the 3GPP-
Link-Char header to be used with certain RTSP methods for signaling of the guaranteed radio 
link bandwidth.  

Cell handovers may cause data rate throughput drops that are typical for mobile net-
works. When it comes to the detection of a handover in the application layer of real-time mul-
timedia applications, Kampman and Baldo proposed to use the NADU APP packet for hand-
over detection [77]. While the proposed technique detects handovers accurately, the detection 
can only operate after the handover is over, as no RTCP extended report is conveyed during 
the handover. Therefore, Bouazizi et al. proposed handover detection based on the expected 
reception interval of RTCP receiver reports [14].  

4.2.2. Robust Packet Scheduling 

Robust packet scheduling techniques are applicable when recipients buffer data initially be-
fore the start of media playback. The techniques can be applied for minimizing the impact of 
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abrupt network throughput changes, such as cell handovers, and for selecting an optimal trun-
cation path for stream thinning. The idea of robust packet scheduling is as follows: Coded 
slices and coded slice data partitions that are subjectively the most important are sent earlier 
than their decoding order indicates, whereas coded slices and coded slice data partitions that 
are subjectively the least important are sent later than their natural decoding order indicates. 
Consequently, any temporary decrease in the network throughput might cause the least impor-
tant data to arrive too late for decoding while sufficient amount of the most important data 
would be readily buffered in the receiver to compensate for the throughput drop. Moreover, if 
a piece of the most important data is lost during transmission, it is more likely that the piece 
could be retransmitted and received before its scheduled decoding or playback time compared 
to the least important data. [54] 

The algorithms for robust packet scheduling can be categorized into two classes: heu-
ristic and rate-distortion-optimized algorithms. Two examples of the heuristic algorithms are 
given in this paragraph, whereas the rate-distortion-optimized algorithms are introduced in the 
next paragraph. Miao and Ortega proposed an algorithm called Expected Runtime Distortion 
Based Scheduling (ERDBS) [93][94], which derives the importance and scheduling of each 
packet in run-time based on the scalability layer which the packet contains data for, the fact 
whether any data dependent on the packet has already been transmitted and received cor-
rectly, and the probability of the packet to reach the destination before the decoding and play-
back time of the packet. Kang and Zakhor [78] proposed an algorithm that assigns an impor-
tance factor to packets and pictures carried in the packets as an increasing function of the pic-
ture decoding order relative to the previous intra picture starting a GOP. Packets are sent in 
increasing order of the importance factor within a certain time window relative to the current 
playback time in the recipient. The algorithm is integrated with feedback from the recipient 
indicating which packets have been correctly received. Moreover, the algorithm can be ap-
plied together with data partitioning by weighting motion and texture packets differently. In 
their later work [79], Kang and Zakhor developed a rate-distortion-optimized version of the 
heuristic algorithm [78]. The algorithm uses statistical video traffic models and considers 
channel bitrate fluctuations.  

Chou and Miao developed rate-distortion-optimized algorithms for robust packet 
scheduling in streaming applications in their technical report [19], later published as a journal 
paper [21]. The algorithm optimizes the use of time and bandwidth resources by minimizing a 
Lagrangian rate-distortion cost function. The paper concludes that rate-distortion-optimized 
streaming of an entire presentation can be solved by focusing on the error-cost optimized 
transmission of a single data unit in isolation. The presented algorithm can be applied to vari-
ous streaming scenarios, including sender-driven and receiver-driven, with and without feed-
back, with and without retransmission and forward error correction, as well as best-effort and 
guaranteed quality of service. The work of Chou and Miao has been used as the basis for sev-
eral enhancements and extensions to new applications, such as considerations for multiple 
playback deadlines and accelerated retroactive decoding [76], multi-path transmission [17], 
and rate-congestion optimization considering congestion avoidance on bottleneck links [121].  
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In order to facilitate robust packet scheduling, the transmission system has to provide 
means for sending data out of its decoding order and recovering the data decoding order in 
receivers. The RTP sequence number is required to be incremented by one for each sent RTP 
packet, therefore providing the capability of recovering the transmission order of packets in 
receivers. However, RTP includes no mechanism for recovery of a correct decoding order if 
data is not transmitted in decoding order. A mechanism for the RTP payload format of 
H.264/AVC allowing any data transmission order and recovery of the correct decoding order 
in receivers is presented in Section 6.2.2. The presented mechanism includes signaling ena-
bling receivers to allocate a data reordering buffer having a sufficient size and applying a cor-
rect amount of initial data buffering. Section 6.3.1 discusses how robust packet scheduling 
can be applied for H.264/AVC. 

4.2.3. Stream Thinning and Switching 

Stream thinning refers to omission of certain coded data units, such as non-reference 
pictures and the least important scalability layers, from the transmitted stream. Even non-
scalable bitstreams can be thinned as explained next. A known method in current streaming 
systems to cope with drastically dropped channel throughput is to transmit intra-coded pic-
tures only. When the network throughput is restored, inter-coded pictures can be transmitted 
again from the beginning of the next GOP. Generally, any chain of inter-coded pictures can be 
safely disposed, if no other picture is predicted from them. Consequently, inter-coded pictures 
at the tail of a GOP can be removed without affecting the decoding of any previous or subse-
quent picture. In general, priority partitioning methods, reviewed in Section 4.1, can be used 
to select the order according to which parts of the bitstream are omitted from the transmitted 
stream when the channel throughput is not sufficient. The sub-sequence technique, presented 
in Chapter 6, can be used to increase the number of priority classes and hence provide finer 
bitrate adaptation steps compared to what can be achieved with conventional non-hierarchical 
temporal scalability. 

If stream thinning does not provide a big enough dynamic range for bitrate adjustment, 
the server should switch to a different version of the same content coded for a bitrate that is 
close to the network throughput. Switching to a different bitstream can naturally be done at 
any random access point. In order to respond to a need for adjusting bitrate faster and avoid 
the compression penalty of frequent intra pictures, there have been studies how stream switch-
ing could be done starting from non-intra pictures. Färber and Girod proposed S frames that 
are inter-coded frames used only when switching from a first stream to a second stream [39]. 
S frames are encoded with a small quantization step and make the decoded S frame close but 
typically not identical to the corresponding decoded picture of the second stream. H.264/AVC 
includes the feature known as SI/SP pictures [80], which can be used similarly to S frames but 
provide identical decoded picture after switching compared to decoding of the stream from 
the beginning. Identical decoded pictures are obtained with the cost of additional transform 
and quantization steps in the decoding process for SI/SP pictures both in the primary streams 
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and SI/SP pictures used for switching only. However, the SI/SP feature is not included in the 
Baseline or High profile and therefore not commonly used. 

4.3. INTERACTIVE ERROR CONCEALMENT 

In conversational video communications systems, such as video telephony, there is usually a 
feedback channel from the receiver to the sender. The feedback channel can be utilized for 
recovery from transmission errors among other things. Interactive error concealment mes-
sages from the receiver to the sender can be categorized into intra update requests, loss indica-
tions, and positive acknowledgements of correctly received and decoded data. The encoder 
can respond to the messages by intra coding or encoding using only those reference pictures 
that are correct in content. The encoder can also further improve compression efficiency and 
completeness of error correction, if it tracks the propagation of the indicated errors, recovers 
also those areas that are damaged by error propagation, and uses only undamaged areas as 
references for inter prediction.  

This section reviews the literature and the standards related to interactive error control 
for low-latency video communication. The section is organized as follows: Section 4.3.1 dis-
cusses intra update requests and picture loss indications. Section 4.3.2 summarizes the essen-
tials regarding interactive reference picture selection. The error tracking methods for encoders 
are briefly outlined in Section 4.3.3. 

4.3.1. Intra Update Requests 

A simple method for recovery from transmission errors is to request the far-end encoder to 
encode the erroneous areas in intra coding mode. In addition to recovery from transmission 
errors, the fast update picture command can be issued by the multipoint control unit (MCU), 
when there is a need to switch from one video originator to another in centralized multipoint 
conferencing or a new end-point joins a conference. Because the response of an encoder to an 
indication of lost data is not necessarily the same as the response to a request for a random 
access point, the codec control messages extension [156] of RTP/AVPF includes a picture 
loss indication and a full intra request command separately. A full intra request command is 
also included in RTP/AVPF [97]. Encoders may react to a picture loss indication by transmit-
ting an IDR picture or by intra coding the picture area gradually, i.e., in a number of consecu-
tive pictures [64]. When gradual recovery is used, a recovery point SEI message of 
H.264/AVC is sent to indicate when the entire picture area is correct in content. The gradual 
recovery procedure may be used in error-prone transmission environments in which an IDR 
picture would be likely to be hit by transmission errors due to its large size relative to a typi-
cal inter picture. 

When a gradual recovery process is applied, the encoder must not use any non-
refreshed area as an inter prediction reference for those areas that are being refreshed in the 
picture being encoded. Methods for this kind of spatio-temporal limitation of inter prediction 
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are utilized in the isolated regions technique presented in Chapter 5, and Section 5.3 summa-
rizes the use of isolated regions in gradual decoding refresh. 

4.3.2. Interactive Reference Picture Selection 

Intra coding resulting from picture loss indications reduces compression efficiency compared 
to inter coding. In order to improve the compression efficiency, an encoder can choose such a 
reference picture for inter prediction that is known to be correct and available based on the 
feedback from the far-end decoder. This technique was first proposed in [46] and is often re-
ferred to as NEWPRED. The technique requires that the video coding scheme allows the use 
of multiple reference pictures, and hence H.263 Annex N, H.263 Annex U, and H.264/AVC 
can be used, for example. There are two types of feedback messages: negative acknowledge-
ments (NACKs) indicating that a certain packet or a certain picture or certain areas of a par-
ticular picture were not received correctly and positive acknowledgements (ACKs) indicating 
which pictures or parts of pictures were correct. When negative acknowledgements are in use, 
the encoder typically uses any available reference picture for inter prediction except for those 
that are known to be erroneous based on the received NACK messages. Due to the fact that 
the end-to-end delay may be greater than the interval between two encoded pictures, the en-
coder may not know that some of the recently encoded reference pictures are not received cor-
rectly at the time of encoding a new picture. Thus, the NACK mode of NEWPRED stops er-
ror propagation in about one round-trip time similarly to the fast update requests. When posi-
tive acknowledgements are in use, the encoder typically uses only those reference pictures for 
inter prediction that are known to be correct based on the received ACK messages.  

ITU-T Recommendation H.271 [72] specifies generic back-channel message syntax 
for use with any video codec. Six messages are specified: an indication that one or more pic-
tures are decoded without detected errors, an indication that one or more pictures are entirely 
or partially lost, an indication that all or certain data partitions of a set of coding blocks of one 
picture are lost, a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) value for one parameter set, a CRC value 
for all parameter sets of a certain type, and a reset request indicating that the far-end encoder 
should completely refresh the transmitted bitstream as if no prior video data had been re-
ceived. The semantics to identify a picture, the size of the coding block in terms of samples, 
and the definition of parameter sets are specific to the coding format, and H.271 specifies the 
semantics of the generic message syntax for H.261, H.263, and H.264/AVC. The codec con-
trol messages extension of RTP/AVPF includes a video back-channel message that carries 
messages according to H.271. 

4.3.3. Error Tracking 

Error tracking refers to encoder’s reconstruction of temporal and spatial propagation of errors 
in the far-end decoder. For example, if frame n is damaged and the corresponding back-
channel feedback message arrives in the encoder when it is time to encode frame n+d, the en-
coder reconstructs the location of damaged areas in frames n to n+d-1 in the decoder based on 
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the motion vectors in frames n+1 to n+d-1. The encoder can then avoid using any of the dam-
aged areas in frames n to n+d-1 for inter prediction. Examples of an error tracking algorithm 
are provided in [126] and H.263 Appendix I [67]. 

Error tracking can be further refined if the feedback messages contain information 
which error concealment method the decoder used or the error concealment method has been 
pre-determined in the system. As a response to receiving a feedback message concerning 
frame n, the encoder must reconstruct the decoding process for frames n to n+d-1 exactly so 
that the reference pictures at the encoder match the reference pictures in the decoder accu-
rately. Joint error and error concealment tracking was first proposed by Wada [141] and stud-
ied in the context of H.263 by Girod and Färber [47].  

4.4. INTERACTIVE ERROR CORRECTION 

Interactive error correction, also referred to as retransmission, is known to be a powerful 
technique for error recovery when the buffering latency in the receiver is greater than one re-
transmission interval. Retransmission can be made universally to any lost or corrupted data or 
selectively based on playback deadlines, for example. ARQ (Automatic Repeat reQuest) 
refers to an error control method for data transmission in which the receiver detects 
transmission losses or errors and automatically requests a retransmission from the sender. As 
a response to an ARQ message, the sender retransmits the requested piece of data until it is 
either correctly received or the error persists beyond a predetermined number of 
retransmissions. Several ARQ protocols have been proposed differing in allowed window size 
for transmission ahead of received acknowledgements and sender reaction to missing 
acknowledgements among other things. ARQ protocols can be implemented in different 
layers in the protocol stack. For example, the UMTS provides an acknowledged data transfer 
service in which link layer packets (RLC-PDUs) are automatically retransmitted, and TCP 
ensures correct reception of data by an ARQ procedure. However, automatic retransmission 
falls outside of the scope of this thesis and therefore only selective retransmission is 
considered in this section. In the following, a few selective retransmission protocols and 
methods which are relevant to the thesis are considered. 

An RTP payload format for retransmission of any media data conveyed over RTP is 
specified in [106]. The payload format requires the use of the audio-visual RTP profile with 
feedback (RTP/AVPF, see Section 3.2). The generic NACK message of RTP/AVPF serves as 
a retransmission request. The retransmitted packets are delivered in a separate RTP session 
compared to the original media data. Alternatively, both retransmitted packets and original 
media packets are transmitted in the same RTP session but the synchronization source (SSRC) 
field of the RTP header is used to distinguish the type of packets. The values of the most rele-
vant RTP header parameters of the retransmitted packets are identical to the original packet 
except for the sequence number, and the payload header of the retransmitted packets consists 
of the original sequence number of the retransmitted packet. 
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Retransmission can be used for conversational video applications, such as video te-
lephony, when the receiver does not wait for the lost packets, pictures or slices to arrive after 
sending a retransmission request for them. Instead, the receiver conceals the losses and con-
tinues decoding. When the retransmitted data arrives, the receiver reverts to the decoder state 
which was active when the retransmitted data was supposed to be decoded the first time. 
Then, the decoder decodes the retransmitted data and any dependent subsequent data again to 
obtain correct reference pictures for inter prediction of subsequent pictures. This decoding 
process must happen faster than real-time in order to avoid any latency and hence the tech-
nique can be referred to as retroactive accelerated decoding. Error tracking can be used to re-
decode only those slices that are affected by the retransmitted data. The technique was first 
proposed by Zhu in [173] and summarized in [143].  

Rhee and Joshi proposed a hybrid retransmission and forward error correction scheme 
called RESCU (recovery from error spread using continuous updates) for conversational 
video applications [74][107][108]. The RESCU algorithm is based on a reference picture se-
lection scheme in which periodic frames are coded in pre-determined intervals, each periodic 
frame is predicted only from the previous periodic frame, and other frames are predicted from 
any available reference frames that do not precede the previous periodic frame in decoding 
order. The periodic frames can be protected with retransmissions or FEC or both. Retransmis-
sion is only requested if a periodic frame is lost because it is likely that a retransmitted peri-
odic frame is received before the next periodic frame is decoded. Similarly, it is likely that a 
sufficient amount of FEC repair data for a periodic frame is received before the next periodic 
frame should be decoded. As with Zhu’s technique [173], RESCU requires restoring of the 
decoder state and accelerated decoding when retransmitted or repaired periodic frame is de-
coded.  

4.5. FORWARD ERROR CORRECTION AND CONCEALMENT 

Forward error correction and concealment techniques applicable to H.264/AVC include limi-
tation of in-picture prediction, intra coding, limitation of inter prediction, redundant coded 
pictures, multiple description coding, and assisted error concealment, which are reviewed in 
Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.3 to 4.5.7, respectively. Efficient use of methods limiting in-picture 
prediction requires knowledge from other protocol stack layers, and hence cross-layer optimi-
zation of in-picture prediction limitation is discussed separately in Section 4.5.2. Error-robust 
entropy coding methods also fall into the category of forward error correction and conceal-
ment but are not considered, as they apply to bit-error-prone environments, which are not 
considered in this thesis for reasons mentioned in Section 3.1. Forward error correction and 
concealment may be applied equally over the entire stream. Alternatively, the stream may be 
divided into parts of different importance to subjective quality, as reviewed in Section 4.1, 
and those parts can be protected unevenly. Some unequal error protection schemes for for-
ward error correction and concealment are presented in Section 4.5.8. 
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4.5.1. Constrained In-Picture Prediction 

Slices and slice groups are the elementary coding structures for limiting in-picture prediction, 
as already reviewed in Section 2.3. This section provides some more details about their use 
for error resilience. 

A coded slice is the basic mechanism for limiting in-picture prediction. No prediction 
of coding parameters happens across a slice boundary. Consequently, a slice can be decoded 
even if a spatially neighboring slice is not received or decoded. In H.264/AVC, deblocking 
loop filtering can be applied across slice boundaries, which could potentially cause a leak of 
errors from an incorrectly decoded or concealed slice to a correctly decoded slice. However, 
in practice, such a leak is often imperceptible and encoders can also turn the deblocking loop 
filter off at slice boundaries.  

The slice group mechanism of H.264/AVC provides a flexible means for limitation of 
in-picture prediction. Wenger and Horowitz proposed scattered slice group ordering such that 
all adjacent macroblocks reside in different slice groups [154]. If a slice is lost, it is probable 
that the slices containing the adjacent macroblocks for the lost macroblocks are received, and 
hence error concealment is expected to perform more satisfactorily compared to the error con-
cealment for slices containing macroblocks in raster scan order. However, scattered slice 
groups also drop compression efficiency due to the fact that motion vector and intra predic-
tion are not done across macroblock boundaries. 

A similar, although more restricted, mechanism to slice groups, known as the inde-
pendent segment decoding mode, was included in H.263 (H.263 Annex R). In this optional 
mode, all slice boundaries are treated as picture boundaries, and therefore no spatio-temporal 
error propagation over slice boundaries occurs. When the mode is in use, all slices have to be 
rectangular and the locations of slice boundaries have to remain unchanged within a GOP, 
which limits the applicability of the independent segment decoding mode. A rectangular slice 
may be higher than one macroblock row and narrower than the entire picture width. Due to 
restricted motion prediction, compression efficiency drops compared to normal slice-based 
operation. Furthermore, because the number of macroblocks in a slice is constant within a 
GOP, the slice size cannot be adjusted according to an optimal packet size for the prevailing 
network conditions. The shortcomings of rectangular slices and the independent segment de-
coding mode can be overcome with rectangular-oriented and evolving slice groups used to-
gether with the isolated regions technique presented in Chapter 5. 

In addition to the use of slices and slice groups, the constrained intra coding mode of 
H.264/AVC should be used in error-prone environments. In the constrained intra coding 
mode, intra prediction is allowed only from intra-coded neighboring macroblocks and hence 
there is no error propagation from incorrectly decoded inter macroblocks to intra macrob-
locks. More information on intra prediction in H.264/AVC is provided in Section 2.2. 
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4.5.2. Cross-Layer Optimization for In-Picture Prediction Limitation 

Encoders should adjust the use of the tools for in-picture prediction such a way that sufficient 
level of error resilience is obtained and compression efficiency is not decreased unnecessarily. 
Such a sophisticated encoder operation typically requires cross-layer optimization and infor-
mation about the prevailing channel conditions. Two aspects of cross-layer-optimized limita-
tion of in-picture prediction are reviewed in this section: the size of slices in terms of bytes 
and the transmission order of slices. The size of slices can be selected according to the physi-
cal layer packet size or expected packet loss ratio. More details of slice size selection and 
transmission ordering of slices are given next. 

Some studies, such as [122] and [162], have suggested matching application-layer 
packets exactly to physical layer packets. The aim of these studies is to set the application-
layer packet size to such that it allocates an integer number of physical layer packets. Conse-
quently, a corruption of one physical layer packet never causes damage to more than one ap-
plication-layer packet. If the transmission scheme uses time-division multiplexing or time-
slicing, exact matching of application-layer packet to physical layer packets may also reduce 
end-to-end delay. Challenges for the exact slice size matching include temporal and spatial 
quality variation due to exact bitrate control, impact of varying size headers such as robust 
header compression of RTP/UDP/IP, and complicated signaling to indicate the physical layer 
constraints of remote links. Given the challenges in exact slice size matching, it is often suffi-
cient to match the packet size to a certain range, which may, for example, avoid fragmentation 
to multiple link-layer packets, give a reasonably low packet header overhead, and suit the 
FEC matrix size. An example of approximate slice and application-layer packet size optimiza-
tion was provided for DVB-H environment in [92]. Some studies, such as [128], have also 
questioned whether the use of slices is useful especially in relatively low bitrates and transport 
environments with long-interleave FEC or link layer retransmissions. Stockhammer analyzed 
different options for slice sizes for UMTS radio bearers extensively in [129]. 

It is intuitive that the higher the packet loss rate is, the smaller the packet and slice size 
should be in order to limit the impact of an individual packet loss and provide better chances 
for error concealment to succeed. However, the correlation of successive packet losses and the 
packet header overhead also affect the choice for an optimal packet size. Selection of a packet 
and slice size in bytes according to expected packet loss rate has been proposed in [45].  

Some studies suggest that transmission order should be carefully selected for the most 
efficient use of slices and slice groups. When arbitrary slice ordering (ASO) is in use, decod-
ers are required to accept slices of a picture in any order, and encoders and transmitters can 
send slices of a picture in any order. For example, ASO can be used to encapsulate one mac-
roblock line to one slice and interleave macroblock lines in transmission order. When a slice 
is lost during transmission, it is likely that slices above and below it are received correctly and 
can be used for error concealment. However, when ASO was tested in a fixed IP network en-
vironment, no significant improvement was discovered compared to transmission in raster 
scan order [155].  
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Varsa and Karczewicz extended the idea of arbitrary slice ordering to construct pack-
ets containing slices from multiple pictures in an interleaved manner [137]. In their scheme, a 
packet contains no spatially adjacent slices of the same picture or co-located slices of tempo-
rally adjacent pictures, hence further improving the likelihood of successful error concealment 
from the spatial and temporal neighbors of lost or corrupted data. Ndili and Ogunfunmi essen-
tially combined the use of scattered slice groups and multi-picture slice interleaving [95]. In 
their scheme, a packet contains no spatially adjacent macroblocks of the same picture or co-
located macroblocks of temporally adjacent pictures. When slices from multiple pictures are 
transmitted in an interleaved manner, a correct slice decoding order has to be recovered in re-
ceivers. As RTP does not provide such a deinterleaving mechanism, the RTP payload format 
of H.264/AVC was designed to include an interleaved packetization mode, which is presented 
in Section 6.2.2. 

4.5.3. Intra Coding 

Incorrectly decoded picture data is propagated to subsequent pictures due to inter prediction. 
It is therefore obvious that intra coding can be used to stop temporal error propagation. In ad-
dition to intra picture coding, error-robust macroblock mode selection (a.k.a. adaptive intra 
macroblock refresh) algorithms can be used. They aim at refreshing the most error-prone ar-
eas as intra-coded macroblocks to avoid drastic visible errors and can be categorized into non-
adaptive and adaptive algorithms. Adaptive methods can be further classified into simple cost 
function algorithms and rate-distortion-optimized methods.  

Non-adaptive intra refresh algorithms typically use a mapping between the packet loss 
rate and the refresh frequency but apply intra coding uniformly across the picture area. One 
example of a non-adaptive intra refresh method is the periodical intra refresh algorithm that 
codes a certain number of intra macroblocks per picture in a pre-defined scan order. Another 
example of a non-adaptive algorithm is to code a certain number of macroblocks in intra 
mode at randomly selected macroblock locations [24].  

Adaptive macroblock mode decision methods select the intra-coded macroblock loca-
tions in a way that the content of the pictures is taken into account. For example, a static 
background area needs not be refreshed in intra mode as often as moving objects. Simple 
cost-function-based methods, such as [90] and the adaptive intra refresh method proposed in 
Annex E of MPEG-4 Visual [62], calculate a cost for each macroblock with a certain function 
that may take into account the amount of prediction error data after motion compensation, for 
example. Intra coding is used for a certain number of macroblocks having the highest cost.  

Rate-distortion-optimized macroblock mode selection algorithms estimate the end-to-
end distortion, including both the distortion resulting from waveform coding and the distor-
tion caused by transmission errors. Typically, a Lagrangian cost function that linearly com-
bines “rate” and “distortion” is used, and the mode selection of each macroblock is such that 
the cost is minimized. The rate-distortion-optimized mode selection algorithms can be catego-
rized into two categories: optimal per-pixel estimation and model-based methods, which are 
reviewed in more details below. The computational complexity of rate-distortion-optimized 
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macroblock mode selection algorithms is typically multifold compared to non-adaptive and 
simple cost-function-based algorithms. 

Optimal per-pixel distortion estimation methods aim at computing the expected distor-
tion at pixel level. One of the most well-known algorithms in this category is the recursive 
optimal per-pixel estimate (ROPE) algorithm [166], which computes the expected mean-
squared error (MSE) by recursively calculating the first and second moment of each pixel. 
The original ROPE algorithm operates at full-pixel precision, and therefore it has been ex-
tended in [88] and [163] to address cross-correlation between pixels for more accurate distor-
tion estimation of sub-pixel-accurate inter prediction. Moreover, the algorithm proposed in 
[88] extended the ROPE algorithm to consider one long-term reference picture. Other exten-
sions of the ROPE algorithm include refinement of the distortion estimation based on feed-
back information from the recipient [165] and look-ahead to subsequent pictures in encoding 
order for non-real-time encoding [167].  

Model-based macroblock mode selection algorithms use approximations of the end-to-
end distortion. A straightforward approach for calculating the average expected distortion is to 
run several decoders, each for a different packet loss pattern, at the encoder and to average the 
resulting distortions [127]. This straightforward algorithm, herein referred to as the loss-aware 
rate-distortion-optimized (LA-RDO) macroblock mode selection algorithm, was also accepted 
to the Joint Model reference implementation of the H.264/AVC codec [131]. Although the 
LA-RDO mode selection algorithm estimates of the expected distortion reasonably accurately 
when the number of simulations is high enough, the drawback is that the computational com-
plexity and storage requirements are impractical for many software and hardware platforms. 
Another model-based method was reported in [168]. In this method, a potential error propaga-
tion distortion is estimated without running multiple decoders – thus, the computational com-
plexity is lower compared to the LA-RDO algorithm. 

While most loss-aware macroblock mode selection algorithms try to minimize the ex-
pected distortion in the receiver, the Variance-Aware Per-Pixel Optimal Resource Allocation 
(VAPOR) algorithm [33] also accounts for the variance of the distortion, therefore increasing 
the likelihood that the decoded picture quality resembles the mean end-to-end distortion cal-
culated at the transmitter. 

It is noted that the interpolation filtering used to obtain sample values at sub-pixel lo-
cations in the inter prediction process should be taken into account in encoders when selecting 
motion vectors in an error-robust manner. For example, even if an inter prediction block is 
within an intra-coded macroblock, the sample values of an adjacent macroblock may affect 
the prediction block that is located at a sub-pixel location. Consequently, if the adjacent mac-
roblock were erroneous, the error would propagate to the prediction block. This characteristic 
feature of the inter prediction process is unfavorable for the use of distinct intra-coded mac-
roblocks for error robustness. In the isolated regions technique presented in Chapter 5, a num-
ber of adjacent macroblocks are selected to be intra-coded in each picture and motion vectors 
are constrained to avoid spatio-temporal error propagation. Furthermore, it is shown in Sec-
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tion 5.4 that the isolated regions technique can be combined with the LA-RDO method further 
improving the performance of both methods applied individually. 

4.5.4. Constrained Inter Prediction 

Inter prediction can be limited in terms of the number of inter-dependent pictures and the 
depth of inter prediction dependencies of individual blocks. It is clear that the GOP structure 
and temporal scalability hierarchy affects the length of inter picture prediction chains. Loss-
aware macroblock mode selection algorithms, reviewed in Section 4.5.3, try to optimize the 
coding mode on macroblock basis, thus limiting the inter prediction. There have also been 
studies, such as [15][55][158], which propose loss-aware selection of reference pictures in a 
similar manner compared to the coding mode selection. The use of bi-prediction for error-
robust inter prediction was studied in [82]. Moreover, some of the video error resilience 
methods that are reviewed in other sections actually make use of constrained inter prediction 
chains. For example, many feedback-driven encoding algorithms select the reference pictures 
for inter prediction based on the received feedback as presented in Section 4.3.2. Division of 
coded data to different importance classes for unequal error protection can be based on tem-
poral scalability layers as described in Section 4.1. Video redundancy coding, in which a se-
quence of pictures is divided into two or more independently coded inter-prediction threads, is 
an example of multiple description coding and therefore reviewed Section 4.5.6. Video re-
dundancy coding and other methods using more than one inter-prediction thread typically suf-
fer from a decreased compression efficiency compared to conventional non-hierarchical cod-
ing structures and hierarchical temporal scalability presented in Section 6.1.3. However, the 
intra picture postponement method presented in Section 6.3.3 uses two inter-prediction chains 
without a penalty in compression efficiency. 

4.5.5. Redundant Coded Pictures 

As discussed in Section 2.6.2, zero or more redundant coded pictures can be included in an 
access unit of H.264/AVC. The syntax and semantics of a redundant coded picture are identi-
cal to those of a primary coded picture. However, a redundant coded picture may contain a 
subset of the macroblocks of an entire picture, and different values of coding parameters, such 
as macroblock modes and reference pictures, can be used when compared to the primary 
coded picture. Decoders should not decode redundant coded pictures when the corresponding 
primary coded picture is correctly received and can be correctly decoded. However, when a 
primary coded picture is lost or cannot be correctly decoded, a redundant picture can be util-
ized to improve the decoded video quality.  

Thanks to the flexibility of encoding redundant coded pictures adaptively and with any 
encoding parameters, a number of encoding methods for redundant coded pictures have been 
proposed. A method for unequal error protection based on redundant coded pictures was pro-
posed in [147]. In this method, the encoder creates “key” pictures periodically, such as once 
every second. A “key” picture is either intra-coded or predicted from the previous “key” pic-
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ture. Each “key” picture is protected by coding a respective redundant coded picture as an ex-
act copy of the “key” picture. A method for coding redundant coded pictures using earlier ref-
erence pictures than those of the respective primary coded pictures was proposed in [170]. 
Additionally, the paper included a scheme for hierarchical placement of redundant coded pic-
tures and their reference pictures. The allocation of redundant coded pictures was developed 
further in [171], which proposed an adaptive rate-distortion-optimized algorithm for coding of 
redundant coded pictures. A comprehensive study including all the methods of [170] and 
[171] was provided in [172]. 

4.5.6. Multiple Description Coding 

A multiple description coder produces many independent streams, known as descriptions, 
from one original signal. Each description typically has similar importance, any one of the 
descriptions is sufficient to reproduce a decoded signal of basic quality, and the reproduction 
quality improves as a function of received descriptions. It is therefore evident that descrip-
tions are correlated and Multiple Description Coding (MDC) has a penalty in compression 
efficiency compared to single description coding. The correlation may also enable the decoder 
to conceal missing descriptions. A number of algorithms have been proposed for multiple de-
scription coding, utilizing spatial, frequency, or temporal domain division. As only temporal 
division to descriptions is applicable to H.264/AVC as such, other types of multiple descrip-
tion coding are not reviewed. For a comprehensive review of all types of MDC algorithms, 
readers are advised to refer to [145]. 

Temporal-domain multiple description coding was introduced by Wenger in his 
method known as Video Redundancy Coding [149], but similar work by Apostolopoulos, 
known as multiple state video coding (MSVC) [7], may be more well-known in the MDC lit-
erature. Temporal-domain decomposition is based on encoding several independent and tem-
porally interleaved picture prediction threads from the original signal in a round-robin man-
ner. For example, two prediction threads, illustrated in Figure 7, can be formed by always se-
lecting the picture preceding the previous picture as reference for inter prediction. 

 
 

Figure 7. Video redundancy coding (VRC) or multiple state video coding (MSVC) with two 
prediction threads. 
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Figure 8. Error concealment using neighboring pictures from the received description in 
MSVC. 

If one prediction thread becomes corrupted by transmission errors, the remaining pre-
diction threads can still be decoded correctly. To stop potential temporal error within a thread, 
an original picture can be coded multiple times, each time from a different thread, although 
coding of such synchronization pictures is disadvantageous in terms of compression effi-
ciency. Temporal-domain MDC enables error concealment of corrupted pictures from cor-
rectly decoded picture threads. An acceptable error concealment quality may be obtained 
when a damaged picture is concealed in a bi-directional manner from one or many undam-
aged threads similarly to the direct mode of bi-predictive pictures [7][53]. This is illustrated in 
Figure 8, where the picture enclosed within a dash line is lost in transmission and bi-
directionally concealed from the surrounding pictures. 

In the MSVC-RP algorithm [103], redundant coded pictures are provided for improv-
ing the error concealment of damaged pictures. An example with two prediction threads, A 
and B, is illustrated in Figure 9 to describe the algorithm. A redundant coded picture (RP) of 
thread A is temporally aligned with a primary coded picture of thread B but uses only the pre-
vious picture of thread A as the reference for inter prediction. Hence, if a primary coded pic-
ture of thread B is corrupted, a respective redundant coded picture can be decoded based on 
correctly received thread A. While redundant pictures are usually coded with a greater quanti-
zation step size than respective primary pictures, their use in error concealment is beneficial 
due to the fact that typical artifacts for error concealment algorithms can be avoided. 

 

Figure 9. Illustration of MSVC-RP containing redundant coded pictures (RP) and two predic-
tion threads. 
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4.5.7. Assisted Error Concealment 

Techniques that the source coder or the source and transport coder jointly can use to improve 
the result of error concealment by the receiver are reviewed in this section. There are two 
types of methods falling into this category. First, there are methods ensuring the reception of 
the vital high-level information required for the decoding of coded picture data. Second, a 
class of methods adds auxiliary information to assist in error concealment. These methods are 
reviewed next.  

It is essential to provide the sequence and picture level parameters reliably to the re-
ceiver. As reviewed in Section 2.6.1, parameter sets of H.264/AVC can be transmitted relia-
bly by out-of-band means, such as within the SDP description of the stream. If in-band trans-
mission is necessary, parameter sets should be protected strongly or repeated to guarantee 
their successful reception.  

One way to enable encoders to make the impact of transmission errors to picture qual-
ity smaller is to attach error concealment side information into the bitstream. Video coding 
standards support supplemental enhancement information or user data for associating a piece 
of data to certain coded pictures. Hence, the use of data hiding techniques for the carriage of 
error concealment data seems unnecessary for packet-oriented transport, even though it is 
proposed in some papers, such as [164]. The purposes for error concealment side information 
can be roughly classified into bit error detection, resynchronization of decoding after bit er-
rors, motion vector recovery, texture recovery, and concealment algorithm selection. Bit error 
detection and resynchronization of decoding after bit errors are not in the scope of this thesis 
and therefore not reviewed, whereas methods for the other types of side information are 
briefly outlined below. 

For motion vector recovery, two examples are given in the following. First, Song and 
Liu proposed that a parity vector is calculated over the motion vectors of a picture and em-
bedded in the motion vectors of the following picture [125]. Second, MPEG-2 Video [66] 
provides a mechanism to transmit redundant motion vectors for macroblocks in intra pictures. 
In the case of transmission errors, these motion vectors can be used for motion-compensated 
error concealment. The MPEG-2 mechanism can be useful for periodic intra pictures, for 
which motion-compensated error concealment typically performs better than spatial error 
concealment.  

There are two common approaches for texture recovery. First, edge direction side in-
formation has been reported to improve error concealment considerably [164]. Second, the 
intensity and texture of a block can be derived from spatially neighboring blocks better if 
there is side information to indicate how the interpolation should be performed. For example, 
Hemami and Gray proposed to add vector-quantized weights as auxiliary information for lin-
ear interpolation from adjacent blocks [57].  

A few approaches have been proposed to signal the optimal selection of the error con-
cealment algorithm as side information. Wenger et al. proposed signaling of the error con-
cealment algorithm on picture basis in the supplemental enhancement information of H.263 
[151]. Cen and Cosman proposed a decision tree for the optimal error concealment algorithm 
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[16]. The decision tree is built based on coherence measures for global motion and parameters 
of vertically adjacent macroblocks such as macroblock mode, motion vector amplitude and 
angle difference, and DCT coefficient statistics. The leaves of the decision tree correspond to 
particular error concealment algorithms. The threshold values for each decision node, corre-
sponding to the mentioned parameters, are adjusted on picture basis to optimize the result of 
error concealment. The decision tree is coded and included as auxiliary information into the 
bitstream. Decoders select the error concealment algorithm for a corrupted macroblock by en-
tering the calculated parameters mentioned above to the received decision tree.  

The methods in the literature do not indicate a proper error concealment strategy for 
entirely lost pictures. In order to select a good error concealment method for a completely lost 
picture, it is essential to conclude whether or not the missing picture represented a scene cut. 
The scene information SEI message presented in Section 7.1 assists the selection of the error 
concealment method for an entirely lost picture, and it also speeds up the selection of the error 
concealment method for partially lost or corrupted pictures. 

Even with the assistance of the methods presented in this section, the error-concealed 
areas can be clearly perceivable and annoying. The methods in the literature do not help de-
coders conclude when the error-concealed decoding result would be subjectively satisfactory 
for displaying and when it would be better to display the latest correct or satisfying picture 
instead. The spare picture SEI message, introduced in Section 7.2, addresses this challenge by 
indicating which areas can be satisfactorily error-concealed by copying the co-located area in 
a particular previous picture. 

4.5.8.  Unequal Error Protection 

This section discusses some UEP schemes applicable to forward error correction and con-
cealment. As with equal error protection, UEP can be realized in any protocol stack layer. For 
example, Wei proposed a modulation scheme with non-uniformly spaced signal points to 
achieve unequal protection in the physical layer [148]. Most UEP schemes are anyhow ap-
plied in the application layer and are therefore reviewed in this section, which is organized as 
follows. Priority Encoding Transmission (PET), introduced in the paragraph below, is often 
regarded as the initial work for unequal forward error correction. The work by Horn et al. [58] 
and the UEP method presented in this thesis are briefly discussed with relation to PET. The 
activities in IETF are reviewed after that. Finally, a media-aware approach for unequal error 
protection, known as systematic lossy error protection (SLEP), is presented. It is also noted 
that many of the source coding methods presented earlier, such as redundant coded pictures, 
can be applied unequally to different parts of streams. 

PET [5] established the work towards unequal error protection in packet-oriented sys-
tems. The data to be transmitted is partitioned to messages, which are protected one at a time. 
The messages are then classified into priority segments according to known characteristics of 
the source signal. Leicher applied PET to MPEG-1 [61] bitstreams, for which a message was 
defined as a GOP and priority segments were assigned according to the picture type (I, P, B) 
[87]. FEC repair data is then generated for each priority segment, and the resulting code 
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stream is divided into a certain amount of packets, each containing a fixed-length block of 
data from the resulting code stream. The amount of FEC repair data is a function of the prior-
ity class. The PET scheme results into packets which contain data from each priority segment, 
and the number of packets required to reconstruct a priority segment can be tuned with the 
amount of FEC repair data per that priority segment. Horn et al. developed a similar scheme 
[58] compared to PET. They provided details on the practical implementation and application 
with a spatially scalable video codec. The work in this thesis, summarized in Section 6.3.2, 
presents an UEP scheme similar to PET and the method by Horn et al. [58]. It is shown how 
the presented method is applied to H.264/AVC and integrated to RTP-based transmission sys-
tems, MBMS and DVB-H taken as practical examples. The data transmission order of the 
presented method is selected to minimize the expected tune-in delay between the start of the 
reception of a broadcast and the start of the rendering.  

IETF RFC 2733 [109] specifies an RTP payload format for XOR-based FEC protec-
tion. The payload header of FEC packets contains a bit mask identifying the packet payloads 
over which the bit-wise exclusive or (XOR) operation is calculated. One XOR FEC packet 
enables recovery of one lost source packet. IETF RFC 5109 [89] replaced IETF RFC 2733 
recently with a similar RTP payload format for XOR-based FEC protection also including the 
capability of uneven levels of protection. The payloads of the protected source packets are 
split into consecutive byte ranges starting from the beginning of the payload. The first byte 
range starting from the beginning of the packet corresponds to the strongest level of protec-
tion and the protection level decreases as a function of byte range order.  

Rane et al. proposed an unequal error protection method known as systematic lossy er-
ror protection (SLEP) [104], which is based on the Wyner-Ziv coding theorem [160][161]. 
According to SLEP, the transform coefficients of a set of encoded pictures are requantized 
with a coarser quantization step. Other coding parameters, such as motion vectors, remain un-
changed compared to the original encoded pictures. The resulting coarsely quantized redun-
dant coded pictures are placed in an FEC source matrix and FEC repair data, such as Reed-
Solomon parity bits, are calculated over the source matrix. Primary coded pictures and the 
FEC repair data are transmitted, while the redundant coded pictures are not sent. It is noted 
that primary coded pictures may be further partitioned to coded slices, each of which may be 
encapsulated in a separate transmission packet. Certain pieces of side information, such as the 
quantization step size for the requantization step in the process of forming the redundant 
coded pictures and the location of the redundant version of each primary coded slice in the 
FEC source matrix, are additionally transmitted. In the receiving end, an FEC source matrix is 
filled in by re-quantizing the received primary coded slices. If any primary coded slice is lost 
or corrupted, the missing data in the FEC source matrix can be recovered using the received 
FEC repair data provided that the correction capability of the received FEC repair data is suf-
ficient. The redundant coded pictures contained in the recovered FEC source matrix can then 
be decoded and used to replace corrupted primary pictures entirely or partly. Baccichet et al. 
applied SLEP to regions of interest coded as rectangular-oriented slice groups of H.264/AVC 
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[8]. Consequently, the redundant pictures over which the FEC code is calculated contain only 
the slice groups covering the identified regions of interest.  

4.6. ERROR CONCEALMENT BY POST-PROCESSING 

Error concealment algorithms can be categorized into spatial and temporal methods. In spatial 
error concealment, only the information from the current coded picture or decoded picture is 
used. Temporal error concealment utilizes the reconstructed information from previously de-
coded pictures. A brief review of both spatial and temporal error concealment algorithms is 
provided below.  

Spatial error concealment can operate either in the frequency domain or in the sample 
domain. In frequency-domain concealment, the transform coefficients of missing blocks are 
derived from the transform coefficients of adjacent blocks. For example, an average of the DC 
coefficients of the adjacent blocks can be used as a concealed coded block. In another ap-
proach known as maximally smooth recovery [142], a limited number of DCT coefficients are 
estimated to provide the smoothest connection with the boundary pixels of the adjacent 
blocks. In general, frequency-domain algorithms usually interpolate only the low-frequency 
transform coefficients. In sample-domain concealment, the sample values of a missing block 
are derived from the sample values of the neighboring blocks. For example, Salama et al. pro-
posed weighted pixel averaging [112], in which each pixel value in a macroblock to be con-
cealed is formed as a weighted sum of the closest boundary pixels of the selected adjacent 
macroblocks. The weight associated with each boundary pixel is relative to the inverse dis-
tance between the pixel to be concealed and the boundary pixel. Weighted pixel averaging 
was also selected into the JM reference software of H.264/AVC [P3][131][146]. In edge-
preserving algorithms, such as [130], [134], and [169], the main edges in the adjacent blocks 
are detected and the missing pixels are interpolated along the found edge directions. Algo-
rithms based on texture analysis and synthesis have also been developed [10]. 

The basic idea of temporal error concealment is to estimate the motion vector of a lost 
block. A simple strategy is to use a zero motion vector or a median of the motion vectors in 
the neighboring blocks. Lam et al. proposed a boundary matching algorithm, in which the mo-
tion vector resulting into the smallest absolute or squared difference between the boundary 
pixels of an adjacent correctly decoded block and the concealed block is selected [85]. The 
boundary matching algorithm applied to multiple reference pictures was selected into the JM 
reference software of H.264/AVC [P3][131][146]. An example of an alternative approach is 
provided in [124], where the motion vectors of neighboring blocks are used to obtain candi-
date blocks for the missing block. A weighted average of the candidate blocks is calculated, 
where the weights are selected to minimize the squared difference of the boundary pixels.  

A source decoder should have at least one spatial and one temporal error concealment 
algorithm. A simple rule is to use the spatial and temporal concealment algorithms for intra 
and inter pictures, respectively. However, such a simple rule is often not optimal. For exam-
ple, temporal error concealment usually works better for periodic intra pictures and sometimes 
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spatial concealment is preferable in inter pictures. One method to select between spatial and 
temporal concealment is to perform scene cut detection for the correctly received part of a 
picture. If the picture is concluded to be a scene-cut picture, spatial concealment is performed. 
Any scene cut detection algorithm is applicable for the selection of the error concealment al-
gorithm. For example, an algorithm considering the variance of motion vectors and the num-
ber of intra-coded blocks was proposed in [25]. The decision between spatial and temporal 
error concealment can also be done on block basis [32]. Error concealment algorithms of the 
same type can also be switched based on local statistics of the picture that is concealed. For 
example, it was proposed in [136] that either maximally smooth recovery [142] or weighted 
pixel averaging [112] is adaptively selected for each macroblock based on the spatial activity 
of the neighboring areas. It is noted that source encoders can assist in the selection of a proper 
error concealment algorithm by including auxiliary information into the coded bitstream. 
Such techniques are reviewed in Section 4.5.7 and Chapter 7. 

4.7. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

The choice of the most suitable video error resilience methods depends on the applications, 
networks, and their inherent characteristics. In this section, the usefulness of the presented 
error resilience methods for different applications is discussed. Furthermore, the necessary 
enabling factors for the use of each error resilience method are summarized. 

The considered applications include unicast streaming, multicast/broadcast streaming, 
point-to-point video telephony, and multipoint video conferencing. 3GPP Packet-Switched 
Streaming Service was provided as an example of unicast streaming in Section 3.4.2. Exam-
ples of multicast/broadcast streaming include IP Data Casting over DVB-H and 3GPP Multi-
media Broadcast/Multicast Service, which were reviewed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.3, respec-
tively. Point-to-point video telephony refers to full-duplex live video communication between 
two end-points. Multipoint video conferencing refers to a system with multiple end-points and 
a multipoint control unit (MCU), which mixes the input streams from the end-points and for-
wards the mixed stream to all participants. A sophisticated MCU may produce a different 
stream for each end-point according to the capabilities of the end-point, the network connec-
tion of the end-point, and the wishes of the end-user [35]. 

The following characteristic factors of real-time video communication systems and 
applications jointly affect which error control methods are the most applicable: availability 
and types of feedback, quality of service guarantees of the channel, latency requirements of 
the application and end-to-end latency of the communication system, and the presence of live 
encoding [P8][144]. These characteristics are discussed in the Sections 4.7.1 to 4.7.4, respec-
tively, after which a summary of the most suitable error resilience methods for the mentioned 
applications is provided in Section 4.7.5. 
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4.7.1. Availability and Types of Feedback 

The availability of feedback messages depends on the routing scheme used in the communica-
tion system. Unicast delivery is usually accompanied by a feedback channel. In multicast de-
livery, the amount and frequency of allowed feedback is typically a decreasing function of the 
number of subscribers in order to avoid an explosion of feedback traffic in the channel. For 
the same reason or due to the lack of a return channel, there is no or little application-layer 
feedback in broadcast delivery.  

Types of feedback can be categorized according to the protocol stack layer used to 
convey feedback messages. Transport and lower layer feedback relates often to the use of an 
ARQ protocol (see Section 4.4) to guarantee reliable delivery. The acknowledged mode of 
UTRAN is an example of link-layer ARQ feedback (see Section 3.4.1), whereas TCP includes 
a transport-layer ARQ mechanism (see Section 4.4). Connectionless protocols may provide 
receiver state feedback, such as RTCP receiver reports (see Section 3.2), based on which the 
sender may also conclude the channel state (see Section 4.2.1). The receiver state feedback 
may also address parts of the application layer, such as the client buffer feedback of 3GPP 
packet-switched streaming (see Section 4.2.1) and quality of experience measures [2], up to 
the decoder state feedback exemplified by reference picture selection messages (see Sec-
tion 4.3.2). [P8] 

4.7.2. Quality of Service Guarantees 

In general, communication systems can operate on best-effort basis or provide a certain level 
of quality of service. In a best-effort system, no guarantee on correct delivery of packets is 
given. If reliable delivery is desirable, transport or application layer protocols have to be used 
to achieve robustness in delivery. Guaranteed quality of service can be characterized in terms 
of guaranteed and maximum bitrate throughput, maximum bit or packet error rate, maximum 
end-to-end latency, and maximum end-to-end latency variation. In circuit-switched systems, 
the channel bitrate is typically constant, which can also be considered as a quality of service 
guarantee. If the channel bitrate is varying, senders have to adapt the transmitted bitrate to the 
expected channel throughput bitrate. This is known as bitrate adaptation, which was reviewed 
in Section 4.2. [27][83] 

4.7.3. Latency 

Many types of latencies are inherent in multimedia communication systems, including end-to-
end latency and startup latency. End-to-end latency refers to the time from the capturing a 
media sample to the rendering of the sample in the far end, although sometimes end-to-end 
latency is discussed only in the context of transport and then it refers to the time from the 
transmission of a packet to its reception. Communication systems may suffer from end-to-end 
latency variation, which can be smoothed with de-jitter buffering in the receiver.  

Startup latency refers to the time from the user’s initiation of a multimedia session to 
the moment when media rendering starts. Startup latency may be further divided into the con-
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nection establishment time and the initial media buffering time. The connection establishment 
time lasts from the user’s initiation of a multimedia session to the reception of the first media 
bit, whereas initial media buffering lasts from the reception of the first media bit to the start of 
the media rendering. Clients of unicast streaming applications typically have a receiver buffer 
that is capable of storing a relatively large amount of data. Initially, when a streaming session 
is established, a client does not start playing the stream back immediately, but rather it typi-
cally buffers the incoming data for a period of time even up to a few seconds. This buffering 
helps in maintaining continuous playback, because the client can decode and play buffered 
data in case of occasional increased transmission delays or network throughput drops. Other-
wise, without initial buffering, the client would have to freeze the display, stop decoding, and 
wait for incoming data. [23] 

4.7.4. Live Encoding or Pre-Encoded Content 

In some applications, such as video telephony, encoding is naturally done live, i.e., the en-
coded content is transmitted right away. Other applications, such as streaming, allow encod-
ing to be done live or in advance. When encoding is done before transmission, the encoding 
delay may not be an issue, which gives the opportunity to use complex or high-latency encod-
ing algorithms, such as two-pass rate control, for achieving improved compression efficiency 
compared to real-time encoding. However, adaptation of pre-encoded content according to the 
prevailing transmission conditions is often more difficult compared to live encoding, where 
source-coding-level error robustness tools can be controlled according to the received feed-
back. [P8] 

4.7.5. Applicable Types of Error Resilience Methods 

Table I summarizes the availability and usefulness of error resilience techniques for different 
applications. The following paragraphs describe how to read the table, while several details of 
the selected classification are provided below the table. 

The leftmost column (“Error resilience technique”) includes the name of the referred 
technology and the section number where it was discussed. The categorization of the error 
resilience methods follows that given in Chapter 1. It is noted that in wireless communication 
systems forward error correction is always applied in the physical layer and therefore it is not 
mentioned separately in Table I. Long-interleave forward error correction refers to the tech-
niques where the FEC code is calculated over several transport layer packets, hence inheriting 
a considerable FEC coding and decoding delay.  

The second column from the left (“Enabling factors”) includes the characteristics of 
the application or the delivery method that enable the use of a particular type of an error resil-
ience technique. Most of these characteristics were listed above. 

The four rightmost columns stand for the applications and services introduced at the 
beginning of Section 4.7. Each application column indicates whether a particular type of error 
resilience technique is available and useful for the application.  
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Table I. Availability and usefulness of error resilience techniques for different applications. 

  Application 

  
Unicast 

streaming 

Multicast / 
broadcast 
streaming 

Point-to-
point video  
telephony 

Multipoint 
video  

conference 
Error  
resilience technique 

Enabling factors Error resilience technique available? / useful? 

Robust packet  
scheduling 
(Section 4.2.2) 

Startup latency, unicast 
delivery, receiver state 
feedback 

Yes / Yes 
Limited / 
Partly 1 

No / No No / No 

Stream thinning and 
switching 
(Section 4.2.3) 

Scalable or multiple 
bitstreams, unicast de-
livery, receiver state 
feedback 

Yes / Yes No / No No / No 2 Yes / Yes 3 

Interactive error  
concealment 
(Section 4.3) 

Live encoding, decoder 
state feedback  

Limited / 
No 4 

No / No Yes / Yes Yes / Yes 5 

Interactive error  
correction 
(Section 4.4) 

Startup latency, re-
ceiver state feedback 

Yes / Yes No / No 
Limited / 
Partly 6 

Limited / 
Partly 6 

Forward error correc-
tion and concealment at 
source coding layer 
(Sections 4.5.1 to 4.5.7) 

Always possible. 
(Channel state  
feedback7) 

Yes /  
Partly 8 

Yes /  
Partly 9 

Yes / Yes Yes / Yes 

Long-interleave  
forward error correction 
(Examples provided in 
Sections 3.3 and 3.4.3) 

Support in the protocol 
stack 

Yes /  
Partly 8 

Yes / Yes 
Limited / 
Partly 6 

Limited / 
Partly 6 

Error concealment by 
post-processing 
(Section 4.6) 

Always possible Yes / Yes Yes / Yes Yes / Yes Yes / Yes 

 
1 Robust packet scheduling could be used in a limited fashion for multicast delivery depending on the number of 
receivers. 
2 Bitrate control algorithm of the encoder is used instead. 
3 The MCU can perform stream thinning [35]. 
4 Interactive error concealment could be applied in live unicast streaming, but interactive error correction is usu-
ally more efficient and applied instead [129].  
5 If the number of participants in the multipoint conference is high, interactive error concealment may not be 
feasible any longer. 
6 This requires retroactive accelerated decoding in order to meet the strict end-to-end delay requirement. Retro-
active accelerated decoding may be achieved by re-decoding only a subset of the pictures. See Section 4.4. 
7 The availability of channel state feedback improves compression efficiency, because the amount of redundancy 
can then be adjusted according to the prevailing channel conditions. 
8 Interactive error correction is often more efficient and used instead [129].  
9 Long-interleave FEC is often more efficient and used instead [129]. Intra pictures are anyhow used for provid-
ing random access points. 
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 Chapter 5 

Isolated Regions  

echniques for constraining in-picture prediction were reviewed in Section 4.5.1. In fact, 
one of the presented techniques, the independent segment decoding mode of H.263, re-

stricts in-picture and inter prediction jointly such a way that slice boundaries remain un-
changed within a group of pictures and slice boundaries are considered as picture boundaries 
in inter prediction. Consequently, inter prediction of a slice can only refer to the co-located 
slices in reference pictures, and no spatio-temporal error propagation over slice boundaries 
occurs. The facts that slice boundaries enclose only rectangular regions and remain unchanged 
within a group of pictures hinder the use of the independent segment decoding mode for many 
applications, as presented later in this section. Furthermore, because the number of macrob-
locks in a slice is constant within a group of pictures, the encoder has few means to control 
the coded size of a slice in terms of bytes. This fact may make the encapsulation of slices into 
transport packets non-optimal, because the slice size cannot be adjusted according to an opti-
mal packet size for the prevailing network conditions. 

T 

The isolated regions technique, presented in depth in [P5], is based on constraining in-
picture prediction and inter prediction jointly but avoids the shortcomings of the independent 
segment decoding mode. The isolated regions technique is therefore suitable for a greater va-
riety of applications and error robustness methods when compared to the independent seg-
ment decoding mode as presented later in this chapter. 

This chapter is based on [P5] and organized as follows: Section 5.1 provides the fun-
damentals of the isolated regions technique. The realization of the isolated regions technique 
in the H.264/AVC standard is reviewed in Section 5.2. The use of isolated regions for error-
robust random access, loss-aware macroblock mode selection, and picture partitioning for un-
equal error protection is reviewed in Sections 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5, respectively.  

5.1. OVERVIEW OF THE ISOLATED REGIONS TECHNIQUE 

An isolated region in a picture can contain any macroblock locations, and a picture can 
contain zero or more isolated regions that do not overlap. A leftover region is the area of the 
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isolated region

leftover region

slice 0

slice 1

slice 2

slice 3

 

Figure 10. Example partitioning of a picture to an isolated region and a leftover region and 
further to slices. 

© 2004 IEEE. Reprinted with permission from [P5]. 
 

picture that is not covered by any isolated region of a picture. When coding an isolated region, 
in-picture prediction is disabled across its boundaries. A leftover region may be predicted 
from isolated regions of the same picture.  

A coded isolated region can be decoded without the presence of any other isolated re-
gion or the leftover region of the same coded picture. It is usually necessary to decode all iso-
lated regions of a picture before the leftover region. An isolated region or a leftover region 
contains at least one slice. Figure 10 presents an example where the picture contains one iso-
lated region and a leftover region. Both the isolated region and the leftover region contain two 
slices.  

Pictures, whose isolated regions are predicted from each other, are grouped into an 
isolated-region picture group. An isolated region can be inter-predicted from the correspond-
ing isolated region in other pictures within the same isolated-region picture group, whereas 
inter prediction from other isolated regions or pictures outside the isolated-region picture 
group is disallowed. A leftover region may be inter-predicted from any isolated region. The 
shape, location, and size of coupled isolated regions may evolve from picture to picture in an 
isolated-region picture group. 

5.2. CODING OF ISOLATED REGIONS IN H.264/AVC CODECS 

Coding of isolated regions in H.264/AVC codecs is based on slice groups introduced in Sec-
tion 2.3. The mapping of macroblock locations to slice groups is specified in the picture pa-
rameter set. The H.264/AVC syntax includes efficient methods to code certain slice group 
patterns, which can be categorized into two types, static and evolving. Static slice groups stay 
unchanged as long as the picture parameter set is valid, whereas evolving slice groups can 
change picture by picture according to the corresponding parameters in the picture parameter 
set and a slice group change cycle parameter in the slice header. Static slice group patterns 
include interleaved, checkerboard, rectangular-oriented, and freeform. Evolving slice group 
patterns include horizontal wipe, vertical wipe, box-in, and box-out. The rectangular-oriented 
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(a)   (b) 

Figure 11. Examples of rectangular-oriented isolated regions. 
© 2004 IEEE. Reprinted with permission from [P5]. 

 
pattern and the evolving patterns are especially suited for coding of isolated regions and are 
described in more detail next. 

For a rectangular-oriented slice group pattern, a desired number of rectangles are 
specified within the picture area. A foreground slice group includes the macroblock locations 
that are within the corresponding rectangle but excludes the macroblock locations that are al-
ready allocated by slice groups specified earlier in the same picture parameter set. A leftover 
slice group contains the macroblocks that are not covered by the foreground slice groups. 
Figure 11(a) includes two rectangular foreground slice groups (indicated by a white rectangle) 
and Figure 11(b) includes three foreground slice groups, two of which are rectangular and the 
third one, i.e., the screen behind the newsreaders, is composed by excluding the first two rec-
tangles from the bounding rectangle. 

An evolving slice group is specified by indicating the scan order of macroblock loca-
tions and the change rate of the size of the slice group in number of macroblocks per picture. 
Each coded picture is associated with a slice group change cycle parameter (conveyed in the 
slice header). The change cycle multiplied by the change rate indicates the number of macrob-
locks in the first slice group. The second slice group contains the remaining macroblock loca-
tions. Figure 12 shows an example of the first five change cycles of the first slice group of the 
box-out type with a change rate of 12 macroblocks. 

H.264/AVC encoders can form an isolated-region picture group as follows. Each slice 
group has a unique identification number within a picture. Encoders can restrict the motion 
vectors in a way that they only refer to the decoded macroblocks belonging to slice groups 
having the same identification number as the slice group to be encoded. Encoders should take 
into account the fact that a range of source samples is needed in fractional pixel interpolation 
and all source samples should be within a particular slice group.  

 

 

Figure 12. Example of an evolving isolated-region picture group. 
© 2004 IEEE. Reprinted with permission from [P5]. 
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The presence of an isolated-region picture group can be indicated with the motion-
constrained slice group set SEI message of H.264/AVC, first proposed in [S10]. The SEI mes-
sage can be present only in an IDR access unit, and it indicates that the listed slice groups 
form an isolated-region picture group until the next IDR access unit, exclusive. The SEI mes-
sage can also indicate if the isolated-region picture group represents a certain pan-scan rec-
tangle specified in the pan-scan rectangle SEI message. Pan-scan rectangles can be used to 
adjust bitstreams coded at a particular picture aspect ratio to another picture aspect ratio by 
displaying only the area of the pan-scan rectangle. For example, the pan-scan rectangle SEI 
message can indicate a 4:3 picture within a wide-screen picture.  

When an isolated-region picture group is used for gradual decoding refresh (intro-
duced in Section 5.3), its presence can be indicated with the recovery point SEI message of 
H.264/AVC. The changing_slice_group_idc syntax element of the SEI message indicates 
which one of the two slice groups of the evolving slice group types is a foreground slice group 
that has to be decoded while the decoding of the leftover slice group can be omitted.  

When deblocking loop filtering is turned off at slice boundaries, decoding of the fore-
ground slice group only within an isolated-region picture group results into exactly correct 
sample values. Otherwise, there are minor differences between some of the sample values re-
sulting from the decoding of the foreground slice group only and the sample values resulting 
from the decoding of entire coded pictures. However, according to our experiences, mis-
matches are unperceivable and the picture quality is acceptable without turning off the loop 
filtering at slice boundaries. 

5.3. ERROR-ROBUST RANDOM ACCESS 

Gradual decoding refresh (GDR) refers to the ability to start the decoding at a non-IDR pic-
ture and recover decoded pictures that are correct in content after decoding a certain amount 
of pictures. Some reference pictures for inter prediction may not be available between the 
random access point and the recovery point, and therefore some parts of decoded pictures in 
the gradual decoding refresh period cannot be reconstructed correctly. However, these parts 
are not used for prediction at or after the recovery point, which results into error-free decoded 
pictures starting from the recovery point. 

It is obvious that gradual decoding refresh is more cumbersome both for encoders and 
decoders compared to instantaneous decoding refresh. However, gradual decoding refresh can 
be desirable in error-prone environments due to two facts: First, a coded intra picture is gen-
erally considerably larger than a coded non-intra picture. This makes intra pictures more sus-
ceptible to errors than non-intra pictures, and the errors are likely to propagate in time until 
the corrupted macroblock locations are intra-coded. Second, intra-coded macroblocks are of-
ten used in error-prone environments to stop error propagation (see Section 4.5.3 for more 
details). Thus, it can be beneficial to combine intra macroblock coding for random access and 
error propagation prevention.  
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An evolving isolated region can be used to provide gradual decoding refresh. A new 
evolving isolated-region picture group is established in the picture at the random access point 
and is completed when the isolated region covers the whole picture area. A picture completely 
correct in content is obtained when decoding started from the random access point. This proc-
ess can also be generalized to include more than one evolving isolated region that eventually 
cover the entire picture area. As explained in Section 5.2, the recovery point SEI message of 
H.264/AVC can be used to indicate the presence of an isolated-region picture group for grad-
ual decoding refresh. Gradual decoding refresh using isolated regions can also be applied as a 
response to a fast picture update command or a picture loss indication, which were discussed 
in Section 4.3.1.  

H.264/AVC coding efficiency simulations comparing gradual decoding refresh based 
on isolated regions with periodic IDR picture coding at a 1-second random access period were 
performed for [P5] and some of its reference publications. Error-free application environment, 
such as local storage, was assumed, and therefore the coding options yielding the best coding 
efficiency were selected. The simulations abided the coding efficiency simulation common 
conditions specified by ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group [133]. A number of QCIF and 
Common Intermediate Format (CIF) sequences were coded, and the average bitrate loss of 
gradual decoding refresh compared to periodic IDR was between 11% and 17 %. More results 
can be found in [S4]. 

The simulations in [S4] also measured the error resilience performance of gradual de-
coding refresh compared with the periodic IDR picture coding. The target was to simulate IP 
multicast streaming where random access points allow new receivers to start decoding. The 
results presented in [S4] revealed that gradual decoding refresh performs consistently better 
compared to periodic IDR in all loss rates. The results suggest that gradual decoding refresh 
has better error resilience performance than intra pictures when it is used as a response to fast 
picture update requests in video conferencing applications. In multicast and broadcast stream-
ing services, the error robustness of gradual decoding refresh is usually unnecessary, because 
relatively strong FEC is typically applied. 

5.4. LOSS-AWARE MACROBLOCK MODE DECISION 

Macroblock mode decision algorithms were reviewed in Section 4.5.3. Evolving isolated re-
gions can be used as a non-adaptive macroblock mode selection algorithm. A new evolving 
isolated-region picture group is established at the beginning of an intra refresh period. The 
intra refresh period is completed when the isolated region covers the entire picture area. The 
macroblocks in the isolated region of the first picture in the intra refresh period are intra-
coded. The newly added macroblocks in the isolated region of later pictures are intra-coded, 
whereas the other macroblocks in the isolated region can be inter-predicted from the corre-
sponding isolated region within the same intra refresh period. The encoder can select a proper 
change rate of the isolated region according to the picture size and the assumed transmission 
error rate. Generally, a good change rate is equivalent to the expected loss rate of macrob-
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locks. For example, for a CIF sequence, if the packet loss rate is 20%, a change rate of about 
80 macroblocks per picture is appropriate. However, due to the possible large differences in 
sequence characteristics and different coding options, a content-adaptive change rate may per-
form better but is left out of the scope of this thesis. Furthermore, in contrast to coding newly 
added macroblocks in intra mode, the encoder can apply a normal macroblock mode selection 
algorithm for them. As a result, the newly added macroblocks may be inter-predicted from the 
corresponding isolated region in the same isolated-region picture group or they may be intra-
coded. 

Four intra refresh algorithms implemented for a draft H.264/AVC codec were com-
pared in [S3]: conventional circular intra refresh at a rate of one macroblock row per picture 
(CIR), the loss-aware rate-distortion-optimized macroblock mode selection of the Joint Model 
reference implementation of H.264/AVC (LA-RDO) [127], isolated regions based circular 
intra refresh (IREG-CIR), and a combination of LA-RDO and IREG-CIR. Real-time multi-
cast/broadcast to users with different network conditions was assumed. Figure 13 presents the 
average luma Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) of all the test sequences for each intra re-
fresh algorithm and each packet loss rate. The simulation results show that the difference in 
average luma PSNR between IREG-CIR and LA-RDO is within 0.5 dB regardless of the 
packet loss rate. In packet loss rates greater than or equal to 5 %, the combination of LA-RDO 
and IREG-CIR outperforms other algorithms, the difference being more than 0.5 dB in the 
20 % packet loss rate case, to which the bitstreams were optimized. More details on the simu-
lation conditions and results are available in [S3]. 
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Figure 13. Comparison of macroblock mode selection algorithms at different packet loss 
rates.  
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Isolated Regions 

5.5. PICTURE PARTITIONING FOR UNEQUAL ERROR PROTEC-
TION 

Isolated regions can be used for unequal error protection similarly to foveation-based unequal 
error protection proposed by Lee et al. [86], which was reviewed in Section 4.1.4. The en-
coder first selects at least one region of interest from the first picture to be encoded using, e.g., 
face detection. Each region of interest is an isolated region, and the remaining macroblocks 
form the leftover region. In the next picture to be encoded, the encoder tracks the same re-
gions of interest as in the previous picture. Each region of interest is coded as an isolated re-
gion that is inter-predicted only from the corresponding isolated region in the previous refer-
ence pictures.  

In the simulations for [P5] and [S9], a constant rectangular region of interest was se-
lected for each sequence, smaller quantization steps were used within the region of interest, 
and the regions of interest were coded as an isolated-region picture group. The scheme was 
compared to the conventional coding without region of interest detection. The region of inter-
est (ROI) was packetized separately from the leftover region, and IETF RFC 2733 [109] (see 
Section 4.5.8) was used to protect the region of interest. It was found that the average luma 
PSNR in the region of interest was significantly higher in all tested loss rates when compared 
to the bitstreams without ROI detection. However, for sequences with changing background, 
the average luma PSNR for the entire picture area dropped in the proposed ROI coding with 
UEP compared to conventional coding. However, in our opinion, most errors in the back-
ground were less noticeable than errors in the foreground and therefore the overall subjective 
quality was improved. Further details on the simulation conditions and results can be obtained 
from [S9].  

In [29], isolated regions are used in a transcoder for unicast streaming to code regions 
of interest with a better quality compared to the leftover region. The quality of the leftover 
region is selected to adapt the transmitted bitrate according to the prevailing network condi-
tions.  
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 Chapter 6 

Sub-sequences and Interleaved 
Transmission 

his chapter describes two techniques, sub-sequences and interleaved transmission, which 
can be used for various applications. Sub-sequences and interleaved transmission are 

often used together and therefore this chapter reviews them both. The sub-sequence technique 
enables disposal of inter-dependent reference pictures while the remaining bitstream remains 
compliant with the H.264/AVC standard. It can therefore be used for hierarchical temporal 
scalability among other things. Interleaved transmission refers to sending of coded picture 
data in an order that differs from the decoding order.  

T 

Reference picture selection enables many types of temporal scalability schemes. For 
example, the use of two temporal layers achieved by forward-predicted inter pictures was pre-
sented in [150]. Hierarchical or recursive temporal scalability was proposed in [22] for for-
ward-predicted inter-pictures only and was later expanded to bi-predictive pictures in the sub-
sequence technique [S2]. Figure 14 shows an example of hierarchical temporal scalability. I, 
P, B, and b indicate an intra reference picture, an inter reference picture, a bi-predictive refer-
ence picture, and a bi-predictive non-reference picture, respectively. The example scheme can 
be decoded with three constant frame rates by decoding I and P pictures only, I, P, and B pic-
tures, or all pictures.  

When the sub-sequence coding method is in use, coded pictures are first mapped to 
sub-sequence layers, which are arranged hierarchically based on their dependency on each 
other. The base layer (layer 0) is independently decodable, while correct decoding of sub-
sequence layer N requires decoding of layers from 0 to N-1. It is recommended to organize 
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P  

Figure 14. Example of sub-sequences: coding pattern “IbBbP”. 
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sub-sequences into sub-sequence layers in such a way that discarding of sub-sequence layers 
results in a constant or nearly constant picture rate. Picture rate and therefore subjective qual-
ity increase along with the number of decoded sub-sequence layers. A sub-sequence consists 
of a number of inter-dependent coded pictures that can be disposed without affecting the de-
coding of any other sub-sequence in the same sub-sequence layer or any picture in any lower 
sub-sequence layer. Consequently, any sub-sequence in the highest present sub-sequence 
layer can be removed, while the thinned bitstream remains standard-compliant. 

Hierarchical temporal scalability structures can be used as a temporal segmentation 
tool to increase the number of priority partitions from the two partitions achieved with the 
conventional classification into reference and non-reference pictures. As presented in [14], the 
sub-sequence layer of a picture can directly indicate its priority partition. Hierarchical tempo-
ral scalability also provides more flexibility for the adaptation of the bitstream compared to 
conventional non-scalable and non-hierarchical video coding methods. Furthermore, it has 
been shown that hierarchical temporal scalability improves compression efficiency as dis-
cussed later in Section 6.1.3. 

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.1 explains how the sub-sequence 
method is supported in the H.264/AVC standard. Section 6.2 introduces the RTP payload 
format of H.264/AVC and especially its interleaved packetization mode. Section 6.3 summa-
rizes a few application examples how sub-sequences and interleaved packetization can be 
used to improve error resilience. 

6.1. SUB-SEQUENCES IN H.264/AVC 

This section presents how the sub-sequence technique is supported in H.264/AVC. The sub-
sequence feature in H.264/AVC is based on our input contribution [S2].  

H.264/AVC enables selection of the reference picture for each block, and the refer-
ence picture is indicated by an entropy-coded index to a reference picture list. One of the chal-
lenges in the design for hierarchical temporal scalability in H.264/AVC was to ensure that the 
reference picture lists remain unchanged regardless of which coded pictures of the original 
bitstream are removed. For example, if B and b pictures of the example in Figure 14 are re-
moved from the bitstream, the reference picture list for P pictures must be identical compared 
to the case in which all pictures are present in the bitstream. The sub-sequence coding tech-
nique was developed to process reference picture lists correctly when hierarchical temporal 
scalability is used. Section 6.1.1 describes which techniques are used to keep reference picture 
lists unchanged regardless of which sub-sequences of the original bitstream are removed.  

The sub-sequence technique enables stream thinning in units that are finer than entire 
scalability layers and coarser than individual non-reference pictures. H.264/AVC includes SEI 
messages enabling identification of independent sub-sequences within the layers, which 
makes bitrate shaping easier. The SEI messages related to sub-sequences are reviewed in Sec-
tion 6.1.2.  
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Section 6.1.3 summarizes the study of hierarchical temporal scalability in H.264/AVC 
published in [P6]. Both the compression efficiency improvement and the bitrate adaptation 
capability are studied. 
The scalable extension of H.264/AVC uses the sub-sequence technique for hierarchical tem-
poral scalability. Section 6.1.4 explains how the sub-sequence technique is supported in the 
scalable extension of H.264/AVC. 

6.1.1. Reference Picture List Construction 

The decoding process for the bitstream has to be such that it does not depend on the presence 
or absence of any disposable sub-sequences. In particular, the reference picture list for any 
reference picture in the bitstream must be identical regardless of which disposable sub-
sequences are present in the bitstream. This section reviews the mechanisms of H.264/AVC 
that ensure correct reference picture list construction. The mechanisms are complementary 
with each other and can be classified into three categories: decoding process for absent sub-
sequences [S2], assignment of long-term reference pictures, and reference picture list reorder-
ing.  

The H.264/AVC standard includes a decoding process for gaps in frame_num that cre-
ates a “non-existing” decoded picture marked as “used for short-term reference” for each ref-
erence picture that was present in an absent sub-sequence. The number of missing reference 
pictures can be derived from a counter included in the slice header, known as frame_num, 
which is incremented by 1 per each reference picture [S1]. The sample values of a “non-
existing” picture can be set freely and, in fact, many decoder implementations may not create 
a decoded picture but rather an indication of a “non-existing” picture. “Non-existing” pictures 
are processed identically to ordinary reference pictures according to memory management 
control operations and reference picture list reordering commands. As any picture in the ab-
sent sub-sequence is not used as prediction reference, “non-existing” pictures do not affect the 
decoding process except for reference picture list construction and ensure that the reference 
picture list for inter-coded slices is identical compared to the bitstream in which the sub-
sequence is present. Only when a “non-existing” picture is referred in the inter prediction 
process, an unexpected picture loss due to a transmission error, for example, can be deduced. 
It is required that the pictures in removable sub-sequences must not contain memory man-
agement control operations that could change the initial reference picture list. The use of the 
gaps in frame_num decoding process suits shallow temporal scalability hierarchies that do not 
cause the previous reference picture of sub-sequence layer 0 to be removed due to the sliding 
window process of “non-existing” pictures. For example, the three-layer temporal scalability 
hierarchy presented in Figure 14 can be implemented with the decoding process of gaps in 
frame_num. 

If such a deep temporal scalability hierarchy is used that would cause the previous ref-
erence picture of any base sub-sequence layer to be removed due to the sliding window proc-
ess of “non-existing” pictures, a reference picture can be marked as “used for long-term refer-
ence” immediately after its decoding. It is remarked, however, that no motion vector scaling 
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of temporal and spatial direct mode of bi-predictive slices according to picture order count 
values is done for long-term reference pictures. Furthermore, equal weights instead of weights 
calculated according to picture order counts are used for long-term reference pictures in im-
plicit mode weighted prediction.  

Methods for allowing deep temporal hierarchies without the use of long-term refer-
ence pictures were presented in [123]. The paper also analyzed the negative impact of the use 
of long-term reference pictures on compression efficiency when compared to the presented 
methods. However, none of the methods presented in the paper were adopted in H.264/AVC 
or its scalable extension. 

Reference picture list reordering can be used with hierarchical temporal scalability for 
improvement of compression efficiency and liberalization of the occurrence of memory man-
agement control operations. Reference picture list reordering is often beneficial for arranging 
used reference pictures into the beginning of the reference picture list to improve compression 
efficiency. In other words, a reference picture list is reordered such that no “non-existing” pic-
ture appears before the used reference pictures in the reference picture list. Reference picture 
reordering commands make any memory management control operations allowed in sub-
sequences as long as only those reference pictures which are explicitly reordered are used for 
inter prediction.  

6.1.2. Sub-Sequence SEI Messages 

Three SEI messages are specified in H.264/AVC for sub-sequences: sub-sequence informa-
tion, sub-sequence layer characteristics and sub-sequence characteristics. These SEI messages 
were originally proposed in [S5] and [S6]. The SEI messages can be used for different pur-
poses as explained below.  

The sub-sequence information SEI message maps a coded picture to a certain sub-
sequence and sub-sequence layer. It may also include a frame number that increments by one 
per each reference frame in the sub-sequence in decoding order. The sub-sequence informa-
tion message can be used in stream thinning for concluding which coded pictures should be 
removed as a group. Decoders may use the sub-sequence information message for concluding 
if pictures got unintentionally removed from a sub-sequence.  

The sub-sequence layer characteristics SEI message and the sub-sequence characteris-
tics SEI message give statistical information, such as bitrate, on the indicated sub-sequence 
layer and sub-sequence, respectively. Furthermore, the dependencies between sub-sequences 
are indicated in the sub-sequence characteristics SEI message. Gateways can use these mes-
sages to conclude which sub-sequences or sub-sequence layers should be removed to obtain a 
desired bitrate and frame rate. Decoders can use these messages to scale the decoding process 
computationally in case of lack of computational resources. 
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6.1.3. Hierarchical Temporal Scalability in H.264/AVC 

The goals of the simulations presented in [P6] were to conclude if it is beneficial to use tem-
poral scalability in the H.264/AVC Baseline profile from compression efficiency point of 
view and if hierarchical temporal scalability provides a competitive alternative to conven-
tional non-hierarchical temporal scalability. To evaluate the coding performance, coded pic-
ture patterns IbBbP, IpPpP, IbbP, and IppP, shown in Figure 15(a), (b), (c), and (d), respec-
tively, were compared with each other and the IPPP coded picture pattern in which the maxi-
mum number of past reference pictures allowed in the profile and level in use were used as 
reference pictures. “P” and “p” pictures are inter-coded and “B” and “b” pictures are bi-
predicted. A small-case letter indicates a non-reference picture.  

The simulations for [P6] were carried out for the following range of picture sizes and 
frame rates: QCIF 15 Hz, QCIF 30 Hz, CIF 30 Hz, and standard-definition television (SD) at 
25 Hz. The size of the decoded picture buffer was selected according to level 1 (QCIF), level 
2 (CIF) and level 3 (SD) of H.264/AVC. Each original sequence was coded six times with a 
constant quantization parameter (QP) value 20, 24, 28, 32, 36 or 40 for all pictures in sub-
sequence layer 0 and a constant QP value two units larger than the QP value in sub-sequence 
layer 0 for all pictures in sub-sequence layer 1.  

The simulation results of [P6] are summarized next using Bjontegaard delta bitrate 
[12] values, which indicate weighted average bitrate savings in terms of percentages when 
picture quality stays unchanged between the compared streams. Table II presents the bitrate 
savings of the IbBbP, IpPpP, IbbP, and IppP coding patterns compared to the IPPP coding 
pattern in terms of Bjontegaard delta bitrate. The results of all test sequences for a given pic-
ture size and picture rate were averaged. It can be concluded that both non-hierarchical and 
hierarchical temporal scalability improve compression efficiency significantly. Furthermore, 
bi-prediction improves compression efficiency (≥8 percentage units), and sub-sequences 
(IbBbP) improve compression efficiency compared to IbbP (≥5 percentage units), when pic-
ture rate is equal to or greater than 25 Hz. Furthermore, it can be seen that there are no re-
markable differences between compression efficiency of IpPpP and IppP or IbBbP and IbbP 
in QCIF 15 Hz. 
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Figure 15. Coding patterns: (a) “IbBbP”, (b) “IpPpP”, (c) “IbbP”, and (d) “IppP” 
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Table II. Average bitrate saving (%, Bjontegaard Delta Bitrate) compared to non-scalable 
coding (IPPP) 

  QCIF 15 Hz QCIF 30 Hz CIF 30 Hz SD 25 Hz 
IppP 7.9 15.0 12.0 3.6 
IpPpP 6.0 14.9 13.1 1.2 
IbbP 16.6 31.1 27.6 22.4 
IbBbP 18.1 36.1 34.9 28.9 

 

The results of [P6] also indicated that the tested sub-sequence schemes provided a lar-
ger bitrate range for stream thinning when compared to that of the tested non-hierarchical 
temporal scalability patterns. Moreover, the tested sub-sequence schemes provided two steps 
of bitrate scalability that result into a constant picture rate, whereas the IbbP and IppP 
schemes provided only one such step. On the average, the IpPpP coding scheme provided bi-
trate steps at constant frame rate at about 50% and about 70% of the full bitrate, whereas the 
IppP coding scheme could be scaled down to an average of 60% of the full bitrate while main-
taining constant frame rate. Similarly, the IbBbP coding scheme provided bitrate steps of 
about 60% and 80% of the full bitrate, whereas decoding of the reference frames in the IbbP 
coding scheme resulted into an average of 70% of the full bitrate. 

In conclusion, it is beneficial from the compression efficiency point of view to use 
both non-hierarchical and hierarchical temporal scalability with the H.264/AVC Baseline pro-
file. Furthermore, when bi-prediction is in use, hierarchical temporal scalability outperforms 
non-hierarchical temporal scalability in terms of compression efficiency and provides a larger 
range of bitrate scalability compared to non-hierarchical temporal scalability. The presented 
results have been verified later at least in [119], which also contained simulation results for 
deeper temporal hierarchies than presented in this section. 

6.1.4. Sub-Sequences in Scalable Extension of H.264/AVC 

The scalable extension of H.264/AVC uses the sub-sequence coding technique of H.264/AVC 
as such. The only essential change is the introduction of the temporal_id syntax element in the 
NAL unit headers for SVC NAL units. The temporal_id syntax element indicates how deep in 
the temporal scalability hierarchy the associated NAL unit resides. Correct decoding of a pic-
ture at a particular temporal_id or temporal layer requires decoding of pictures at and below 
that temporal layer. The semantics of temporal_id are essentially identical to the semantics of 
the sub-sequence layer. Picture rate is an increasing function of the number of temporal layers 
or sub-sequence layers.  

The temporal_id syntax element can also be indicated for VCL NAL units of 
H.264/AVC with the prefix NAL unit introduced in the scalable extension of H.264/AVC. 
The prefix NAL unit is associated with the subsequent VCL NAL unit in decoding order and 
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contains only the SVC NAL unit header. H.264/AVC decoders ignore the prefix NAL units, if 
they are present.  

The sub-sequence SEI messages can be used for SVC with the scalable nesting SEI 
message. The scalable nesting SEI message contains an ordinary H.264/AVC SEI message 
and indicates the scalable layers that the message concerns. Consequently, the scalable nest-
ing SEI message enables the reuse of the syntax of H.264/AVC SEI messages for SVC scal-
able layers. 

6.2. RTP PAYLOAD FORMAT FOR H.264/AVC 

The RTP payload format specification for H.264/AVC [S12] includes the syntax and seman-
tics of the RTP payload format, RTP packetization rules for H.264/AVC, informative RTP 
depacketization guidelines, payload type parameters for use in SDP, and guidelines for using 
the payload type parameters in the SDP offer-answer model for codec capability exchange. 
The payload format specification contains three packetization modes: single NAL unit mode, 
non-interleaved mode, and interleaved mode. The single NAL unit mode and the non-
interleaved mode provide similar functionality to RTP payload format of other video coding 
schemes and are therefore reviewed briefly in Section 6.2.1. The interleaved mode provides 
functions that were not included in any prior RTP payload format and is one of the novelties 
proposed in this thesis. It is therefore reviewed with more details in Section 6.2.2. 

6.2.1. Overview of the Single NAL Unit and Non-Interleaved Packetization 
Modes 

In the single NAL unit packetization mode, one NAL unit is transmitted without any addi-
tional payload header in one RTP packet. The single NAL unit mode was introduced to pro-
vide compatibility with the packetization scheme specified in the first release of ITU-T Rec-
ommendation H.241 [64], which is the specification for H.264/AVC operation in video con-
ferencing systems specified by ITU-T. In the non-interleaved mode, NAL units are transmit-
ted in decoding order and multiple NAL units of one access unit can be encapsulated into the 
same RTP packet. Encapsulating multiple NAL units into the same RTP packet is especially 
beneficial when the size of the NAL units is relatively small, which is typically the case for 
parameter set NAL units and SEI NAL units. The non-interleaved mode therefore helps in 
reducing the bitrate overhead caused by protocol headers compared to the transmitting rela-
tively small NAL units with the single NAL unit mode.  

6.2.2. Overview of the Interleaved Packetization Mode 

The interleaved mode allows transmission of NAL units out of NAL unit decoding order and 
encapsulating of NAL units from different access units into the same RTP packet. In the inter-
leaved mode, a decoding order number (DON) indicating the decoding order of NAL units is 
conveyed or derived for each NAL unit. The interleaved packetization mode allows for en-
capsulating NAL units from more than one access unit into the same packet, which helps in 
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reducing protocol header overhead for low-bitrate streams. Other applications of the inter-
leaved mode include robust packet scheduling for unicast streaming and unequal error protec-
tion in broadcast/multicast streaming, which are reviewed in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2, respec-
tively. Furthermore, both the non-interleaved mode and the interleaved mode can be used to 
match the RTP packet size to the maximum transmission unit size of the underlying network. 

In order to enable encapsulating multiple NAL units into the same RTP packet, the 
RTP payload specification introduces syntax and semantics for aggregation packets. Two 
types of aggregation packets are defined: single-time aggregation packet (STAP) and multi-
time aggregation packet (MTAP). An STAP aggregates NAL units with identical display 
timestamp, whereas an MTAP aggregates NAL units with potentially differing timestamps.  

When interleaved transmission order is used, the decoding order of NAL units must be 
recovered in the receiver to obtain correct operation of the decoder. The receiver includes a 
receiver buffer, which is used to compensate for transmission delay jitter and to reorder pack-
ets from transmission order to NAL unit decoding order. Compensation for transmission delay 
jitter and reordering to decoding order can be tackled as separate problems. Therefore, only 
buffering for deinterleaving is discussed herein. However, receivers should take transmission 
delay jitter into account in the buffering operation, e.g., by additional initial buffering before 
the start of decoding and playback. 

There are two buffering states for the deinterleaving buffer: initial buffering and buff-
ering while playing. Initial buffering occurs when the RTP session is initialized. The duration 
of the initial buffering is controlled by certain payload type parameters, the value of which 
guarantees that the amount of initial buffering is sufficient to recover the decoding order sub-
sequently. After initial buffering, decoding and playback are started and the buffering-while-
playing mode is used. Regardless of the buffering state, the receiver stores incoming NAL 
units in reception order into the deinterleaving buffer. NAL units are removed from the dein-
terleaving buffer and passed to the decoder in ascending order of DON.  

6.3. USE OF SUB-SEQUENCES AND INTERLEAVED TRANSMIS-
SION FOR ERROR ROBUSTNESS 

This section presents examples how sub-sequences and interleaved packetization can be used 
to improve error resilience. Section 6.3.1 discusses how interleaved packetization facilitates 
robust packet scheduling (see Section 4.2.2). Section 6.3.2 presents a method for unequal er-
ror protection to be used for multicast and broadcast streaming. Section 6.3.3 introduces a 
sub-sequence scheme, known as intra picture postponement, which can be used to improve 
error resilience in streaming applications.  

6.3.1. Bitrate Adaptation and Robust Packet Scheduling 

Robust packet scheduling algorithms reviewed in Section 4.2.2 require sending of coded 
video data in a priority order which differs from the decoding order. No RTP-based mecha-
nism had been specified earlier for interleaved transmission. In other words, the interleaved 
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packetization mode of H.264/AVC is the first standardized means to use robust packet sched-
uling algorithms in RTP-based environments. Schierl et al. demonstrated the use of the inter-
leaved packetization mode of H.264/AVC for robust packet scheduling [114][115]. Their 
work is an extension of the priority based scheduling algorithm by Kampmann and Baldo [77] 
that uses the 3GPP extended RTCP feedback for receiver buffer status signaling to avoid net-
work and client buffer overflows and to cope with cell handovers gracefully. Schierl et al. 
took advantage of non-reference pictures of H.264/AVC in priority-based scheduling. Their 
packet scheduling algorithm aims at achieving certain coded picture buffer occupancy in the 
receiver for each one of the three significance classes: independent decoding refresh pictures, 
other reference pictures, and non-reference pictures. Consequently, handovers often result into 
temporarily dropped picture rate, as the available network throughput is used for obtaining a 
desired level of IDR and reference picture buffering. The sub-sequence technique, when used 
for hierarchical temporal scalability as explained in Section 6.1.3, could be used with priority-
based packet scheduling to increase the number of priority levels.  

6.3.2. Unequal Error Protection in Broadcast/Multicast Streaming 

DVB-H and MBMS, discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.3, respectively, provide forward error 
correction means for equal error protection. However, as discussed in Section 4.1, there are 
several methods of partitioning video bitstreams to different priorities. Sub-sequences is one 
of the coding schemes allowing flexible priority partitioning as discussed earlier in this chap-
ter. It was considered worth studying whether UEP applied to priority partitioning based on 
temporal scalability can be beneficial in MBMS and DVB-H environments. A method for un-
equal error protection that is compatible with the MBMS and DVB-H services was presented 
in publication [P7] for the MBMS context and publications [P9] and [P10] for the DVB-H 
context. The presented UEP method is summarized in the following paragraphs and an exam-
ple of the presented UEP method is provided in Figure 16.  
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Figure 16. Example of UEP with priority partitioning and interleaved packetization. 

 
The RTP streams of a multimedia service are categorized into a few priority classes. 

For example, in a news broadcast, the audio RTP packets can have a higher priority than 
video which in turn has a higher priority than subtitles. Furthermore, datagrams of a single 
RTP stream can be categorized into priority classes based on their importance for the recon-
structed media quality. Without loss of generality, H.264/AVC streams with two temporal 
layers are considered in this section. 

An FEC source block of MBMS and an ADT of MPE-FEC of DVB-H are collectively 
referred to as the FEC source matrix in this section. The transmitter generates an FEC source 
matrix for a selected period of media playback that contains data of only one priority class of 
a multimedia service. An FEC source matrix for each of the other priority classes of the same 
media playback period is also created. The sizes of FEC source matrices for a media playback 
period may vary in terms of bytes, as the media bitrate for each priority class may not be 
equal. The proportion of FEC repair data compared to the occupancy of the FEC source ma-
trix is a function of the priority class, i.e., the largest proportion of FEC repair data is provided 
for the FEC source matrix of the highest priority class.  

MBMS and DVB-H disallow interleaving data of one FEC source matrix with another 
one in transmission order. Consequently, the interleaved packetization mode of the 
H.264/AVC RTP payload format is used to arrange packets from decoding order to a trans-
mission order corresponding to consecutive sending of the FEC source matrices. In order to 
avoid an increase of the initial buffering delay in recipients, the least important FEC source 
matrix for a period of media playback is transmitted first followed by other FEC source matri-
ces for the same period of media playback in ascending order of importance. When a recipient 
tunes in and receives at least one but not all of the source FEC matrices for a particular period 
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of media playback, it can decode and render the period of media playback with reduced qual-
ity, such as lower picture rate, compared to the reception of all source FEC matrices.  

Publication [S11] compared transmission of non-scalable H.264/AVC Baseline profile 
stream with equal error protection and temporally scalable H.264/AVC Baseline profile 
stream with unequal error protection under MBMS environment over UTRAN under 0%, 1%, 
and 10% RLC PDU loss rates. A subset of the results was also published in publication [P7]. 
The picture size, picture rate, and total bitrate for video and associated FEC repair packets 
used in the experiment were QCIF, 7.5 frames per second (fps), and about 44 kilobits per sec-
ond (kbps), respectively. In conclusion, temporally scalable coding combined with unequal 
error protection outperformed non-scalable coding with equal error protection by about 0.5 dB 
in terms of average luma PSNR in the error-free and 1% PDU loss rate cases and by about 0.2 
dB in the 10% PDU loss rate case. 

Publication [P9] compared the presented UEP method with conventional DVB-H pro-
tection under approximated typical urban simulation conditions. The presented UEP method 
was found to outperform conventional DVB-H transmission by more than 0.5 dB with the 
tested sequences when the average luma PSNR was about 37 dB or above.  

A subjective comparison of the presented UEP scheme and conventional DVB-H 
transmission was performed for publication [P10]. Several audio-visual streams were proc-
essed through a DVB-H channel model for the comparison, and the resulting streams were 
presented in a comprehensive subjective quality evaluation conducted in a controlled labora-
tory environment. Two MPE-FEC error rates (MFER) were selected for the evaluation, 6.9% 
and 13.8%, which resulted into acceptable and unacceptable average quality, respectively, ac-
cording to a previous study [75]. The results of the evaluation revealed that, at MFER of 
6.9%, the presented UEP scheme was at least as good as conventional DVB-H transmission. 
However, at MFER of 13.8%, the use of the proposed UEP method improved the subjective 
acceptability of the tested multimedia sequences on average, as the share of participants rating 
the sequences acceptable was 10 per cent units higher in the UEP case compared to conven-
tional DVB-H transmission.  

6.3.3. Intra Picture Postponement 

A group of pictures conventionally consists of one chain of reference pictures in which a ref-
erence picture is predicted from the earlier reference picture(s) in decoding order. Conse-
quently, one corrupted reference picture affects all subsequent reference pictures in decoding 
order within the same group of pictures. Temporal scalability reduces the length of inter pre-
diction chains, but the fact that a corrupted picture on the lowest temporal layer generally im-
pacts all subsequent pictures in decoding order remains unchanged. A method called intra pic-
ture postponement was proposed in [P1] to reduce the vulnerability of many subsequent inter 
pictures. The intra picture postponement method is reviewed in this section. 

Conventionally, an intra picture is coded immediately after a scene cut or as a re-
sponse to an expired intra picture refresh period, for example. In the intra picture postpone-
ment method, an intra picture is not coded immediately after a need to code an intra picture 
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arises, but rather a subsequent picture in output order is selected to be coded as an intra pic-
ture. Each picture between the coded picture and the conventional location of an intra picture 
is predicted from the subsequent picture in output order. Figure 17 shows an example of two 
sequences, one coded conventionally, and another to which intra picture postponement has 
been applied. The sequence coded using intra picture postponement contains two sub-
sequences, one predicted backwards in output order and a second one predicted convention-
ally, i.e., in which coding order is identical to output order. 

As Figure 17 shows, the intra picture postponement method generates two independ-
ent inter picture prediction chains, whereas conventional coding algorithms produce a single 
inter picture chain. It is intuitively clear that the two-chain approach is more robust against 
transmission errors than the one-chain conventional approach. If one chain suffers from a 
packet loss, the other chain may still be correctly received. In conventional coding, a packet 
loss always causes error propagation to the rest of the inter picture prediction chain. 

The intra picture postponement method does not increase the temporal distance be-
tween predicted pictures and their reference pictures, but rather it just reverses some of the 
prediction directions. Thus, intuitively thinking, it should not affect compression efficiency 
negatively. The simulation results in [P1] indicated a small compression efficiency improve-
ment when intra picture postponement was used. 

 
 

 

Figure 17. Example of intra picture postponement 
© 2001 International Packet Video Workshop 2001 (PV-2001). Reprinted with permission from [P1]. 
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The intra picture postponement method requires ordering of decoded pictures to output 
order, which increases delay and memory requirements. The method is therefore not suitable 
for low-latency applications. However, many applications, such as unicast and broadcast 
streaming, are tolerant to decoding delay, which enables the use of the method. As discussed 
in Section 2.5, H.264/AVC decoders include a decoded picture buffer, which can be exploited 
by the intra picture postponement method. 

It is noted that the intra picture postponement method can be generalized for more 
complicated coding schemes. For example, intra picture postponement can be used with hier-
archical temporal scalability such a way that only the pictures at the lowest temporal layer are 
considered when deciding the picture coding order for intra picture postponement. 

The performed packet loss simulations presented in [P1] indicated intra picture post-
ponement outperformed the conventional coding scheme both in objective and subjective 
terms. The gain in average luma PSNR was found to be more than 1 dB in many test cases. 
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 Chapter 7 

Encoder-Assisted Error Detection 
and Concealment 

ncoder-assisted error detection and concealment techniques were reviewed in Section 
4.5.7. In most of these methods, the auxiliary error concealment information helps when 

a part of the corresponding coded picture is corrupted or lost, and the auxiliary information is 
attached to the corresponding coded picture. In low bitrate communication or under network 
conditions that are prone to bursty errors, it is not uncommon that entire pictures are corrupted 
or lost during transmission. A common novel factor in all encoder-assisted error control 
methods presented in this chapter is the fact that they all address entire picture losses in addi-
tion to partially corrupted pictures.  

E 

This chapter reviews those supplemental enhancement information messages of 
H.264/AVC which fall into the category of assisted error detection and concealment, namely 
the sub-sequence information SEI message, the scene information SEI message, and the spare 
picture SEI message. The motivation for each one of these messages is presented briefly be-
low. 

When hierarchical temporal scalability is used, a picture loss usually causes only a 
temporary drop at output picture rate. While the frame sequence numbering, such as the 
frame_num syntax element of H.264/AVC, can be used to detect any picture losses, the sub-
sequence information SEI message can be used to conclude in which sub-sequence layer and 
sub-sequence the loss happened and therefore the impact of the loss to output picture rate can 
also be estimated. The sub-sequence information SEI message was described in Section 6.1.2. 

Many types of video content include frequent scene cuts. When an entire picture is lost 
during transmission and the lost picture is a scene-cut picture, it is impossible to conceal the 
lost picture satisfactorily and continuation of decoding would most likely result into dreadful 
picture quality until the next intra picture or gradual decoding refresh. It is therefore desirable 
that the receiver is given means to detect losses of scene-cut pictures. Embedded information 
on scene transitions and their types enables decoders to apply specific error concealment algo-
rithms for particular scene transition types. Furthermore, auxiliary information also saves 
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computational resources in the decoder, as no scene transition detection algorithm has to be 
executed, and provides more reliable information on scene changes compared to algorithms 
executed in the decoder based on partially received pictures. Finally, embedded information 
on scene changes can also be used for other purposes than error concealment, such as compo-
sition of a video summary. The scene information SEI message of H.264/AVC provides em-
bedded information on scene changes. According to received scene information SEI mes-
sages, the decoder can infer whether a picture is a scene-cut picture, a gradual scene transition 
picture or a picture not involved in a scene transition, which can be utilized to help in select-
ing a proper error concealment method. The scene information SEI message is reviewed in 
Section 7.1.  

One of the fundamental problems of receiver operation in case of erroneous streams is 
to conclude when the error-concealed decoding result would be subjectively satisfactory for 
displaying and when it would be better to display the latest correct or satisfying picture in-
stead. In academic literature for video error concealment, it is often just assumed that the goal 
is to pick the best concealment algorithm even if it would still result into concealed pictures 
that would be non-acceptable in terms of subjective quality. Often, the error-concealed areas 
are clearly perceivable and annoying, when movement from the previous picture has been 
large or non-translational. In contrast, in scenes captured with a stationary camera, a majority 
of the picture area is often unchanged compared to the previous picture and hence temporal 
error concealment with zero motion vector recovers unchanged areas perfectly. The spare pic-
ture SEI message, introduced in Section 7.2, expresses which areas of indicated pictures are 
essentially unchanged and can therefore be used complementarily as references for inter pre-
diction. The SEI message helps decoders judge how big a portion of a picture can be recon-
structed essentially correctly even if some of the prediction references were error-concealed 
or lost. Hence, the SEI message helps in concluding whether a decoded picture is good 
enough for displaying. 

7.1. SCENE INFORMATION SEI MESSAGE 

This section presents an overview of the encoder-assisted selection of error concealment 
methods based on the scene information SEI message. The section summarizes publications 
[P4] and [S7]. The section is organized as follows: Section 7.1.1 provides the terms and defi-
nitions related to scene transitions. Section 7.1.2 introduces the scene information SEI mes-
sage and outlines the encoder operation to create scene information SEI messages. The de-
coder operation responding to scene information SEI messages is presented in Section 7.1.3. 
The experimental results of [P4] and [S7] are summarized in Section 7.1.4. Finally, differ-
ences between earlier methods and the presented method are discussed in Section 7.1.5. 

7.1.1. Definitions for Scene Transitions 

A scene transition consists of subsequent pictures over which the video content changes com-
pletely from one scene to another scene. A scene, also referred to as a shot, consists of conse-
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quent pictures captured with one camera. The scene from which the video content changes is 
defined as the first scene, and the scene to which the video content changes is defined as the 
second scene. The set of pictures between the first picture and the last picture in a gradual 
scene transition, inclusive, is referred to as transition pictures.  

Scene transitions can be categorized into abrupt, dissolved, faded, masked, and hybrid 
ones. An abrupt scene transition (scene cut) is such that the first scene directly changes to the 
second scene, as shown in Figure 18(a). In a scene cut, the first picture of the second scene is 
called the scene-cut picture. A dissolved scene transition (dissolve) is such that the pictures of 
the two scenes in the transition are laid on top of each other in a partially transparent manner, 
and transparency of the pictures gradually changes in the transition period, as shown in Figure 
18(b). A faded scene transition (fade) is such that each picture sample of the first scene gradu-
ally changes to the second scene that is of a constant color (fade-in), or each picture sample of 
the second scene gradually changes from the first scene that is of a constant color (fade-out). 
If the constant color is black, the fade-in or fade-out becomes fade-to-black or fade-from-
black, respectively, as shown in Figure 18(c) and (d), respectively. A masked scene transition 
is such that the first scene is spatially covered by the second scene while the second scene 
spatially uncovers from the first scene, both in a gradual manner, and all picture parts are dis-
played at full intensity. Typical masked scene transitions are wipes, as shown Figure 18(e). A 
hybrid scene transition is any combination of dissolved, faded and masked transitions.  
 

      
(a) An example of an abrupt scene transition (scene cut) 

 

      
(b) An example of a dissolve 

 

      
(c) An example of a fade to black 

 

      
(d) An example of a fade from black 

 

      
(e) An example of a wipe 

Figure 18. Example of scene transitions 
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7.1.2. Encoder Operation 

The proposed scene information SEI message associates pictures to particular scenes and 
scene transitions. In order to generate scene information SEI message, encoders must have 
knowledge of scene boundaries and transitions. In many cases, the video content has been ed-
ited prior to encoding, and consequently the video sequence that is input to the encoder al-
ready contains many scenes and transitions between them. Encoders must then execute detec-
tion algorithms for scene boundaries and transitions, such as those reviewed and proposed in 
[50] and [84]. In some cases, encoders may have access to the original camera shots and scene 
transitions are generated in the encoder from the original shots. Creation of the scene informa-
tion SEI message is straightforward in such cases. 

Each scene information SEI message includes a syntax element scene_id to distinguish 
consecutive scenes in the coded bitstream. A second syntax element is scene_transition_type, 
which indicates in which type of a scene transition, if any, the picture associated with the SEI 
message is involved. The value of scene_transition_type indicates one of the following cases: 
no transition (0), fade to black (1), fade from black (2), unspecified transition from or to con-
stant color (3), dissolve (4), wipe (5), and unspecified mixture of two scenes (6). 

A scene information SEI message should be generated for each access unit. However, 
for low bitrates it may be desirable to send scene information SEI message only associated 
with scene transitions as follows. Scene information SEI messages should be generated for 
each pair of access units having different values of scene_id and scene_transition_type. If the 
values of scene_id and scene_transition_type changed in the previous access unit, a scene in-
formation SEI message should also be present in the current access unit in order to guarantee 
correct reception of at least one occurrence of the message. 

7.1.3. Decoder Operation 

When a decoder detects a loss or an error, it can either conceal the error in displayed images 
or freeze the latest correct picture onto the screen until an updated picture is received. The 
scene information SEI message helps decoders decide a proper action. First, a decoder should 
infer the type of the erroneous picture according to the received scene information SEI mes-
sages. If the erroneous picture is a scene-cut picture and it is lost or largely corrupted, the de-
coder should stop displaying until an updated picture is decoded. Otherwise, the type of error 
concealment can be selected as follows. Transmission errors that occurred in a scene-cut pic-
ture should be intra-concealed irrespective of the coding type of the scene-cut picture. With 
this mechanism, the decoder can correctly choose intra error concealment for scene-cut pic-
tures and inter error concealment for intra pictures that are coded for picture refresh or to pro-
vide random access points. Moreover, special error concealment algorithms designed for indi-
cated types of gradual scene transitions can be applied to improve error concealment perform-
ance. For other cases, conventional error concealment methods, such as those reviewed in 
Section 4.6, can be applied. 
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7.1.4. Experimental Results 

Two experiments were performed for [P4] and [S7]. In the first experiment, the scene infor-
mation SEI message and the assisted selection between spatial and temporal error conceal-
ment were tested using the VCEG common test conditions for packet-lossy environments 
[153]. The proposed method improved the performance up to several dBs in terms of average 
luma PSNR when compared to the JM codec [131]. Detailed results are available in [S7]. The 
improved concealment of transition pictures was tested in the second experiment. Two se-
quences with fades to and from black were used in the test. A concealment algorithm for fades 
was implemented (see [P4] for details), and the JM codec with the proposed selection of the 
error concealment algorithm and the fade error concealment algorithm was compared against 
the standard JM codec [131]. As a result of arbitrary picture losses, the proposed method out-
performed the JM codec with several dBs in terms of average luma PSNR.  

7.1.5. Discussion 

When compared to the earlier methods for assisted selection of error concealment algorithms 
(reviewed in Section 4.5.7), the presented method based on the scene information SEI mes-
sage has two essential differences. First, rather than specifying exactly which error conceal-
ment algorithm is used under a particular condition, the scene information SEI message pro-
vides a hint of the type of the error concealment algorithm that should be used. The design of 
the scene information SEI message therefore leaves possibilities for improving the error con-
cealment algorithms in decoder implementations and gives freedom for decoder developers to 
optimize their error concealment implementation according to their own criteria. Second, the 
scene information SEI message is helpful also if entire coded pictures are lost, whereas the 
earlier methods were applicable to partial losses of coded pictures only.  

7.2. SPARE PICTURE SEI MESSAGE 

This section presents an overview of the use of the spare picture SEI message for encoder-
assisted error concealment. The spare picture concept was first proposed for H.263 in [S1] 
and later enhanced for H.264/AVC in [S8]. This section summarizes publication [P2]. The 
section is organized as follows: An introduction to the spare picture SEI message and an out-
line of codec operations for handling the messages are provided in Section 7.2.1. Then, the 
experimental results of [P2] are summarized in Section 7.2.2. Finally, the differences between 
earlier similar methods and the presented method are discussed in Section 7.2.3. 

7.2.1. Encoder and Decoder Operation 

Sometimes two pictures or respective parts of two pictures resemble each other significantly. 
Consequently, if one of the pictures is lost or corrupted during transmission, the other picture 
could be used as an inter prediction reference for subsequent pictures without remarkable 
quality degradation. This phenomenon is utilized in the spare picture SEI message of 
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H.264/AVC, which indicates that certain macroblocks in an indicated earlier picture, referred 
to as the target picture, and the listed spare pictures are essentially identical.  

The macroblocks that are similar in the target picture and a spare picture are specified 
by coding a binary spare macroblock map of all macroblock locations of the picture. To im-
prove compression efficiency of coding similar spare macroblock maps, the map can be coded 
differentially compared to the previous map in the same SEI message. When delivered over a 
packet network, the spare picture SEI message should not be packetized into the same packet 
as the target picture in order to avoid the spare picture SEI message to be lost together with 
the target picture. If a referred block in inter prediction is lost or seriously damaged, decoders 
may use the co-located block in an indicated spare picture, instead. 

Figure 19 shows an example where frame 74 in the Hall monitor sequence, reproduced 
in Figure 19(b), can be used as a spare picture of frame 75, reproduced in Figure 19(c), except 
for an area in which the people are moving. Figure 19(a) shows the spare macroblock map 
between frames 74 and 75. Similar areas which can be used as spare macroblocks are shown 
in black.  

7.2.2. Experimental Results 

In the simulations performed for [P2], it was found that a decoder that always continues de-
coding produces sometimes outputs pictures of unacceptable quality. On the other hand, a de-
coder that always freezes the latest correct picture produces a lower frame rate compared to a 
decoder utilizing the spare picture information. Two examples of results can be found in 

   
(a) Spare macroblock map (b) Frame 74 in Hall monitor (c) Frame 75 in Hall monitor 

Figure 19. Example of a spare macroblock map between frames 74 and 75 of the Hall monitor 
sequence. 

Table III. Examples of sequences error-concealed based on spare picture information 

Number of correctly decoded frames 77 51%
Number of frozen frames 24 16%
Number of concealed frames thanks to spare reference 49 33%

Number of correctly decoded frames 103 69%
Number of frozen frames 34 23%
Number of concealed frames thanks to spare reference 13 9%

Hall, QCIF, 64kbps, 15fps, 5% packet loss rate

News, QCIF, 144kbps, 15fps, 3% packet loss rate
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Table III indicating that a considerable share of pictures (33% and 9%, respectively) could be 
satisfactorily concealed based on available spare picture information, but another share of pic-
tures (16% and 23%, respectively) cannot be properly reconstructed with temporal error con-
cealment using zero motion vectors. A comprehensive description of test conditions and a 
more extensive set of results are available in [P2]. 

7.2.3. Discussion 

The spare picture SEI message could be classified as a method for encoder-assisted motion 
vector and texture recovery. It indicates the areas in reference pictures for which an error con-
cealment algorithm using zero motion and unmodified texture results into imperceptible dif-
ferences between error-free decoded pictures and concealed decoded pictures. When com-
pared to the earlier methods for assisted motion vector and texture recovery (reviewed in Sec-
tion 4.5.7), the presented method has two essential differences. First, the spare picture SEI 
message is helpful also if entire coded pictures are lost, whereas the earlier methods were ap-
plicable to partial losses of coded pictures only. Second, the spare picture SEI message sug-
gests that the quality of concealed areas is close to error-free quality, whereas the earlier 
methods gave no information about the concealment quality. Consequently, decoders can 
make more justified decisions whether decoded pictures are subjectively satisfactory for dis-
playing or whether it would be more desirable to display the previous correct picture. More-
over, it is possible to focus feedback messages indicating erroneously recovered picture areas 
more exactly thanks to spare picture SEI messages and potentially avoid unnecessary feed-
back messages altogether if transmission errors have hit areas that can be recovered based on 
spare picture SEI messages. 
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 Chapter 8 

Conclusions and Future Work 

ompression efficiency and resilience to transmission errors are the major factors affect-
ing video quality in many communication systems, especially when streaming delivery 

is used. The thesis gave a comprehensive overview of error resilience techniques applicable in 
video communication systems. The aim of the thesis was to improve the error robustness of 
H.264/AVC in real-time video communication. Several error resilience methods falling into 
three categories, isolated regions, sub-sequences and interleaved transmission, and encoder-
assisted error concealment, were proposed in this thesis. Support for all the presented source 
coding methods was adopted into the H.264/AVC standard. Additionally, the interleaved 
transmission technique was accepted into the RTP payload format for H.264/AVC. The con-
tributions of the thesis are summarized below. 

C 

The isolated regions technique is based on limiting in-picture and inter prediction 
jointly. A similar earlier method in the H.263 standard, namely the independent segment de-
coding mode of rectangular slices, was identified to have two shortcomings. First, the bounda-
ries of rectangular slices remain unchanged throughout a group of pictures, and hence the 
technique is not suitable for enclosing moving objects. Second, as the number of macroblocks 
in a slice is fixed, the slice size cannot be optimized in terms of bytes according to the under-
lying protocol stack or the prevailing network conditions. Isolated regions are coded as slice 
groups, and consequently the shortcomings of independent segment decoding of rectangular 
slices are avoided.  

Two error resilience methods utilizing the isolated regions technique were presented: 
gradual decoding refresh and region-of-interest coding combined with unequal error protec-
tion. Gradual decoding refresh updates macroblocks in intra mode gradually within an iso-
lated-region picture group. The method was shown to be useful for providing random access 
points in an error-prone environment when compared to intra picture coding. Therefore, grad-
ual decoding refresh could be a preferred mechanism to respond to intra picture update re-
quests. Furthermore, gradual decoding refresh was tested as a non-adaptive error-robust mac-
roblock mode selection algorithm. Simulation results showed that gradual decoding refresh is 
comparable to some other error-robust macroblock mode selection algorithms, and, under 
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most tested packet loss rates, enhances the performance of a rate-distortion-optimized algo-
rithm when applied together with it. Coding of areas of interest as isolated regions was tested 
with regular XOR-based FEC coding and was found to improve subjective quality compared 
to conventional H.264/AVC coding.  

The sub-sequence technique enables disposal of inter-dependent reference pictures 
while the remaining bitstream remains compliant with the H.264/AVC standard. Compared to 
earlier techniques, especially the reference picture selection in H.263, it manages the refer-
ence picture lists for inter prediction such a way that the removal of sub-sequences does not 
change the decoding process of the remaining bitstream.  

The sub-sequence technique can be used for hierarchical temporal scalability among 
other things. It was shown that hierarchical temporal scalability improves compression effi-
ciency when compared to non-hierarchical temporal scalability and non-scalable bitstreams. 
The sub-sequence technique remained therefore as one of the fundamental elements of the 
scalable extension of H.264/AVC. 

Interleaved transmission refers to sending of coded picture data in an order that differs 
from the decoding order. Interleaved video transmission over RTP was introduced in the RTP 
payload format of H.264/AVC. It can be used together with temporal priority segmentation, 
e.g., based on sub-sequences, for error robust packet scheduling, which has been shown to 
work efficiently in unicast streaming applications. When video is priority-segmented tempo-
rally and ordered in separate blocks of packets using the interleaved packetization mode, con-
ventional FEC coding schemes can be used to provide unequal error protection as was dem-
onstrated in MBMS and DVB-H environments.  

In the intra picture postponement method, two independent inter picture prediction 
chains are generated instead of a single chain by selecting a later picture as conventionally to 
be intra coded and coding one of the chains in reverse output order. The method was shown to 
improve error resilience, but it increases delay and memory requirements compared to con-
ventional coding order. 

Two encoder-assisted error concealment methods were proposed, one based on the 
scene information SEI message and the other based on the spare picture SEI message. In con-
trast to earlier methods, the presented methods address entire picture losses in addition to par-
tially corrupted pictures. The scene information SEI message indicates which type of a scene 
transition, if any, pictures are involved with. Consequently, it suggests which type of an error 
concealment algorithm should be used. The spare picture SEI message indicates that certain 
macroblocks in an indicated earlier picture and the listed spare pictures are essentially identi-
cal. Hence, the spare picture SEI message suggests that the quality of concealed areas is close 
to error-free quality, whereas the earlier methods gave no information about the concealment 
quality. 

Even though most of the proposed methods of the thesis are supported in standards, 
some of the presented methods should be developed further for product implementations. For 
example, for many of the presented methods, there is a need to develop encoding algorithms 
that are robust in any network environment and utilize information across the layers of the 
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protocol stack. Furthermore, many of the methods should be tested more thoroughly in vari-
ous network environments and conditions as well as with more comprehensive application 
and system environments. Finally, the subjective impact of the methods should be valued 
against the implementation cost and the requirements for the processing power.  

The thesis has concentrated on the analysis of the error resilience impact of the pre-
sented methods, leaving other aspects, such as delay considerations, outside of the scope of 
the thesis. For example, the gradual decoding refresh using isolated regions provides a stead-
ier bitrate compared to the use of intra pictures and could therefore provide a smaller end-to-
end delay in some network environments. Moreover, the method for unequal error protection 
using temporal priority partitioning and interleaved transmission decreases the startup delay 
when starting the reception of a multicast or broadcast at a random position. Thus, potential 
future work could provide more analysis on aspects beyond error resilience. 
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ABSTRACT 

Streaming applications can have relaxed transmission delay 
requirements, since two-way real-time conversation is not 
needed. This enables the usage of interactive error control 
schemes, such as selective retransmission of lost 
transmission packets. However, interactive error control 
cannot be widely used in IP multicast streaming due to a 
risk of an excessive number of retransmission requests. 
Thus, multicast streaming systems should tackle packet loss 
recovery with non-interactive techniques. Furthermore, 
point-to-point streaming systems may also benefit from 
non-interactive error control methods, because certain 
factors, such as large transmission delay, may reduce the 
efficiency of interactive error control techniques. This 
paper presents a simple non-interactive video coding 
method, called INTRA frame postponement, which 
improves error resilience in streaming applications. We 
show that the method is superior to the conventional coding 
scheme in terms of objective and subjective quality, when 
video sequences are transmitted over loss-prone networks. 
Moreover, our simulations indicate that the method has a 
positive impact on compression efficiency in certain cases. 
We also analyze the application of the method to the 
current video communication standards. 

 
1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Streaming Systems 

A multimedia streaming system consists of a streaming 
server and a number of players, which access the server via 
a network. The players fetch either pre-stored or live 
multimedia content from the server and play it back in real-
time while the content is being downloaded. The type of 
communication can be either point-to-point or multicast. In 
point-to-point streaming, the server provides a separate 
connection for each player. In multicast streaming, the 
server transmits a single data stream to a number of players, 
and network elements duplicate the stream only if it is 
necessary. 

When a player has established a connection to a server 
and requested for a multimedia stream, the server begins to 
transmit the desired stream. The player does not start 
playing the stream back immediately, but rather it typically 
buffers the incoming data for a few seconds. Herein, this 
buffering is referred to as initial buffering. Initial buffering 

helps to maintain pauseless playback, because, in case of 
occasional increased transmission delays or network 
throughput drops, the player can decode and play buffered 
data. 

In order to avoid unlimited transmission delay, it is 
uncommon to favor reliable transport protocols in 
streaming systems. Instead, the systems prefer unreliable 
transport protocols, such as UDP, which, on one hand, 
inherit a more stable transmission delay, but, on the other 
hand, also suffer from data corruption or loss.  

RTP and RTCP protocols can be used on top of UDP to 
control real-time communications. RTP provides means to 
detect losses of transmission packets, to reassemble the 
correct order of packets in the receiving end, and to 
associate a sampling time-stamp with each packet. RTCP 
conveys information about how large a portion of packets 
were correctly received, and, therefore, it can be used for 
flow control purposes. 

 
1.2 Handling of Packet Losses 

Packet losses can either be corrected or concealed. Loss 
correction refers to the capability to restore lost data 
perfectly as if no losses had ever been introduced. Loss 
concealment refers to the capability to conceal the effects of 
transmission losses so that they should not be visible in the 
reconstructed video sequence.  

When a player detects a packet loss, it may request for a 
packet retransmission. Because of the initial buffering, the 
retransmitted packet may be received before its scheduled 
playback time. Some commercial Internet streaming 
systems implement retransmission requests using 
proprietary protocols. Work is going on in IETF to 
standardize a selective retransmission request mechanism 
as a part of RTCP [1][2][3][4]. A common feature for all of 
these retransmission request protocols is that they are not 
suitable for multicasting to a large number of players, as the 
network traffic may increase drastically. Consequently, 
multicast streaming applications have to rely on non-
interactive packet loss control.  

Point-to-point streaming systems may also benefit from 
non-interactive error control techniques. First, some 
systems may not contain any interactive error control 
mechanism or they prefer not to have any feedback from 
players in order to simplify the system. Second, 
retransmission of lost packets and other forms of interactive 
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error control typically take a larger portion of the 
transmitted data rate than non-interactive error control 
methods. Streaming servers have to ensure that interactive 
error control methods do not reserve a major portion of the 
available network throughput. In practice, the servers may 
have to limit the amount of interactive error control 
operations. Third, transmission delay may limit the number 
of interactions between the server and the player, as all 
interactive error control operations for a specific data 
sample should preferably be done before the data sample is 
played back. 

Non-interactive packet loss control mechanisms can be 
categorized to forward error control and loss concealment 
by post-processing. Forward error control refers to 
techniques in which a transmitter adds such redundancy to 
transmitted data that receivers can recover at least part of 
the transmitted data even if there are transmission losses. 
Error concealment by post-processing is totally receiver-
oriented. These methods try to estimate the correct 
representation of erroneously received data.  

Most video compression algorithms generate temporally 
predicted INTER or P pictures. As a result, a data loss in 
one picture causes visible degradation in the consequent 
pictures that are temporally predicted from the corrupted 
one. Video communication systems can either conceal the 
loss in displayed images or freeze the latest correct picture 
onto the screen until a frame which is independent from the 
corrupted frame is received. 

A simple forward error control mechanism to reduce the 
duration of a visible error caused by a packet loss is to 
decrease the length of INTER picture prediction paths. 
Temporal scalability techniques can be used to achieve this 
target. Temporal scalability refers to the capability to 
decode the same bit-stream with different picture rates. 

 
1.3 Overview of the Paper 

This paper focuses on video error resilience in 
streaming applications and introduces a simple forward 
error control method. The method, which is referred to as 
INTRA frame postponement, can be categorized as a 
temporal scalability technique. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews 
temporally scalable video coding methods. The INTRA 
frame postponement scheme is described in section 3, and 
the performed simulations are presented in section 4. Then, 
in section 5, we analyze how to implement the proposed 
coding method in today's streaming systems. Finally, 
section 6 concludes the paper. 

 
2 TEMPORALLY SCALABLE VIDEO CODING 

INTRA pictures can be decoded independently from 
INTER pictures, and this can be considered as a basic form 
of temporal scalability. There are two reasons why INTRA 
frames are commonly used in video streaming. First, 
INTRA frames are frequently introduced to prevent packet 
loss artifacts from propagating temporally. Second, INTRA 
frames enable new receivers to start the decoding of the 
stream in multicast streaming. Video retrieval systems 
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Three-layer recursive temporal scalability

Decoding of two layers from the three-layersequence above
Figure 1. An example of recursive temporal 
scalability. 
ypically enable insertion of INTRA frames periodically. In 
ddition, it is advantageous to utilize natural scene cuts 
here the image content changes so drastically that 

emporal prediction from the previous image is not likely to 
ucceed well.  

Most video compression schemes include temporally 
idirectionally predicted frames which are commonly 
eferred to as B-pictures or B-frames. B-pictures are 
nserted between two consecutive INTRA or INTER 
ictures and predicted from either one or both of these 
ictures. B-pictures may be beneficial from compression 
fficiency point of view when compared to INTER pictures. 
owever, when the time between the reference frames for a 
-picture increases, the compression efficiency decreases, 
s the reference frames are less similar to the B-picture and 
 worse predicted B-frame can be obtained. INTRA or 
NTER pictures are never predicted from B-pictures. 
herefore, B-pictures can be discarded for temporal 
calability purposes.  

Modern video coding standards, such as ITU-T H.263 
nd ISO/IEC MPEG-4, enable selection of the reference 
rame for motion compensation per each picture segment, 
.g., per each slice in H.263. Furthermore, the Enhanced 
eference Picture Selection mode of H.263 enables 

election of the reference frame for each macroblock 
eparately. Reference picture selection enables many types 
f temporal scalability schemes. Figure 1 shows an example 
f a temporal scalability scheme which is herein referred to 
s recursive temporal scalability. The example scheme can 
e decoded with three constant frame rates. Figure 2 depicts 
 scheme referred to as Video Redundancy Coding [5], 
here a sequence of pictures is divided into two or more 

ndependently coded threads in an interleaved manner. The 
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temporally subsequent picture is selected as an INTRA 
frame. Each frame between the coded INTRA frame and 
the conventional location of an INTRA frame is predicted 
from the next temporally subsequent picture. Figure 3 
shows an example of a sequence coded according to the 
proposed coding scheme that is herein referred to as 
INTRA picture postponement.  

As Figure 3 shows, the INTRA picture postponement 
method generates two independent INTER picture 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 2 4 6 8 10

1 3 5 7 9 11

Two-thread Video Redundancy Coding

One thread extracted from the sequence above

Another thread extracted from the top-most sequence
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Postponed INTRA frame

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
INTRA frame

Conventional coding scheme

INTRA frame postponement
Figure 2. An example of two-thread Video 
Redundancy Coding. 
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rrows in these and all the subsequent figures indicate the 
irection of motion compensation and the values under the 
rames correspond to the relative capturing and displaying 
imes of the frames. 

 
 INTRA PICTURE POSTPONEMENT 

Initial buffering in players enables streaming systems to 
eorder video pictures in the transmitting end, transmit the 
ictures in the reshuffled order, and restore the original 
icture order in the receiving end. All reordering 
rocedures must happen within the limits of the buffer sizes 
nd the initial buffering time of the player. This reordering 
ossibility allows the video coder to compress pictures in 
on-chronological order. To be more exact, it allows the 
ncoder to predict a frame with reference to a frame 
ccurring temporally after the frame to be coded. One 
pplication of such a coding technique, proposed now in 
his paper, is to postpone the compression of an INTRA 
rame. Conventionally, an INTRA frame is coded 
mmediately after a scene cut or as a response to an expired 
NTRA frame refresh period, for example. In the proposed 
oding scheme, an INTRA frame is not coded immediately 
fter a need to code an INTRA frame arises, but rather a 
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Figure 3. A comparison of conventional coding and 
INTRA picture postponement. 
rediction chains, whereas conventional coding algorithms 
roduce a single INTER picture chain. It is intuitively clear 
hat the two-chain approach is more robust against erasure 
rrors than the one-chain conventional approach. If one 
hain suffers from a packet loss, the other chain may still be 
orrectly received. In conventional coding, a packet loss 
lways causes error propagation to the rest of the INTER 
icture prediction chain. 

The INTRA picture postponement method does not 
ncrease the temporal distance between predicted frames 
nd their reference frames, but rather it just reverses some 
f the prediction directions. Thus, intuitively thinking, it 
hould not affect compression efficiency. 

The proposed method can be combined with any of the 
emporal scalability methods presented in section 139. The 
ethod further improves the loss resiliency of the 
entioned temporal scalability methods. 

 
 SIMULATIONS 

To demonstrate the benefits of the INTRA picture 
ostponement method in practice, we performed a set of 
imulations. We followed the common conditions for the 
ow-latency H.323/Internet communication specified by 
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ITU-T Advanced Video Coding Group [6] as much as it 
was reasonable. This section first describes the simulation 
conditions and then presents and analyzes the results. 

As relatively frequent scene cuts are common in video 
streaming and as benefits of the proposed method can be 
more clearly seen if there are frequent scene cuts and/or 
periodic INTRA pictures, we chose Glasgow Tour as the 
input sequence. The uncompressed sequence contains 750 
QCIF-sized frames captured at 12.5 Hz resulting into a 
sequence lasting one minute. There are 23 scenes in the 
sequence, and the duration of the scenes varies from 15 to 
about 80 pictures (from 1.2 to 6.4 seconds).  

We modified an H.263 coder to support temporally 
backward prediction, and two sequences were generated. 
One sequence was conventionally coded, i.e., INTRA 
picture appeared at the beginning of each scene and the rest 
of the pictures in the scene were temporally predicted from 
the previous picture. INTRA picture postponement was 
applied to the other sequence, and each INTRA picture was 
located approximately in the middle of a scene. All pictures 
in the input sequence were coded. We used a constant 
quantization parameter (15) in order to minimize the impact 
of INTRA picture position in the PSNR results.  

We encapsulated the video data according to the 
common simulation conditions [6], i.e., there was a slice for 
each macroblock line and every other slice was located in 
the same RTP packet resulting into two packets per picture. 
We used the software provided by ITU-T [7], which 
consists of: 

• code for RTP packetization according to the 
H.263+ RTP payload specification RFC2429 [8],  

• a packet loss simulator, and 
• code for RFC2429 depacketization. 
At first, sequences were packetized with the 

packetization tool. Then, the packet loss simulator erased 

some of the generated packets according to error patterns 
released in [9]. The resulting stream of packets was 
decapsulated using the depacketization tool. Finally, the 
generated H.263 streams were decoded with the Nokia 
H.263 decoder and with the TMN 3.2 decoder (by Telenor 
and University of British Columbia). Both decoders can 
conceal lost data, but their loss concealment algorithms 
differ from each other. We used two decoder 
implementations to demonstrate that the benefits of the 
INTRA frame postponement method are independent of 
differences in implementations. 

Table 1 summarizes the simulation results. The error-
free case indicates that INTRA frame postponement 
improves coding efficiency somewhat probably due to more 
efficient coding of blended scene changes. The packet loss 
simulations show that the proposed method is superior both 
in terms of the number of error-freely reconstructed 

Conventional 
coding

INTRA frame 
postponement

Conventional 
coding

INTRA frame 
postponement

0 % packet loss
Number of error-free frames 750 750 750 750
Bit-rate (bits per second) 60 787 59 618 60 787 59 618
Average Y PSNR 29.35 29.56 29.35 29.56
3 % packet loss
Number of error-free frames 265 338 265 338
Average Y PSNR 26.62 26.91 25.70 25.74
5 % packet loss
Number of error-free frames 162 232 162 232
Average Y PSNR 24.64 25.75 24.33 25.85
10 % packet loss
Number of error-free frames 107 184 107 184
Average Y PSNR 23.03 24.40 23.23 24.59
20 % packet loss
Number of error-free frames 38 86 38 86
Average Y PSNR 20.38 21.59 19.32 20.44

Nokia decoder TMN decoder

Table 1. Summary of the simulation results. 
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Figure 4. Luminance PSNR of one scene (10 % packet 
loss rate). 
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pictures and in terms of average luminance PSNR. The 
luminance PSNR difference between corresponding results 
obtained with the Nokia decoder and with the TMN 
decoder is caused by different error concealment algorithms.  

Figure 4 shows the luminance PSNR curves for one 
reconstructed scene that suffered from a 10 % packet loss 
rate. The peaks in the PSNR curves represent INTRA 
frames. The curves reveal that there is a major packet loss 
in the first half of the scene, which degrades the quality of 
the remaining frames in the conventionally coded scene. An 
opposite behavior can be seen in the curve for the INTRA 
frame postponement method: the frames preceding the 
packet loss were corrupted, whereas an acceptable image 
quality was maintained throughout the rest of the 
reconstructed scene. In average, the PSNR for the INTRA 
frame postponement method is better than the PSNR for the 
conventional coding scheme, since there are fever seriously 
corrupted frames in the scenes coded according to the 
proposed method.  

Figure 5 presents selected frames from our example 
scene. The frames confirm the observation made from the 
PSNR curves: The conventionally coded first frame of the 
sequence looks better than the frame coded according to the 
proposed method, because the conventionally coded frame 
has not suffered from any propagated packet losses. 
However, the other conventionally coded example images 
have noticeable artifacts, whereas the frames coded 
according to the proposed method are nearly error-free. 
Notice also that if a major packet loss had happened in the 
latter half of the scene, the quality of the reconstructed 
frames would have been approximately equal for both of 
the coding methods. 

 
5 PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

Current video coding standards, such as H.263 and 
MPEG-4, require that frames are coded in chronological 

order except for B-frames. The time-stamping mechanism 
of the video streams allows only time increments from the 
previous coded frame. Moreover, the coding standards 
define that the transmitted time-stamp must correspond to 
the sampling instance of the picture. 

Each RTP packet header contains a time-stamp too. 
RTP payload formats for H.263 [8] and MPEG-4 [10] 
define that the RTP packet time-stamp must correspond to 
the same time that is indicated in the time-stamp of the 
H.263 or MPEG-4 payload.  

Figure 5. Reconstructed frames of an example scene. The top row shows frames reconstructed from a sequence 
coded according to the INTRA frame postponement method. The bottom row is conventionally coded. 

Figure 6. Illustration how to apply INTRA frame 
postponement in current video coding standards. 

Capturing and displaying order of frames

Coding, decoding, and transmission order of frames

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

6 5 4 3 2 1 7 8 9 10 11
Postponed INTRA frame
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Due to the facts described above, it is not possible to 
implement the INTRA frame postponement method in 
today's standard-compliant video communication systems. 
However, the implementation of the proposed coding 
method would be possible by relaxing the rules that 
determine how to set time-stamps within a video bit-stream 
and how to associate RTP packet time-stamps with the 
time-stamps of the video bit-stream. Video bit-stream time-
stamps would be used to indicate a correct coding and 
decoding order of frames, but they would not correspond to 
sampling or displaying times. Figure 6 demonstrates how to 
reorder frames for coding, decoding, and transmission, and 
which reference frames to use in order to code a sequence 
according to the example in Figure 3. RTP packet time-
stamps would tell receivers how to restore the correct order 
of frames for displaying.  

In order to allow a standard-compliant way to apply the 
INTRA frame postponement method, the reference picture 
selection tool of the future ITU-T H.26L video coding 
standard will enable backward prediction from pictures 
occurring temporally after the picture to be coded.  

 
6 CONCLUSION 

IP multicast streaming is a demanding application from 
packet loss recovery point of view, because interactive error 
control methods, such as retransmission, cannot be widely 
used. Furthermore, certain factors may reduce the 
efficiency of interactive error control techniques in point-
to-point streaming. Thus, the usage of non-interactive error 
control methods is justified both in multicast and in point-
to-point streaming. This paper introduced a simple non-
interactive video coding method, called INTRA picture 
postponement, which improves error resilience in streaming 
systems. The method has two stages: At first, an INTRA 
picture is postponed from its conventional location. Then, 
the frames between the conventional location and the 
selected INTRA frame location are coded in a temporally 
backward manner. As a result, each independently coded 
section of a video sequence contains two independent 
INTER picture prediction chains and becomes more robust 
against transmission losses when compared to the 
conventional coding scheme having one INTER picture 
prediction chain per each section. The performed packet 
loss simulations showed that the proposed method is 
superior to the conventional coding scheme both in 
objective and subjective terms. Moreover, the simulations 
revealed that the method does not cause any reduction in 
compression efficiency. Finally, we came to the 
conclusions that the method cannot be implemented 
according to the current video communication standards 
and that the upcoming ITU-T H.26L video coding standard 
will correct this shortcoming.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
In error prone environments not all the picture data can be 
received correctly during video transmission. Error 
propagation introduced by employing predictive coding 
may degrade the sequence quality severely. A novel 
method, called spare pictures, is proposed to indicate the 
similarity between a reference picture and other pictures. 
With the help of the signaled spare pictures information, 
receivers may avoid unnecessary picture freezing, 
feedback and complex error concealment, which are 
normally done as a response to missing picture data. 
Furthermore, spare pictures may also help 1) to improve 
the quality of some decoded pictures by replacing the 
reference pictures by better ones, and 2) to improve error 
concealment by concealing a lost block as a corresponding 
block in one of the spare pictures. An efficient coding 
method for the spare macroblock maps is also proposed. 
The mechanism for signaling the spare pictures was 
adopted to H.263 version 3 and ITU-T H.264 | MPEG-4 
AVC as Supplemental Enhancement Information [1], [2]. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In video transmission via error prone channels, errors are 
likely to be found in the received picture data. When a 
picture is lost or corrupted so severely that the 
concealment result is not acceptable, the receiver typically 
pauses video playback and waits for the next INTRA 
picture to restart decoding and playback. If possible, the 
receiver also requests the transmitter for an INTRA 
picture update. In some applications, e.g., in multicast 
video streaming, the transmitter cannot react to INTRA 
update requests, but rather the transmitter encodes an 
INTRA picture relatively frequently, such as every few 
seconds, to enable new clients to join the multicast session 
and to enable recovery from transmission errors. 
Consequently, receivers may have to pause video 
playback for a relatively long time after a lost picture, and 
users typically find this behavior annoying. 

There are numerous ways to decrease the probability 
of such transmission errors that would force the decoder to 
pause playback. Multiple description coding will produce 

two or more correlated bitstreams so that a high-quality 
reconstruction can be obtained from all the bitstreams 
together, while a lower, but still acceptable, quality 
reconstruction is guaranteed if only one bitstream is 
received [3].  Video redundancy coding (VRC) generates 
several independent bitstreams by using independent 
prediction loops [4]. For example, an even frame is 
predicted from the previous even frame, and an odd frame 
from the previous odd frame. Reference picture selection 
(RPS) [5], etc.  can be utilized if a feedback channel is 
available. Systematic description of error resilience video 
coding can be found in [6]. 

In this paper, we propose an alternative method, spare 
pictures, to mitigate the effect of error propagation 
introduced by employing predictive coding. Section 2 
presents the idea of spare pictures and how to signal the 
spare pictures information. Section 3 discusses more 
details in the processing of the codec. Section 4 gives the 
simulation results and section 5 concludes the paper. 
 

2. SPARE PICTURES 
 

2.1. The principle of spare pictures 
 
The idea behind spare pictures is based on the fact that 
sometimes another picture (or a part of another picture) 
resembles the actual motion compensation reference 
picture (or part of the picture) so well that it could be used 
as a reference instead of the actual one when the actual 
one is lost. The actual reference picture is called target 
picture herein. In other words, the quality degradation 
caused by the alternative reference picture is so small that 
the quality is still considered acceptable. Thus, it would be 
beneficial to signal which coded pictures are similar 
entirely or partly. 

For example, we coded Hall at 15 pictures per second 
with constant quantization parameter of 10 with JM 2.0 
[7]. Figure 1 illustrates the beginning of the coded 
example sequence. Figure 3 shows the second P frame 
(P4) of the sequence, and the image on the left is error-
free. Then, we discarded the bitstream of the first P frame 
of the sequence (P2) and decoded the sequence. In other 
words, the image on the right was decoded using the 
frame preceding the deleted frame as a reference as 
illustrated in Figure 2. Practically, you cannot see the 



difference, and therefore the encoder could have signaled 
that I0 can be used as a spare picture for P2. 

Figure 4 shows a more complicated example where 
frame 74 in Hall can be used as a spare picture of frame 
75 except for a scattered area. In this case, a bi-level map 
is used to represent the spare macroblock information. In 
Figure 4, the picture on the left is the spare macroblock 
map between frames 74 and 75. The similar areas which 
can be used as spare macroblocks are shown in black. The 
spare macroblock map indicates to the decoder which 
parts of frame 74 can be used to replace corresponding 
parts of frame 75, in case the latter is a reference frame 
that is lost or corrupted. 
 
2.2. Signaling of spare pictures 
 
We propose signaling of entire and partial spare pictures 
with the Supplemental Enhancement Information (SEI) 
mechanism in JVT. If the actual reference block is lost or 
seriously damaged, decoders may use an entire picture or 
partial spare pictures instead. 

Typically the spare picture SEI message contains the 
resemblance between a certain target picture and couple of 
other pictures. When delivered over packet network, the 
spare picture SEI message shall not be packetized together 
with the target picture in order to avoid the spare picture 
SEI message to be lost together with the target picture. In 
other words, spare picture SEI messages should be 
conveyed independently or together with the slices or data 
partitions belonging to pictures other than the target 
picture.  

The indication of entire picture being spare picture is 
straightforward. If only parts of the picture resemble the 
target picture, the bi-level map of such areas need be 
signaled. To code the spare macroblock maps, note the 
fact that the neighboring spare macroblock maps resemble 
each other. Therefore we encode the first spare 
macroblock map directly, which is between the target 
picture and the first spare picture. For the other spare 
macroblock maps, the current spare macroblock map is 
first processed by applying an exclusive or operation on 
the previous spare macroblock map. Last, the macroblock 

I0 P2 P4  
Figure 1. Example of coding pattern: P2 is predicted from I0 and P4 is predicted from P2 
 

I0 P2 P4

 
Figure 2. Usage of a spare reference picture: Use I0 instead of P2 to recover P4 when P2 is lost 
 

    
Decoded P4 using the original reference  Decoded P4 using the spare picture 
Figure 3. Example of spare reference pictures 
 

   
Spare macroblock map  Frame 74 in Hall    Frame 75 in Hall 
Figure 4. Example of spare pictures map 



map will be arranged into 1-demensional signal so that the 
number of consecutive spare macroblocks can be encoded 
using exponential-Golomb codes. Thus the coded 
macroblock map need be scanned in a certain scan order. 
The counter-clockwise box-out proves to be an efficient 
scan order in our simulations. 
 

3. PROCESSING IN THE CODEC 
 
To determine whether a candidate reconstructed 
macroblock can be a spare macroblock of the current 
reconstructed macroblock in a target picture during 
encoding, the average pixel difference in luminance is 
used as the criterion to evaluate the similarity between the 
target macroblock and the candidate macroblock. If the 
average pixel difference is less than a certain threshold, it 
will infer that the candidate macroblock can be a spare 
macroblock. The empirical average pixel difference 
threshold is 6.  

If the number of the macroblocks in a candidate 
picture that can be used as spare macroblock is large 
enough, the encoder will assume that the entire picture can 
serve as a spare picture to reduce the overhead in 
signaling spare picture information. The empirical 
percentage threshold is selected as 92%. 

During decoding, if the spare pictures information is 
received for a picture that is a reference picture and is 
partly or entirely lost during transmission, the lost parts of 
the picture should be replaced with correctly reconstructed 
spare reference macroblocks or picture, if available. 
 

4. SIMULATIONS 
 
This section presents the simulations of using spare 
pictures information to improve quality of the displayed 
sequences in error prone environments. We also present 
the performance of encoding spare macroblock maps 
using different methods in terms of coding efficiency. 
 
4.1. Evaluation method 
 
Delivery of video over Internet is likely to be facilitated 
by the real-time transport protocol (RTP). Some RTP 
packets may be lost during transmission. The lossy 
bitstream is fed to the decoder implemented based on JM 
2.0 [7]. Three types of output sequences (displayed 
pictures) will be created according to different decoders. 

Decoder 1: Reconstruct the sequence normally 
without freezing or spare pictures. This case corresponds 
to a “careless” decoder that displays any decoded picture 
regardless whether the picture is corrupted or not. 

Decoder 2: Reconstruct the sequence normally with 
freezing only.  If a picture is correctly reconstructed, 
output it normally. Otherwise, repeat the latest displayed 
picture until the next INTRA picture. This case 

corresponds to a “cautious” decoder that freezes the 
output of pictures if there are any errors in the received 
data stream.  

Decoder 3: Reconstruct the sequence with help of 
spare pictures. If a picture is correctly reconstructed, 
output it normally. If a reference picture of the current 
picture is missing but the reference picture has a correctly 
reconstructed spare picture, decode and output the current 
picture using the alternative reference picture. Otherwise, 
repeat the latest displayed picture, that is, freeze the output 
of reconstructed pictures. 

To assess these different decoders, we shall compute 
the following quantities: 

• the number of displayed pictures (NumDispPics), 
• the number of correctly received pictures 

(NumCorRecPics), and 
• the number of purposely repeated pictures 

(NumPurRepPics) for each decoder, and 
• the number of rescued pictures using spare 

pictures (NumResPics) for the proposed 
technique. 

NumResPics indicates how many pictures would have 
been frozen in decoder 2, which were rescued using spare 
pictures in the proposed decoder. 
 
4.2. Simulation method and conditions 
 
The simulations are performed based on JM 2.0, and the 
detailed simulation conditions are as shown below, which 
follow closely the common conditions in [8]. 
 
Sequences, Intra Coding Period and Error 
Concealment 
Simulations are performed using three QCIF sequences 
Hall at 64 kbps and 15 fps, Akiyo, and News at 144 kbps 
and 15 fps, with periodical INTRA coded frames inserted 
to stop error propagation. The INTRA refresh period is 
one second. Except for the first frame, if an INTRA coded 
frame contains losses, INTER (spatial-temporal) error 
concealment is used instead of INTRA (spatial) error 
concealment. It is considered that the shot change 
signaling proposed in [9] is used to choose an appropriate 
error concealment method for INTRA pictures. 
 
Bitrate Calculation 
As stated in the common conditions specified in [8], 
coding parameters such as quantization parameter are 
chosen to make the resulting bitrate as close as possible to 
but not larger than the channel bitrate, taking into account 
the 40 bytes of IP/UDP/RTP headers per packet.  
 
Packet Loss Simulation 
We assume that the packet containing the parameter set is 
conveyed reliably (possibly out-of-band during the session 
setup). At least one packet of the first frame should be 



received to avoid decoder crash. To meet the requirement, 
the first packet of the first frame is assumed to be always 
received regardless of the corresponding error pattern. The 
simulations are run with packet loss rates being selected as 
3% and 5%. 
 
4.3. Simulation results 
 
The simulation results are shown in Table 1 - 3. As can be 
seen from the results, spare pictures information can  

1) prevent displaying some corrupted frames that 
would be displayed by a “careless” decoder 1, 
and 

2) help the decoder to rescue some pictures with 
acceptable quality that would have been frozen 
by a “cautious” decoder 2. 

Both “careless” decoder 1 and “cautious” decoder 2 
will cause annoying effects: unacceptable picture quality 
or slow frame rate (see Figure 5: Snapshots of Hall), 
respectively. Furthermore, from the results of Akiyo, we 
can see that no frames were frozen in decoder 3. By 
observing the output sequences, no rescued frames can be 
identified by human eyes. In sequences which have more 
motion, such as in News, fewer frames can be rescued. 
 
4.4. Simulations for encoding spare macroblock maps 
 
We encode two spare macroblock maps for all the frames. 
Direct encoding and differential encoding are compared 
under different scan modes: 

1) Direct encode using raster/counter-clockwise 
box-out scan order, namely DirRaster/DirBox, 
that is, no exclusive-or operation between spare 
macroblock maps is applied,  and, 

2) Differential encode using raster/counter-
clockwise box-out scan order, namely 
DiffRaster/DiffBox, that is, when encoding the 
second spare macroblock map, an exclusive or 

operation is applied first as explained in section 
2.2. 

The ratio of the average data amount of the encoded 
maps to that of the original bi-level maps (one bit per 
macroblock), is given in terms of percentages for each 
sequence in Table 4. 

As can be seen from the results, the most efficient 
way is the differential encoding method combined with 
counter-clockwise box-out scan order. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

In this paper, we introduced an alternative method, spare 
pictures, to improve the quality of the received sequences, 
which can help the receiver to recover pictures referring to 
a lost picture, and prevent unnecessary picture freezing, 
feedback and complex error concealment. An efficient 
coding method for the spare macroblock map is also 
proposed. Simulation results show that the solution is 
efficient in combating packet losses in video transmission 
over Internet. The mechanism for signaling the spare 
pictures was adopted to H.263 version 3 and ITU-T H.264 
| MPEG-4 AVC as Supplemental Enhancement 
Information. 
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Table 1. Hall@64kbps + 15fps, result bitrate=62.6kbps, QP=16, totally 150 coded frames 

3% packet loss rate, NumDispPics = 150, NumCorRecPics = 97 
Number of Frames Decoder 1 Decoder 2 Decoder 3 
NumPurRepPics 0 53 0 
NumResPics NA NA 53 

5% packet loss rate, NumDispPics = 150, NumCorRecPics = 77 
Number of Frames Decoder 1 Decoder 2 Decoder 3 
NumPurRepPics 0 73 24 
NumResPics NA NA 49 

 
Table 2. Akiyo@144kbps + 15fps, result bitrate=140.31kbps, QP=5, totally 150 coded frames 

3% packet loss rate, NumDispPics = 150, NumCorRecPics = 98 
Number of Frames Decoder 1 Decoder 2 Decoder 3 
NumPurRepPics 0 52 0 
NumResPics NA NA 52 

5% packet loss rate, NumDispPics = 150, NumCorRecPics = 33 
Number of Frames Decoder 1 Decoder 2 Decoder 3 
NumPurRepPics 0 117 56 
NumResPics NA NA 61 

 
Table 3. News@144kbps + 15fps, result bitrate=132.66kbps, QP=12, totally 150 coded frames 

3% packet loss rate, NumDispPics = 150, NumCorRecPics = 103 
Number of Frames Decoder 1 Decoder 2 Decoder 3 
NumPurRepPics 0 47 34 
NumResPics NA NA 13 

5% packet loss rate, NumDispPics = 150, NumCorRecPics = 51 
Number of Frames Decoder 1 Decoder 2 Decoder 3 
NumPurRepPics 0 99 99 
NumResPics NA NA 0 

 
Table 4. Comparison between different methods for encoding spare macroblock maps 

DirRaster DirBox DiffRaster DiffBox 
Foreman@144kbps + 15fps, result bitrate = 142.96kbps, QP = 15, totally 200 coded frames 
101 % 98 % 84 % 82 % 
Akiyo@144kbps + 15fps, result bitrate = 140.31kbps, QP = 5, totally 150 coded frames 
31 % 24 % 27 % 22 % 
News@144kbps + 15fps, result bitrate = 132.66kbps, QP = 12, totally 150 coded frames 
52 % 43 % 43 % 38 % 
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H.264/AVC in Wireless Environments
Thomas Stockhammer, Miska M. Hannuksela, and Thomas Wiegand

Abstract—Video transmission in wireless environments is a
challenging task calling for high-compression efficiency as well
as a network friendly design. Both have been major goals of the
H.264/AVC standardization effort addressing “conversational”
(i.e., video telephony) and “nonconversational” (i.e., storage,
broadcast, or streaming) applications. The video compression
performance of the H.264/AVC video coding layer typically
provides a significant improvement. The network-friendly design
goal of H.264/AVC is addressed via the network abstraction layer
that has been developed to transport the coded video data over any
existing and future networks including wireless systems. The main
objective of this paper is to provide an overview over the tools
which are likely to be used in wireless environments and discusses
the most challenging application, wireless conversational services
in greater detail. Appropriate justifications for the application of
different tools based on experimental results are presented.

Index Terms—Error concealment, error-resilient video coding,
H.264/AVC, multiple reference frames, rate-distortion optimiza-
tion, video coding standards, wireless video transmission.

I. INTRODUCTION

SINCE 1997, the ITU-T’s Video Coding Experts Group
(VCEG) has been working on a new video coding stan-

dard with the internal denomination H.26L. In late 2001, the
Moving Picture Expert Group (MPEG) and VCEG decided to
work together as a Joint Video Team (JVT), and to create a
single technical design called H.264/AVC for a forthcoming
ITU-T Recommendation H.264/AVC and for a new part of the
MPEG-4 standard called AVC [1]1 , [2]. Since the meeting in
November 2002, the technical specification is frozen and the
standard text and software have been finalized. The primary
goals of H.264/AVC areimproved coding efficiencyand im-
proved network adaptation. The syntax of H.264/AVC typically
permits a significant reduction in bit rate [3] compared to all
previous standards such as ITU-T Rec. H.263 [4] and ISO/IEC
JTC 1 MPEG-4 [5] at the same quality level.

The demand for fast and location-independent access to
multimedia services offered on today’s Internet is steadily
increasing. Hence, most current and future cellular networks,
like GSM-GPRS, UMTS, or CDMA-2000, contain a variety
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of packet-oriented transmission modes allowing transport of
practically any type of IP-based traffic to and from mobile
terminals, thus providing users with a simple and flexible trans-
port interface. The third generation partnership project (3GPP)
has selected several multimedia codecs for the inclusion into its
multimedia specifications [6]. To provide basic video service in
the first release of the 3G wireless systems, the well-established
and almost identical baseline H.263 and the MPEG-4 visual
simple profile have been integrated. The choice was based
on the manageable complexity of the encoding and decoding
process, as well as on the maturity and simplicity of the design.

However, due to the likely business models in emerging wire-
less systems in which the end-user’s costs are proportional to
the transmitted data volume and also due to limited resources
bandwidth and transmission power, compression efficiency is
the main target for wireless video and multimedia applications.
This makes H.264/AVC coding an attractive candidate for all
wireless applications including multimedia messaging services
(MMS), packet-switched streaming services (PSS), and con-
versational applications. However, to allow transmission in dif-
ferent environments, not only is coding efficiency relevant, but
also seamless and easy integration of the coded video into all
current and possible future protocol and multiplex architectures.
In addition, for conversational applications the video codec’s
support of enhanced error-resilience features is of major impor-
tance. This has also been taken into account in the standardiza-
tion of this codec.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces
applications and transmission characteristics for wireless video
applications. The transport of H.264/AVC video is briefly
discussed and common test conditions for mobile video trans-
mission are presented. Section III provides an overview over
the H.264/AVC video coding standard from the perspective of
wireless video applications. We categorize features according
to their applicability in different video services. Section IV
discusses the most challenging application in terms of delay
constraints and error resilience, namely wireless conversational
applications. A system description and problem formulation is
followed by providing several alternatives on the system design
using H.264/AVC as well as the combination of several modes.
Section V provides experimental results for selected system
concepts based on the common test conditions.

II. V IDEO IN MOBILE NETWORKS

A. Overview: Applications and Constraints

Video transmission for mobile terminals is likely to be a
major application in emerging 3G systems and may be a key
factor in their success. The video-capable display on mobile
devices paves the road to several new applications. Three

1051-8215/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Wireless video application MMS, PSS, and PCS: differentiation by real-time or offline processing for encoding, transmission, and decoding.

major service categories were identified in the H.264/AVC
standardization process [7].

1) Circuit-switched [8] and packet-switched conversational
services (PCS) [9] for video telephony and conferencing.

2) Live or pre-recorded video packet-switched streaming
services (PSS) [10].

3) Video in multimedia messaging services (MMS) [11].

Although new services such as multimedia broadcast/mul-
ticast services (MBMS) [12] are planned for future releases
of wireless networks, we restrict ourselves to single receiver
applications. Mobile devices are hand-held and constrained in
processing power and storage capacity. Therefore, a mobile
video codec design must minimize terminal complexity while
remaining consistent with the efficiency and robustness goals
of the design. As complexity issues are discussed elsewhere
in this issue [13], [14], we restrict ourselves to transmission
constraints and properties.

The transmission requirements for the three identified appli-
cations can be distinguished with respect to requested data rate,
the maximum allowed end-to-end delay, and the maximum
delay jitter. This results in different system architectures for
each of these applications. A simplified illustration is provided
in Fig. 1. As MMS does not include any real-time constraints,
encoding, transport, and decoding are completely separated.
The recorded video signal is offline encoded and locally stored.
The transmission is started using the stored signal at any time.
The decoding process at the receiver is in general not started
until the completion of the download. In PSS applications, the
user typically requests pre-coded sequences, which are stored
at a server. Whereas encoding and transmission are separated,
decoding and display is started during transmission to minimize
the initial delay and memory usage in mobile devices. Finally,
in conversational services, the end-to-end delay has to be
minimized to avoid any perceptual disturbances and to main-
tain synchronicity of audio and video. Therefore, encoding,
transmission and decoding is performed simultaneously in
real-time and, moreover, in both directions. These different
ancillary conditions permit and require different strategies in
encoding, transport, decoding, as well as in the underlying
network and control architecture.

In general, the available bandwidth and therefore the bit-rate
over the radio link are limited and the costs for a user are ex-
pected to be proportional to the reserved bit rate or the number
of transmitted bits over the radio link. Thus, low bit rates are
likely to be typical, andcompression efficiencyis the main re-
quirement for a video coding standard to be successful in a mo-
bile environment. This makes H.264/AVC a prime candidate for
the use in wireless systems, because of its superior compression
efficiency [3].

In addition, the mobile environment is characterized by harsh
transmission conditions in terms of attenuation, shadowing,
fading, and multi-user interference, which result in time- and
location-varying channel conditions. The frequency of the
channel variations highly depends on the environment, the
user topology, the velocity of the mobile user, and the carrier
frequency of the signal. For sufficiently long code words
averaging over channel statistics is possible and transmission
strategies can be used that are based on the long-term averages
of fading states and the ergodic behavior of the channel. Many
highly sophisticated radio link features such as broadband
access, diversity techniques, space-time coding, multiple
antenna systems, fast power control, interleaving, and forward
error correction (FEC) by Turbo codes are used in 3G systems
to reduce variations in channel conditions. However, only for
fast-moving users and relatively large tolerated maximum delay
can these advanced techniques provide a negligible bit error
and radio block loss rate. Usually, some amount of residual
errors has to be tolerated for low-delay applications due to the
nonergodic behavior of the channel and the imperfectness of
the applied signal processing. Therefore, in addition to high
compression efficiency and reasonable complexity, a video
coding standard to be applicable for conversational services in
wireless environments has to be error resilient.

In addition, it is worth noting at this point that new direc-
tions in the design of wireless systems do not necessarily at-
tempt to minimize the error rates in the system, but to maximize
the throughput. This is especially appealing for services with re-
laxed delay constraints such as PSS and MMS. The nonergodic
behavior of the channel is exploited such that in case of good
channel states significantly higher data rate is supported than in
bad channel states. In addition, reliable link layer protocols with
persistent Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) are usually used
to guarantee error-free delivery. For example, in the high-speed
downlink packet access (HSDPA) concept [15] ARQ, adaptive
modulation schemes, and multiuser scheduling taking into ac-
count the channel states are combined to significantly enhance
the throughput in wireless systems.

3G wireless transmission stacks usually consist of two
different bearer types, dedicated and shared channels. Whereas
in dedicated channels one user gets assigned a fixed data rate
for the entire transmission interval, shared channels allow a
dynamic bit-rate allocation similar to ATM or GSM GPRS.
HSDPA will be an extension of the shared channel concept on
the air interface. Except for MMS all streaming and conversa-
tional applications are assumed to use dedicated channels in the
initial phase of 3G wireless systems due to their almost constant
bit-rate behavior. In modern system designs, an application can
request one of many different quality-of-service (QoS) classes.
QoS classes contain parameters like a maximum error rate,
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TABLE I
QOS SERVICE CLASSES INPACKET RADIO SYSTEMS [15]

maximum delay, and a guaranteed maximum data rate. Further-
more, according to [16], applications are usually divided into
different service classes: conversational, streaming, interactive,
and background traffic. Characteristics and typical examples
are shown in Table I.

B. Transport of H.264/AVC Video in Wireless Systems

According to Fig. 2, H.264/AVC distinguishes between two
different conceptual layers, the video coding layer (VCL) and
the network abstraction layer (NAL). Both the VCL and the
NAL are part of the H.264/AVC standard. The VCL specifies an
efficient representation for the coded video signal. The NAL of
H.264/AVC defines the interface between the video codec itself
and the outside world. It operates on NAL units which give sup-
port for the packet-based approach of most existing networks.
At the NAL decoder interface, it is assumed that the NAL units
are delivered in decoding order and that packets are either re-
ceived correctly, are lost, or an error flag in the NAL unit header
can be raised if the payload contains bit errors. The latter feature
is not part of the standard as the flag can be used for different
purposes. However, it provides a way to signal an error indica-
tion through the entire network. Additionally, interface specifi-
cations are required for different transport protocols that will be
specified by the responsible standardization bodies. The exact
transport and encapsulation of NAL units for different trans-
port systems, such as H.320 [17], MPEG-2 Systems [18], and
RTP/IP [19], are also outside the scope of the H.264/AVC stan-
dardization. The NAL decoder interface is normatively defined
in the standard, whereas the interface between the VCL and the
NAL is conceptual and helps in describing and separating the
tasks of the VCL and the NAL.

For real-time video services over 3G mobile networks, two
protocol stacks are of major interest. 3GPP has specified a
multimedia telephony service for circuit-switched channels
[8] based on ITU-T Recommendation H.324M. For IP-based
packet-switched communication, 3GPP has chosen to use SIP
and SDP for call control [20] and RTP for media transport [9].
In other words, the IP-based protocol stack as presented in [21]
will be used in packet-switched 3G mobile services. While the
H.324 and the RTP/UDP/IP stacks have different roots and a
completely different switching philosophy, the loss and delay
effects on the media data when transmitting over wireless
dedicated channels are very similar.

Fig. 2. H.264/AVC standard in transport environment.

H.324 [22] was primarily established by the ITU-T for
low-bit-rate circuit-switched modem links and error prone ex-
tensions for mobile circuit switched low-bit-rate conversational
services have been added. H.324M officially known as ITU-T
Rec. H.324 Annex C, allows transmission over low, moderate,
and high bit-error rate circuit switched links. 3GPP adopted
H.324M including an error robust extension of the multiplexing
protocol H.223 known as H.223 Annex B as the protocol used
for circuit-switched video communication. This multiplexing
protocol includes two layers: an error-resilient packet-based
multiplex layer and an adaptation layer featuring common error
detection capabilities, such as sequence numbering and cyclic
redundancy checks (CRSs). Therefore, it is very similar to the
RTP/UDP/IP stack (see [21]).

For packet-switched services, 3GPP/3GPP2 agreed on an
IP-based stack. Fig. 3 shows a typical packetization of a NAL
unit encapsulated in RTP/UDP/IP [19] through the 3GPP2 user
plane protocol stack. After robust header compression (RoHC)
[23] this IP/UDP/RTP packet is encapsulated into one packet
data convergence protocol/point-to-point protocol (PDCP/PPP)
packet that becomes a radio link control (RLC)-service data
unit (SDU). The RLC protocol can operate in three modes: 1)
transparent; 2) unacknowledged; and 3) acknowledged mode
[26]. The RLC protocol provides segmentation and retransmis-
sion services for both users and control data. The transparent
and unacknowledged mode RLC entities are defined to be
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Fig. 3. Packetization through 3GPP2 user plane protocol stack.

TABLE II
BIT-ERRORPATTERNS

unidirectional and acknowledged mode entities are described
as bi-directional. For all RLC modes, CRC error detection is
performed on the physical layer and the result of the CRC
check is delivered to the RLC together with the actual data.
In the transparent mode no protocol overhead is added to
higher layer data. Erroneous protocol data units (PDUs) can
be discarded or marked erroneous. In the unacknowledged
mode, no retransmission protocol is in use and data delivery
is not guaranteed. Received erroneous data is either marked or
discarded depending on the configuration. In the acknowledged
mode, an automatic repeat request mechanism is used for
backward error correction.

As video packets are of varying length by nature, the length
of RLC-SDU’s varies as well. If an RLC-SDU is larger than
an RLC-PDU, the SDU is segmented into several PDUs. In
the used, unacknowledged, and acknowledged modes, the flow
of variable-size RLC-SDUs is continuous to avoid padding of
bits as necessary for the transparent mode. In unacknowledged
mode, if any of the RLC-PDUs containing data from a certain
RLC-SDU have not been received correctly, the RLC-SDU is
typically discarded. In acknowledged mode, the RLC/radio link
protocol (RLP) layer can perform re-transmissions.

Additionally, both protocol stacks H.324 and RTP/IP/UDP
use reliable setup and control protocols, H.245 and SIP, respec-
tively. Hence, it can be assumed that a small amount of con-
trol information can be transported out-of-band in a reliable
way. The resulting properties of real-time low-delay video trans-
mission are therefore very similar in both cases. Packets are
transmitted over underlying transports protocols and channels,
which provide framing, encapsulation, error detection, and re-
liable setup. We focus hereafter on the RTP/IP-based transmis-
sion over wireless channels [21].

C. Common Test Conditions for Wireless Video

In the H.264/AVC standardization process, the importance
of mobile video transmission has been recognized by adopting

appropriate common test conditions for 3G mobile trans-
mission for circuit switched conversational services based
on H.324M [24] and for packet-switched conversational and
streaming services [25]. These test conditions permit the
selection of appropriate coding features, testing and evalu-
ating error-resilience features, as well as meaningful anchor
results. In this paper, we focus on the IP-based test conditions.
The common test conditions define six test-case combina-
tions for packet-switched conversational services as well as
packet-switched streaming services over 3G mobile networks.
Additionally, the test conditions include simplified offline
3GPP/3GPP2 simulation software, programming interfaces and
evaluation criteria. Radio channel conditions are simulated with
bit-error patterns, which were generated from simulated mobile
radio channel conditions. The bit-error patterns are captured
above the physical layer and below the RLC/RLP layer and,
therefore, they are used as the physical layer simulation in
practice. The properties bit rate, length, bit-error rate, and the
mobile speed of the bit-error patterns are presented in Table II.

The bit errors in the files are statistically dependent, as
channel coding and decoding included in 3G systems produces
burst errors. This has been taken into account by evaluating
the bit-error pattern files in the following. Patterns 1 and 2 are
mostly suited to be used in video streaming applications, where
RLP/RLC layer re-transmissions can correct many of the frame
losses. The applied channel-coding scheme is a Turbo code
scheme and power control targeting throughput maximization
rather than error minimization. Patterns 1 and 2 are unrealistic
for conversational service, as an acceptable quality cannot be
achieved with such high error rates without retransmissions.

Patterns 3–6 are meant to simulate a more reliable, lower
error-rate bearer that is required in conversational applications.
Assuming a random byte starting position within the file the
packet error probability depending of the length of the
packet in bytes can be determined. These error probabilities

for all bit-error patterns are shown in Fig. 4. It is obvious
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Fig. 4. Packet-loss probabilityp (r) over packet lengthr in bytes for bit-error
patterns according to [25].

that the error rate increases significantly with increasing packet
length. For bit-error patterns (BEP1 and 2), the loss rates are not
acceptable as already short packets, e.g., 500 bytes, have loss
probabilities up to 25%. The high error rates require retrans-
mission on the link layer.

The patterns useful for conversational services provide very
decent error characteristics for reasonable packet lengths. The
loss probability for reasonable packet sizes up to 1000 bytes is
below 5%. This means that typical fixed Internet packet loss
probabilities (compare [21]) are not exceeded. Note that with
higher speed (50 km/h), the channel tends to be “more ergodic”
than in case of the walking user (3 km/h). Therefore, the error
rates are usually higher for slowly moving users than for fast-
moving users.

During the standardization process, it was agreed in the very
beginning that the standard should include error-resilience
features for IP-based wired and wireless transmission. Usually
two kinds of errors are present in today’s transmission systems:
bit inversion errors or packet losses. However, all relevant
multiplexing protocols like H.223 and UDP/IP and almost all
underlying mobile systems include packet loss and bit-error
detection capabilities applying sequence numbering and block
check sequences, respectively. Therefore, it can be assumed
that a vast majority of erroneous transmission packets can be
detected. Moreover, even if packets were detected to contain
bit errors, decoding could be attempted. Some research has
been conducted in this area and, in a few scenarios, gains have
been reported for still image transmission [27]. However, in
the standardization of H.264/AVC for the development of the
reference software, bit-erroneous packets have been considered
as being discarded by the receiver for the following reasons.

1) Processing of bit-erroneous packets is likely to be pos-
sible in a receiving mobile device only, as gateways and
receivers having fixed network connection typically drop
erroneous packets.

2) Joint source-channel decoding, such as trellis-based de-
coding of variable-length codes or iterative source and
channel decoding might be applied. However, these tech-

niques have not yet shown significant improvements for
video decoding.

3) The decoding based on lost packets serves as a lower
bound on the performance in bit-error-prone environ-
ments and, therefore, provides a valid benchmark of the
performance of H.264/AVC in error-prone environment.

4) Finally, handling of bit errors generally complicates the
implementation of decoder software significantly. As the
test model software for H.264 was developed for multiple
purposes, only simple but meaningful network interfaces
have been integrated.

III. H.264/AVC—AN EFFICIENT AND FLEXIBLE VIDEO

CODING TOOLBOX

A. Compression Efficiency and Encoder Flexibility

The features for compression efficiency are discussed else-
where in this issue, we will only briefly present the key fea-
tures of the standard, for more details we refer to [2]. Although
the design of the H.264/AVC codec basically follows the hy-
brid design (motion compensation with lossy coding of residual
signal) of prior video coding standards such as MPEG-2, H.263,
and MPEG-4, it contains many new features that enable it to
achieve a significant improvement in terms of compression ef-
ficiency. This is the main reason why H.264/AVC will be very
attractive for use in wireless environments with the costly re-
source bit rate. The main features for significantly increased
coding efficiency are multiframe motion-compensated predic-
tion, adaptive block size for motion compensation, generalized
B-pictures concepts, quartel-pel motion accuracy, intra coding
utilizing prediction in the spatial domain, in-loop deblocking fil-
ters, and efficient entropy-coding methods.

The normative part of a video coding standard in general
only consists of the appropriate definition of the order and se-
mantics of the syntax elements and the decoding of error-free
bit streams. This allows a significant flexibility at the encoder,
which can, on the one hand, be exploited for pure compression
efficiency, and on the other hand, several included features in
the standard can be selected by the encoder for other purposes
such as error resilience, random access, etc. A typical encoder
with the main encoding options is shown in Fig. 5.

The encoding options relevant for wireless transmission are
highlighted. The recorded video data is preprocessed by appro-
priate spatial and temporal preprocessing such that the data rates
and displays in a wireless environment are well-matched. For
the quantization of transform coefficients, H.264 coding uses
scalar quantization. The quantizers are arranged in a way that
there is an increase of approximately 12.5% from one quan-
tization parameter (QP) to the next. The quantized transform
coefficients are converted into coding symbols and all syntax
elements of a macroblock (MB) including the coding symbols
are conveyed by entropy coding methods. A MB can always be
coded in one of several intra modes with and without prediction,
as well as various efficient inter modes. Each motion-compen-
sated mode corresponds to a specific partition of the MB into
fixed-size blocks used for motion description, and up to 16 mo-
tion vectors may be transmitted for a MB. In addition, for each
MB, a different reference frame can be selected. Finally, a NAL
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Fig. 5. H.264/AVC encoder realization with coding options.

unit in single-slice mode consists of the coded MBs of an entire
frame or a subset of frame. More details on the packetization as
well as on the appropriate selection of the presented different
modes are discussed in Section IV.

B. Features for Multimedia Messaging and Wireless
Packet-Based Streaming

In addition to pure compression efficiency features, ad-
ditional tools for different purposes have been included in
H.264/AVC. We will highlight those features with application
to wireless video transmission. Because of the strict separation
of encoding, transmission, and decoding, the main issue for
MMS is compression efficiency. Other helpful features include
the insertion of regular intra frames with instantaneous decoder
refresh (IDR) for random access and fast forward. The rate
control is typically applied such that video quality is almost
constant over the sequence, regardless of the scene complexity
except for constraints from the hypothetical reference decoder
(HRD) [28]. If time, memory capabilities, and battery power
permit, even several encoding passes for optimized rate-distor-
tion (R-D) performance would be possible. On the link layer,
reliable transmission strategies as known for data transmission
such as file download are used.

Due to on-line transmission and decoding, streaming appli-
cations involve more technical challenges than MMS. Usually,
pre-encoded data is requested by the user, which inherently does
not allow an adaptation to the transmission conditions such as
bit rate or error rate in the encoding process. However, the re-
ceiver usually buffers the received data and starts play-back after
a few seconds. Once starting playback, a continuous presenta-
tion of the sequence should be guaranteed. As wireless channels
usually show ergodic behavior within a window of a few sec-
onds, reliable transmission schemes can be applied on the link

layer, especially when the channel is known at the transmitter or
retransmissions for erroneous link layer packets can be used as
for example in the acknowledged mode. Slow variance due to
distance, shadowing, or varying multiuser topology in the sup-
ported cell with renewed resource allocation transform the wire-
less channel in a slowly varying variable-bit-rate channel. With
an appropriate setting of the initial delay and receiver buffer a
certain quality of service can be guaranteed [28].

Furthermore, general channel-adaptive streaming technolo-
gies, which allow reacting to variable bit-rate channels, have
gained significant interest recently. According to [30], these
techniques can be grouped into three different categories.
Firstly, adaptive media playout[31] is a new technique that
allows a streaming media client, without the involvement of
the server, to control the rate at which data is consumed by the
playout process. Therefore, the probability of decoder buffer
underflows and overflows can be reduced, but still noticeable
artifacts in the displayed video occur. A second technology for
a streaming media system is proposed, which makes decisions
that govern how to allocate transmission resources among
packets. Recent work [32] provides a flexible framework to
allow R-D optimized packet scheduling. Finally, it is shown that
this R-D-optimized transmission can be supported, if media
streams are pre-encoded with appropriate packet dependencies,
possibly adapted to the channel (channel-adaptive packet
dependency control) [33].

The latter techniques are supported by H.264/AVC by various
means. As the streaming server is in general aware of the current
channel bit rate, the transmitter can decide to send one of several
pre-encoded versions of the same content taking into account
the expected channel behavior. If the channel rate fluctuates
only in a small range, frame dropping of nonreference frames
might be sufficient resulting in well-known temporal scalability.
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Switching of versions can be applied at I-frames that are also in-
dicated as instantaneous decoder refresh (IDR) pictures to com-
pensate large scale variations of the channel rate. In addition,
H.264/AVC supports efficient version switching with the intro-
duction of synchronization-predictive (SP) pictures. For more
details on SP pictures, see [35]. Note that quality scalable video
coding methods such as MPEG-4 fine-grain scalability (FGS)
[34] are not supported by H.264/AVC and such extensions of
H.264/AVC are currently not planned.

C. Features for Wireless Conversational Services—Error
Resilience

A necessary requirement for conversational services is a low
end-to-end delay being less that 250 ms. This delay constraint
has two main impacts on the video transmitted over wireless
bearer services with constant bit rate. Firstly, features have
to be provided which allow adapting the bit-rate such that
over a short window a constant bit-rate can be maintained.
In addition, usually only temporally backward references in
motion compensation are used in conversational applications,
since prediction from future frames would introduce additional
delay. Secondly, within the round-trip time of the communi-
cation, the channel usually shows nonergodic behavior and
transmission errors cannot be avoided. Whereas the first issue
can be solved by adapting the QP appropriately, the second
issue requires error-resiliency tools in the video codec itself.
More exactly, an error-resilient video coding standard suitable
for conversational wireless services has to provide features
to combat two problems: on the one hand, it is necessary to
minimize the visual effect of errors within one frame. On
the other hand, as errors cannot be avoided, the well-known
problem of spatio-temporal error propagation in hybrid video
coding has to be limited. We will present all error-resilience
features included in the H.264/AVC standard and provide
further details on the exact application in Section IV.

Packet loss probability and the visual degradation from
packet losses can be reduced by introducing slice-structured
coding. A slice is a sequence of MBs and provides spatially
distinct resynchronization points within the video data for a
single frame. No intra-frame prediction takes place across slice
boundaries. With that, packet loss probability can be reduced
if slices and, therefore, transmission packets are relatively
small, since the probability of a bit-error hitting a short packet
is generally lower than for large packets (see, e.g., Fig. 4).
Moreover, short packets reduce the amount of lost informa-
tion and, hence, the error is limited and error concealment
methods can be applied successfully. However, the loss of
intra-frame prediction and the increased overhead associated
with decreasing slice sizes adversely affect coding performance
and requires additional overhead per slice. Especially for
mobile transmission, where the packet size clearly affects loss
probability, a careful selection of the packet size is necessary.
H.264/AVC specifies several enhanced concepts to reduce the
artifacts caused by packet losses within one frame. Slices can
be grouped by the use of aggregation packets into one packet
and, therefore, concepts such as group-of-block (GOB) and
slice interleaving[37], [38] are possible. This does not reduce

the coding overhead in the VCL, but the costly RTP overhead
of up to 40 bytes per packet can be avoided.

A more advanced and generalized concept is provided by a
feature that has been called by the proponentsflexible MB or-
dering(FMO) [39]. FMO permits the specification of different
patterns for the mapping of MBs to slices including checker-
board-like patterns, sub-pictures within a picture (e.g., splitting
a CIF picture into four QCIF pictures), or a dispersed map-
ping of MBs to slices. FMO is especially powerful in conjunc-
tion with appropriate error concealment when the samples of a
missing slice are surrounded by many samples of correctly de-
coded slices. For more details on FMO, see [21].

Another error-resilience feature in H.264/AVC isdata par-
titioning, which can also reduce visual artifacts resulting from
packet losses, especially if prioritization or unequal error pro-
tection is provided by the network. For more details on the
data-partitioning mode, we refer to [21]. In general, any kind
of forward error protection(FEC) in combination with inter-
leaving for packet lossy channels can be applied. A simple so-
lution is provided by RFC2733 [40], more advanced schemes
have been evaluated in many papers, e.g., [41], [42]. However,
in the following, we do not consider FEC schemes in the trans-
port layer as this requires a reasonable number of packets per
codeword.

Despite all these techniques, packet losses and resulting ref-
erence frame mismatches between encoder and decoder are usu-
ally not avoidable. Then, the effects of spatio-temporal error
propagation are, in general, severe. The impairment caused by
transmission errors decays over time to some extent. However,
the leakage in standardized video decoders, such as H.264/AVC,
is not very strong, and quick recovery can only be achieved
when image regions are encoded in intra mode, i.e., without
reference to a previously coded frame. Completely intra-coded
frames are usually not inserted in real-time and conversational
video applications as the instantaneous bit rate and the resulting
delay is increased significantly. Instead, H.264/AVC allows en-
coding of single MBs for regions that cannot be predicted effi-
ciently as it is also known from other standards. In H.264/AVC,
the efficient intra prediction can be constrained to intra MBs
only to avoid error propagation from inter-coded MBs to re-
freshing intra-coded MBs. Another feature in H.264/AVC is the
possibility to select the reference frame from the multiframe
buffer. Both features have mainly been introduced for improved
coding efficiency, but they can efficiently be used to limit the
error propagation. Conservative approaches transmit a number
of intra-coded MBs anticipating transmission errors. In this sit-
uation, the selection of intra-coded MBs can be done either
randomly or preferably in a certain update pattern. For details
and early work on this subject, see [43]–[45]. Multiple refer-
ence frames can also be used to limit the error propagation, for
example invideo redundancy codingschemes (see, e.g., [46]).
In addition, a method known from H.263 under the acronym
redundant sliceswill be supported in JVT coding. This will
allow sending the same slice predicted from different reference
frames which provides the decoder the possibility to predict this
slice from error-free reference areas. Finally, multiple reference
frames can be successfully combined with a feedback channel,
which will be discussed in detail among others in Section IV.
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Fig. 6. H.264/AVC in IP-based packet-lossy environment with RTP encapsulation, generic forward error correction, delayed feedback information, and error
concealment.

IV. USING H.264/AVC IN WIRELESSCONVERSATIONAL

SERVICES

A. Problem Formulation and System Setup

The various error-resilience tools as described in the pre-
vious section provide a significant amount of freedom and flexi-
bility for the implementation of H.264/AVC in wireless conver-
sational services. A main criterion for the performance of the
system is the appropriate selection of one or several of the men-
tioned tools together with the exact parameters, e.g., the position
and number of intra MBs.

We will discuss in the following channel behavior and error
concealment by formalizing the notation for sample represen-
tation. The investigated video transmission system is shown
in Fig. 6. H.264/AVC video encoding is based on a sequential
encoding of frames denoted with the index
with being the total number of frames to be encoded. In
most existing video coding standards including H.264/AVC,
within each frame video encoding is typically based on se-
quential encoding of MBs (except for FMO) denoted by index

, where specifies the total number of MBs in
one frame and depends on the spatial resolution of the video
sequence. The encoding process creates slices by grouping
a certain number of MBs. Picture numberand start MB
address are binary coded in the slice header. The coded
representation of a slice is the payload of a NAL unit. The RTP
payload specification specifies simple encapsulation of NAL
units. In addition, several NAL units can be combined into one
aggregation packet or one NAL unit can be fragmented into
several transport packets [19], [21].

For notational convenience, let us define the number of trans-
mission packets to transmit all frames up toas . With that,
we can define the packet loss or channel behavioras a binary
sequence indicating whether a slice is lost (indicated
by 1) or correctly received (indicated by 0). Obviously, if a NAL
unit with the encapsulated slice is lost, all MBs contained by this
slice are lost. It can be assumed that the decoder is aware of any

lost packet as discussed previously. The channel-loss sequence
is random and, therefore, we denote it as , where the statis-
tics are in general unknown to the encoder. According to Fig. 6,
in addition to the forward link it possible that a low-bit-rate re-
liable back-channel from the decoder to the encoder is available
which allows reporting a -frame delayed version of
the observed channel behavior at the decoder to the encoder. In
RTP/IP environments, this is usually based on RTCP messages,
and in wireless environments, internal protocols might be used.

The decoder processes the received sequence of packets.
Whereas correctly received packets are decoded as usual for
the lost packet, an error-concealment algorithm has to be
invoked. The reconstructed sample at position in MB

and frame depends on the channel behavior and on the
decoder error concealment. In inter-coding mode, i.e., when
motion-compensated prediction (MCP) is utilized, the loss of
information in one frame has a considerable impact on the
quality of the following frames, if the concealed image content
is referenced for MCP. Because errors remain visible for a
longer period of time, the resulting artifacts are particularly
annoying. Therefore, due to the motion-compensation process
and the resulting error propagation, the reconstructed image
depends not only on the lost packets for the current frame,
but in general on the entire channel-loss sequence . We
denote this dependency by

In the following, we will discuss appropriate extensions of the
encoder, the decoder, and the transmission environment, which
are either necessary or at least beneficial to enhance the quality
of the transmitted video.

B. Decoder Extensions—Loss Detection and Error
Concealment

The H.264 standard defines how a decoder reacts to an
error-free bit stream. In addition, a decoder implementation has
also to deal with transmission errors. As we discussed earlier,
it is assumed that bit errors are detected by the lower layer
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entities and any remaining transmission error results in a packet
loss. Therefore, we address the reaction of the decoder to slice
losses. Two major issues are important for an error-resilient
decoder: a robust video decoder has to detect transmission
errors, and appropriate concealment on detected errors has to
be applied. In this section, we present how the H.264 test model
decoder meets the goal of error resiliency.

The error detection capabilities of the test model decoder are
based on two assumptions about the error detection operation of
the underlying system. First, bit-erroneous slices are discarded
prior to passing the slices to the test model decoder. Second, re-
ceived data is buffered in a way that the correct decoding order
is recovered. In other words, the test model decoder expects
noncorrupted slices in a correct decoding order. Temporal and
spatial localization of lost packets is left to the decoder. In par-
ticular, the decoder has to detect if an entire picture or one or
more slices of a picture were lost. Losses of entire pictures are
detected using frame numbers associated with each frame and
carried in slice headers. A frame numberis incremented by
one for each coded and transmitted frame that is further used
for motion compensation. These frames are herein referred to as
reference frames. For disposable nonreference pictures, such as
conventional B-pictures, the frame number is incremented rela-
tive to the value in the most recent reference frame that precedes
the disposable picture in the bit-stream order.

The decoder generates a slice structure for each received
single slice packet and forwards it to the VCL decoder which
maintains a state machine that keeps track of the expected
frame number . Moreover, the decoder maintains a loss
indication for each MB within the current picture. At the
beginning of a new picture, the binary map is reset to indicate
that all MBs were lost. If the frame numberof the next slice
to be decoded equals , the decoder decodes the slice and
updates the binary map. If is greater than , it is deduced
that all the received slices of the previous picture have been
decoded. Then, the binary map is investigated, and if the
picture is not fully covered by correctly decoded MBs, a slice
loss is inferred and losses are concealed as presented in the
following. Moreover, if is greater than , the decoder
infers a loss of pictures and inserts concealed pictures to the
reference picture buffer as if the lost pictures were decoded.
The concealment is accomplished by copying the previous
decoded picture. Finally, the decoder resets the binary map and
decodes the next slice of the next picture.

Error concealment is a nonnormative feature in the H.264
test model. The target for the selected error concealment is to
provide a basic level of error resiliency for the decoder. Any
error-robust coding scheme proposed for H.264 should be com-
pared against the H.264 test model equipped with the selected
error concealment algorithms. Two well-known concealment al-
gorithms, weighted pixel value averaging for intra pictures [47]
and boundary-matching-based motion vector recovery for inter
pictures [48], were tailored for H.264 as summarized below and
described in details in [49] and [50].

Weighted pixel value averaging operates as follows. If a MB
has not been received, it is concealed from the pixel values of
spatially adjacent MBs. If a lost MB has at least two correctly
decoded neighboring MBs, only these neighbors are used in the

Fig. 7. Intra frame error concealment.

concealment process. Otherwise, previously concealed neigh-
boring MBs take part in the process, too. Each pixel value in a
MB to be concealed is formed as a weighted sum of the closest
boundary pixels of the selected adjacent MBs. The weight asso-
ciated with each boundary pixel is relative to the inverse distance
between the pixel to be concealed and the boundary pixel. The
performance of the intra concealment method is shown in Fig. 7

In the motion vector recovery algorithm, the motion activity
of the correctly received slices of the current picture is investi-
gated first. If the average length of a motion vector component
is smaller than a pre-defined threshold (currently 1/4 pixels), all
the lost slices are copied from co-located positions in the refer-
ence frame. Otherwise, motion-compensated error concealment
is used, and the motion vectors of the lost MBs are predicted
as described in the following paragraphs. The image is scanned
MB-column-wise from left and right edges to the center of the
image. Consecutive lost MBs in a column are concealed starting
from top and bottom of the lost area toward to center of the
area. This processing order is used to ensure that lost MBs at
the center of an image are concealed using as many neighboring
concealed MBs as possible.

Each 8 8 luminance block of a MB to be concealed is han-
dled separately. If a block has spatially adjacent blocks whose
motion vectors are correctly received, these motion vectors and
their reference pictures are used to obtain a candidate prediction
block. If all the motion vectors in the adjacent blocks are lost,
neighboring concealed motion vectors are used similarly. In ad-
dition, the spatially co-located block from the previous frame
is always one of the candidates. The candidate prediction block
whose boundary matching error is the smallest is chosen. The
boundary matching error is defined as the sum of the pixel-wise
absolute differences of the adjacent luminance pixels in the con-
cealed block and its decoded or concealed neighbor blocks. The
lost prediction error block is not concealed. The performance of
the inter-frame concealment is shown in Fig. 8.

C. Encoder Extensions

Let us now consider algorithms and rules for the appropriate
selection of different encoding parameters according to the pre-
sentation in Fig. 5 for wireless conversational services. First, the
rate control has to guarantee that the delay jitter is as small as
possible. A good choice is to adapt for each frame to obtain al-
most constant encoding, but keep the QP within one frame con-
stant. In the case that the highest QP cannot achieve the required
bit rate, frame dropping is introduced; otherwise, the frame rate
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Fig. 8. Inter-frame error concealment.

is kept constant. Obviously, this results in varying quality de-
pending of the complexity of the scene. Low-motion scenes with
little complexity have higher quality than for example frames at
the beginning of a sequence or at a scene cut.

As discussed in Section III, H.264/AVC provides a large flex-
ibility on the selection of appropriate coding modes. The con-
cept of selecting appropriate coding options in optimized en-
coder designs for many video coding standards is based on R-D
optimization algorithms [51],[52]. The two cost terms “rate”
and “distortion” are linearly combined and the mode is selected
such that the total cost is minimized. This can be formalized
by defining the set of selectable coding options for one MB as

. Assuming the introduced distortion when encoding with a
certain mode as and the corresponding rate as ,
the rate-constrained mode decision selects the coding option
such that the Lagrangian cost functional is minimized, i.e.,

(1)

with being the Lagrange parameter for appropriate weighting
of rate and distortion. In the H.264/AVC test model, the La-
grangian mode selection is used for motion vector search as well
as MB mode and reference frame selection. Then, for the distor-
tion , the sum of squared sample differences (SSD) or the
sum of absolute sample difference (SAD) are used, and for the
rate , the number of bits for the encoding is used. The se-
lection of the Lagrange parameter depends on the selected QPs
(for details, see [53]). In addition, the mode selection might be
extended by selecting the appropriate QP for each MB, as the
QP can be changed at least in small ranges for each MB. This is
not considered in the following.

As discussed in Section III-C, the tools for increased error
resilience, in particular those to limit error propagation, do not
significantly differ from those used for compression efficiency.
Features like multiframe prediction or intra MB coding are
not exclusively error-resilience tools. They are also used to
increase coding efficiency in error-free environments providing
a trade-off that is left to the encoder. This also means that bad
decisions at the encoder can lead to poor results in coding
efficiency or error resiliency or both. Therefore, the selection
of the coding mode according to (1) is modified taking into
account the influence of the random lossy channel. In the case
of error-prone transmission, the distortion in (1) is replaced
with the expected decoder distortion when encoding with mode
o. Assuming that the encoder can access information about the
channel statistics , the encoder can get an estimate of the

expected decoder distortion when encoding
MB in frame at the decoder by the expected distortion as

(2)

where the expectation is over the random process characterizing
the channel . With the expected distortion measure, the
mode selection for lossy channels is identical to that in (1) ex-
cept for modified distortion term according to (2). However, the
same parameter [54] and the same set of possible coding op-
tions are used.

This leaves the problem of computing the expected decoder
distortion at the encoder which depends on the coding mode
, the channel statistics , and the applied error conceal-

ment in the decoder. The estimate of the expected sample dis-
tortion in packet loss environment has been addressed in sev-
eral publications. For example, in [58], [55], or [56], methods
to estimate the distortion introduced due the transmission er-
rors and the resulting drift are presented. A similar approach
has recently been proposed within the H.264/AVC standardiza-
tion process which attempts to measure the drift noise between
encoder and decoder [57]. In suboptimal approaches [55]–[57],
the quantization noise and the distortion introduced by the trans-
mission errors are linearly combined. The encoder keeps track
of an estimated sample distortion and, therefore, requires addi-
tional complexity in encoder, which is dependent on the actual
method chosen.

The most recognized out of these methods, called recur-
sive optimal per-sample estimate (ROPE) algorithm [58],
provides an estimation by keeping track of the first- and
second-order moment of , and

, respectively. For H.263-like encoding
ROPE can provide an exact estimate of the expected decoder
distortion. As two moments for each sample have to be tracked
in the encoder, the added complexity of ROPE is approximately
twice the complexity of the decoder. However, the extension
of the ROPE algorithm to H.264/AVC is not straightforward.
The in-loop deblocking filter, the fractional sample motion
accuracy, the complex intra prediction and the advanced error
concealment require taking into account the expectation of
products of samples at different positions to obtain an accurate
estimation which makes the ROPE either infeasible or inaccu-
rate in this case.

Therefore, a powerful yet complex method has been intro-
duced into the H.264/AVC test model to estimate the expected
decoder distortion [54]. Let us assume that we havecopies of
the random variable channel behavior at the encoder, denoted as

. Additionally, assume that the set of random variables
areidenticallyandindependentlydis-

tributed (i.i.d.). Then, as , it follows by the strong law
of large numbers that

(3)
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holds with probability 1. An interpretation of the left-hand side
leads to a simple solution of the previously stated problem to es-
timate the expected sample distortion. In the encoder,copies
of the random variable channel behavior and the decoder are op-
erated. The reconstruction of the sample value depends on the
channel behavior and the decoder including error con-
cealment. The copies of channel and decoder pairs in the en-
coder operate independently. Therefore, the expected distortion
at the decoder can be estimated accurately in the encoder if
is chosen large enough. However, the added complexity in the
encoder is obviously at least times the decoder complexity.
For details on the implementation as well as comparison of sub-
optimal modes based on ROPE, we refer to [54].

It was later demonstrated in [59] and [60] that a technique
known as isolated regions, which combines periodical intra MB
coding and limitation of inter prediction, can provide competi-
tive simulation results compared to the error-robust MB mode
selection of H.264 test model, and the best simulation results
were obtained when the two MB mode-selection algorithms
were combined.

The packet size is usually upper bounded by a MTU size
of the underlying network. However, if bit errors cause entire
packet losses, it might be an advantage to reduce the packet size.
Conservative approaches limit the packet or (in our simulation
environment) slice size to a fixed number of MBs, e.g., a line
of MBs is transmitted in one packet. However, this makes es-
pecially important image parts very susceptible to packet losses
as for example suddenly appearing objects need intra coding or
high motion areas require an extensive motion vector rate. A
more suitable, but still conservative, approach is the introduc-
tion of slice boundaries such that slices have almost the same
length in number of bytes. This makes all packets similarly sus-
ceptible to bit errors. This method has been proven to work quite
well already for MPEG-4 and can also be applied with the flex-
ible encoding framework of H.264/AVC.

D. Exploiting Feedback in H.264/AVC

Multiple reference frames used in error-prone environment
can most successfully be combined with a feedback channel.
Due to the bidirectional nature of conversational applications,
it is common that the encoder has knowledge of the experi-
enced channel at the decoder, usually with a small delay. In
our framework this can be expressed by the knowledge of a
-frame delayed version of the random channel at the

encoder. This characteristic can be conveyed from the decoder to
the encoder by acknowledging correctly received slices (ACK),
sending a not-acknowledge message (NAK) for missing slices
or both types of messages. In general, it can be assumed that the
reverse channel is error-free and the overhead is negligible. In
common data transmission applications, the lost packets would
obviously be re-transmitted. However, in a low-delay environ-
ment, this is not feasible, but the observed channel character-
istic are still useful at the encoder even if the erroneous frame
has already been decoded and concealed. The support of these
techniques is out of the focus of the standardization of H.264,
and a full support of the presented concepts might not be pos-
sible with current transport and control protocols. However, it

seems worth to mention and discuss these concepts in here in
detail as it shows the flexibility of H.264 as well as it provides
motivation for inclusion of feedback in system designs.

In previous standards and transport environments similar ap-
proaches have already been discussed, usually limited by the
reduced syntax capabilities of the video standard. A simple yet
powerful approach suitable for video codecs using just one ref-
erence frame such as MPEG-2, H.261, or H.263 version 1 has
been introduced in [61] and [62] under the nameerror tracking.
When receiving a NAK on parts of frame or the entire
frame , the encoder attempts to track the error to obtain an
estimate of the quality of frame , which serves as reference
for frame . Appropriate actions after having tracked the error
are for example presented in [56], and [61]–[64]. Note that with
this concept, error propagation in frameis only removed if
frames have been received at the decoder
without any error.

A technique addressing the problem of continuing error
propagation has been introduced, among others, in [65]–[67]
under the acronymNEWPRED. Based on these early nonstan-
dard compliant solutions in H.263 Annex N [68], a reference
picture selection (RPS) for each GOB is specified such that the
NEWPRED technique can be applied. RPS can be operated in
two different modes. In the negative acknowledgment mode
(NAM), the encoder only alters its operation in the case of
reception of a NAK. Then, the encoder attempts to use an
intact reference frame for the erroneous GOBs. To completely
eliminate error propagation, this mode has to be combined with
independent segment decoding (ISD) according to Annex R
of H.263 [68]. In the positive acknowledgment mode (PAM),
the encoder is only allowed to reference confirmed GOBs. If
no GOBs are available to be referenced, intra coding has to
be applied. NEWPRED allows to completely eliminate error
propagation in frame , even if additional errors have occurred
in frames .

The flexibility provided in H.263 Annex U [68] and espe-
cially H.264/AVC to select the MB mode and reference frames
on MB or subMB basis allows incorporating NEWPRED in a
straightforward manner [56]. Therefore, let us define three dif-
ferent states of transmitted packets at the encoder: ACK, NAK,
and outstanding acknowledgment (OAK). Then, based on the
exploitation of these messages in the encoder, we discuss three
modes which can elegantly be integrated into the R-D optimized
mode selection according to (1).

1) Feedback Mode 1: Restricting Reference Areas to
ACK: In this case, the reference area is restricted to frames or
slices which have been acknowledged. This can be formalized
in the context of (1) by applying the encoding distortion

in (1), but altering the accessible coding optionssuch
that only acknowledged areas can be used for reference. In
addition, if no reference area is available, or if no satisfying
match is found in the allowed area, intra coding is applied.
Although in the presentation of a single frame an error might
be visible, error propagation and reference frame mismatch
between encoder can be completely avoided independent of the
error concealment applied at the decoder if correctly decoded
samples are not altered. However, in the used test model JM1.7,
the deblocking filter operation in the motion-compensation
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loop is applied over slice boundaries, which restricts the area to
be referenced significantly, or a complete removal of encoder
and decoder mismatch is not possible. Although the influence
of this mismatch is, in general, negligible, in the final design of
H.264/AVC the deblocking filter can adaptively be switched on
and off at slice boundaries to allow mismatch-free operation.

2) Feedback Mode 2: Referencing ACK and Error Concealed
NAK: In this case, the reference area is again restricted; how-
ever, in addition to acknowledged areas, also the areas which
the decoder signaled as lost can be referenced. Therefore, the
reference frames in the encoders multi-frame frame buffer are
updated with reception of each ACK and NAK by applying
the identical error concealment as the decoder applies. This is
obviously very critical, as the error concealment is—for good
reasons—nonnormative in common video coding standards in-
cluding H.264/AVC. Only if the encoder is aware of the de-
coder’s error concealment by any external means, this mode can
provide benefits compared to feedback mode 1. In the context
of the mode decision in (1), we have again a restricted set of
coding modes and, in addition, the encoding distortion is re-
placed by the deterministic decoder distortion.

3) Feedback Mode 3: Unrestricted Reference Areas With Ex-
pected Distortion Updating:In [56] and [58], techniques have
been proposed which allow combining the error-resilient MB
mode selection with feedback information. In this case, the ex-
pected decoder distortion computation is altered such that, for
all packets , the channel is deterministic at the
encoder, and the expected distortion is computed for the packets
with status OAK. In our case, packets containing MBs in frames

are random. The set of selectable coding
options is not altered compared to pure coding efficiency
mode selection. This method is especially beneficial compared
to mode 1 and 2, if the feedback is significantly delayed. In the
case of the multiple decoder approach, this can be integrated by
applying feedback mode 2 not only to the reference frames, but
also to all decoders in the encoder. In combination with ROPE,
however, the complexity of this method increases since the mo-
ments of the previous frames have to be re-tracked [58].

V. SELECTED SIMULATION RESULTS FORDIFFERENTSYSTEM

CONCEPTS

A. Simulation Conditions and Evaluation Criteria

In the following, we will present simulation results based on
the test conditions that show the influence of the selection of
different error-resilience features for the quality of the decoded
images. For all following tests the H.264/AVC test model soft-
ware version JM1.7 is used. Note that in the final standard [1],
the zig-zag scanning and run-length coding is replaced by con-
text-adaptive variable length codes (CVLC). All UVLCs are re-
placed by CVLC, which are adapted to the statistics of different
syntax elements. In addition, quantizer values have been shifted.
However, all changes from JM1.7 to the final standard are of
little relevance to the presented results and conclusions in this
paper.

The reported PSNR is the arithmetic mean over the decoded
luminance PSNR over all frames of the encoded sequence and

over 100 transmission and decoding runs. The 100 starting posi-
tions for the error patterns have been selected such that they are
almost equally distributed over the error pattern. For all compa-
rable results, the same starting positions and, therefore, the same
channel statistics have been applied. In addition, we present re-
sults for the cumulative distribution of the decoded luminance
PSNR for each frame, i.e., the likelihood that the PSNR of the
frames of the sequence is smaller than the value on the x axis.
This shows the variance in the decoded quality. It is assumed
that the high-level syntax parameters have been transmitted in
advance and out-of-band applying a reliable setup protocol. The
NAL overhead, the RTP/UDP/IP overhead after RoHC, and the
link layer overhead is taken into account in the bit-rate con-
straints according to [25].

For the following simulations, we concentrate on test case 5
from [25], which includes the QCIF test sequence “Foreman”
(30 Hz, 300 frames) at a constant frame rate of 7.5 Hz at bit-error
pattern 3 according to Table II, i.e., a mobile user at 3 km/h
and maximum bit-rate 64 kbit/s. This is the most critical case
in terms of error probability, additional test results will be made
available online2 . For the following tests, entropy coding based
on the UVLC and only one reference frame has been applied, if
not stated otherwise. The encoded sequences are I-P-P-P… se-
quences; B-pictures are excluded due to the unacceptable delay
involved in the encoding process. Note that due to the repeated
decoding of an encoded file, every 75th frame is an I-frame, i.e.,
an I-frame occurs every 10 s. Constrained intra has been used
to avoid error propagation from inter MBs to intra MBs. For
all encoding runs, R-D optimized mode selection and motion
vector selection according to (1) have been used. The distortion

and the set of coding modesis appropriately selected ac-
cording to the applied features. In the case of using the expected
decoder distortion, the number of decoders operated in the en-
coder has been fixed to . Unless stated otherwise, the
error concealment in the decoder is based on the advanced error
concealment as presented in Section IV-B, whereas the multiple
decoders in the encoder always apply previous frame conceal-
ment. This reduces encoding complexity significantly and re-
sults only in negligible performance losses for the investigated
cases.

B. Low-Delay Rate Control

Version JM1.7 of the H.264/AVC test model encoder which is
used in the experiments does not include a rate control to achieve
a constant bit rate for wireless conversational services. More-
over, the rate control introduced in later versions of H.264/AVC
test model encoder is not suitable for constant rate encoding. For
this reason we have added a rate control which provides an al-
most constant bit-rate encoding for each frame by adapting the
QP for each frame appropriately. Therefore, before we inves-
tigate the error-resilience features in H.264/AVC, we will first
focus on the effect of bit-rate control that is necessary for con-
stant bit-rate conversational applications. Fig. 9 shows the cu-
mulative distribution of the encoding PSNR for the applied rate
control and a fixed QP such that both encoded files result in the

2For additional simulation results, we refer to
http://www.lnt.ei.tum.de/~stockhammer.
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Fig. 9. Cumulative distribution of encoding luminance PSNR for each frame
for constant QP 17 and constant bit rate such that rate constraint of 64 kbit/s for
UMTS is fulfilled.

same total bit-rate, and, additionally the file can be transmitted
over the 64 kbit/s link including NAL unit, packet, and link layer
overhead. However, the fixed QP results in an extremely varying
data rate and, therefore, the introduced delay jitter is not accept-
able. In the encoding process, no error-resilience tools have been
used, i.e., one frame is encapsulated into one NAL unit, for
the encoding distortion is applied, and the set of coding modes

is unrestricted.
The average PSNR for the rate control is about 0.8 dB below

the PSNR for the fixed QP. In addition, the probability for low
encoded PSNR is significantly higher as for complex scenes the
QP has to be adapted appropriately. Therefore, it can be seen
that the rate control necessary for conversational applications
involves an inherent decrease in quality if the average PSNR is
the measure of interest.

C. -Optimized MB Mode Selection

In this section we investigate the performance of the system
in case that the channel statistics are taken into account into the
selection of the coding options in the encoder. For this purpose
we replace the encoding distortion in (1) by the expected
decoder distortion assuming a channel producing independent
packet losses with probability. As we use the mapping of one
frame to one transport packet and apply the strict rate control
producing almost a constant number of bytes for each encoded
frame, the size of each frame results in roughly 1000 bytes. The
corresponding loss rate for packets of this size for bit-error pat-
tern 3 is approximately 4%–5% according to Fig. 4. Fig. 10
shows the cumulative distribution of decoded PSNR for dif-
ferent NAL unit erasure rates for the
estimation of the expected distortion in the encoder. Looking at
the results for the average PSNR, it can be seen that the intro-
duction of loss-aware R-D optimization increases the
decoded quality significantly compared to the results with pure
encoding distortion . The average PSNR increases by at
least 3 dB when compared to the to pure R-D optimization. The
advantage of optimization is even more evident when
looking at the cumulative distribution of the different strategies.

Fig. 10. Cumulative distribution of decoded PSNR for different NAL unit
erasure rates for the estimation of the expected distortion in the encoder.

Whereas in the case of no error resilience, the probability of
bad frames (frames below 22 dB) is at an unacceptable ratio of
about 30%, for loss-aware coding, this is reduced significantly
to less than 8%. It is also obvious that if the expected error rate
matches the experienced error rate on the channel, the perfor-
mance is optimal (see ). However, it can also be seen
that a mismatch in the expected error rate in the encoder does
not have significant influence. The performance of and

is only slightly inferior to the matching expected error
rate. Therefore, a rough estimation of the expected decoder dis-
tortion at the encoder seems to be good enough for a good mode
selection. Note the significant loss in average PSNR for wireless
transmission compared to the error-free transmission according
to Fig. 9 of more than 5 dB.

D. Slices and Error Concealment

The introduction of slices in the encoding has two beneficial
aspects when transmitting over wireless channels, but adversely
affects the coding efficiency due to increased packet overhead
and reduced prediction within one frame, as e.g., motion vector
prediction and spatial intra prediction is not allowed over slice
boundaries. The two positive effects with the introduction of
slices are the reduced error probability of shorter packets (see
Fig. 4) and, the re-synchronization possibility within one frame.
The latter technique allows restarting the decoding process at
each slice and, in addition, it allows applying advanced error
concealmentas forexamplepresented inSection IV-B.However,
for packet-lossy transmission over the Internet, the introduction
of slices does not, in general, provide gains in the decoded quality
[69] as long as the slice size is below the MTU size, as the loss
of a packet is then independent of its length. This is different
for wireless transmission: Fig. 11 shows the average decoded
PSNRfordifferentnumberofpacketsperframeandMBmode
decision with encoding distortion. The experimental conditions
are similar to the above section otherwise. For a given number
of packets per frame, the size of each packet is selected such
that the packets roughly have the same number of bytes. This
makes their susceptibility to bit errors almost identical.
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Fig. 11. Average decoded PSNR for different number of packets per frame and
different error-concealment schemes; mode selection with encoding distortion.

The average decoded PSNR is shown for previous frame copy
error concealment and advanced error concealment according to
Section IV-B. The benefit of introducing slice structuring in the
encoding process is obvious from the results. Compared to the
“one frame—one packet” mode indicated by the intro-
duction of shorter packets increases the decoded quality signif-
icantly for both error concealment methods. For about ,
the curve flattens out and decreases again for higher
due to increasing packet overhead and the reduced compression
efficiency. Although a clear maximum cannot be determined,
for the wireless environment according to our test conditions,
a reasonable number of packets per frame is about 10. The re-
sulting packet size in this case is in the range of 100 bytes. How-
ever, note that for the simulations, RoHC was applied, which re-
duces the typical IP/UDP/RTP overhead from 40 bytes to about
3 bytes and, therefore, the packetization overhead is less signif-
icant. The benefits of the advanced error concealment are also
obvious from Fig. 11. As can be seen, the gains for advanced
error concealment increase with increasing number of packets,
as better concealment is possible due to increased number of
neighboring MBs in case of losing a single slice.

For the experiments in Fig. 11, no explicit means to reduce the
error propagation have been used. However, we can obviously
combine the MB mode selection based on the expected decoder
distortion with the slice structured coding. As indicated, the loss
rate for decreased packet size decreases compared to the single
packet for one frame. The loss rate can be estimated by dividing
the approximated number of bytes for each frame, roughly 1000
bytes, by the number of packets. The loss probability can then
again be estimated with Fig. 4 using the resulting average packet
length. The combination of slice-structured coding and adaptive
intra MB updates has been investigated and a comparison with
the best cases of the previous two system designs is provided
in Fig. 12 based on the cumulative distribution of the decoded
PSNR. For the slice-structured coding with encoding distortion

the number of packets is selected as . For the
expected decoder distortion without slice-structuring ,
the adapted loss-rate is chosen. Finally, for the combi-
nation of slice-structured coding and channel-adaptive intra up-

Fig. 12. Cumulative distribution of decoded PSNR for different
error-resilience strategies:R � EfDg-optimized intra updates with and
without slice structuring and delayd = 2 for different assumed loss
probabilitiesp.

dates, the number of packets per frame is selected as
and, therefore, the appropriate loss probability to compute the
expected decoder distortion according to Fig. 4 is about .

The average decoded PSNR indicates that an optimized com-
bination of both error-resilience schemes outperforms each of
the presented error-resilience schemes significantly. The result
that slice-structured coding is superior to intra updates cannot
be generalized for all sequences. The repeated I-frame insertion
and the camera pan in the test sequence “Foreman” results in
a significant amount of intra information, even if only the en-
coding distortion is chosen in the mode selection. This might
change for different or longer sequences with less intra informa-
tion. From the cumulative distribution, it can be observed that
the probability for bad frames below 22 dB in PSNR is almost
vanishing for the combined mode. The presented results indicate
that slices in combination with advanced error concealment sig-
nificantly outperform the single packet for one frame approach.
However, the loss compared to error-free transmission is still
about 4 dB in average PSNR.

From the results, it can be conjectured that for wireless trans-
mission as investigated in this case, other approaches, which
reduce the artifacts within one frame, might provide additional
benefits. This includes concepts such as FMO, slice interleaving,
or even generic forward-error correction in combination with
a NAL unit fragmentation scheme as recently introduced in
the draft RTP payload specification for H.264/AVC [19]. Also,
data partitioning with appropriate unequal error protection
might enhance the quality of the decoded video. In addition,
it is conjectured from the results that a better adaptation of the
link layer error protection scheme with appropriate interleaving
could increase the overall system performance. These features
are currently investigated and are subject of future work.

E. Exploiting Feedback in Video Encoding

Finally, we investigate a system which exploits multiple ref-
erence frames and network feedback. We restrict our simula-
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Fig. 13. Cumulative distribution of decoded PSNR for different
error-resilience strategies: R-D-optimized intra updates with slice structuring,
and feedback mode 2 with and without slice structuring for delayd = 2 and
d = 4.

tion results to feedback mode 2 according to the presentation in
Section IV-D with advanced error concealment. There are two
reasons for this. On the one hand, the deblocking and mismatch
problem present for JM1.7 can be avoided. On the other hand, it
has been shown previously that feedback mode 1 and feedback
mode 2 result in almost identical performance [70]. Therefore,
we chose feedback mode 2 due to the simpler implementation,
at least in our simulation environment. Feedback mode 3 is ex-
cluded as, on the one hand, the complexity of this mode is rather
high and, on the other hand, as we operate with low feedback
delays, the expected benefits are only marginal. In contrast to
the previous simulations, we use five reference frames for the
feedback mode. Fig. 13 shows the cumulative distribution of de-
coded PSNR for different error-resilience strategies: R-D-opti-
mized intra updates with slice structuring, as well as feedback
mode 2 with and without slice structuring for delay and

frames, which corresponds to a round-trip time of about
250 and 500 ms, respectively.

Let us focus on the delay case first. The results in-
dicate that the optimized intra mode with slice structuring and
MB mode selection with expected decoder distortion and feed-
back mode 2 perform very similar based on the cumulative dis-
tribution and the average decoded PSNR. The feedback mode
might still be beneficial in this case as the complex estimation
of the decoder distortion is not necessary for the feedback case.
However, much more interesting is the case with feedback and
no slice structuring. In contrast to the case without feedback
(see Fig. 12), the renouncement of slice-structured coding pro-
vides a significantly higher average decoded PSNR. Initially,
this is obviously surprising, as packet loss rate is still much
lower when several slices are used and also the visual effects
for a decoded frame when losing a single slice should be lower
than in case of losing an entire frame. The first effect can indeed
be observed from the cumulative distribution. The probability
of bad frames (PSNR below 22 dB) is higher for than
for . However, in the case of no errors, the increased

coding efficiency when not using slices provides many frames
with significantly higher PSNR than for slice structuring. As we
avoid error propagation, the correctly received frames are really
error-free, which is not the case if we use intra updates. There-
fore, if feedback information is available and several completely
lost frames are tolerable, it is better to use no slice structured
coding than harming the compression efficiency. For increased
feedback delay , the curves are shifted to the left com-
pared to feedback delay 2. However, the and per-
forms almost as well as the best case without feedback. There-
fore, in the case of available feedback, this very simple system
without considering expected decoder distortion and slice struc-
turing and just relying on multiple reference frames outperforms
many highly sophisticated error-resilience schemes as long as
the delay of the feedback is reasonable. The combination of
these methods according to feedback mode 3 is currently inves-
tigated and should allow adaptively selecting the best methods,
however, with significantly increased encoding complexity.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

H.264/AVC promises some significant advances of the
state-of-the-art of standardized video coding in mobile appli-
cations. In addition to excellent coding efficiency, the design
of H.264/AVC also takes into account network adaptation
providing large flexibility for its use in wireless applications.
The tools provided in H.264/AVC for error resilience do not
necessarily differ from the compression efficiency features
such as intra MBs or multiple reference frames. However, in the
case of error-prone transmission, the selection methods have
to be changed by using the expected decoder distortion or by
restricting the set of accessible coding options. In experimental
results based on common test conditions, it has been shown
that in case without any feedback, several slices in combination
with channel-adaptive R-D optimized mode selection is a
promising approach. In this case, further investigation with
advanced error-resilience tools such as flexible MB ordering,
data partitioning, and generic forward error correction, might
provide benefits. However, in the case of available feedback,
the application of multiple reference frames to exclude error
propagation without slice structuring provides excellent results.
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Isolated Regions in Video Coding
Miska M. Hannuksela, Member, IEEE, Ye-Kui Wang, Member, IEEE, and Moncef Gabbouj, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Different types of prediction are applied in modern
video coding. While predictive coding improves compression effi-
ciency, the propagation of transmission errors becomes more likely.
In addition, predictive coding brings difficulties to other aspects
of video coding, including random access, parallel processing, and
scalability. In order to combat the negative effects, video coding
schemes introduce mechanisms, such as slices and intracoding, to
limit and break the prediction. This paper proposes the use of the
isolated regions coding tool that jointly limits in-picture predic-
tion and interprediction on region-of-interest basis. The tool can be
used to provide random access points from non-intrapictures and
to respond to intrapicture update requests. Furthermore, it can be
applied as an error-robust macroblock mode decision method and
can be used in combination with unequal error protection. Finally,
it enables mixing of scenes, which is useful in coding of masked
scene transitions.

Index Terms—Error resilience, isolated regions, random access,
video coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

CURRENT video coding standards include ITU-T H.261,
ITU-T H.263, ISO/IEC MPEG-1 Part 2, ISO/IEC

MPEG-2 Part 2 (a.k.a. ITU-T H.262), and ISO/IEC MPEG-4
Part 2. These standards are based on block-based translational
motion compensation and discrete cosine transform (DCT)
based residual coding and are herein referred to as conventional
video coding standards. The Joint Video Team (JVT) of ITU-T
and ISO/IEC recently finalized a new standard based on
an earlier ITU-T standardization project called H.26L. The
resulting standard is called ITU-T Recommendation H.264 or
ISO/IEC International Standard 14 496-10 (MPEG-4 Part 10)
[1] and is referred to as the Advanced Video Coding (AVC)
standard in this paper.

During transmission, many video communication systems
undergo transmission errors. Transmission errors can be cate-
gorized into bit errors and packet errors. Bit errors are typically
caused by imperfections of physical channels, such as radio
interference; while, packet errors are typically due to elements
in packet-switched networks. For example, a packet router
may become congested; i.e., it may get too many packets as
input and cannot output them at the same rate. In this situation,
its buffers overflow, and some packets get lost as a result.
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Packet duplication and packet delivery in different order than
transmitted are also possible.

A video communication system includes a transmitter and
a receiver. A transmitter includes a source coder and a trans-
port coder. The source coder inputs uncompressed images and
outputs coded video stream. The transport coder encapsulates
the compressed video according to the transport protocols in
use. The receiver performs inverse operations, i.e., transport de-
coding and source decoding, to obtain a reconstructed video
signal. Transmission errors can be controlled in the transport
coding layer or in the source coding layer or jointly in both
layers. For example, some transport systems enable unequal
error protection where part of the transmitted stream is conveyed
more reliably than the rest.

Interactive error concealment refers to techniques where the
recipient transmits information about corrupted decoded areas
and/or transport packets to the transmitter. Many communica-
tion systems include a mechanism to convey such feedback in-
formation. For example, in ITU-T H.323 and H.324 video con-
ferencing standards, the receiver can request an intra-update of
an entire picture or certain macroblocks using the H.245 control
protocol. The transmitter typically responds to such a request by
coding the requested area in intramode in the next picture to be
coded.

Noninteractive error control techniques do not involve inter-
action between the transmitter and the receiver. Error conceal-
ment refers to techniques where the receiver estimates the cor-
rect decoded representation of erroneously received data. For-
ward error control refers to techniques where the transmitter
adds such redundant data in the coded stream that helps the re-
ceiver conceal transmission errors.

A thorough review of error resilient video coding techniques
is given in [2].

Another important aspect in video communication is random
access. Random access refers to the ability of the decoder to
start decoding a stream at a point other than the beginning of
the stream and recover an exact or approximate representation
of the decoded pictures. A random access point and a recovery
point characterize a random access operation. The random ac-
cess point is any coded picture where decoding can be initi-
ated. All decoded pictures at or subsequent to a recovery point
in output order are correct or approximately correct in content.
If the random access point is the same as the recovery point,
the random access operation is instantaneous; otherwise, it is
gradual.

Random access points enable seek, fast forward, and fast
backward operations in locally stored video streams. In video
on-demand streaming, servers can respond to seek requests by
transmitting data starting from the random access point that
is closest to the requested destination of the seek operation.

1520-9210/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE
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Random access points enable tuning in to a broadcast. In
addition, a random access point can be coded as a response
to a scene cut in the source sequence or as a response to a
fast update intrapicture update request. The proposed isolated
regions tool shall prove useful in providing additional random
access capability.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the
types of prediction used in video coding. Applications where
prediction needs to be limited or disabled are presented, and a re-
view of methods to limit prediction is given. Section III presents
the isolated regions technique, which is based on limiting pre-
dictive coding in a specific way. Moreover, the relation of the
AVC standard to the isolated region technique is presented in
the same section. Section IV demonstrates how isolated regions
can be used in random access. Section V applies the isolated re-
gions technique in forward error control; whereas, isolated re-
gions are used in combination with unequal error protection in
Section VI. Scene mixing, as presented in Section VII, is yet
another application for the isolated regions technique. Finally,
Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. PREDICTIVE VIDEO CODING

A. Types of Prediction

Video coding is typically a two-stage process. First, a predic-
tion of the video signal is generated based on previous coded
data. Second, the residual between the predicted signal and the
source signal is coded. Prediction enables efficient compression,
but it causes some complications in error-prone environments,
in random access, and in parallel decoding. In the following,
we categorize the most commonly used types of prediction and
in Sections II-B–E, we describe the applications and means for
constrained prediction.

Interprediction, which is also referred to as temporal predic-
tion and motion compensation, removes temporal redundancy.
In interprediction, the sources of prediction are previously de-
coded pictures. H.263, MPEG-4 Part 2, and the AVC standard
enable storage of multiple reference pictures for interprediction
and selection of the used reference picture on picture segment
or macroblock basis.

Intraprediction utilizes the fact that adjacent pixels within the
same picture are likely to be correlated. Intraprediction can be
performed in spatial or transform domain, i.e., either sample
values or transform coefficients can be predicted. Intrapredic-
tion is typically exploited in intracoding, where no interpredic-
tion is applied.

One outcome of the coding procedure is a set of coding pa-
rameters, such as motion vectors and quantized transform co-
efficients. Many parameters can be entropy-coded more effi-
ciently if they are predicted first from spatially or temporally
neighboring parameters. For example, a motion vector is typi-
cally predicted from spatially adjacent motion vectors. Predic-
tion of coding parameters and intraprediction are collectively
referred to as in-picture prediction in this paper.

B. Applications for Constrained Prediction

While prediction brings high compression efficiency, it
causes inconveniences in other aspects such as error resiliency,

random access, parallel processing, and scalability. To compro-
mise between any of these aspects and compression efficiency,
constraining prediction is required.

Error Resiliency: If a piece of coded data is hit by a trans-
mission error, the error is visible not only in the decoded area
corresponding to the piece of data, but also in spatially neigh-
boring areas that are predicted from the corrupted area. More-
over, all coding parameters predicted from corrupted parameter
values are likely to be incorrect. Furthermore, due to interpre-
diction, the artifacts caused by transmission errors propagate in
time. Therefore, constraining prediction in a way that transmis-
sion errors are as imperceptible as possible is one of the key
features in error-prone video communication systems.

Random Access: Random access refers to the ability to start
the decoding at any of the random access points of the stream
and recover decoded pictures that are correct in content. Fre-
quent random access points are desirable in many applications.
For example, random access points allow new recipients to tune
in to a video broadcast, and they allow seeking to a desired po-
sition in stored video, such as DVD. In order to code a random
access point at a specific picture, typically interprediction has
to be broken.

Parallel Processing: Parallel processing refers to the
process of encoding/decoding different parts of a picture
simultaneously. Parallel processing is a desirable feature in
multiprocessor architectures. In practice, parts of a picture
being coded simultaneously have to be independent, i.e., no
prediction from one part to another is allowed.

Scalability: Scalability refers to the capability of a com-
pressed sequence to be decoded at different bit-rates. In scalable
video coding prediction is limited in a way that certain parts
of the compressed sequence, such as an enhancement layer in
layered scalability or a B picture in conventional video coding
standards, can be ignored in the decoding process without
affecting the decoding of the rest of the compressed sequence.
Scalable coded sequences can be used for many purposes.
For example, a streaming server may adjust the bit-rate of a
prestored coded sequence according to the prevailing network
conditions.

C. Means to Limit In-Picture Prediction

Video coding standards allow dividing a coded picture to
coded segments or slices. In-picture prediction is typically dis-
abled across slice boundaries. Thus, slices can be regarded as a
way to split a coded picture to independently decodable pieces.
Coded segments can be categorized into three classes: raster-
scan-order slices, rectangular slices, and flexible slices.

A raster-scan-order-slice is a coded segment that consists of
consecutive macroblocks in raster scan order. Video packets of
MPEG-4 Part 2 and groups of macroblocks (GOBs) starting
with a nonempty GOB header in H.263 are examples of raster-
scan-order slices.

A rectangular slice is a coded segment that consists of a rect-
angular area of macroblocks. A rectangular slice may be higher
than one macroblock row and narrower than the entire picture
width. H.263 includes an optional rectangular slice submode,
and H.261 GOBs can also be considered as rectangular slices.
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Fig. 1. Example partitioning of a picture to an isolated region and a leftover region and further to slices.

A flexible slice can contain any predefined macroblock lo-
cations. The AVC codec allows grouping of macroblocks to
more than one slice groups. A slice group can contain any mac-
roblock locations, including nonadjacent macroblock locations.
A slice consists of at least one macroblock within a particular
slice group in raster scan order.

D. Means to Limit Interprediction

Intracoding of pictures and macroblocks is one way to break
interprediction. Reference picture selection can be used to make
the chains of interpictures shorter. In addition, interprediction
can be limited by restricting the values of motion vectors. A
brief review of reference picture selection based methods lim-
iting interprediction has been given in [3].

E. Types and Limitation of Prediction in the AVC Codec

The syntax of a coded AVC sequence consists of Network
Abstraction Layer (NAL) units. A NAL unit is an atomic ele-
ment that can be framed for transport and parsed independently.
Each NAL unit has a specific type, which can be a coded slice, a
coded data partition, a sequence parameter set, a picture param-
eter set, or a supplemental enhancement information (SEI) mes-
sage among other things. The parameter set concept [4] replaces
the use of sequence and picture headers. In contrast to redundant
coding of sequence and picture headers for improved error re-
siliency, the AVC codec enables transmission of sequence and
picture parameter sets externally from the rest of a coded se-
quence using another, more reliable transmission channel or
protocol.

Some coding parameters in a NAL unit of one type depend on
coding parameters of a NAL unit of another type. In particular,
the following dependency hierarchy relates to coded slices: A
coded slice consists of a slice header and slice data. A slice
header refers to a picture parameter set, and a picture parameter
set refers to a sequence parameter set. A picture parameter set
contains parameters whose values remain unchanged within a
coded picture, whereas the parameters in a sequence parameter
set remain unchanged during an entire coded video sequence.

A coded picture consists of at least one coded slice. Coded
parameters are not predicted across slice boundaries. Many pa-

rameter values of a slice are adaptively predicted from earlier
coding parameters of the same slice.

The AVC codec includes a number of directional pixel-do-
main intraprediction modes for 4 4 or 16 16 blocks. The
border pixels of the neighboring blocks above and on the left
are used as prediction sources. A block is not used as a source
for intraprediction if it belongs to a different slice than the block
to be coded or decoded. The picture parameter set contains a
constrained intraprediction flag that is used to control whether
neighboring non-intracoded blocks are used for intraprediction.

Interprediction is based on translational motion of blocks.
Motion vectors have the accuracy of 1/4 luma samples. Frac-
tional pixels are interpolated using a two-stage filtering process
including a 6-tap and a 2-tap filter. Interprediction can be limited
by selecting reference pictures for prediction carefully. More-
over, a particular type of an intrapicture, called an instanta-
neous decoding refresh (IDR) picture, has been specified. No
subsequent picture can refer to pictures that are earlier than the
IDR picture in decoding order. Thus each IDR picture forms a
random access point.

III. ISOLATED REGIONS

A. Fundamentals of Isolated Regions

The proposed technique isolated regions is based on con-
straining in-picture prediction and interprediction jointly.

An isolated region in a picture can contain any macroblock
locations, and a picture can contain zero or more isolated re-
gions that do not overlap. A leftover region is the area of the
picture that is not covered by any isolated region of a picture.
When coding an isolated region, in-picture prediction is dis-
abled across its boundaries. A leftover region may be predicted
from isolated regions of the same picture.

A coded isolated region can be decoded without the presence
of any other isolated or leftover region of the same coded pic-
ture. It may be necessary to decode all isolated regions of a pic-
ture before the leftover region. An isolated region or a leftover
region contains at least one slice. Fig. 1 presents an example
where the picture contains one isolated region and a leftover re-
gion. Both the isolated region and the leftover region contain
two slices.
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Pictures, whose isolated regions are predicted from each
other, are grouped into an isolated-region picture group. An
isolated region can be interpredicted from the corresponding
isolated region in other pictures within the same isolated-region
picture group, whereas interprediction from other isolated re-
gions or outside the isolated-region picture group is disallowed.
A leftover region may be interpredicted from any isolated re-
gion. The shape, location, and size of coupled isolated regions
may evolve from picture to picture in an isolated-region picture
group.

B. Coding of Isolated Regions in the AVC Codec

Coding of isolated regions in the AVC codec is based on slice
groups introduced in Section II-C. The mapping of macroblock
locations to slice groups is specified in the picture parameter
set. The AVC syntax includes efficient methods to code certain
slice group patterns, which can be categorized into two types,
static and evolving. The static slice groups stay unchanged as
long as the picture parameter set is valid, whereas the evolving
slice groups can change picture by picture according to the cor-
responding parameters in the picture parameter set and a slice
group change cycle parameter in the slice header. The static
slice group patterns include interleaved, checkerboard, rectan-
gular oriented, and freeform. The evolving slice group patterns
include horizontal wipe, vertical wipe, box-in, and box-out. The
rectangular oriented pattern and the evolving patterns are espe-
cially suited for coding of isolated regions and are described
more carefully in the following.

For a rectangular oriented slice group pattern, a desired
number of rectangles are specified within the picture area.
A foreground slice group includes the macroblock locations
that are within the corresponding rectangle but excludes the
macroblock locations that are already allocated by slice groups
specified earlier. A leftover slice group contains the mac-
roblocks that are not covered by the foreground slice groups.
The left-hand side picture in Fig. 2 includes two rectangular
foreground slice groups (indicated by a white rectangle) and the
righthand side picture in Fig. 2 includes three foreground slice
groups, two of which are rectangular and the third one, i.e., the
screen behind the newsreaders, is composed by excluding the
first two rectangles from a bounding rectangle.

An evolving slice group is specified by indicating the scan
order of macroblock locations and the change rate of the size
of the slice group in number of macroblocks per picture. Each
coded picture is associated with a slice group change cycle pa-
rameter (conveyed in the slice header). The change cycle multi-
plied by the change rate indicates the number of macroblocks in
the first slice group. The second slice group contains the rest of
the macroblock locations. Fig. 3 shows an example of the first
five change cycles of the first slice group of the box-out type
with a change rate of 12 macroblocks.

In-picture prediction is always disabled across slice group
boundaries, because slice group boundaries lie in slice bound-
aries. Therefore, each slice group is an isolated region or leftover
region.

Each slice group has a unique identification number within a
picture. Encoders can restrict the motion vectors in a way that
they only refer to the decoded macroblocks belonging to slice

Fig. 2. Examples of rectangular oriented isolated regions.

Fig. 3. Example of an evolving isolated region.

groups having the same identification number as the slice group
to be encoded. Encoders should take into account the fact that
a range of source samples is needed in fractional pixel interpo-
lation and all the source samples should be within a particular
slice group.

The AVC codec includes a deblocking loop filter. Loop fil-
tering is applied to each 4 4 block boundary, but loop filtering
can be turned off at slice boundaries. If loop filtering is turned
off at slice boundaries, perfect reconstructed pictures can be
achieved when performing gradual random access. Otherwise,
reconstructed pictures would be imperfect in content even after
the recovery point. However, in many applications the mismatch
is unperceivable and the picture quality is acceptable without
turning off the loop filtering at slice boundaries.

The recovery point SEI message and the motion constrained
slice group set SEI message of the AVC standard can be used
to indicate that some slice groups are coded as isolated regions
with restricted motion vectors. The decoder may utilize the in-
formation to achieve faster random access or to save in pro-
cessing time by ignoring the leftover region.

C. Comparison to Earlier Techniques for Joint In-Picture and
Interprediction Limitation

As far as the authors are aware, the closest predecessor of the
isolated regions technique is the optional independent segment
decoding mode of H.263 (H.263, Annex R). When this optional
mode is in use, all slices have to be rectangular. Slice boundaries
are treated as picture boundaries, and therefore no spatio–tem-
poral error propagation over slice boundaries occurs. Due to re-
stricted motion prediction, compression efficiency drops com-
pared to normal slice-based operation. The locations of slice
boundaries have to remain unchanged within a group of pic-
tures (GOP). This fact hinders the use of the independent seg-
ment decoding mode for many of the applications presented in
this paper. Furthermore, because the number of macroblocks in
a slice is constant within a GOP, the encoder has few means to
control the coded size of a slice in bytes. This fact may make
the encapsulation of slices to transport packets nonoptimal, be-
cause the slice size cannot be adjusted according to an optimal
packet size according to prevailing network conditions.

In many applications, such as the case presented in Sec-
tion VI-C, one rectangular isolated region is sufficient. If
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such a scheme were coded with H.263 rectangular slices, five
rectangular slices would be needed in contrast to one isolated
region and one leftover region. Consequently, both in-picture
and interprediction falling into the area of the leftover region
would be disallowed unnecessarily across the boundaries of the
rectangular slices.

IV. RANDOM ACCESS

A. Gradual Decoding Refresh

Conventionally each intrapicture has been a random access
point in a coded sequence. The introduction of multiple refer-
ence pictures for interprediction caused that an intrapicture may
not be sufficient for random access. For example, a decoded pic-
ture before an intrapicture in decoding order may be used as a
reference picture for interprediction after the intrapicture in de-
coding order. Therefore, an IDR picture as specified in the AVC
standard or an intrapicture having similar properties to an IDR
picture has to be used as a random access point. In this section
term IDR picture is not exclusively specific to the AVC stan-
dard.

Gradual decoding refresh (GDR) refers to the ability to start
the decoding at a non-IDR picture and recover decoded pictures
that are correct in content after decoding a certain amount of
pictures. That is, GDR can be used to achieve random access
from non-intrapictures. Some reference pictures for interpredic-
tion may not be available between the random access point and
the recovery point, and therefore some parts of decoded pictures
in the gradual decoding refresh period cannot be reconstructed
correctly. However, these parts are not used for prediction at or
after the recovery point, which results into error-free decoded
pictures starting from the recovery point.

It is obvious that gradual decoding refresh is more cumber-
some both for encoders and decoders compared to instantaneous
decoding refresh. However, gradual decoding refresh is desir-
able in error-prone environments thanks to two facts: First, a
coded intrapicture is generally considerably larger than a coded
non-intrapicture. This makes intrapictures more susceptible to
errors than non-intrapictures, and the errors are likely to propa-
gate in time until the corrupted macroblock locations are intra-
coded. Second, intracoded macroblocks are used in error-prone
environments to stop error propagation (see Section V-A for
more details). Thus, it makes sense to combine the intramac-
roblock coding for random access and for error propagation pre-
vention, for example, in video conferencing and broadcast video
applications that operate on error-prone transmission channels.
This conclusion is utilized in gradual decoding refresh.

An evolving isolated region can be used to provide gradual
decoding refresh. A new evolving isolated region is established
in the picture at the random access point, and the macroblocks in
the isolated region are intracoded. The shape, size, and location
of the isolated region evolve from picture to picture. The isolated
region can be interpredicted from the corresponding isolated re-
gion in earlier pictures in the gradual decoding refresh period.
When the isolated region covers the whole picture area, a pic-
ture completely correct in content is obtained when decoding

started from the random access point. This process can also be
generalized to include more than one evolving isolated region
that eventually cover the entire picture area.

There may be tailored in-band signaling, such as the recovery
point SEI message of the AVC standard, to indicate the gradual
random access point and the recovery point for the decoder. Fur-
thermore, the recovery point SEI message includes an indication
whether an evolving isolated region is used between the random
access point and the recovery point to provide gradual decoding
refresh.

Gradual decoding refresh using isolated regions can also be
applied as a response to intrapicture update request. In applica-
tions with a feedback channel, a receiving terminal may request
the far-end encoder for an intrapicture refresh if the received
pictures are too corrupted. There is another use of an intrapic-
ture refresh request in multipoint video conferencing, in which
the multipoint control unit orchestrates a switch of source se-
quences delivered to recipients by issuing an intrapicture refresh
request to a desired source terminal. Conventionally, an encoder
responds to an intrapicture refresh request by coding and trans-
mitting an intracoded picture. Due to avoiding of intrapicture
coding, improved error resiliency can be achieved by using iso-
lated regions.

B. Simulations

Two sets of simulations were done using the AVC codec.

1) Coding efficiency simulations. Gradual decoding refresh
based on isolated regions was compared to periodic IDR
picture coding at a 1-s random access period. Error-free
application environment, such as local storage, was
assumed, and therefore the coding options yielding the
best coding efficiency were selected. The simulations
abided the coding efficiency simulation common condi-
tions specified by ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group
[5]. A number of QCIF and CIF sequences were coded,
and the average bitrate loss of gradual decoding refresh
compared to periodic IDR was between 11% and 17%.
More results can be obtained from [6].

2) Error resiliency simulations. The error resiliency perfor-
mance of gradual decoding refresh was compared with
the periodic IDR picture coding. The target was to simu-
late IP multicast streaming where random access points
allow new receivers to start decoding. Random access
period of about 1 second was used. Packet loss simula-
tions under loss rates of 0, 3, 5, 10, and 20% were per-
formed according to the conditions specified by ITU-T
Video Coding Experts Group [7] with minor modifica-
tions as listed in [6]. One set of results is presented in
Fig. 4 and more results can be obtained from [6]. It can be
seen that gradual decoding refresh performs consistently
better compared to periodic IDR in all loss rates. More-
over, the PSNR difference between the cases grows as a
function of loss rate. From the simulation results, it can
also be seen that using gradual decoding refresh based on
isolated regions to respond intraupdate requests has better
error resiliency performance than coding intrapictures.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of periodic IDR and GDR in terms of average luminance
PSNR at different packet loss rates. Sequence: Paris at 384 kbits/s.

V. ERROR-ROBUST INTER/INTRA-MODE DECISION

A. Error-Robust Macroblock Mode Decision

Video encoders have numerous ways to reduce the spatial
and temporal propagation of transmission errors and to help de-
coders concealing transmission errors. One of these methods is
to stop temporal error propagation by intramacroblock coding.
In applications, where the content is encoded before transmis-
sion (e.g., on-demand streaming) or where no feedback about
the error or loss locations from the recipients is possible (e.g.,
live multicast with a huge number of receivers), the encoder has
to conclude the rate and locations of intramacroblocks based on
expected or measured transmission error or loss rate.

The macroblock mode selection algorithms can be catego-
rized into nonadaptive and adaptive algorithms, and adaptive
methods can be further classified to cost-function-based and
rate-distortion optimized ones. The family of nonadaptive
intrarefresh algorithms includes the circular intrarefresh al-
gorithm that scans the picture area in a predefined order and
codes a certain number of intramacroblocks per picture in
the predefined scan order. Another example of a nonadaptive
algorithm is to code a certain number of macroblocks in in-
tramode at randomly selected macroblock locations. Adaptive
macroblock mode decision methods select the intracoded
macroblock locations in a way that the content of the pictures
is taken into account. For example, a static background area
needs not be refreshed in intramode as often as moving objects.
Cost-function-based methods, such as [8] and [9], calculate a
cost for each macroblock with a certain function that may take
into account the amount of prediction error data after motion
compensation, for example. A certain number of macroblocks
having the highest cost are coded in intramode. Rate-distor-
tion optimized macroblock mode selection algorithms use a
Lagrangian cost function that linearly combines terms “rate”
and “distortion.” The mode selection of each macroblock is
such that the cost is minimized. An estimate of the expected
distortion caused by transmission errors and losses is taken into
account in the cost function. A number of distortion estimation
algorithms have been proposed and one of them, herein referred
to as the loss-aware rate-distortion-optimized (LA-RDO)
macroblock mode selection algorithm, has been selected into
the reference implementation of the AVC codec [10]. The com-
putational complexity of rate-distortion optimized macroblock

mode selection algorithms is typically multifold compared to
nonadaptive and cost-function-based algorithms.

B. Isolated Regions in Macroblock Mode Decision

Evolving isolated regions can be used as a nonadaptive mac-
roblock mode selection algorithm. A new evolving isolated re-
gion is established at the beginning of an intrarefresh period,
i.e., the period of the isolated-region picture group. The intrar-
efresh period is completed when the isolated region covers the
entire picture area. The macroblocks in the isolated region of the
first picture in the intrarefresh period are intracoded. The newly
added macroblocks in the isolated region of later pictures are
intracoded, whereas the other macroblocks in the isolated re-
gion can be interpredicted from the corresponding isolated re-
gion within the same intrarefresh period.

If the above algorithm has an adaptive change rate for isolated
regions or the following modification is applied, the algorithm
falls into the category of adaptive macroblock mode selection
algorithms: In contrast to coding newly added macroblocks in
intramode, the encoder can apply a normal macroblock mode
selection algorithm for them. As a result, the newly added mac-
roblocks may be interpredicted from the corresponding isolated
region in the same isolated-region picture group or they may be
intracoded.

The encoder can select a proper change rate of the isolated
region according to the picture size and the assumed transmis-
sion error rate. Generally, a good change rate is equivalent to
the expected loss rate of macroblocks. For example, for a CIF
sequence, if the packet loss rate is 20%, a change rate of about
80 macroblocks per picture is appropriate. However, due to the
possible large differences in sequence characteristics and dif-
ferent coding options, a content-adaptive change rate may per-
form better and is under investigation.

C. Simulations

Four intrarefresh algorithms were compared: conventional
circular intrarefresh at a rate of one macroblock row per picture
(CIR), the loss-aware rate-distortion-optimized macroblock
mode selection of the AVC reference codec (LA-RDO),
isolated regions based circular intrarefresh (IREG-CIR), and
a combination of LA-RDO and IREG-CIR. Real-time multi-
cast/broadcast to users with different network conditions was
assumed. Therefore, the coding options were selected in a
way that the strongest error resiliency performance suitable
for the worst expected network condition, 20% packet loss
rate, was targeted. The coded bitstreams were decoded after
packet loss simulation under different loss rates 0, 3, 5, 10,
and 20%. Six coded sequences for each intrarefresh algorithm
were generated: Foreman QCIF at 64 kbits/s, Foreman QCIF at
144 kbits/s, Hall Monitor QCIF at 32 kbits/s, Irene CIF at 384
kbits/s, Paris CIF at 144 kbits/s, and Paris CIF at 384 kbits/s,
referred herein to as sequences 1 to 6, respectively. More details
on the simulation conditions can be obtained from [11].

Fig. 5 presents the average luma PSNR of all the test
sequences for each intrarefresh algorithm and each packet
loss rate. The simulation results show that the difference in
average luma PSNR between IREG-CIR and LA-RDO is
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Fig. 5. Comparison of macroblock mode selection algorithms at different
packet loss rates. Vertical axis indicates the average luma PSNR of all the test
sequences.

Fig. 6. Comparison of macroblock mode selection algorithms at 20% packet
loss rate. Vertical axis indicates the average luma PSNR for a particular sequence
and algorithm relative to the worst average luma PSNR for that sequence.

within 0.5 dB regardless of the packet loss rate. In packet loss
rates greater than or equal to 5%, the combination of LA-RDO
and IREG-CIR outperforms other algorithms, the difference
being more than 0.5 dB in the 20% packet loss rate case, to
which the bitstreams were optimized. Fig. 6 shows the average
luma PSNR for each test sequence in the 20% packet loss rate
case. It can be observed that the combination of LA-RDO and
IREG-CIR outperforms other algorithms consistently. More
detailed simulation results are available in [11].

VI. UNEQUAL ERROR PROTECTION

A. Conventional Coding Tools for Unequal Error Protection

In order to apply unequal error protection, coded video se-
quences have to be organized in portions of different importance
in terms of visual quality. Techniques achieving this goal include
data partitioning, scalable coding, and object-based coding.

Data partitioning refers to a technique where subjectively
equally important codewords of all macroblocks in a slice
are partitioned into a continuous block of data. Typically,

macroblock headers and motion information form one partition
and coded prediction error blocks form another partition.

Data partitioning and scalable coding techniques generally
treat an entire image equally in spatial domain. However, many
images have distinct spatial regions of interest. These regions
could have better error protection than other areas in order to ob-
tain a better subjective quality compared to coding and transport
schemes that treat all regions equally. Arbitrarily shaped objects
[12], as defined in the MPEG-4 Part 2, can be used to extract the
regions of interest. However, its high complexity limits its use
in real-time encoding.

B. Isolated Regions for Unequal Error Protection

Isolated regions can be used for unequal error protection. The
encoder first selects at least one region of interest from the first
picture to be encoded using face detection or image analysis
techniques, for example. Each region of interest is an isolated
region, and the rest of the macroblocks form the leftover region.
In the next picture to be encoded, the encoder tracks the same
regions of interest as in the previous picture. Each region of
interest is coded as an isolated region that is interpredicted only
from the corresponding isolated region in the previous reference
pictures.

The isolated regions technique allows partitioning pictures
spatially and temporally to regions of interest. Each coded iso-
lated region can be further divided into slices and data partitions.
Furthermore, the quality of an isolated region can be improved
in an enhancement layer, whereas the layer may not provide any
quality improvement to the leftover region. Thus, isolated region
coding complements data partitioning and scalable coding, and
it is an alternative to object-based coding.

C. Simulations

We selected multicast Internet streaming as a target appli-
cation. A constant rectangular region of interest was selected
for each sequence, and smaller quantization steps were used
within the region of interest. In one set of sequences the re-
gion of interest was coded as an isolated region, and another set
of sequences was coded conventionally. The scheme was com-
pared to the conventional codec (version TML8.6 of the AVC
public reference software [13]) with and without region-of-in-
terest quantization (abbreviated as Conv ROI and Conv, re-
spectively). The selection of the quantization step size based
on the region of interest was the same in the proposed coding
scheme and the Conv ROI coding scheme.

As interactive error concealment cannot be used in large scale
with IP multicast, transport coding level forward error correc-
tion (FEC) according to RFC 2733 [14] was used. To be more
detailed, we used the so-called parity FEC, where one FEC
packet is associated with two media packets and is able to cor-
rect the loss of either media packet. Other FEC strengths were
not experimented, because we targeted to minimize the delay
associated with FEC coding and decoding.

Encapsulation into RTP packets was done as follows. In the
proposed coding scheme, intrapictures were encapsulated into
five packets. There were two packets for the isolated region:
one packet contained odd macroblock rows and another packet
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Fig. 7. Results of the unequal error protection simulations: example snapshots
of 20% packet loss rate. From left to right, the used codecs are Conv, Conv +
ROI, and the proposed codec.

contained even macroblock rows. This slice interleaving mech-
anism, introduced in [15], was used to obtain a better error con-
cealment result. One parity FEC packet was generated for the
two foreground packets according to RFC 2733. The leftover
region was packetized into another two packets using slice in-
terleaving method. Two consecutive interpictures consisted a
group, and for each such group there were two isolated region
packets, one parity FEC packet for the isolated region packets,
and two leftover region packets. An isolated region packet con-
tained data from two pictures: macroblocks from even rows of a
certain frame and macroblocks from odd rows of the next frame
or vice versa. When subpicture coding was not in use, there were
three packets for each intra- and interframe: two packets for the
entire picture (slice interleaving applied), and one parity FEC
packet for the two packets.

Intramacroblock refresh was tailored for the worst expected
case (20% packet loss rate), and packet losses were simulated
with the obtained packet stream at 0, 3, 5, 10, and 20% packet
loss rates. See [16] and [17] for further details on the simulation
conditions.

The experiments were done using the Carphone, Hall, Coast-
guard, Foreman, News, and Irene sequences, with different
frame rates and bit-rates. We present only part of the results
due to lack of space, more results can be obtained from [16]
and [17].

Fig. 7 shows some example snapshots of Foreman at 64 kbps
and Carphone at 64 kbps in 20% packet loss rate. It can be seen
that in both sequences the proposed subpicture coding scheme
with gradual bit allocation maintains the best subjective image
quality. In fact, the overall PSNR in the proposed coding drops
a little compared to conventional coding cases. However, since
errors in the background are far less noticeable than errors in the
foreground, the overall subjective quality is improved.

VII. SCENE MIXING

A. Applications

There are a couple of situations where mixing of multiple
source pictures into the same coded picture, termed as scene
mixing herein, is necessary. The cases can be roughly catego-
rized into masked scene transitions and constant scene mixing.
Masked scene transitions are such that one scene spatially un-
covers from the other scene or from black in a gradual manner,

and all pictures are mixed and displayed at full intensity. Exam-
ples of constant scene mixing include the so-called picture-in-
picture scheme, where a picture from one source is included in
the picture area originating from another source. For instance,
a news broadcast may include a newsreader and a small screen
besides her showing video material of a news topic. Further-
more, in video conferencing or surveillance, pictures from mul-
tiple cameras may have to be tiled to the same coded picture.

B. Problems

Conventionally, scene mixing is done as follows. First,
source pictures are composed from the original pictures of
different scenes. Then, the source pictures are coded as if they
were normal pictures. The conventional coding approach is not
optimal at least due to the following reasons.

• Boundaries of slices do not follow the original source pic-
ture boundaries. Thus, in-picture prediction is not likely to
succeed well if the source for prediction is from a different
scene than the block to be coded.

• It is likely that there is a sharp edge between the original
source pictures. If a loop filter is applied, it smoothes the
edge unnecessarily.

C. Scene Mixing Based on Isolated Regions

A masked scene transition can be coded with an evolving iso-
lated region. Picture content from one scene is covered by one
region and picture content from another scene of the transition
is covered by another region. The boundary between the regions
moves from picture to picture according to the transition effect.

Constant scene mixing can be implemented as follows: An
isolated region covers each original source picture, and the en-
tire picture area excluding the isolated regions forms the leftover
region.

As a result of covering each original source picture by an iso-
lated region, each slice contains data from one original picture
only. Consequently, in-picture prediction within a slice is likely
to succeed well, whereas in-picture prediction and loop filtering
in particular is disallowed across the boundaries of source pic-
tures. The disadvantage of the technique compared to conven-
tional coding is that scenes can be mixed along macroblock
boundaries only. However, in most cases, especially when the
picture sizes are large, the disadvantage does not cause perceiv-
able quality degradations compared to conventional coding.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A novel technique called isolated regions is proposed in this
paper. The technique is based on constraining in-picture and in-
terprediction jointly. It provides an elegant solution for many
applications, such as gradual decoding refresh, error resiliency
and recovery, region-of-interest coding and unequal error pro-
tection, picture in picture functionality, and coding of masked
video scene transitions. With gradual decoding refresh based on
the technique, random access, media channel switching for re-
ceivers, and allowing newcomers for multicast streaming is as
easy as conventional intrapicture coding with smoother bit-rate
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and high error resiliency. Future research directions include in-
vestigating proper ways to apply the isolated regions technique
in other video coding standards than the AVC standard and in-
vestigating adaptive region evolution algorithms for further im-
proved error resilience.
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Abstract—Compression efficiency and bitrate scalability are 
among the key factors in video coding. The paper introduces 
novel sub-sequence coding techniques for temporal scalability. 
The presented coding schemes provide a wider range for 
bitrate scaling than conventional temporal scalability methods 
and maintain high coding efficiency at the same time. The 
proposed sub-sequence techniques are adopted into the latest 
video coding standard H.264, making it easy to identify sub-
sequences and possible to discard them intentionally. As shown 
by the extensive simulations, a wide range of applications, from 
mobile messaging to consumer electronics such as digital TV 
can benefit from sub-sequences. 

I. INTRODUCTION  
In recent years, scalable video coding has been one of the 

key challenges in the field of video coding. Scalable 
bitstreams can be used for various purposes, such as 
adjustment of the transmitted bitrate according to the 
prevailing network throughput in streaming applications and 
scaling the complexity of the decoding process according to 
the available computational resources. Scalable coding also 
partitions the coded bitstream into sections with different 
impact on decoded video quality. These sections can be used 
in the transport layer to implement unequal error protection. 
Scalable video coding methods can be classified into 
temporal, spatial, and SNR techniques, as well as any 
combination of them. 

Two general categories exist for interframe coding in 
temporal scalable video coding algorithms: predictive coding 
and subband coding [1]. All prevailing video coding 
standards, such as H.263, H.264 (aka MPEG-4 AVC), 
MPEG-2 Visual, and MPEG-4 Visual, deploy motion 
compensation predictive techniques, and hence this paper 
focuses on the temporal scalability for predictive coding.  

The paper introduces a novel sub-sequence coding 
technique, which is an enhancement of the known temporal 
scalability methods. It is shown that the range for bitrate 
scaling is wider and the compression efficiency is the same 
or better compared to earlier methods. Thus, the proposed 
method gives more flexibility in applications utilizing bitrate 
scalability, such as rate scaling in streaming servers.  

Modern video coding techniques often utilize multiple 
reference pictures for motion compensation to improve 
compression efficiency and error resilience. The sub-
sequence technique also makes use of multiple reference 
pictures. A typical mode for reference pictures operation is 
“sliding window”, which removes the oldest reference frame 
from the buffer when a new reference frame is decoded and 
the buffer is full.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the 
conventional temporal scalable coding. The proposed sub-
sequence technique and coding schemes for improved 
temporal scalability are given in Section III. Section IV 
discusses the simulation results. Finally, we conclude the 
work in Section V. 

II. CONVENTIONAL TEMPORAL SCALABILITY 

A. Individually Disposable Pictures 
In other video coding standards than H.264, bi-predictive 

(B) pictures are not used as prediction references. 
Consequently, they provide a way to achieve temporal 
scalability.  

The enhanced reference picture selection mode (Annex 
U) of H.263 allows signaling whether a particular picture is a 
reference picture for any inter prediction of any other picture. 
Consequently, a picture not used for prediction (a non-
reference picture) can be safely disposed. The H.264 syntax 
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Figure 1.  Example of sub-sequences: coding pattern “IpPpP” (The 
numbers in the figure indicates the output order and the number of 

reference frames is 3.) 

includes similar signaling to distinguish between reference 
and non-reference pictures. 

B. Disposal of Picture Chains 
A known method in today’s streaming systems to cope 

with drastically dropped channel throughput is to transmit 
Intra pictures only. When the network throughput is restored, 
Inter pictures can be transmitted again from the beginning of 
the next Group of Pictures (GOP). 

Generally, any chain of Inter pictures can be safely 
disposed, if no other picture is predicted from them. This fact 
can be utilized to treat Inter pictures at the end of a 
prediction chain as less important than other Inter pictures. 
The known layered coding techniques put some pictures into 
enhancement layers for temporal scalability, but do not 
identify the dependencies of pictures. In addition, multiple 
prediction chains are often maintained to achieve temporal 
scalability. In the conventional solutions, it is hard for the 
server or gateway to discard pictures intentionally without 
affecting the decoder behavior. 

III. SUB-SEQUENCES AND H.264 

A. Sub-Sequence and Sub-Sequence Layer 
The proposed sub-sequence represents a number of inter-

dependent pictures that can be disposed without affecting the 
decoding of any other sub-sequence in the same sub-
sequence layer or any sub-sequence in any lower sub-
sequence layer. The sub-sequence technique enables easy 
identification of disposable chains of pictures when 
processing pre-coded bitstreams.  

Disposal of a sub-sequence on which there are no 
dependencies in the bitstream maintains a valid bitstream. 
Thus, the decoding process for the remaining bitstream and 
the reference picture buffer handling in particular has to be 
such that it does not depend on the presence or absence of 
any disposable sub-sequences. Subsection III.C describes the 
fundamentals how the decoding process of H.264 takes sub-
sequences into consideration. 

Pictures in a coded bitstream can be organized into sub-
sequences and sub-sequence layers in multiple ways 
provided that the structure fulfills the requirements for 
dependencies between sub-sequences and sub-sequence 
layers. In most applications, a single structure of sub-
sequences and sub-sequence layers is sufficient. Each picture 
belongs to exactly one sub-sequence, and each sub-sequence 
belongs to exactly one sub-sequence layer in any sub-
sequence structure. 

Sub-sequence layers are arranged hierarchically based on 
their dependency on each other. The base layer (layer 0) is 
independently decodable. Sub-sequence layer 1 depends on 
some of the data in layer 0, i.e., correct decoding of all 
pictures in sub-sequence layer 1 requires decoding of all the 
previous (in decoding order) pictures in layer 0. In general, 
correct decoding of sub-sequence layer N requires decoding 
of layers from 0 to N-1. It is recommended to organize sub-

sequences into sub-sequence layers in such a way that 
discarding of enhanced layers results in a constant or nearly 
constant picture rate. Picture rate and therefore subjective 
quality increase along with the number of decoded sub-
sequence layers.  

Compared with the conventional layered scalability, sub-
sequences can be a non-layered (i.e. one-layer) bitstream 
with no added complexity on handling multiple layers. Sub-
sequence technique enables easy identification of 
independent sub-sequences within the layers, making the 
bitrate shaping more efficient.  

Since a sub-sequence in the base layer can be decoded 
independently of any other sub-sequences, the beginning of a 
base layer sub-sequence can be used as a random access 
position. 

B. Use of Sub-Sequences 
Sub-sequences can be used for improved bitrate 

scalability and error resiliency. Improved bitrate scalability 
can be achieved without sacrificing compression efficiency. 
In this sub-section, we present the sub-sequence coding 
scheme for improved bitrate scalability. We also discuss how 
the fast forward operation can be improved with the 
proposed sub-sequence scheme. The use of sub-sequences in 
error resilience has been demonstrated at least in [4] and [5] 
and we do not discuss the topic here. 

Fig. 1 illustrates an example of a sub-sequence coding 
scheme referred to as IpPpP within H.264 codec. ‘P’ and ‘p’ 
denote reference picture and non-reference picture, 
respectively. The decoding order of pictures is as follows: I0 
P4 P2 p1 p3 P8 P6 p5 p7. The midmost P picture in IpPpP is 
not used as a reference picture for pictures other than the two 
p pictures in the same sub-sequence. Any non-reference 
picture (p picture) can be safely discarded. Any sub-
sequence pPp can be discarded without affecting the 
decoding of other sub-sequences pPp. A modification of the 
sub-sequence coding scheme IpPpP is to replace the P and p 
in sub-sequence layer 1 to B and b, respectively. Noting that 
B pictures can also be used as references in H.264 (see 
subsection III.C).  

There are at least two methods that are often used with 
the conventional GOP structure (referred to as IbbP in this 
paper) for the fast forward operation: decoding only the I 
pictures of each GOP and decoding only the I and P pictures. 
The proposed sub-sequence scheme (IbBbP) provides an 
additional method for the fast forward operation: decoding 
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only the reference pictures in layer 0. In other words, the 
IbBbP scheme enables one additional fast forward speed in 
player implementations. 

C. Sub-Sequences in H.264 
1) Overview 

H.264 includes three main differences in the concept of P 
and B pictures and their relation to reference picture 
buffering when compared to previous video standards such 
as H.263. First, both a P slice and a B slice allow using 
multiple reference pictures to predict sample values. 
However, each block in P slices can only use at most one 
motion vector, whereas each block in B slices can use at 
most two motion vectors. Second, whether a picture is a 
reference picture is indicated independently from the slices 
types, which implies that a B picture can be stored as a 
reference picture as well. Third, the decoding order of 
pictures is totally decoupled with their output (presenting) 
order. Thus, the decoded picture buffer is not only for 
buffering reference pictures but also for storing such non-
reference pictures that are output with a delay. 

2) Gaps in frame number 
Frame number (the frame_num syntax element in the 

slice header) is used to identify different reference frames. 
By monitoring the continuity of frame numbers, decoders 
can detect losses of reference frames. Further actions can be 
invoked upon the founding of gaps in frame numbers. 
However, when a streaming server or a gateway disposes a 
sub-sequence intentionally, an H.264 decoder should not 
infer any frames losses. Instead, the decoder inserts “non-
existing” frames into the decoded picture buffer as if the 
frames with absent frame numbers were decoded normally. 
Only when any “non-existing” frames are referred in the 
following decoding process, unexpected frame losses can be 
deduced. 

3) Sub-sequences related SEI messages 
Supplemental enhancement information (SEI) is data 

embedded in the coded bitstream that is not required for 
correct decoding of the sample values. However, SEI 
messages may help the decoder at least in displaying the 
decoded pictures or concealing transmission errors. Three 
types of SEI messages are defined for sub-sequences. The 
sub-sequence information SEI message maps a coded picture 
to a certain sub-sequence and sub-sequence layer. The sub-
sequence layer characteristics SEI message and the sub-
sequence characteristics SEI message give statistical 
information, such as bitrate, on the indicated sub-sequence 
layer and sub-sequence respectively. Furthermore, the 
dependencies between sub-sequences are indicated in the 
sub-sequence characteristics SEI message. Decoders can use 
these messages to scale the decoding process 
computationally in case of lack of computational resources 
and to detect in which sub-sequences and sub-sequence 
layers accidentally lost pictures (during transmission) 
resided, and thus improve error resilience. 

4) File format 

Information on sub-sequences and sub-sequence layering 
can be included in the file format specified for H.264 [3]. 
The file format is based on the ISO base media file format 
and can be used as an extension of the MP4 file format, for 
example. As consequences, streaming servers can easily 
adapt the bitrate of the transmitted streams by deciding 
which sub-sequence layers and sub-sequences are 
transmitted. File players can use the sub-sequence 
information for the implementation of the fast forward 
operation. 

IV. SIMULATIONS 

A. Simulation Environment 
To evaluate the coding performance of IpPpP and IbBbP, 

they were compared with IPPP, IppP and IbbP within H.264 
codec. In IPPP, all the Inter pictures are P pictures. In IppP, 
the two p pictures are non-reference pictures predicted from 
both the previous frames and the subsequent frame in output 
order. In IbbP, the two b pictures are non-reference pictures. 

To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed technique 
to a variety of applications, such as mobile messenger and 
digital TV, we carried out simulations for the following 
picture sizes and frame rates: QCIF 15 Hz, QCIF 30 Hz, CIF 
30 Hz, and 525SD 25 Hz. The size of the decoded picture 
buffer was selected according to level 1 (QCIF), level 2 
(CIF) and level 3 (525SD) of H.264. As the decoded picture 
buffer stores also the non-reference frames whose output is 
delayed, the number of reference frames (the size of the 
“sliding window” for reference pictures) for IpPpP and 
IbBbP is one less than that for IPPP, IppP and IbbP. The 
number of reference frames in each case is listed in Table I.  

We used a constant quantization parameter (QP) value 
for all pictures in sub-sequence layer 0. In sub-sequence 
layer 1, we used a constant QP value that is 2 units larger 
than the QP value in the base layer. We coded each original 
sequence six times, QP values for layer 0 pictures being 20, 
24, 28, 32, 36 and 40. 

B. Marking Reference Pictures 
The midmost P picture in IpPpP was not used as a 

reference picture after the decoding of the second p picture. 
Memory management control operation (MMCO) command 
in H.264 allows marking a reference picture to be unused for 
reference. Since MMCO commands can only be associated 
to reference pictures, we assigned a MMCO command to P8 
to mark P2 to be unused for reference (when the notation as 
of Fig. 1 is used). P6 was marked to be unused for reference 
at P12, and so on. Similar MMCO commands were used in 
IbBbP too. 

C. Simulation Results 
We ran simulations to compare the rate-distortion 

performance of different coding schemes at full frame rate. 
The rate-distortion curve of Paris in CIF at 30Hz is shown in 
Fig. 2 as an example. Bjontegaard delta PSNR [6] was used 
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to evaluate the average differences between rate-distortion 
curves. Table II contains the Bjontegaard delta PSNR values 
of the three competitive pairs: IpPpP vs. IPPP, IpPpP vs. 
IppP and IbBbP vs. IbbP. A positive value implies the 
former scheme outperforms the latter. It can be found that 
the compression performance of IpPpP is very close to that 
of IppP and IbBbP even outperforms IbbP a little in most 
cases. 

The comparisons of H.264 Main/Extended profile with 
the Baseline profile, i.e., IbbP vs. IppP or IbBbP vs. IpPpP, 
are also presented in Table II. We can easily see the 
superiority of B and b pictures over P and p pictures 
regarding the compression efficiency. 

The share of bits allocated for sub-sequence layer 0 and 
all reference pictures is shown in Table III. It can be seen 
that the proposed sub-sequence schemes provide a larger 
range to adapt the bitrate of a transmitted or decoded 
bitstream. Moreover, the proposed sub-sequence schemes 
provide two steps of bitrate scalability that result into a 
constant picture rate, whereas the IbbP and IppP schemes 
provide only one such step. On the average, the IpPpP 
coding scheme provides bitrate steps at constant frame rate at 
about 50% and about 70% of the full bitrate, whereas the 
IppP coding scheme can be scaled down to an average of 
60% of the full bitrate while maintaining constant frame rate. 
Similarly, the IbBbP coding scheme provides bitrate steps of 
about 60% and 80% of the full bitrate, whereas decoding of 
the reference frames in the IbbP coding scheme results into 
an average of 70% of the full bitrate. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper proposes a novel sub-sequence coding 

technique which can be applied to any video coding 
standards with multiple reference pictures buffer. IpPpP and 
IbBbP are proposed to provide more scalability compared to 
IPPP, IppP, and IbbP patterns while maintaining at least as 
high coding efficiency. We presented how sub-sequences are 
adopted in H.264, including the decoding process on gaps of 
frame number, sub-sequence related SEI messages and file 
format for H.264. Finally, the extensive simulations show the 
improvement in performance compared to conventional 
schemes. 
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TABLE I.  NUMBER OF REFERENCE FRAMES 

- IpPpP, IbBbP IPPP, IppP, IbbP 
QCIF 3 4 
CIF 5 6 
SD 4 5 

TABLE II.  AVERAGE RATE-DISTORTION DIFFERENCES (DB) AT FULL 
FRAME RATE (a: IpPpP vs. IPPP, b: IpPpP vs. IppP, c: IbBbP vs. IbbP, d: 
IppP vs. IbbP, e: IpPpP vs. IbBbP. A positive value implies the former 

scheme outperforms the latter) 

Sequences a b c d e 
Foreman 0.07  -0.11  -0.01 -0.27 -0.37 
Paris 0.55  -0.08  0.08 -0.46 -0.63 QCIF

15Hz Tempete 0.32  -0.09  0.10 -0.45 -0.63 
Foreman 0.27  -0.15  -0.00 -0.43 -0.58 
Paris 0.69  -0.06  0.29 -0.65 -1.02 QCIF

30Hz Container 1.03  0.16  0.25 -0.79 -0.90 
Mobile 0.62  -0.00  0.21 -0.74 -0.95 
Paris 0.63  0.09  0.84 -0.54 -0.74 CIF 

30Hz Tempete 0.47  0.05  0.21 -0.45 -0.61 
Mobile 0.05  -0.12  0.20 -0.85 -1.18 SD 

25Hz Parkrunner 0.03  -0.10  0.23 -0.59 -0.92 

TABLE III.  BITRATE PERCENTAGES AT LOWER FRAME RATES (%). 
(The fraction in the column titles (1/2, 1/3, 1/4) indicates the picture rate 

compared to the full picture rate.) 

IpPpP IppP IbBbP IbbPSequences 1/4 1/2 1/3 1/4 1/2 1/3 
Foreman 47.0 68.1 54.6 56.5 75.7 63.5 
Paris 49.5 69.5 57.4 59.1 77.0 65.6 

QCIF
15Hz Tempete 44.9 65.3 53.8 58.2 75.5 64.6 

Foreman 50.9 70.7 59.0 64.6 81.0 70.6 
Paris 52.6 71.7 61.1 66.0 82.0 71.4 

QCIF
30Hz Container 65.6 78.1 73.0 79.9 87.2 85.2 

Mobile 46.6 66.1 55.9 62.2 78.2 68.5 
Paris 50.2 70.2 59.0 61.6 79.2 67.4 

CIF 
30Hz Tempete 44.2 65.1 53.0 59.2 76.4 65.2 

Mobile 46.3 65.8 54.2 69.2 81.7 73.3 SD 
25Hz Parkrunner 47.0 68.1 57.0 64.0 79.7 70.0 

Average Percent 49.5 68.9 58.0 63.6 79.4 69.5 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper investigates the transmission of H.264 /AVC video in the 3GPP Multimedia Broadcast /Multicast Streaming 
service (MBMS). Application-layer forward error correction (FEC) codes are used to combat transmission errors in the 
radio access network. In this FEC protection scheme, the media RTP stream is organized into source blocks spanning 
many RTP packets, over which FEC repair packets are generated. This paper proposes a novel method for unequal error 
protection that is applicable in MBMS. The method reduces the expected tune-in delay when a new user joins into a 
broadcast. It is based on four steps. First, temporally scalable H.264 /AVC streams are coded including reference and 
non-reference pictures or sub-sequences. Second, the constituent pictures of a group of pictures (GOP) are grouped 
according to their temporal scalability layer. Third, the interleaved packetization mode of RFC3984 is used to transmit 
the groups in ascending order of relevance for decoding. As an example, the non-reference pictures of a GOP are sent 
earlier than the reference pictures of the GOP. Fourth, each group is considered a source block for FEC coding and the 
strength of the FEC is selected according to its importance. Simulations show that the proposed method improves the 
quality of the received video stream and decreases the expected tune-in delay. 

Keywords: Video streaming, H.264 /AVC, MBMS, 3GPP, FEC 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Video coding and transmission have been widely studied in recent decades and a several successful standards have been 
developed. The latest video coding standard, H.264 /AVC, was jointly developed by the ITU-T and MPEG community 
and its first version was ratified in 2003[2]. It has proven its superiority over its predecessors in terms of coding efficiency 
and error resiliency. H.264 /AVC continues to be based on the traditional technique of motion compensation and 
transform coding of the residual signal. However, a number of advanced features have been added, such as the possible 
use of multiple reference pictures, and variable block sizes for the motion prediction. Excellent compression efficiency 
and network-friendliness make H.264 /AVC a competitive candidate for future applications such as 3GPP’s Multimedia 
Broadcast /Multicast Streaming service (MBMS). Due to the anticipated high demands for the video streaming over the 
mobile network, video streaming based on H.264 /AVC has been one of the focuses in the 3GPP standardization 
community. 

MBMS is a point-to-multipoint service in which data is transmitted from a single source entity to multiple recipients. 
It has been standardized in 3GPP release 6. A general description of MBMS systems can be found in the technical 
specification [1]. As depicted in Figure 1, the content delivery of MBMS is conceptually divided into three layers: bearer, 
delivery method, and user service.  

The MBMS bearer defines the architecture to transport data from a single source to multiple receivers. Two delivery 
methods have been specified: download and streaming. Software update is an example application of the download 
delivery method, whereas live video is an example using the streaming delivery method. This paper is concerned only 
with the streaming delivery method. 

MBMS uses IP/UDP/RTP transport without underlying guarantied delivery. The packet loss rates perceived at the 
receiver are highly variable, and depend primarily on the signal quality of the wireless link. This quality is influenced by 
factors beyond the network’s control, such as the physical location and the speed of the receiver relative to the base 
station. Since the broadcast nature of MBMS does not allow for ARQ-type repair techniques, and since the expected 
error rates are too high to depend solely on source-coding based tools, a packet-based forward error correction (FEC) 
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scheme has been introduced. Utilizing FEC allows reducing the packet loss rate as perceived by the media decoder to 
zero in virtually all cases. Only at extreme error rates, or when an insufficient FEC strength has been chosen, a packet 
loss rate above zero may be observable at the media receiver. Assuming FEC at an appropriate strength has the distinct 
advantage of allowing encoded media without any bits being spent for source-coding based error resilience, which in 
turn leads to higher coding efficiency and an overall better quality of experience. 

In order to be efficient in a highly bursty packet lossy scenario, a FEC block must be as large as possible. Under 
consideration are FEC block sizes of several dozen packets, which require several seconds for the transmission over the 
(comparatively slow) links. While efficient from an error recovery point-of-view, such large FEC blocks have negative 
properties from a user experience point-of-view: since a whole FEC block needs to be received before repair can 
commence, the tune-in delay is at least as long as the duration of the FEC block – unless FEC repair is not used during 
the tune-in phase.  

This paper proposes a smart delivery order of packets to reduce the tune-in delay and a novel method for unequal error 
protection to improve error resilience. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes the problem with the use of FEC, including the abrupt 
degradation in quality and the tune-in delay introduced. In section 3 we propose solutions along with examples to protect 
H.264 /AVC bitstreams unequally and a novel transmission order of coded video data to reduce the tune-in delay. 
Section 4 provides the details about the simulations. Conclusions are presented in section 5. 
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Figure 1. The three layers in MBMS 
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2. PROBLEMS 

2.1. Background 

H.264 /AVC provides a friendly interface between the video coding layer (VCL) and network transmission layer. Each 
picture is segmented into slices, whereby a slice encompasses an integer number of macroblocks, between one and all 
macroblocks of a picture. Each slice is encapsulated into one NAL unit which can be considered as the smallest 
independently decodable unit. All data referring to more than one slice is part of a parameter set, and may be transported 
by means different from those used to transport slices. 

The NAL units are encapsulated into RTP packets. RFC3984[5] defines the RTP payload format for H.264 /AVC. It 
specifies three packetization modes: single NAL unit mode, non-interleaved mode and interleaved mode. The single 
NAL unit mode and non-interleaved mode are targeted towards conversational systems, in which NAL units are 
transmitted in NAL unit decoding order, thereby minimizing delay. The interleaved mode is targeted towards systems 
with relaxed end-to-end latency demands, e.g. broadcast /multicast systems like MBMS. The interleaved mode allows 
transmission of NAL units out of NAL unit decoding order. A decoding order number (DON) - a field in the RTP 
payload header or a derived variable - is employed to re-establish the decoding order. In this paper, only the interleaved 
mode is considered. 

RTP packets are transported over UDP/IP. On the sub-IP layers, we assume that one Radio Link Layer (RLC) SDU 
consists of a single IP packet including its uncompressed header. RLC SDUs are framed and mapped into RLC PDUs 
(radio data blocks) for the delivery over the MBMS bearer service. It should be noted that the PDU size are constant 
across the whole transmission session while the SDU sizes are varying due to the variable sized slices in video, and thus 
the PDUs are not aligned to the SDUs (IP packets) as shown in Figure 2. Loss of a single RLC PDU would cause 
destruction of all the involved SDUs. 

The protocol overhead can be assumed as follows: 12 bytes for RTP, 8 bytes for UDP, and 20 bytes for IPv4 or 40 
bytes for IPv6. In addition there is a small overhead per NAL unit due to the use of the sophisticated payload header of 
RFC3984’s interleaved mode.  Header compression may be employed to reduce the size of the IP/UDP/RTP headers, 
but is not further considered here. 

In the 3GPP technical specification related to MBMS[1], as illustrated in Figure 3, the FEC is implemented as a meta-
payload hierarchically located between RTP and the media payload. The processing can be outlined as follows: an RTP 
packet, generated by the media encoder, is modified by inserting a FEC payload ID (in the form of a payload header) that 
indicates the position of the bits of the packet in the to-be-formed FEC block. Furthermore, the RTP payload type is 
modified so to indicate the presence of the FEC payload ID. The modified RTP packet is sent using the normal RTP 
mechanisms. In addition, the original RTP packet is also copied into a data structure over which the FEC encoding is run. 
Once a sufficient amount of data is collected (the FEC block is filled up with variable length RTP packets), the FEC 
algorithm is applied to calculate a number of repair packets. Those repair packets are also being sent using RTP, and 
SSRC multiplexing is employed to identify the two different streams. 
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Figure 3. The MBMS system with FEC 

At the receiver, first, all media packets and all repair packets belonging to the same FEC block are collected. This is 
possible through the information of the repair packet payload header and the FEC payload ID. Then, the FEC decoding is 
applied, resulting in the reconstruction of any missing packets. The special case of insufficient FEC strength, in which 
not all media packets can be recreated, does obviously not allow to reconstruct missing packets - however, the correctly 
received media packets are still available and could, after removal of the FEC payload ID, be used for media 
reconstruction.. The received media packets are transformed into their original state by removing the FEC payload ID 
and changing the Payload Type to its original value. Finally, the received and the reconstructed media packets are re-
sequenced utilizing the RTP sequence number. 

2.2. Delay in FEC protected MBMS system 

2.2.1. Initial Delay 

Hypothetical decoder (HD) models are defined to set up the minimum requirements for the bitstream flows. They are 
typically composed of a hypothetical buffer and an instantaneous decoder. Such models can be used by the sender to 
verify the transmitted bitstream does not cause underflow or overflow in the receiver’s buffer. A H.264 /AVC HD is 
defined in Annex C of [2] and a detailed description of an MBMS FEC HD can be found in [7]. In the MBMS system 
with FEC, since two such HDs are cascaded, additional requirements for the FEC HD are to be met to guarantee the 
H.264 /AVC HD does not underflow or overflow. 

The FEC duration, TFEC, includes not only the actual transmission time of the FEC block, but certain amount of initial 
buffering delay, DH, to keep the buffer of media decoder not to underflow or overflow according to the hypothetical 
decoder models. The value of TFEC may vary from one FEC block to another, and therefore, a variable delay DC is 
proposed to be present for each FEC block, allowing for optimization of the initial buffering delay in receivers (see [7] 
for details). Alternatively, the receiver has to delay the decoding of the media source packets for such a period of the 
maximum FEC duration, max(TFEC), across the streaming session so as to maximize the probability of correct reception 
of media samples and to maintain a regular presentation rate of the media samples at the same time [1]. Another factor in 
the initial delay is the maximum FEC decoding time for a FEC block within the whole streaming session, which is 
denoted as DF in Figure 4. The so-called initial delay DI is therefore can be expressed as,  

DI = max(TFEC) + DF.
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It should be noted that the initial delay is until the decoding of the media source packets and further delay is needed 
for the rendering of the decoded media samples. For H.264 /AVC, the additional delay for rendering may be signaled in 
the bitstream, e.g. by the value of num_reorder_frames in the VUI structure or picture timing SEI messages [2]. In this 
paper we exclude the rendering delay from the consideration. 

Figure 4. Initial buffering delay 

2.2.2. Tune-in Delay 

Tune-in delay is defined as the duration from the start reception of packets to the start of correct decoding of packets. It 
is experienced by a new user who joins the ongoing broadcast, and the tune-in point (the first received packet) is 
anywhere but at the very start of a FEC block. To successfully tune in, packets representing a random access point (e.g. 
in the form of an IDR picture, which is assumed henceforth) have to be available. Ideally, all packets after the random 
access point also have to be available - only this allows for the full user experience. However, even if some packets are 
missing and the resulting picture degrades, the resulting user experience is perhaps still higher compared to displaying no 
picture at all.  

Frequent random access points are desired to facilitate a shorter tune-in delay and enhanced error resilience, but not 
wanted regarding to the coding efficiency. As a compromise, a consensus within the 3GPP community is that the FEC 
block boundaries are aligned at the IDR pictures [8].

Based on the thoughts above, we can imagine two different tune-in strategies. In the first strategy, the receiver first 
synchronizes to the FEC block structure, i.e. waits for the reception and successful processing of one complete FEC 
block, before attempting the media decoding. In the second strategy, the receiver searches the media packets as received, 
disregarding FEC block boundaries, for an random access point. Once found, it starts decoding the random access point 
and any following pictures regardless of the status of the FEC repair engine. The latter approach obviously allows for a 
shorter tune-in time, but at the expense of the chance of a seriously degraded picture quality due to losses.  

In this paper, we do not expect to rely on the FEC decoder to recover the source packets prior to the tune-in point in 
the tune-in FEC block. Therefore, the second tune-in strategy is used.  

Figure 5. Tune-in delay in MBMS 
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Conventionally, the packets are sent in the same order of their decoding, in which the IDR picture is sent at the 
beginning of the FEC block. As a consequence, nothing can be reproduced from the tune-in FEC block and we have to 
wait until the following FEC block is received. As shown in Figure 5, the delay of DT can be expressed as, 

DT = r * TFEC(1) + TFEC(2) + DF       (1) 

where r is the percentage of packets being received in the tune-in FEC block, TFEC(1) and TFEC(2) are the durations of 
the tune-in FEC block and its succeeding FEC block, respectively. Suppose r to be an evenly distributed random variable 
between 0% and 100%, exclusively. The duration of a FEC block is assumed to be much longer than the hypothetical 
transmission time of one packet, then r and TFEC can be treated to be statistically independent, and hence we have, 

E(DT) = 1.5 * E(TFEC) + DF,      (2) 

Note that the tune-in delay DT is not sufficient for a regular decoding rate, but a delay to have a correct decoding of 
pictures. For a new user, the delay DP until a regular decoding rate, is called as tune-in period hereinafter, 

DP = max(DI, DT).        (3) 

And its expectation is, 

E(DP) = max(E(DT), DI).       

= max(1.5 * E(TFEC) + DF, max(TFEC) + DF)                  (4) 

= max(1.5 * E(TFEC), max(TFEC)) + DF.      

For example, if the TFEC is always of 5 seconds, the expectation of the tune-in delay DT is then 7.5 seconds, even 
larger than the initial buffering delay of 5 seconds (with the assumption of an instantaneous FEC decoder, DF = 0). It is 
irritating for a new user to endure such a long tune-in delay without anything to be decoded and hence to be presented. 

In addition it shall be noted that a user may suffer a delay equivalent to the tune-in delay with the FEC synchronization 
point being lost. 

3. GOP STRUCTURE AND PACKET TRANSMISSION ORDER 

We propose the combination of two mechanisms to enhance reproduced quality and, simultaneously, reduce the tune-in 
delay: First, we encode the video utilizing a GOP structure employing sub-sequences and apply unequal error protection 
for different sub-sequence layers. Second, we remove the requirement of receiving the whole FEC block, by re-ordering 
the packets in an ascending order of decoding relevance. 

3.1. Coding in sub-sequences and unequal error protection 

3.1.1. Sub-sequence in H.264 /AVC 

Sub-sequences are a form of temporal scalability coding that has been made possible by the introduction of reference 
picture selection. They were first proposed for H.263+ [6], but have gained popularity only in conjunction with H.264 
/AVC. The sub-sequence concept can perhaps best be introduced by an example. Consider Figure 6. A “base layer” and a 
single “enhancement layer”, are depicted. The base layer consist of the IDR picture I0, and the predicted pictures P4 and 
P8. The IDR picture, by definition, is not predicted from any previous or future picture. P4 is predicted only from I0, and 
P8 is primarily predicted from P4; however, since H.264 employs reference picture selection on a macroblock level for 
coding efficiency reasons, some macroblocks may also be predicted from I0 if the encoder determines that this saves 
bits. This base layer operates with a frame skip of 3 source pictures. 

Figure 6. Example of sub-sequences: (The numbers in the figure indicates the output order)

…

I0

p1 P2 p3

P4

p5 P6 p7

P8
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Two sub-sequences are further depicted as part of a temporal enhancement layer. In the first of these sub-sequences, 
picture P2 (note the capital letter P) is predicted only from I0 and P4, but not from p1 and p3. Hence this picture is 
independent from p1 and p3. However, P2 is used as a reference picture for p1 and p3.  Finally, p1 and p3 are predicted 
from all surrounding pictures including P2. A similar prediction relation consists between p5, P6, and p7. None of the 
latter pictures have any explicit or implicit prediction relationship with p1, P2, or p3. 

Generalized, one can make the following statement: A sub-sequence represents those predictively coded pictures that 
can be disposed without affecting the decoding of any other sub-sequence in the same sub-sequence layer, or any sub-
sequence in any lower sub-sequence layer. The sub-sequence technique enables easy identification of disposable chains 
of pictures when processing pre-coded bitstreams. 

Sub-sequence layers are arranged hierarchically based on their dependency on each other. The base layer (layer 0) is 
independently decodable. Sub-sequence layer 1 depends on some of the data in layer 0, i.e., correct decoding of all 
pictures in sub-sequence layer 1 requires decoding of all the previous (in decoding order) pictures in layer 0. In general, 
correct decoding of sub-sequence layer N requires decoding of layers from 0 to N-1. It is recommended to organize sub-
sequences into sub-sequence layers in such a way that discarding of enhanced layers results in a constant or nearly 
constant picture rate. Picture rate and therefore subjective quality increase along with the number of decoded sub-
sequence layers.  

While the larger temporal difference between pictures in the base layer does yield a less efficient encoding and hence 
more bits, it is possible to adjust the QPs of the higher layers to values offering a lower fidelity, very similar to what is 
commonly done in MPEG-2 B pictures. It was found in [4] that the temporal scalability can be achieved with no 
significant deterioration in coding efficiency. 

3.1.2. Sub-sequence and unequal error protection in MBMS 

When employing sub-sequences, the video stream is arranged into so-called super FEC blocks, each of which contains an 
integer number of consecutive FEC blocks (i.e. source blocks and associated repair packets) in transmission order. All 
slices in a super FEC block must succeed in decoding order any slice in previous super FEC blocks and must precede in 
decoding order any slice in succeeding super FEC blocks. In other words, super FEC blocks form self-contained 
sequences of coded pictures. 

To improve the error resilience, we employ unequal error protection (UEP) for different sub-sequence layers. In 
MBMS, the network conditions as perceived by the individual receiver vary widely. Therefore, the media transmission 
has to be tailored assuming relatively bad network conditions. It is up to the operator to determine the best operation 
point according to its business model, i.e. what a failure rate he is willing to accept. Nevertheless, we follow assumptions 
as used in 3GPP, where a 10% RLC PDU loss rate is considered a worst case for UTRAN streaming [11].

The loss rate, as perceived by the RTP receiver, can be significantly higher than the RLC PDU loss rate, depending on 
the size and the alignment of the RTP packets to the RLC PDUs. In order to simplify the discussion, we make worst case 
assumption: each PDU contains parts of three RTP packets - some last bytes of a first RTP packet, a complete second 
RTP packet, and some bytes of a third RTP packet. Therefore, in a bad case, SDU loss rate is approximately three times 
of PDU loss rate, i.e. 30%. Let m be the number of RTP packets in a FEC block. The expected number of received video 
packets is 0.7*m, and the expected number of video packets to be corrected is 0.3*m. Consequently, a minimum 0.3*m
repair packets should be received for the FEC block. When the same loss rate is applied for repair packets, the 
transmitted number of repair packets n should be such that 0.7*n=0.3*m <=> n=(0.3*m)/0.7 <=> n=(3/7)*m. To make it 
an integer number, n = ceil(3/7*m).

In the simulations discussed later, the FEC bitrate for reference pictures is selected as discussed above, so to allow 
virtually all RTP packets belonging to reference pictures to be repaired. For RTP packets belonging to non-reference 
pictures we arbitrarily select a FEC strength that is only 1/10th of the FEC strength for reference pictures. 

3.2. Transmission order and reduced tune-in delay 

The algorithm in this subsection helps to minimize the tune-in delay by avoiding the reception delay of a complete FEC 
block before beginning decoding. Furthermore, by applying this algorithm, a reduced frame rate may be possible even 
when only parts of the FEC block are received. We assume here to start decoding as soon as the moment of tune in, 
without initially relying on FEC-protection. When packetizing pictures in decoding order and assuming a low random 
access point frequency (e.g. one per FEC block), doing so does not yield meaningful results, since decoding would start 
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somewhere in the middle of a sequence. More than one random access point per FEC block has negative impact on the 
compression efficiency and is useless except for tune-in, and hence should be avoided. 

In order to reduce the tune-in delay, we employ RFC3984’s interleaved packetization mode to place all NAL units 
belonging to the more important pictures (e.g. the IDR picture, and a few P pictures) towards the end of the FEC block.  
Even without FEC correction, we assume that in many cases at least the IDR picture (and perhaps a few of the P 
pictures) can be successfully taken from the packet stream and be reconstructed. This results in having a first visible 
signal available after a very short tune-in delay (perhaps as short as a few hundred milliseconds). The algorithm, 
discussed in more detail later, applies to the super FEC block layer and FEC block layer respectively. 

3.2.1. Super FEC block layer 

In a super FEC block, the media samples are organized into more than one group according to the layers of the prediction 
hierarchy. Within each layer, any group can be decoded independently from the other groups, as long as the 
hierarchically higher layers are available. 

To reduce tune-in delay, we arrange the groups into FEC blocks in the order of importance for reproduction - the most 
important groups are placed into FEC blocks that are transmitted last in the super FEC block. For a two-layered system, 
as discussed before in section 3.1, the super FEC block consists of FEC blocks of two classes: those which carry the base 
layer information and those which carry the enhancement layer information. In this example, the FEC blocks with the 
oldest enhancement layer information would be placed first in the super FEC block, followed by newer enhancement 
layer information, older base layer information, and newer base layer information. The scheme could be easily expanded 
to more than two layers following the same rationale. 

When tuning in to a stream somewhere two thirds in a super FEC block, this would result in the loss of the 
enhancement layer and some older parts of the base layer. However, the more recent base layer data (in the form of 
complete FEC blocks, hence including a random access point) would be still available, allowing displaying a video 
sequence with reduced frame rate. 

3.2.2. FEC block layer 

In many cases packets from pictures can be ranked beyond static layering according to their relevance for the decoding 
process. Referring back to subsection 3.1, it should be clear that even in the base layer, the picture I0 is more important 
than the picture P4 and P8. P4, again, is more important than P8, because P4 is required to reconstruct P8 but not vice 
versa. The ordering criteria is the inverse of the decoding order - pictures earlier in decoding order are more important 
than pictures later in decoding order. 

Utilizing RFC3984’s interleaved mode, it is possible to put data belonging to less important pictures towards the 
beginning of a FEC block, and pictures with higher importance towards the end of the FEC block.  

The FEC repair packets follow the source packets. Let m be the number of media source packet and n be the number 
of FEC repair packets. 

If only some FEC repair packets are received in the tune-in FEC block, the tune-in delay cannot be reduced compared 
to traditional transmission order. We discuss how the tune-in delay is reduced with at least one source packet available. 

As in subsection 2.2, the first presented picture of a FEC super block is expected to be IDR coded in H.264 /AVC, 
which is sent after packets from all other pictures. Supposing at least the IDR picture is received, the tune-in delay is, 

DT = r * TFEC - Dh,      (5) 

Since the decoding of the FEC code is unnecessary for the tune-in FEC block, we need not wait for the reception of 
the FEC packets and thus shall reduce the corresponding part in the delay of DH:

Dh = n * DH / (n+m),      (6) 

where n is the number of FEC repair packets and m is the number of media source packets. 

And the expectation of DT is, 

E(DT) = 0.5 E(TFEC) - E(Dh),     (7) 
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with at least 2/3 reduction in the tune-in delay compared to 1.5 E(TFEC) in (2). With the reduced tune-in delay, some 
pictures can be displayed before the regular presentation rate can be achieved and a better user experience can be 
expected. 

In the example with the FEC duration fixed to be 5 seconds, the expected tune-in delay will be reduced from 7.5 
seconds to 2.5 seconds. In the first 2.5 seconds, nothing can be presented and in the subsequent 5 seconds, some pictures 
can be rendered, and finally (7.5 seconds since the tune-in point) the pictures can be presented at the regular rate. 

Additionally, for an old user that loses the FEC synchronization point, more pictures can be rescued with the proposed 
transmission order compared with the conventional transmission order. 

3.3. Examples of transmission order 

Let’s explore some examples to gain an understanding how the tune-in delay is reduced.  

3.3.1. Example 1 with single sub-sequence layer 

In this first example, the video is coded in IPP with the IDR frequency to be 16. Each picture is coded into one slice. 
Traditionally, each FEC block would consist of 15 video packets and 5 repair packets, and they are sent in the following 
order,

… [ I0 ][ P1 ][ P2 ][ P3 ][ P4 ][ P5 ][ P6 ][ P7 ][ P8 ][ P9 ][ P10 ][ P11 ][ P12 ][ P13 ][ P14 ][ FEC ] … 

Where I0 is an IDR picture, Px stand for P pictures, [ FEC ] stand for the five FEC repair packets. The conventional 
transmission order will be the same as the coding order.  

However, employing our algorithm, the transmission order looks as follows: 

… [ P14 ][ P13 ][ P12 ][ P11 ][ P10 ][ P9 ][ P8 ][ P7 ][ P6 ][ P5 ][ P4 ][ P3 ][ P2 ][ P1 ][ I0 ][ FEC ] …  

To simplify the following discussions, let’s assume the transmission time for each packet to be constant. As an 
example, assume the tune-in point to be the 11th packet in the FEC block. In the conventional transmission order, the 
tune-in point is at the P10. The decoder cannot decode anything meaningful until it reaches the next IDR in the following 
FEC block; hence the tune-in delay is 10+20=30 packets of (hypothetical) transmission time.  

With our modified transmission order, the tune-in point would be at P4. After re-ordering, the decoder can decode the 
packets from I0 to P4, and the tune-in delay is the (hypothetical) transmission time of 5 packets. During the reception of 
the subsequent FEC block, 5 video packets can be decoded and displayed. See Figure 7 for the illustration, where the 
FEC decoding time is ignored. 

3.3.2. Example 2 with two sub-sequence layers 

The second example shows how sub-sequence coding, UEP and transmission reordering can be designed jointly. Assume 
that each picture is coded into one slice and the IDR refresh rate is set to 15. Two non-reference pictures (marked as “p”) 
are coded between two successive reference pictures (either IDR picture, marked as “I”, or reference inter picture, 
marked as “P”).  

Presentation order is, 
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Figure 7. How the tune-in delay is reduced in example 1 

… [ I0 ][ p2 ][ P1 ][ p4 ][ P3 ][ p6 ][ P5 ][ p8 ][ P7 ][ p10][ P9][ p12 ][ P11 ][ p14 ][ P13 ], [ I15 ] … .

Conventional transmission order is, 

… [ I0 ][ P1 ][ p2 ][ P3 ][ P4 ][ P5 ][ p6 ][ P7 ][ p8 ][ P9 ][ p10 ][ P11][ p12 ][ P13 ][ p14 ][ FEC1 ][ FEC2 ] … .

And the proposed transmission order is, 

… [ FEC1 ][ p2 ][ p4][ p6][ p8][ p10 ][ p12 ][ p14 ][ FEC2 ][ P14 ][ P12 ][ P10 ][ P8 ][ P6 ][ P4 ][ P2 ][ I0 ], …

“p” stands for a non-ref picture, “P” /“I” stands for a predictive reference picture /IDR picture. In case of all the non-
ref pictures are not received, the receiver can still have a 1/2 of the full frame rate. In the worst case, that only I0 is 
received, the receiver can display the first picture while waiting for the next complete FEC block during the reception of 
the subsequent FEC super block, which is better than nothing to be displayed. 

For the FEC block of the non-reference pictures, the packets can be transmitted in any order, because every packet 
does not use any other packet in the block. 

4. SIMULATIONS 

4.1. Common Simulation Conditions 

Simulations were performed following the draft video simulation conditions for 3GPP services[10] as closely as possible. 
We had to diverge from the condition in [10] in the following areas: 

- Due to copyright problems, the Nasa sequence could not be employed. Hence we used the Tour of Glasgow 
sequence. 

- In [10], it is suggested to perform a single simulation run of a 60-second sequence. In order to gather statistically 
relevant results, we used 50 simulation runs of a 50-sec sequence. 

4.2. Video encoding 

The picture rate of the Glasgow Tour sequence is originally 12.5 Hz but is considered herein to be 15 Hz (or 30000/2002 
Hz, to be exact). Consequently, the duration of the clip is 50 seconds. A constant picture rate of 7.5 Hz was used in all 
the coded streams. We always code the first picture of a new scene with IDR in H.264 /AVC. There are totally 23 scenes 
in the Glasgow Tour sequence.  
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The target bitrate for video and its FEC were calculated by subtracting the FEC bitrate from the channel bitrate. The 
remaining bitrate was set as the target bitrate for video encoding. 

In order to produce the bitstream with the required bitrate, we applied a simple rate control method as follows. A 
constant quantization parameter (QP) value, herein QP1, resulting into closest bitrate larger than the target bitrate was 
first found by trial and error. In order to achieve the target bitrate more accurately, the bitstream was then coded with two 
QP values, QP1 for the first pictures in the stream and QP1+1 for the remaining pictures in the stream. An optimal 
“change-point picture” (the picture in which the change of QPs happens), resulting into closest bitrate compared to the 
target bitrate, was searched by trial and error.  

Two codec configurations were tested: 

1. H.264 /AVC Baseline with constraint_set1_flag = 1. All coded pictures are reference pictures. This codec 
configuration is referred to as H.264 /AVC IPP hereinafter. 

2. H.264 /AVC Baseline with constraint_set1_flag = 1. Every other coded picture is a non-reference picture coded 
similarly to a B picture in conventional video coding. For more details on the use and benefits of non-reference 
pictures in H.264 /AVC Baseline, please refer to [4] and [9]. This codec configuration is referred to as H.264 
/AVC IpP hereinafter. 

The maximum slice size of H.264 /AVC was set to 500 bytes.  

4.3. FEC coding 

We used Reed-Solomon FEC coding and simple source block generation (one media RTP packet to one column of the 
source block). To minimize initial buffering delay, source block boundaries were made to match scene boundaries, i.e. 
the first picture of a source block was an IDR picture. We believe that the results are applicable to more complex Reed-
Solomon schemes and other FEC schemes as well. 

It was assumed that at the time of encoding, the media encoder and FEC encoder do not have knowledge of the 
prevailing channel conditions but have to tailor the stream according to expected worst case, i.e. 10% PDU loss rate. 

To achieve optimal quality for 10% PDU loss rate, we used a small number of trials and errors and some reasoning as 
follows: 

- We tried suggested 1:3 share of FEC and media bitrate in [11]. However, this FEC code rate turned out to be too 
low for UTRAN 10% resulting into several dBs of quality drop in average luma PSNR. 

- We tried using an adaptive intra macroblock refresh (AIR) algorithm in video encoding without any FEC coding. 
This resulted into inferior performance compared to coded sequences without AIR, protected with FEC coding. 

- We made the reasoning in subsection 3.1.2 to find out the number of FEC repair packets. 

For H.264 /AVC IpP codec configuration, non-reference and reference pictures for each group of pictures (from an 
IDR picture, inclusive, to the next IDR picture, exclusive) were arranged such that non-reference pictures were 
transmitted earlier than reference pictures. This arrangement minimizes the expected tune-in delay as explained in 
subsection 3.3.2. 

4.4. Packet Loss Simulation 

At the time of running the simulations, only the PDU loss patterns under UTRAN for 1% loss rate were available in 
3GPP SA4. Therefore, we produced the 10% loss rate pattern ourselves (a random error pattern was used). 

We ran 50 simulations of the 50-sec coded stream to get statistically reliable results. A random error pattern starting 
position was generated for each run, and the same starting positions were used for all codec configurations. 

4.5. Decoding 

Corrupted SDUs were identified and were discarded in the receiver. FEC decoding is applied to recover missing media 
packets, whenever possible. An error concealment algorithm similar to TCON (of H.263 Test Model Reference) is 
applied in both cases. 
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Table 1. Simulation results 

Average luma PSNR (dB)  Total bitrate (video+FEC) 
(kbps) 

FEC bitrate share 
(%) Error Free PLR 1% PLR 10%

H.264 (IPP) 44.19 42.6% 27.97 27.97 27.38 
H.264 (IpP) 44.18 19.0% 28.43 28.43 27.55 

4.6. Simulation Results 

The simulation results are summarized in the Table 1. It can be seen that the H.264 /AVC IpP codec configuration 
accompanied by the unequal protection of reference and non-reference pictures improves the performance especially in 
error-free transmission and packet loss rate (PLR) 1% case. Furthermore, the H.264 /AVC IpP codec configuration 
enables lower tune-in delay. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we studied the video transmission of the H.264 /AVC in MBMS over 3GPP. We proposed a novel method 
for unequal error protection to achieve better error resilience, which requires scalable coding of H.264/AVC and 
arranging of transmission order of the pictures based on their importance. We also analyzed the delays in the MBMS 
streaming and introduced a unconventional transmission order of the packets so to a shorter tune-in delay and a better 
user experience. 
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AD VA N C E S I N WIRELESS V I D E O

INTRODUCTION
Most emerging and future mobile client devices
will significantly differ from those used for
speech communications only: handheld devices
will be equipped with a color display and a cam-
era, and have sufficient processing power to
allows presentation, recording, and encoding/
decoding of video sequences. In addition, emerg-
ing and future wireless systems will provide suffi-
cient bit rates to support video communication
applications. Nevertheless, bit rates will always
be scarce in wireless transmission environments
due to physical bandwidth and power limitations;
thus, efficient video compression is required.
Nowadays H.263 and MPEG-4 Visual Simple

Profile are commonly used in handheld prod-
ucts, but it is foreseen that H.264/AVC [1] will
be the video codec of choice for many video
applications in the near future. The compression
efficiency of the new standard outdoes prior
standards roughly by at least a factor of two.
Although compression efficiency is the major
feature for a video codec to be successful in
wireless transmission environments, it is also
necessary that a standard provide means to be
integrated easily into existing and future net-
works as well as address the needs of different
applications.

This article is organized as follows. Several
required features for a video codec to be used in
wireless video applications are extracted. We
introduce standard components in H.264/AVC
that are relevant for wireless communication.
We discuss the application of H.264/AVC for bit
rate adaptation and error resilience, respectively.
Finally, we conclude the article. For space rea-
sons we have decided to exclude the explanation
of all acronyms, the provision of extensive refer-
ences, and the integration of simulation results
from the printed version of the article. A supple-
mental Web page1 has been set up addressing
these issues.

VIDEO OVER WIRELESS

END-TO-END VIDEO TRANSMISSION

Figure 1 attempts to provide a suitable abstrac-
tion level of a video transmission system. In
order to keep this article focused, we have
excluded capturing and display devices, user
interfaces, and security issues; also, most compu-
tational complexity issues are ignored.

The video encoder generates data units con-
taining the compressed video stream, possibly
stored in an encoder buffer before transmission.
A wireless transmission system might delay, lose,
or corrupt individual data units. The unavailabil-
ity of a single data unit usually has significant
impact on perceived quality due to spatio-tem-
poral error propagation. In modern wireless sys-
tem designs, data transmission is usually
supplemented by additional information between
the sender and the receivers, and within the
respective entities. Abstract versions of available
messages are included in Fig. 1; specific syntax
and semantics as well the exploitation in video

THOMAS STOCKHAMMER, NOMOR RESEARCH

MISKA M. HANNUKSELA, NOKIA RESEARCH CENTER

ABSTRACT
H.264/AVC will be an essential component in

emerging wireless video applications thanks to
its excellent compression efficiency and network-
friendly design. However, a video coding stan-
dard itself is only one component within the
application and transmission environment. Its
effectiveness strongly depends on the selection
of appropriate modes and parameters at the
encoder and decoder, as well as in the network.
In this article we introduce the features of the
H.264/AVC coding standard that make it suit-
able for wireless video applications, including
features for error resilience, bit rate adaptation,
integration into packet networks, interoperabili-
ty, and buffering considerations. Modern wire-
less networks provide many different means to
adapt quality of service, such as forward error
correction methods on different layers and end-
to-end or link layer retransmission protocols.
The applicability of all these encoding and net-
work features depends on application constraints
such as the maximum tolerable delay, possibility
of online encoding, and availability of feedback
and cross-layer information. We discuss the use
of different coding and transport related fea-
tures for different applications: video telephony
and conferencing, video streaming, download-
and-play, and video broadcasting. Guidelines for
the selection of appropriate video coding tools,
video encoder and decoder settings, and trans-
port and network parameters are provided and
justified. References to relevant research publi-
cations and standards contributions are given.

H.264/AVC VIDEO FOR WIRELESS TRANSMISSION

1 http://www.nomor.de/
H264/wcm.html

The authors 
introduce the 
features of the
H.264/AVC coding
standard that make
it suitable for 
wireless video 
applications, 
including features for
error resilience, bit
rate adaptation, 
integration into 
packet networks,
interoperability, 
and buffering 
considerations.
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transmission systems are discussed in more
detail. Furthermore, each processing and trans-
mission step adds some delay, which can be
fixed, deterministic, or random. The encoder
and decoder buffers allow compensating for vari-
able bit rates produced by the encoder as well as
channel delay variations to keep the end-to-end
delay constant and maintain the timeline at the
decoder. Nevertheless, if the initial playout delay
is not or cannot be too extensive, late data units
are commonly treated to be lost.

WIRELESS VIDEO APPLICATIONS
Ideally, high-quality video transmission would
require high transmission bit rates, error-free
delivery, as well as low and constant channel
delays. Obviously, not all of the requests of the
video application can be fulfilled; one has to live
with the features and limitations of wireless sys-
tems as discussed in detail in [2]. Wireless trans-
mission systems provide different transmission
modes resulting in different quality of service
(QoS) in terms of supported bit rates, bit rate
variations, delay variations, as well as reliable
delivery. The appropriate selection of transmis-
sion modes, adapted to the considered video
application, is discussed. Furthermore, in Table 1
we also categorize video applications with respect
to their maximum tolerable end-to-end delay, the
availability and usefulness of different feedback
messages, the availability and accurateness of
channel state information at the transmitter, and
the possibility of online encoding in contrast to
pre-encoded content. Typical Third Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) applications within
each category are mentioned. Especially real-time
services streaming and conversational, but also
broadcast, services provide challenges in wireless
environments, as in general reliable delivery can-
not be guaranteed. The suitability of H.264/AVC
for these services is discussed in the following.
For a review of the application standards and
used protocols please refer to [2].

H.264/AVC IN WIRELESS SYSTEMS
Similar to previous video coding standards, the
H.264/AVC standard specifies the decoder opera-
tion for error-free bitstreams as well as the syntax

and semantics of the bitstream. Consequently, the
deployment of H.264/AVC still provides a signifi-
cant amount of freedom for encoders and decod-
ing of erroneous bitstreams. In the following
subsections we introduce the essential features
of H.264/AVC for wireless systems, categorized
as network integration, compression efficiency,
error resilience, and bit rate adaptivity. It is
important to understand that most features are
general enough to be used for multiple purposes
rather than assigned to a specific application.

NETWORK INTEGRATION
NAL Units — The elementary unit processed by an
H.264/AVC codec is called the network abstrac-
tion layer (NAL) unit, which can easily be encap-
sulated into different transport protocols and file
formats, such as MPEG-2 transport stream,
Real-Time Transfer Protocol (RTP), and
MPEG4 file format. There are two types of NAL
units, video coding layer (VCL) NAL units and
non-VCL NAL units. VCL NAL units contain
data that represent the values and samples of
video pictures in the form of slices or slice data
partitions. One VCL NAL unit type is dedicated
ftor a slice in an instantaneous decoding refresh
(IDR) picture. A non-VCL NAL unit contains
supplemental enhancement information (SEI),
parameter sets, picture delimiter, or filler data.

Each NAL unit consists of a one-byte header
and the payload byte string. The header indi-

n Figure 1. Abstraction of end-to-end video transmission systems.

Encoder
buffer

Channel state information

Error indication flag

Source significance information

Video
encoder

Transport
protocol
sender

Wireless
transmission

system

Decoder
buffer

Video
decoder

Transport
protocol
receiver

Transport
feedback

Buffer
feedbackVideo

feedback

nnnn Table 1. Characteristics of typical wireless video applications.

Video application 3GPP Max. delay Video/buffer feedback Transport feedback CSI Encoding

Available? Useful? Available? Useful? Available?

Download-and-play MMS N/A No — Yes Yes — Offline

On-demand streaming
(pre-encoded content) PSS ≥ 1 s Yes Yes Yes Yes Partly Offline

Live streaming PSS ≥ 200 ms Yes Yes Partly Yes Partly Online

Multicast MBMS ≥ 1 s Limited Partly Limited Partly Limited Both

Broadcast MBMS ≥ 2 s No — No — No Both

Conferencing PSC ≤ 250 ms Limited Yes No — Limited Online

Telephony PSC ≤ 200 ms Yes Yes Limited Yes Partly Online
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cates the type of NAL unit and whether a VCL
NAL unit is part of a reference or non-reference
picture. Furthermore, syntax violations in the
NAL unit and the relative importance of the
NAL unit for the decoding process can be sig-
naled in the NAL unit header.

Parameter Set Concept — H.264/AVC allows send-
ing of sequence and picture level information
reliably, asynchronously, and in advance of the
media stream that contains the VCL NAL units
by the use of parameter sets. Sequence and pic-
ture level data are organized into sequence
parameter sets (SPS) and picture parameter sets
(PPS), respectively. An active SPS remains
unchanged throughout a coded video sequence
(i.e., until the next IDR picture), and an active
PPS remains unchanged within a coded picture.
The parameter set structures contain informa-
tion such as picture size, optional coding modes
employed, and macroblock to slice a group map.
In order to be able to change picture parameters
such as picture size without the need to transmit
parameter set updates synchronously to the slice
packet stream, the encoder and decoder can
maintain a list of more than one SPS and PPS.
Each slice header contains a codeword that indi-
cates the SPS and PPS in use.

Integration in RTP and 3GPP Multimedia Services —
The integration of multimedia services in 3G
wireless systems has been addressed in the rec-
ommendations of 3GPP (for details see [2]). In
the following we concentrate on packet-based
real-time video services. H.264/AVC was lately
adopted as a recommended codec for all 3GPP
video services. Figure 2 shows the basic process-
ing of a VCL slice within the RTP and 3GPP
framework. The slice is packetized in a NAL
unit, which itself is encapsulated in RTP/UDP/IP
according to [3] and finally transported through
the protocol stack of a wireless system such as
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS),
Enhanced GPRS (EGPRS), Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS), or code-
division multiple access (i.e., CDMA2000). The
RTP payload specification supports different
packetization modes. In the simplest mode a sin-

gle NAL unit is transported in a single RTP
packet, and the NAL unit header coserves as an
RTP payload header. In noninterleaved mode,
several NAL units of the same picture can be
packetized into the same RTP packet. In inter-
leaved mode several NAL units of potentially
different pictures can be packetized into the
same RTP packet, and NAL units do not have
to be sent in their decoding order. Both the non-
interleaved and interleaved modes also allow
fragmentation of a single NAL unit into several
RTP packets.

In the following we concentrate on UMTS
terminology; the corresponding layers for other
systems are shown in Fig. 2. After potential
RoHC, the generated IP/UDP/RTP packet is
encapsulated into a single PDCP packet that
becomes an RLC-SDU. As a typical RLC-SDU
has a larger size than a RLC-PDU, it is then
segmented into smaller units. The length of the
RLC-PDU depends on the selected bearer as
well as the coding and modulation scheme in
use. The RLC layer in wireless systems can oper-
ate in unacknowledged mode (UM) and
acknowledged mode (AM), both providing RLC-
PDU loss detection. However, whereas UM is
unidirectional and data delivery is not guaran-
teed, in AM an automatic repeat request (ARQ)
mechanism is used for error correction. The
physical layer generally adds forward error cor-
rection (FEC) to RLC-PDUs depending on the
coding scheme in use so that a constant length
channel-coded and modulated block is obtained.
This channel-coded block is further processed in
the physical layer before it is sent to the far-end
receiver. The receiver performs error correction
and detection, and possibly requests retransmis-
sions. It is important to understand that in gen-
eral the detection of a lost segment results in the
loss of an entire PDCP packet, so the encapsu-
lated IP and RTP packet as well as the NAL
unit is lost.

COMPRESSION EFFICIENCY
Compression efficiency is the major attribute for
a video codec to be successful in wireless envi-
ronments. Although the design of the VCL of
H.264/AVC basically follows the design of prior

n Figure 2. Integration example of an VCL slice in the RTP payload and 3GPP framework.
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video coding standards, it contains many new
details that enable significant improvement in
terms of compression efficiency; for details the
interested reader is referred to [1, 4]. The gains
do not come from a single new technique, but
from an ensemble of advanced prediction, quan-
tization, and entropy coding schemes.

The encoder implementation is responsible
for appropriately selecting a combination of dif-
ferent encoding parameters, so-called operational
coder control. When using a standard with a
completely specified decoder, parameters in the
encoder should be selected such that good rate-
distortion performance is achieved. For a video
coder like H.264/AVC, the encoder must select
parameters, such as motion vectors, macroblock
modes, quantization parameters, reference
frames, and spatial and temporal resolution, to
provide good quality under given rate and delay
constraints. Two simplify matters in deciding on
good selections of the coding parameters, com-
monly this task is divided into three levels [5]:
• Encoder control performs local decisions, such

as the selection of macroblock modes, refer-
ence frames, or motion vectors, on the mac-
roblock level and below most appropriately
based on a rate-distortion optimized mode
selection applying Lagrangian techniques.

• Rate control mainly controls the timing and bit
rate constraints of the application by adjusting
the QP or Lagrange parameter and is usually
applied to achieve a constant bit rate (CBR)
encoded video suitable for transmission over
CBR channels. The aggressiveness of the
quantization/Lagrangian parameter change
allows a trade-off between quality and instan-
taneous bit rate characteristic of the video
stream.

• Global parameter selection selects the appropri-
ate temporal and spatial resolution of the
video based on application, profile, and level
constraints. Also, packetization modes, like
slice sizes, are usually fixed for the entire ses-
sion. The parameters are mainly determined
by general application constraints.

ERROR RESILIENCE AND BIT RATE
ADAPTIVITY FEATURES IN H.264/AVC VCL

In the following we introduce different error
resilience and bit rate adaptivity features includ-
ed in H.264/AVC VCL with respect to their

functionality. For more details we refer to [4, 6,
7, references therein].

Slice Structured Coding — Slices provide spatially
distinct resynchronization points within the video
data for a single frame. This is accomplished by
introducing a slice header, which contains syn-
tactical and semantical resynchronization infor-
mation. In addition, intra-prediction and motion
vector prediction are not allowed over slice
boundaries. The encoder can select the location
of the synchronization points at any macroblock
boundary.

Flexible Macroblock Ordering — FMO allows map-
ping of macroblocks to slice groups, where a
slice group itself may contain several slices.
Therefore, macroblocks might be transmitted
out of raster scan order in a flexible and efficient
way. Some examples of macroblock allocation
maps for different applications are shown in Fig.
3. Dispersed macroblock allocations are espe-
cially powerful in conjunction with appropriate
error concealment (i.e., when the samples of a
missing slice are surrounded by many samples of
correctly decoded slices).

Arbitrary Slice Ordering — ASO allows that the
decoding order of slices within a picture may not
follow the constraint that the address of the first
macroblock within a slice is monotonically
increasing within the NAL unit stream for a pic-
ture. This permits, for example, reduction of
decoding delay in case of out-of-order delivery
of NAL units.

Slice Data Partitioning — In data partitioning mode,
each slice can be separated in a header and
motion information, intra information, and inter-
texture information by simply distributing the
syntax elements to individual NAL units. Due to
this reordering on syntax level, coding efficiency
is not reduced, but obviously the loss of individu-
al partitions still results error propagation.

Intra-coding — H.264/AVC distinguishes IDR pic-
tures and regular intra-pictures whereby the lat-
ter do not necessarily provide the random access
property as pictures before the intra pictures
may be used as reference for succeeding predic-
tively coded pictures. H.264/AVC also allows
intracoding of single macroblocks for regions

n Figure 3. Macroblock allocation maps: foreground slice groups with one left-over background slice group, checkerboard-like pattern with
two slice groups, and sub-pictures within a picture.

Slice group #0

Slice group #2
Slice group #1

Slice group #1Slice
group #0

Slice group #2

Slice group #1

Slice group #0
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that cannot be predicted efficiently or due to any
other case where the encoder decides for non-
predictive mode. The intra mode can be modi-
fied such that intra-prediction from predictively
coded macroblocks is disallowed. The corre-
sponding constraint intra flag is signaled in the
PPS.

Redundant Slices — A redundant coded slice is a
coded slice that is a part of a redundant coded
picture, which itself is a coded representation of
a picture that is not used in the decoding process
if the corresponding primary coded picture is
correctly decoded. The redundant slice should
be coded such that there is no noticeable differ-
ence between any area of the decoded primary
picture and a decoded redundant picture.

Flexible Reference Frame Concept — H.264/AVC
allows reference frames to be selected in a flexi-
ble way on a macroblock basis, which provides
the possibility to use two weighted reference sig-
nals for macroblock interprediction, allows
frames to be kept in short-term and long-term
memory buffers for future reference, and finally
provides temporal scalability. The classical I, P,
B frame concept is replaced by a highly flexible
and general concept that can be exploited by the
encoder for different purposes. However, this
concept also requires that not only is the HRD
[8] specified in the bitstream domain, but it is
also necessary that the encoder be constrained in
the amount of frames to be stored in the decod-
ed picture buffer.

Switching Pictures — H264/AVC allows applying
mismatch-free predictive coding even where
there are different reference signals. So-called
primary SP-frames are introduced in the
encoded bitstream, which are in general slight-
ly less efficient than regular P-frames but sig-
nificantly more efficient than regular I-frames.
The major benefit results from the fact that
this quantized reference signal can be generat-
ed mismatch-free using any other prediction
signal. If this prediction signal is generated by
predictive coding, the frame is referred to as
secondary SP-pictures, which are usually sig-
nificantly less efficient than P-frames as an
exact reconstruction is necessary. To also gen-
erate this reference signal without any predic-
t ive signal ,  so-called switching-intra (SI)
pictures can be used. SI pictures are only slight-
ly less inefficient than common I pictures and
can also be used for adaptive error resilience
purposes. For more details on this unique fea-
ture within H.264/AVC the interested reader
is referred to [9].

BIT RATE ADAPTIVITY PROVISION IN
H.264/AVC

Bit rate adaptivity is one of the most important
features for applications in wireless systems to
react to the dynamics due to statistical traffic,
variable receiving conditions, as well as hand-
overs and random user activity. Due to the
applied error control features, these variations
mainly result in varying bit rates in different

timescales. For applications where online encod-
ing is performed and the encoder has sufficient
feedback on the expected bit rate on the channel
by some channel state or decoder buffer fullness
information, rate control for VBR channels can be
applied. H.264/AVC obviously supports these
features, mainly by the possibility of changing
QPs dynamically, but also by the changing tem-
poral resolution.

When channel bit rate fluctuations are not
a priori known at the transmitter, or there is
no sufficient means or necessity to change the
bit rate frequently, playout buffering at the
receiver can compensate for bit rate fluctua-
tions to some extent. In addition, for anticipat-
ed buffer underrun,  techniques such as
adaptive media playout allow a streaming media
client, without involvement of the server, to
control the rate at which data is consumed by
the playout process.

However, these techniques might not be suf-
ficient to compensate for bit rate variations in
wireless applications. In this case rate adapta-
tion has to be performed by modifying the
encoded bitstream. In today’s systems rate
adaptation is typically carried out in streaming
servers. It is well known that intelligent deci-
sions to drop less important packets rather than
dropping random packets — this is treated
under the framework of error resilience — can
significantly enhance the overall quality. A for-
malized framework called rate-distortion opti-
mized packet scheduling has been introduced
[10] and serves as the basis for several subse-
quent publications. Applying the framework is
easiest when important and less important
packets are identified in the encoding process.
H.264/AVC provides different approaches to
support packets with different importance for
bit rate adaptivity. First, the temporal scalabili-
ty features [11] of H.264/AVC relying on the
reference frame concept can be used. Second, if
frame dropping is not sufficient, one might
apply data partitioning which can be viewed as a
very coarse but efficient method for SNR scala-
bility. Third, flexible macroblock ordering may
also be used for prioritization of regions of
interest. For example, a background slice group
can be dropped in favor of a more important
foreground slice group.

For many use cases it is necessary to adapt
the bit rate dynamically in the application to
larger bit rates and timescales larger than the
initial playout delay allows. In wireless streaming
environments bitstream switching provides a sim-
ple but powerful means to support bit rate adap-
tivity. In this case the streaming server stores the
same content encoded with different versions in
terms of rate and quality. In addition, each ver-
sion provides a means to randomly switch into it.
IDR pictures provide this feature, but they are
generally costly in terms of compression efficien-
cy. The SP-frame concept in H.264/AVC can be
used to reduce the loss of compression efficiency
in stream switching. In this case the streaming
server not only stores different versions of the
same content, but also secondary SP pictures as
well as SI pictures. When switching streams, the
server sends an appropriate secondary SP pic-
ture or SI picture [9, 12].

For many use cases
it is necessary to
adapt the bit rate
dynamically in the
application to larger
bit rates and
timescales larger
than the initial
playout delay allows.
In wireless streaming
environments 
bitstream switching
provides a simple
but powerful means
to support bit rate
adaptivity.
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ERROR ROBUSTNESS SUPPORT USING
H.264/AVC

This section discusses the endpoint operation in
a wireless H.264/AVC video system. The provid-
ed H.264/AVC features can be used exclusively
or jointly for error robustness purposes, depend-
ing on the application. It is necessary to under-
stand that most codec-level error resilience tools
decrease compression efficiency. Therefore, the
main goal when transmitting video goes along
the spirit of Shannon’s famous separation princi-
ple [13]: Combine compression efficiency with
link layer features that completely avoid losses
such that the two aspects, compression and
transport, can be completely separated. Never-
theless, if errors cannot be avoided, the follow-
ing system design principles are essential:
• Loss correction below the codec layer: Minimize

the amount of losses in the wireless channel
without completely sacrificing the video bit rate.

• Error detection: If errors are unavoidable,
detect and localize erroneous video data.

• Prioritization methods: If losses are unavoid-
able, at least minimize loss rates for very
important data (e.g., control).

• Error recovery and concealment: In case of loss-
es, minimize the visual impact of losses on the
actual distorted image.

• Encoder-decoder mismatch avoidance: Limit or
completely avoid encoder and decoder mis-
matches resulting in annoying error propagation.
Use cases of the error resilience features for

specific applications are discussed.

Error Control Methods — Error control such as FEC
and retransmission protocols are the primary tool
to provide QoS in mobile systems, especially on
the radio access part. QoS methods are essential in
good system designs as minimizing or vanishing
transmission errors has many advantages for appli-
cations. However, usually the trade-offs between
reliability vs. delay have to be considered. Never-
theless, to compensate for the shortcomings of
non-QoS-controlled networks (e.g., the Internet or
some mobile systems) as well as address total
blackout periods caused by, say, network buffer
overflow or a handover of transmission cells,
advanced transport protocols provide features that
allow error control to be introduced at the applica-
tion layer. For example, MBMS services make use
of an application-layer FEC scheme. For point-to-
point services, selective application layer retrans-
mission schemes can be used to retransmit RTP
packets. For many applications it can be assumed
that at least a low-bit-rate feedback channel from
the receiver to the transmitter exists that allows
general back-channel messages to be sent. For
example, RTP is accompanied by Real-Time
Transport Control Protocol (RTCP) providing
control and management messages. Media
receivers can send receiver reports including instan-
taneous and cumulative loss rates as well as delay
and jitter information. RTCP has recently been
extended with the extended report packet type,
which allows the loss or reception of each RTP
packet to be indicated by the receiver to the sender.

Resynchronization and Error Concealment — Despite
error control techniques, error resilience in the

video is still necessary whenever the video
decoder observes residual losses. According to
[2], these problems mainly occur in conversa-
tional applications due to the delay constraints
as well as in multicast/broadcast situations due
to the missing feedback link. Slice structured
coding typically allows the encoder to choose
between two slice coding options, one with a
constant number of macroblocks within one slice
but arbitrary size of bytes, and one with the slice
size bounded to some maximum Smax in bytes,
resulting in an arbitrary number of macroblocks
per slice. The latter is especially useful to intro-
duce some QoS as commonly the slice size deter-
mines loss probability in wireless systems due to
the processing shown in Fig. 2.

H.264/AVC decoders should detect losses of
slices by keeping a record of which slices of a
picture have been received and decoded. Entire-
ly lost reference pictures should be detected
based on gaps in the sequence number for refer-
ence pictures (the frame_num syntax element of
the H.264/AVC bitstream) or prediction from
missing pictures in the reference picture buffer
(when a bitstream may include subsequences).

As soon as the erroneous macroblocks are
detected, error concealment for all of them
should be invoked. For example, in the
H.264/AVC test model software two types of
error concealment algorithms have been intro-
duced [7], one exploiting spatial information
only, suitable mainly for intra frames, and one
exploiting temporal information. It is impor-
tant to select the appropriate error conceal-
ment technique, spatial or temporal, adaptively
to obtain a reasonably good visual quality. This
selection can concluded from a coded slice
(e.g., the macroblock mode information of
reliable neighbors), or encoders can assist
decoders in the decision-making, say, by includ-
ing spare picture and scene information SEI
messages.

Limitation of Temporal Error Propagation — Despite
the presented error control and concealment
techniques, packet losses still result in imperfect
reconstruction of pictures. Thus, the effects of
spatio-temporal error propagation resulting from
the motion compensated prediction can be
severe. Therefore, the decoder has to be provid-
ed with other means that allow error propaga-
tion to be reduced or completely stopped.

The most common way to accomplish this
task is the reduction of temporal prediction in
the encoding process by encoding image regions
in intra mode. The straightforward way of insert-
ing IDR frames is quite common for broadcast
and streaming applications as these frames are
also necessary to randomly access the video
sequences. However, when transported over
CBR channels, the latency caused by IDR pic-
tures can be undesirable, especially in conversa-
tional applications. Therefore, more subtle
methods are frequently used to synchronize
encoder and decoder reference frames.

In early work it was proposed to introduce
intra-coded macroblocks using a constant update
pattern, randomly, or adaptively based on a cost
function. The selection of an appropriate update
ratio depends on different parameters such as
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the sequence characteristics, transmission bit
rate, and, most important, channel characteris-
tics. Most suitably, the selection of coding modes
can be incorporated in the operational encoder
control taking into account the influence of the
lossy channel. The encoder control is modified
such that the expected decoder distortion is used
instead of the encoding distortion. For details on
the computation of the expected decoder distor-
tion see [7]. In addition to limiting the error
propagation with macroblock intra updates,
encoders can also guarantee that macroblock
intra updates result in gradual decoding refresh
(GDR), that is, entirely correct output pictures
after a certain period of time. GDR can be sig-
naled with the recovery point SEI message of
H.264/AVC and implemented in H.264/AVC
encoders using the isolated regions coding tech-
nique [14].

The availability of the feedback channel in
conversational and unicast streaming applica-
tions has led to different standardization and
research activities on interactive error control
(IEC) in recent years. If online encoding is per-
formed, the slice loss information of the decoder
can be directly incorporated in the encoding pro-
cess to reduce, eliminate, or even completely
avoid error propagation. The basics of these
methods have been founded under the term
error tracking [15]. The syntax of H.264/AVC
permits incorporating methods for reduced or
limited error propagation in a straightforward
manner. Similar to operational encoder control
for error-prone channels, the delayed decoder
state can also be integrated in modified encoder
control. By the use of SP-pictures IEC can even
be extended to applications with offline encod-
ing.

Prioritization and Data Differentiation — The inherent
property of video and multimedia data com-
pared to file download results from the fact that
some data might be more important than others.
The optimized combination of different video
features with different transmission features is
also referred to as cross-layer design; a similar
rate-distortion framework as presented in [10]
can be used. Some work in this area shows
promising potential to be exploited in future sys-
tem designs, but it is also important to note that
some designs do not provide sufficient gains to
replace conventional transmission modes in
practical systems. Examples for the provision of
different priority modes in end-to-end as well as
transmission systems include unequal error pro-
tection, unequal erasure protection, selective
retransmission, proxies, or different priority
queues when accessing shared channels. These
systems can be combined with H.264/AVC bit
rate adaptivity features, such as different frame
types, subsequences, and data partitioning.

Timing constraints, ruling out, for example,
retransmissions, only relate to data that is live
generated such as conversational video, live
streaming or live broadcasting. wherein the
sending time of the data is usually closely cou-
pled to the display time, referred to as time-
stamp-based streaming. If pre-encoded data is
transmitted and the decoder buffer is sufficiently
large, one can transmit data earlier than its nom-

inal sending time, so-called ahead-of-time stream-
ing, which allows better exploitation of the chan-
nel. This strategy can be even extended by
transmitting more important data earlier, allow-
ing more retransmissions for this important data
[12]. H.264/AVC even extends this concept to
live encoding by the provision of parameter sets
and long-term multiple reference frames.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this work the benefits of H.264/AVC in wire-
less transmission environments have been shown.
In addition to excellent compression efficiency,
H.264/AVC provides features that can be used
in one or several application scenarios, and also
allows easy integration in most networks. The
selection and combination of different features
strongly depends on the system and application
constraints, namely bit-rates, maximum tolerable
playout delays, error characteristics, online
encoding possibility, as well as availability of
feedback and cross-layer information. Although
the standardization process is finalized, the free-
dom at the encoder as well as combination with
transport modes such as FEC and retransmission
strategies promise optimization potentials.
Therefore, further research in the areas of opti-
mization, cross-layer design, feedback exploita-
tion, and error concealment is necessary to fully
understand the potential of H.264/AVC in wire-
less environments. However, researchers are
especially encouraged to integrate transport pro-
tocols as well as wireless system options into
their considerations rather than assuming QoS-
unaware link and transport layers.
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ABSTRACT 

This paper introduces a method for unequal error protection 
(UEP) of media data in a time-sliced DVB-H channel. Media 
datagrams are assigned priorities using some a-priori 
knowledge. Datagrams covering a certain period of playback 
time are first grouped based on the priority assignment. Each 
group is then protected using Reed–Solomon forward error 
correction (FEC) codes and packed into multi-protocol 
encapsulation (MPE) FEC frames as defined by the DVB-H 
standard. All MPE-FEC frames for a certain period of 
playback time are then sent back to back without any delay 
between these MPE-FEC frames. This method of UEP is 
generic and can be tuned according to the priority assignment 
algorithm. Simulations using H.264/AVC video were 
conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
method. It used a simple priority assignment algorithm. The 
resulting rate distortion graphs show good performance and 
an average luma peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) 
improvement of up to 0.8 dB was achieved.   

I.   INTRODUCTION 

Point-to-multipoint (PTM) wireless data communication 
using digital television broadcast networks has seen 
significant scientific interest in recent times. Broadcast 
networks provide a high bandwidth asymmetric 
communication link to a large audience. This technology is an 
excellent alternative for PTM communication when 
interactivity is not a priority and the target audience is large. 

To enable data communication to handheld wireless mobile 
terminals the Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) organization 
has defined a new standard: Digital Video Broadcasting-
Handhelds (DVB-H) [1]. DVB-H is very closely based on 
Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial (DVB-T) [2] and is 
backward compatible with it. DVB-T was found to be useful 
for mobile data communications. However, it was found to be 
insufficient to meet the harsh demands imposed by small 
handheld, battery-operated devices. Mobile handheld devices 
have strict power constraints and are more demanding with 
respect to data robustness when transmitted over highly error-
prone radio channels.  

To address these drawbacks, the DVB-H working group 
was formed, and in July 2004, released the final draft of the 
DVB-H standard. DVB-H uses the same basic concepts of 
DVB-T but adds additional link-layer features to solve the 
power constraint and robustness problems. The concept of 
time-slicing was introduced, reducing the average power 
consumption of a hand-held mobile terminal by as much as 
90-95%. An optional enhancement using Reed-Solomon 
forward error correction (FEC) codes encapsulated into 
Multi-protocol encapsulated sections (MPE-FEC) was also 

introduced to provide added robustness required for hand-
held mobile terminals. MPE-FEC improves the carrier-to 
noise (C/N) and Doppler performance in the DVB-H channel 
while also providing improved tolerance to impulse 
interference.  

Although MPE-FEC provides the much needed data 
robustness in wireless channels, under very erroneous 
conditions it fails. Using a-priori knowledge of the 
transmitted media and tuning the way MPE-FEC is applied 
across the media datagrams can provide better robustness.  

Unequal error protection (UEP) is such a scheme that uses 
a-priori knowledge of the media to differentially protect data 
using FEC. UEP has been used for visual coding in ways 
which can be coarsely grouped into three classes. The first 
class uses methods to protect important parts of coded data 
like headers, motion vectors and DCT coefficients more than 
other data as in [3]. The second class uses differential 
protection to layered coding as in [4]. The third class use bias 
based on the importance of different types of coded pictures 
in the overall presentation of the video content as in [5]. UEP 
has also been used for audio where coded frames and coded 
sample data are unequally protected as in [6]. 

Although many UEP schemes exist, none deal with a time-
sliced DVB-H channel. The UEP scheme in [7] deals with the 
3GPP’s multimedia broadcast/multicast service (MBMS) 
channel which is characteristically different from a DVB-H 
channel. This paper presents a novel method of UEP in a time 
sliced DVB-H channel. It uses intelligent manipulation of 
DVB-H time slicing parameters and smart grouping of 
datagrams into priorities. The method is validated using 
simulations that show the comparative performance with and 
without its use.  

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II 
briefly discusses the causes of wireless channel errors and 
techniques currently used to provide better reliability in 
wireless channel. Forward error correcting codes (FEC) are 
introduced in Section III and Section IV briefly introduces the 
concept of priorities in multimedia contents. DVB-H with its 
enhancements is described in Section V. Section VI details 
the new method for UEP in DVB-H. A simple simulation 
conducted to verify the use of UEP and its advantages is 
given in Section VII followed by the conclusions in Section 
VIII. 

II. WIRELESS CHANNEL ERRORS 

Erroneous data transmission over current generation 
networks is considered a part of the system’s normal 
operation. Depending on the mechanisms and medium of 
transmission the causes of errors vary. Wireless transmission 
errors occur due to physical radio channel characteristics like 
physical barriers in the environment, interference from other 
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signals in the transmission area, multi-path propagation 
errors, and fading errors. 

Among methods to provide reliability in wireless channels, 
two methods stand out. The first of these is protection using 
forward error correction (FEC) codes. Here additional parity 
information is added to the actual data which can then be used 
to correct data errors when they are detected. The second 
method is to use automatic repeat request (ARQ) techniques. 
Using this technique, when a receiver encounters a data loss, 
it requests the sender to resend the lost data. The server upon 
receiving such a request makes an identical copy of the lost 
data and resends it to the receiver. 

ARQ techniques are effective when there is a feedback 
channel available. However, ARQ techniques can increase the 
transmission delay within the system due to request-response 
turn-around time. Furthermore, in PTM type transmission, 
using ARQ techniques is a challenge due to the possibility of 
request implosion at the sender. The implosion problem 
occurs when channel conditions for many receivers are bad 
and all these receivers simultaneously send resend-requests to 
the sender.  

Some transmission channels, like DVB by its own, do not 
have a feedback channel. Furthermore, in a wireless PTM 
type channel, different receivers can experience different 
error conditions based on its location, interference from other 
signals, and due to receiver motion. FEC techniques have an 
advantage of correcting varying error conditions experienced 
by different receivers using the same codes for all the 
receivers. These reasons make FEC a preferred error 
resiliency mechanism for PTM type communications. 

III. FORWARD ERROR CORRECTION 

FEC codes transform some number of equal length k 
symbols into n symbols, where n > k, by adding (n-k) 
additional symbols, called parity symbols. Ideally, an FEC 
code can reconstruct any k lost/corrupted symbols of the n 
symbols. This property is called Maximum Distance 
Separable (MDS) property and most practical FEC systems 
are bounded by this property. The Reed-Solomon (RS) FEC 
code is a good example of an FEC code that follows MDS 
property and is used by DVB-H.  

FEC techniques, in general, can be classified into two types 
based on how it is applied to the data. The first is called 
media-unaware FEC. Media-unaware FECs are generic 
algorithms which work independent of the media it is 
protecting. While they do provide a good recovery 
mechanism, their bandwidth efficiency is usually suboptimal. 
The second technique is called media-aware FEC. It takes 
advantage of the knowledge about the type of media it is 
protecting and its importance in the overall quality of the 
transmitted media. However, media-aware FECs are tailored 
to specific media formats and incompatibility problems arise 
quite frequently.  

Errors in wireless channels occur as clusters of bursts 
rather than isolated errors. Under heavy channel error 
conditions FEC cannot always recover the lost data. To 
minimize the probability of long burst errors, data 

interleaving is commonly used. Interleaving transforms long 
burst errors into smaller burst or isolated errors. 

IV. PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT 

Different components and data parts of multimedia 
contents contribute unequally to the perception quality of the 
multimedia content. For example, audio is considered 
subjectively more important than video in audio-visual 
contents like news and documentaries. Delving further into 
coding specifics, in hybrid video coding algorithms, such as 
MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4 and H.264/AVC, picture frames 
used for reference (I, P pictures) is more important than 
picture frame that are not used for reference (B picture for 
MPEG-X and p non-reference pictures for H.264/AVC). 
Going even deeper into details of hybrid video coding 
algorithms, header data, motion vector information, and 
certain DCT coefficients are considered more important than 
other coded data. For audio, some audio coding schemes 
require the presence of codebook information before playback 
of the content can start, and here the packets carrying the 
codebook have a higher priority than the content packets.   

Based on the importance of components or data-parts of a 
multimedia presentation (known a-priori), priority 
assignments can made. For example, audio can be assigned a 
higher priority than video (content dependent) and in video a 
reference picture can be allocated higher priority than non-
reference picture. Based on these priorities, error resiliency 
methods such as FEC can be applied unequally: higher 
priority getting higher protection than lower priority data. 

V. DVB-H  

Broadcasting of data other than broadband digital 
television in DVB is called Data casting [8]. Data casting in 
DVB uses one of the six different profiles, each of them 
catering to applications with different requirements.  These 
profiles are (a) Data piping (b) Data streaming (c) Multi-
Protocol Encapsulation (MPE) (d) Data Carousals (e) Object 
Carousals and (f) Higher protocols based on asynchronous 
data streams.  

DVB-H is designed to carry Internet Protocol (IP) [9] 
based data traffic. IP, being an addressable protocol, has 
special requirement different from what the DVB system was 
initially designed for. Hence, for seamless integration 
between the DVB and IP worlds, an intermediary translator 
capable of understanding both IP and DVB protocols is 
required. The MPE profile performs this job of protocol 
translation. Private data Digital Storage Media – Command 
and Control (DSM-CC) specification is used to encapsulate 
the OSI layer 3 datagrams into MPE sections. The MPE 
sections are then mapped onto MPEG-2 system layer 
transport stream (TS) packets [10]. 

A. MPE-FEC 
MPE-FEC was included in DVB-H to improve the 

unfavourable carrier-to-noise (C/N) conditions typical of a 
wireless radio channel. It is an optional multiplexer-layer 
FEC code based on Reed-Solomon (RS) codes. MPE-FEC is 
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 Figure 1: The MPE-FEC matrix structure. 
 

computed over IP packets and encapsulated into MPE 
sections. MPE-FEC sections are transmitted such that an 
MPE-FEC ignorant receiver would have no problems 
receiving just the unprotected data. 

To compute MPE-FEC, data (IP packets) are filled into an 
N x 191 matrix where each cell of the matrix hosts one byte 
of information and N denotes the number of rows in the 
matrix. The standard defines the value of N to be one of 256, 
512, 768 or 1024. The datagrams are filled into the matrix 
column-wise. RS codes are computed for each row and 
concatenated such that the final size of the matrix is of size N 
x 255. The N x 191 part of the matrix is called the Application 
data table (ADT) and the next N x 64 part of the matrix is 
called the RS data table (RSDT). For rate-control and 
disallowing of IP packet fragmentation between two MPE-
FEC frames in the standard, the ADT need not be completely 
filled. This unfilled part of the ADT is called padding. To 
control channel code-rate all 64 columns of RSDT need not 
be transmitted and the un-transmitted RSDT columns is called 
puncturing. The structure of an MPE-FEC matrix is shown in  
Figure 1 and further detailed information on the MPE-FEC 
matrix construction can be obtained from [8]. 

B. Time-slicing for power saving 
Battery-operated mobile devices have a limited source of 

power. The power consumed in receiving, decoding and 
demodulating a standard full-bandwidth DVB-T signal would 
use up substantial amount of battery life in a short time. Time 
slicing of the MPE-FEC frames is used to solve this problem 
[11]. The data is received in bursts so that the receiver, 
utilizing control signals, remains inactive when no bursts are 
to be received. The bursts are sent at a significantly higher 
bit-rate compared to bit-rate when conventional bit rate 
management is used. 

Time-slicing in DVB-H uses the delta-t method to signal 
the start of the next burst. Timing information delivered using 
delta-t method is relative. In other words, the delta-t time is 
the difference between the current time and the start of the 
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Figure 2: Time-slicing in DVB-H. 

next burst. The use of delta-t method to signal, removes the 
need for synchronization between the transmitter and 
receiver. Its use also provides flexibility since parameters 
such as burst size, burst duration, burst bandwidth and the off-
times can be freely varied. Figure 2 shows two time-sliced 
bursts and parameters that define time-sliced bursts. 

VI. METHOD FOR UEP IN DVB-H 

A new method for UEP using MPE-FEC and time-slicing 
is described in this section. In this paper, a service is defined 
as a multiplex of multimedia packets that are of relevance to a 
receiver. For example, a multiplex of a video stream, the 
associated audio stream, and subtitling information relevant to 
a receiver can be considered to be a service. 

The datagrams of a service are assigned priorities either 
manually or automatically using some a-priori knowledge. 
Taking a news broadcasting service as an e.g., the audio can 
have a higher priority than video which in turn has a higher 
priority than auxiliary media enhancement data like subtitle 
text. Continuing with the same example, further priority 
assignment can be made in the video bit stream such that 
reference picture datagrams such as datagrams of an Intra 
frame and referenced Inter picture can be assigned higher 
priority than datagrams of non-referenced Intra pictures. This 
priority labelling procedure can either be done at the IP 
Encapsulator or external to it.  

The multiplexed media datagrams corresponding to certain 
duration (either in terms of decoding or output timestamps) 
are encapsulated into two or more MPE-FEC matrix 
according to their priority label. These MPE-FEC matrices 
are referred to as peer MPE-FEC matrices. The number of 
peer MPE-FEC matrices in a time-sliced burst is equal to the 
number of unique priority labels assigned to the datagrams. 
For example, if there are K priority labelled datagrams that 
can be transmitted in one time-sliced burst and there are P 
different priorities associated with the media datagrams of the 
service, then each of the K datagrams will be a part of one of 
P MPE-FEC peer matrices in the burst. 

To construct the peer MPE-FEC matrices in a time-sliced 
burst, the datagrams are grouped using their priority labels. 
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The grouping procedure is performed on all the datagrams 
that go into the time-sliced burst. The grouped datagrams are 
arranged in ascending order such that the datagrams with the 
lowest priority comes first in the transmission order and the 
datagrams with the next higher priority comes next and 
continuing so forth until the datagram group that has the 
highest priority comes last in the transmission order. This fact 
holds true for all time-sliced bursts of a service. For example, 
K datagrams with L unique priority labels among them where 
P = {p1, p2, p3, … pL} is the set of L different priority labels, 
and where the priority ranking is such that pL < p(L-1) < …< p2 
< p1,  then all datagrams are grouped in such a way  that all 
datagrams with a priority label of pL comes before all 
datagrams with priority label p(L-1) and continuing similarly 
until all datagrams with priority p1 comes last.  

The peer MPE-FEC matrices are transmitted back-to-back, 
i.e. there is no transmission delay or interval between the peer 
MPE-FEC matrices. One way to implement this is to consider 
delta-t between peer MPE-FEC matrices being equal to zero. 
This fact holds true for all time-slices burst of the service. The 
peer MPE-FEC matrices are arranged in ascending priority 
order, i.e. the lowest priority MPE-FEC matrix is sent first 
and the highest priority matrix is sent last. If a receiver starts 
the reception of the stream in the middle of the period when a 
certain set of peer MPE-FEC matrices are sent, it is likely that 
the receiver will receive at least the highest priority MPE-
FEC matrix. 

The choice of RSDT columns for all the MPE-FEC 
matrices in all the time-sliced bursts in the service should be 
such that the average service bit rate when using this method 
shall not overshoot the maximum allowed service bit rate. 
The MPE section headers for all sections in the peer MPE-
FEC matrices other than the peer MPE-FEC matrix that 
contains the highest priority datagrams, sets delta-t value in 
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Figure 3: MPE-FEC matrix construction and transmission (a) 
Without UEP (b) With UEP. 

their section headers to zero. Similarly, the MPE section 
headers of all sections in the peer MPE-FEC matrices set the 
maximum_burst_duration field as the maximum duration of 
the peer MPE-FEC matrix reception. The delta-t value in the 
MPE section headers of MPE-FEC matrix that consists of the 
datagrams with the highest priority is set to the time when the 
next time-sliced burst for the service starts. Figure 3 
illustrates the method for construction of MPE-FEC matrix in 
the non UEP case and the UEP case. 

VII.   SIMULATIONS 

Simulations were conducted to verify the performance of 
the UEP method described in this paper using a simple 
priority assignment algorithm. For simplifying simulations, a 
service consisted of a single H.264/AVC coded video stream.  

A. Simulation environment 
The simulations were carried out for two well known video 

sequences: Paris and Silent. Since the original lengths of these 
sequences were short to get any reliable statistics, the 
sequences were made longer by end to end concatenation. 
The final length of the video sequences after concatenation 
was 3000 picture frames. The videos were coded at 15 frames 
per second using a baseline H.264/AVC encoder. MPEG-2 
TS error pattern with an error probability of 0.09 
approximating a TU6 channel was created. The number of 
MPE-FEC rows was set to 512. Two priorities, the highest 
given to reference pictures (IDR and reference P pictures) and 
the lowest priority to non-reference p pictures was used. IDR 
frequency was set to 120 picture frames. The maximum slice-
size was set to 1000 bytes and IPV6 was assumed for all 
simulations.  

For PSNR comparison, a simple error-concealment 
algorithm was used. Lost slices were replaced in the decoder 
picture buffer (DPB) by a copy of the same slice in the 
previous picture in presentation order. When an entire picture 
is lost, a copy of the previous picture in presentation order is 
used as concealment for the lost picture in DPB. 

B. Simulation method 
For comparative statistics, simulations using UEP and 

without UEP was carried out. When using the non-UEP 
mode, 3/4 code-rate was used i.e. 191 ADT columns and 64 
RSDT columns. The following algorithm was used iteratively 
for the entire coded bit stream. 

1. Fill an MPE-FEC matrix at 3/4 code-rate. This would 
give a non-UEP MPE-FEC matrix. 

2. In this non-UEP MPE-FEC frame identify the 
reference and non-reference frames and their 
respective IP packets. 

3. Separate the reference and non-reference IP packets 
and form two peer MPE-FEC matrices one for the 
highest priority datagrams and the other for the 
lowest priority datagrams. 

4. Protect each peer matrix with the appropriate RSDT 
columns. In our case the code rate was set to 95% of 
64 columns for priority-1 peer MPE-FEC matrix and 
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5% of 64 columns to priority-2 MPE-FEC peer 
matrix. 

It should be noted that by using the above algorithm, 
channel bit rates for both the UEP case and the non-UEP case 
is held approximately constant with extremely minuscule 
differences between the two bitrates. 

C. Simulation results and analysis 
The graphs plotted in Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the rate 

distortion for the two sequences simulated. It shows that the 
use of UEP using the priority assignment algorithm as 
discussed in this paper outperforms the non UEP based 
approach especially at higher bitrates.  

The plots can be explained as follows: when UEP is used, 
the reference frames are better protected than non-reference 
frames. Therefore, a reference picture loss probability is 
lesser than the non-reference picture loss probability. When 
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Figure 4: Rate distortion plot for Silent.  
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Figure 5: Rate distortion plot for Paris. 

 

reference pictures are lost, prediction errors cause subsequent 
pictures in decoding order to be decoded incorrectly. This is 
the case even if the coded data for the subsequent pictures are 
received correctly. The duration of this error propagation 
depends on the Intra picture insertion interval. On the other 
hand when non-reference pictures are lost, error propagation 
does not occur as the picture is not used as a reference for any 
other picture in the coded sequence. This results in only the 
lost non-reference picture being decoded and presented 
incorrectly. Perceptually a non-reference picture loss is 
sensed as a jerk in moving video, while the loss of reference 
picture is perceived as garbled pictures for as long as the error 
propagation occurs. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper described a method to provide unequal error 
protection (UEP) to media data transmitted over a DVB-H 
channel. The method uses priority labelling and grouping of 
labelled datagrams to protect data using forward error 
correction codes packed into multi-protocol encapsulation 
sections (MPE-FEC). Simulation results using a simple 
algorithm for priority assignment for an H.264/AVC encoded 
bit stream show that average luma PSNR improvements of up 
to 0.8 dB can be achieved. This method of UEP is generic and 
can be used for any type of media that contains data parts of 
unequal importance as long as an appropriate priority 
assignment algorithm is used. 
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and the most important coded video pictures are protected by MPE-FEC more robustly compared to the remaining coded pictures.
In order to compare EEP and UEP in a DVB-H environment, an error-prone DVB-H channel was simulated, audio-visual clips
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mobile television services are expected to gain popularity
in the next few years. Digital video broadcasting-handhelds
(DVB-H) [1] is among the most used technical solutions for
providing low interactivity, mass mobile television services.
DVB-H is downward compatible with the DVB-Terrestrial
(DVB-T) standard [2], thus enabling it to reuse the same
network infrastructure as well as radio frequencies as used
by DVB-T. The elementary transmission unit for DVB-H is a
188-byte MPEG-2 transport stream (TS) packet, specified in
the MPEG-2 systems specification [3]. In contrast to DVB-T,
where usually audio-video elementary streams were directly
packetized to MPEG-2 TS packets, DVB-H is primarily de-
signed for carriage of Internet protocol (IP) datagrams. In
order to maintain compatibility with DVB-T, IP datagrams
are packetized to multi-protocol encapsulation (MPE) sec-
tions as specified in [4], which are then carried over MPEG-2
TS packets.

FEC codes transform some number of equal-length k
symbols into n symbols, where n > k, by adding (n − k)
additional symbols, called parity or repair symbols. Ideally,

an FEC code can reconstruct any (n− k) corrupted symbols
of the n symbols, when the location of errors is known and
(n−k)/2 corrupted symbols when the location is not known.
This property is called maximum distance separable (MDS)
property and most practical FEC systems are bounded by this
property. The Reed-Solomon (RS) FEC code [5] is a good
example of an FEC code that follows MDS property and is
used by DVB-H. Errors in wireless channels typically occur
as clusters of bursts rather than isolated errors. Therefore, ap-
plications that can endure the longer latency time required
for FEC computing are better suited to use the DVB-H trans-
mission.

DVB-H adds additional link-layer features to solve the
power constraint and robustness problems associated with
handheld mobile terminals. The concept of time-slicing was
introduced, reducing the average power consumption of a
hand-held mobile terminal by as much as 90–95%. An op-
tional enhancement using Reed-Solomon forward error cor-
rection (FEC) codes encapsulated into multiprotocol encap-
sulated sections (MPE-FEC) was also introduced to provide
added error robustness required for hand-held mobile termi-
nals.
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Even though DVB-H can convey any IP datagrams, the
audio and video codecs for IP-based broadcasting are spec-
ified in [6] to facilitate interoperability of DVB-H service
providers and receivers. The high efficiency advanced audio
coding version 2 (HE AAC v2) [7] is recommended for audio
compression, and advanced video coding (H.264/AVC) [8] is
recommended for video compression. A number of profiles
are specified in H.264/AVC. A profile consists of a subset of
the algorithmic features or coding tools of the standard and
a set of constraints on those features. A profile is typically
targeted for a family of applications sharing similar trade-
off between memory, processing, latency, and error resiliency
requirements. Decoders conforming to a profile must sup-
port all the features of a profile. Five IP integrated receiver-
decoder (IRD) capabilities are specified in [6] to facilitate
service tailoring for different types of terminals. IP-IRD ca-
pabilities for battery-powered devices require the support of
H.264/AVC baseline profile with the constraint set1 flag syn-
tax element of H.264/AVC being equal to 1, which is also re-
ferred to as the constrained baseline profile.

Unequal error protection (UEP) takes advantage of the
fact that different portions of the coded bit stream have dif-
ferent levels of importance to the overall subjective quality
of the presentation. UEP aims at providing graceful degra-
dation of subjective quality under harsh transmission con-
ditions and hence the overall quality of all recipients in
any transmission conditions is expected to improve in com-
parison to the quality obtained with equal error protection
(EEP). When applied to coded video, UEP requires that video
bit streams be partitioned to segments of different priorities
according to the segments’ impact to subjective quality. Seg-
ments are then protected with unequal amount of FEC re-
pair data. The priority partitioning methods can be roughly
categorized into data partitioning, region-of-interest priori-
tization, spatial, quality, and temporal layering.

This paper uses only temporal layering for priority as-
signment. This is because the goal of the design was to main-
tain H.264/AVC constrained baseline profile compatibility
and using other types of priority partitioning would have
required more advanced H.264/AVC profiles support or the
scalable extension of H.264/AVC (under development). Tem-
poral layering refers to the encoding of a temporally scalable
bit stream. Any bit stream can be partitioned into two tem-
poral layers, one that contains the intra pictures only, and
another containing the remaining ones. Many video coding
schemes enable nonreference pictures, which are not used for
inter prediction of any other picture. Modern video coding
standards such as H.264/AVC also enable hierarchical tem-
poral scalability, in which subsequences of coded pictures,
including also reference pictures, can be removed from a bit
stream without affecting the decoding of the remaining bit
stream. It has been shown that temporal scalability improves
compression efficiency [9] even with the constrained baseline
profile of H.264/AVC, which does not include bi-predictive
pictures (also known as B pictures).

In this paper, we analyze which methods for UEP can be
applied to DVB-H in a straightforward manner without sub-
stantial changes in the system. In addition, we compare the

UEP method that we found the most applicable with the EEP
scheme provided by MPE-FEC in different radio conditions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the DVB-H protocols and system to an extent that
is necessary for understanding of this paper. Section 3 pro-
vides an overview of those features of H.264/AVC and its
packetization format for real-time transport protocol (RTP)
that are essential for the presented UEP method. A brief re-
view of some UEP methods is provided in Section 4 and
their applicability to DVB-H is analyzed. Furthermore, one
of the reviewed UEP methods is presented in more details
in Section 4. The operation of the conventional MPE-FEC-
based EEP method and the presented UEP method was sim-
ulated in a DVB-H environment and the resulting audio-
visual test clips underwent a subjective viewing test. The sim-
ulation and test setup is presented in Section 5, and the re-
sults are analyzed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes
the paper.

2. OVERVIEW OF DVB-H PROTOCOLS AND SYSTEM

This section introduces the fundamentals of DVB-H and
is organized as follows. Section 2.1 presents the protocol
stack of DVB-H. The FEC coding of DVB-H is reviewed in
Section 2.2. Finally, the method for time-slicing is explained
in Section 2.3.

2.1. DVB-H protocol stack

The protocol stack for DVB-H is presented in Figure 1. IP
packets are encapsulated to MPE sections for transmission
over DVB protocols in the medium access (MAC) sublayer.
Each MPE section consists of a header, the IP datagram as a
payload, and a 32- byte cyclic redundancy check (CRC) for
the verification of payload integrity. The MPE section header
contains addressing data among other things. The MPE sec-
tions can be logically arranged to application data tables
in the logical link control (LLC) sub-layer, over which RS
FEC codes are calculated and MPE-FEC sections are formed.
The process for MPE-FEC construction is explained in more
detail in Section 2.2. The MPE and MPE-FEC sections are
mapped onto MPEG-2 TS packets.

2.2. MPE-FEC

MPE-FEC was included in DVB-H to combat long burst er-
rors that cannot be efficiently corrected in the physical layer.
MPE-FEC is based on the Reed-Solomon FEC coding. Since
Reed-Solomon code is a systematic code, that is, the source
data remains unchanged after FEC encoding, MPE-FEC de-
coding is made optional for DVB-H receivers. MPE-FEC is
computed over IP packets and encapsulated into MPE sec-
tions. MPE-FEC sections are transmitted such that an MPE-
FEC ignorant receiver could just receive the unprotected data
while ignoring the protection data that follows.

To compute MPE-FEC, data (IP packets) are filled into
an (N × 191) matrix where each cell of the matrix hosts one
byte of information and N denotes the number of rows in
the matrix. The standard defines the value of N to be one of
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Figure 1: A subset of the protocol structure of DVB-H.

256, 512, 768, or 1024. The datagrams are filled into the ma-
trix columnwise. RS codes are computed for each row and
concatenated such that the final size of the matrix is of size
(N × 255). The (N × 191) part of the matrix is called the ap-
plication data table (ADT) and the adjacent (N × 64) part of
the matrix is called the RS data table (RSDT). For ratecon-
trol and disallowing of IP packet fragmentation between two
MPE-FEC frames in the standard, the ADT need not be com-
pletely filled. This unfilled part of the ADT is called padding.
To control channel coderate, all 64 columns of RSDT need
not be transmitted, that is, the RSDT may be punctured. The
structure of an MPE-FEC matrix is shown in Figure 2 and
further information on the MPE-FEC matrix construction
can be obtained from [4].

2.3. Time slicing

Battery-operated mobile devices have a limited source of
power. The power consumed in receiving, decoding, and de-
modulating a standard full-bandwidth DVB-T signal would
use up substantial amount of battery life in a short time.
Time slicing of the MPE-FEC frames is used to solve this
problem [10]. The data is received in bursts so that the re-
ceiver, utilizing control signals, remains inactive when no
bursts are to be received. The bursts are sent at a significantly
higher bit rate compared to bit rate when conventional bit
rate management is used.

Time slicing in DVB-H uses the Delta-T method to sig-
nal the relative start of the next burst, that is, the difference
between the current time and the start of the next burst. The
use of Delta-T method provides flexibility since parameters
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Figure 2: The MPE-FEC matrix structure.

such as burst size, burst duration, burst bandwidth, and the
offtimes can be freely varied. Figure 3 shows two time-sliced
bursts and parameters that define time-sliced bursts.

3. H.264/AVC VIDEO CODING AND
RTP ENCAPSULATION

H.264/AVC enables storage of multiple reference pictures for
inter prediction and selection of the used reference picture on
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macroblock or macroblock partition basis. In order to maxi-
mize compression efficiency, a motion vector is accompanied
by a variable-length-coded index to a reference picture list.
The reference picture list is initialized according to picture
decoding order for inter slices and according to picture out-
put order for bi-predictive slices. Slice headers may contain
commands for reference picture list reordering.

Coded pictures of H.264/AVC can be categorized into
three types: instantaneous decoding refresh (IDR) pictures,
other reference pictures, and nonreference pictures. An IDR
picture contains only intra-coded slices and causes marking
of all previous reference pictures to be no longer used as ref-
erences for subsequent pictures. An IDR picture can there-
fore be used as a random access point for the start of decod-
ing or joining a session. It also provides a resynchronization
point for decoding after transmission errors have occurred.
A reference picture is stored and maintained as a prediction
reference for inter prediction until it is no longer used for ref-
erence according to the reference picture marking process of
H.264/AVC. A non-reference picture is not used for reference
in inter prediction and can therefore be removed from a bit
stream without any effect on other pictures.

The elementary unit for the output of an H.264/AVC en-
coder and the input of an H.264/AVC decoder is a network
abstraction layer (NAL) unit. For transport over packet-
oriented networks or storage into structured files, NAL units
are typically encapsulated into packets or similar structures.
NAL units can be categorized into video coding layer (VCL)
NAL units, such as coded slices, and non-VCL NAL units,
such as sequence and picture parameter sets.

The RTP payload format specification for H.264/AVC
[11] includes the syntax and semantics of the RTP payload
format, RTP packetization rules for H.264/AVC, informative
RTP depacketization guidelines, and multipurpose Internet
mail extensions (MIME) definition for use with session de-
scription protocol (SDP), including SDP offer-answer model
consideration for codec capability exchange. The payload
format specification contains three packetization modes: sin-
gle NAL unit mode, noninterleaved mode, and interleaved
mode.

In the single NAL unit packetization mode, one NAL
unit is transmitted without any additional payload header
in one RTP packet. In the non-interleaved mode, NAL units
are transmitted in decoding order and multiple NAL units
of one access unit can be encapsulated into the same RTP
packet. Encapsulating multiple NAL units into the same RTP
packet is especially beneficial when the size of the NAL units
is relatively small, which is typically the case for parameter
set NAL units, for example. The non-interleaved mode there-
fore helps to reduce the bit rate overhead caused by protocol
headers compared to the transmitting relatively small NAL
units with the single NAL unit mode.

The interleaved mode allows transmission of NAL units
out of NAL unit decoding order and encapsulating of NAL
units from different access units into the same RTP packet. In
the interleaved mode, a decoding order number (DON) in-
dicating the decoding order of NAL units is conveyed or de-
rived for each NAL unit. In very low bitrates the interleaved
packetization mode allows for encapsulating NAL units from
more than one access unit into the same packet, which helps
to reduce protocol header overhead. The interleaved mode
can also be used for robust packet scheduling for unicast
streaming [12, 13]. When interleaved transmission order is
used, the decoding order of NAL units must be recovered in
the receiver to obtain correct operation of the decoder. The
receiver includes a receiver buffer to reorder packets from
transmission order to the NAL unit decoding order.

4. UEP METHODS AND THEIR APPLICABILITY
TO DVB-H

Priority encoding transmission (PET) [14] established the
work towards UEP in packet-oriented systems. The data to be
transmitted is partitioned to messages, which are protected
one at a time. The messages are then classified to priority
segments according to known characteristics of the source
signal. For example, a group of pictures (GOP) can be con-
sidered as a message, and priority segments can be assigned
according to the picture type (I, P, B) [15]. FEC repair data
is then generated for each priority segment, and the result-
ing coded stream is divided into a certain amount of packets,
each containing a fixed-length block of data from the result-
ing coded stream. The amount of FEC repair data is a func-
tion of the priority class. The PET scheme results into pack-
ets which contain data from each priority segment, and the
number of packets required to reconstruct a priority segment
can be tuned with the amount of FEC repair data for each
priority segment. Horn et al. developed a similar scheme [16]
compared to PET and provided details on the practical im-
plementation and application with a spatially scalable video
codec.

IETF RFC 2733 [17] specifies an RTP payload format
for XOR-based FEC protection. The payload header of FEC
packets contains a bit mask identifying the packet payloads
over which the bitwise XOR operation is calculated and a few
fields for RTP header recovery of the protected packets. One
XOR FEC packet enables recovery of one lost source packet.
Work is going on to replace IETF RFC 2733 with similar RTP
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payload format for XOR-based FEC protection also includ-
ing the capability of uneven levels of protection (ULP) [18].
The payloads of the protected source packets are split into
consecutive byte ranges starting from beginning of the pay-
load. The first byte range starting from the beginning of the
packet corresponds to the strongest level of protection and
the protection level decreases as a function of byte range or-
der. Hence, the media data in the protected packets should
be organized such a way that the data appears in descending
order of importance with a payload and a similar number
of bytes correspond to similar subjective impact in quality
among the protected packets. The number of protected lev-
els in FEC repair packets is selectable and an uneven level of
protection is obtained when number of levels protecting a set
of source packets is varied. For example, if there are three lev-
els of protection, one FEC packet may protect all three levels,
a second one may protect the two first levels, and a third one
only the first level.

Both PET and the method proposed by Horn et al. pro-
duce packets in an interleaved manner such that they contain
data of all priority classes as well as repair data. The packet
transmission format therefore requires deinterleaving of pay-
load data even when FEC decoding is not necessary. Further-
more, the packet formats are not compatible with any of the
existing standards.

RFC 2733 and ULP operate in application layer and are
therefore unable to utilize MPE-FEC efficiently. Both RFC
2733 and ULP are based on XOR, which is known to be
clearly inferior to Reed-Solomon FEC when the size of the
FEC matrix is relatively large. RFC 2733 and ULP also limit
the FEC matrix to a size that may be too small for being effi-
ciently used when applied to DVB-H.

We proposed a UEP scheme first for the 3GPP’s mul-
timedia broadcast/multicast service (MBMS) [19] but later
specifically tailored for DVB-H [20]. The scheme classifies
multimedia data to priority segments and computes an un-
even amount of FEC repair data over priority segments sim-
ilarly to what is done in PET and many subsequent UEP
methods. However, in contrast to earlier methods, the packet
format remains identical to the case in which EEP is ap-
plied. This maintains compatibility with terminals that are
not capable of UEP data reception. Furthermore, MPE-FEC
is reused instead of introducing any new FEC and pack-
etization scheme at the application layer. Therefore, this
method of UEP incurs a small amount of implementation
changes compared to the existing DVB-H implementations.
In other words this UEP scheme can be considered as a
DVB-H-friendly version of PET and the method proposed
by Horn et al.

The method proposed in [20] is briefly described next.
First, the priority segmentation is performed across all media
streams of the same service. In this paper, the audio stream
is ranked as high priority, and for video we utilize temporal
layering only. It is proposed that H.264/AVC bit streams are
encoded in a temporally scalable manner and priority is as-
signed to temporal level of the pictures. For example, if non-
hierarchical temporal scalability is used, that is, one or more
non-reference pictures are present between each pair of refer-

ence pictures, the reference pictures can be assigned a higher
priority compared to the non-reference pictures.

The multiplexed media datagrams corresponding to cer-
tain duration are encapsulated into two or more MPE-FEC
matrices according to their priority label. These MPE-FEC
matrices are referred to as peer MPE-FEC matrices. The
number of peer MPE-FEC matrices in a time-sliced burst is
equal to the number of unique priority labels assigned to the
datagrams.

To construct the peer MPE-FEC matrices in a time-sliced
burst, the datagrams are grouped using their priority labels.
The grouping procedure is performed on all the datagrams
that go into the time-sliced burst. The grouped datagrams are
arranged in ascending order such that the datagrams with the
lowest priority come first in the transmission order and the
datagrams with the next higher priority comes next and con-
tinuing so forth until the datagram group that has the highest
priority comes last in the transmission order. Figure 4 illus-
trates the priority grouping of a service consisting of a tem-
porally scalable video stream and an audio stream. The au-
dio stream and the reference pictures of the video stream are
assigned the highest priority, whereas the non-reference pic-
tures are grouped to low-priority MPE-FEC matrices.

The number of RSDT columns for all the MPE-FEC ma-
trices in all the time-sliced bursts in the service should be
such that the average service bit rate when using this method
will not overshoot the maximum allowed service bit rate.
All peer MPE-FEC matrices should be recoverable in normal
channel conditions, and in bad channel conditions at least
the high priority peer MPE-FEC matrix should be recover-
able. Padding and puncturing are used to obtain the desired
MPE-FEC code rates.

The estimation of code rates for varying channel error
conditions is difficult in DVB-H. Firstly, due to the broadcast
nature of the channel some users might be experiencing ex-
tremely harsh conditions, while at the same time other users
might be having an excellent reception. If a transmitter, send-
ing a service at a single code rate, caters to really harsh chan-
nel conditions by using a very low code rate, then there is
an inefficient use of bandwidth for users having good recep-
tion. On the other hand if the transmitter sends a service at
a high code-rate, making efficient use of the bandwidth, the
capability of the receivers to receive and decode the service
data under bad reception conditions is substantially reduced.
Catering to both these groups optimally requires knowledge
of the number of users having bad reception versus number
of users having good reception. This again is a difficult task
because DVB-H by its own does not provide any return chan-
nel. However, best practices for adjusting the code rate for
sufficient reception quality on average can be derived from
network measurement statistics or simulated channel mod-
els. For example, in [21] the rate distortion at different error,
rates for H.264/AVC was evaluated, and the code rate of 3/4
was shown to be most efficient among the tested cases. This
code rate was used in the simulations performed in this pa-
per.

In order to obtain identical receiver power consumption
compared to conventional data casting over DVB-H, the peer
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Figure 5: MPE-FEC matrix construction and transmission: (a)
without UEP and (b) with UEP.

MPE-FEC matrices are transmitted back to back, that is,
there is no transmission delay or interval between the peer
MPE-FEC matrices. The Delta-T value in the MPE section
headers for all sections in the peer MPE-FEC matrices other
than the peer MPE-FEC matrix that contains the highest pri-
ority datagrams is assigned accordingly. The Delta-T value in
the MPE section headers of MPE-FEC matrix that consists of

the datagrams with the highest priority is set to indicate the
time when the next time-sliced burst for the service starts.
Figure 5 illustrates the method for construction of MPE-FEC
matrix in the non-UEP case and the UEP case.

All packets for a particular peer MPE-FEC matrix are
transmitted consecutively before any packet of another MPE-
FEC matrix. Hence, FEC decoding for a priority segment can
happen immediately after it has been completely received.
The interleaved packetization mode of the RTP payload for-
mat for H.264/AVC is used to arrange the H.264/AVC RTP
packets to the order required for the composition and trans-
mission of the peer MPE-FEC matrices. The decoding order
of packets is recovered when all peer MPE-FEC matrices of
a time-sliced burst are received. As packet interleaving does
not exceed time slice boundaries, the de-interleaving process
does not add latency compared to conventional IP data cast-
ing beyond the processing delay for de-interleaving.

When a recipient tunes in and receives at least one but
not all the peer MPE-FEC matrices for a particular time slice,
it can decode and render the time slice with reduced qual-
ity compared to the reception of all peer MPE-FEC matrices.
When the proposed UEP method is applied to an H.264/AVC
stream with two temporal layers, the picture rate after tuning
in may be reduced for the playback duration of the first re-
ceived time slice. If the MPE-FEC source matrices of time
slices were transmitted in descending order of importance, a
newly joined recipient would have to wait until the first high-
est peer MPE-FEC matrix becomes available.

5. DVB-H SIMULATION AND TEST SETUP

As far as the authors are aware, there are no objective metrics
that would satisfactorily reflect the subjective audio-visual
quality experience, when perceived audio and video are de-
graded by both source coding and channel errors. For exam-
ple, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), frequently used
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Figure 6: Genre of stimuli sequences, contents, and their audio-
visual characteristics.

in measuring visual quality in video compression studies,
provides consistent results only as long as the video signals
being compared are affected by the same type of impair-
ment [22]. Thus, subjective tests were carried out in a con-
trolled laboratory environment to compare EEP provided by
MPE-FEC and the UEP method presented in the previous
section. Recommendations by International Telecommuni-
cation Union (ITU) [23, 24] were modified because no sub-
jective test methodology in literature tuned specifically for
this kind of work was found. The audio-visual bit streams
presented to the subjective test participants where prepared
by simulating a DVB-H channel.

5.1. Participants

45 participants, equally stratified by age group (18–45 years)
and gender participated in the quality evaluation experi-
ment. The number of experienced assessors, people engaged
in multimedia processing or having extremely positive at-
titude towards technology [25] was restricted to 20%. All
participants were verified to have normal or corrected-to-
normal vision and hearing.

5.2. Test material selection and encoding

Four stimuli sequences representing different genre and con-
tents with different audio-visual characteristics were chosen
from a set of television broadcast material as described in
Figure 6. The duration varied from 61 seconds to 64 sec-
onds, because it was desirable to have semantically complete,
meaningful, and understandable sequences for the partici-
pants.

The selected test materials were encoded using recom-
mended codecs for the IP data casting service over DVB-
H. Advanced audio coding (AAC) was used for audio and
H.264/AVC for video encoding. The bit rate, sampling rate,
and frame rate were selected according to the results of a pre-
vious study [26]. Mono-aural audio, which in [27] is shown
to be more preferred than stereo at low bit rates, was coded
at a bit rate of 32 kbps with a sampling rate of 16 kHz. Video
bit streams were coded at a picture size of 176 × 144 pixels,
a bit rate of 128 kbps, and a frame rate of 12.5 frames per
second. Two sets of video sequences were encoded. The first

pgg pbb

pbg

pgb

G B

Figure 7: Gilbert-Elliot error model.

set of sequences was targeted for the conventional method
for audio-video broadcast over DVB-H and therefore con-
tained only reference pictures. The second set of sequences
was targeted for the proposed UEP scheme and therefore
two non-reference pictures were coded between each pair
of reference pictures. In both sets of sequences, at least one
IDR frame was coded per DVB-H time slice to reduce the
tuning-in delay at the receiver and provide better error re-
siliency against residual transmission errors. The first set of
sequences was conventionally protected with MPE-FEC code
rate of 3/4. For the second set of sequences, two MPE-FEC
peer matrices were generated as described in Section 4, and
the high-priority MPE-FEC peer matrix had a code rate of
3/4 while the low priority MPE-FEC peer matrix was unpro-
tected by MPE-FEC. The time-sliced transmission burst in-
terval for all sequences was set to approximately 1.5 seconds.
This choice of code rates for the peer MPE-FEC matrices was
chosen based on experimentation. It was found that under
such harsh channel conditions as simulated in this paper, the
best subjective quality was obtained when all the protection
was dedicated to the most important priority while leaving
the low-priority data unprotected.

5.3. Channel simulation

Various stochastic models have been proposed for simulation
of errors in a wireless channel. Among these, the Gilbert-
Elliot (GE) model [28], shown in Figure 7, is popular and
widely used because of its simplicity while it still produces a
good representation of errors in a wireless channel. The GE
model has been confirmed useful for simulating the packet
error behavior also in DVB-H [29].

The model consists of two states representing two differ-
ent channel conditions: the good state G and the bad state B.
Each of these states is associated with bit error probabilities:
eg in the good state and eb in the bad state where eg � eb.
The average lengths of the error bursts are determined by the
state transition probabilities pgb, pbg between the two states
and the bit error probabilities eg and eb. In a simplified GE
model eg and eb are set to zero and one, respectively. The
state transmission matrix T is then given by the matrix

T =
[
pgg pgb
pbg pbb

]
. (1)

To simulate loss in the DVB-H channel, the results of a field
trial carried out in an urban environment with an opera-
ble DVB-H system were used as basis. The receiver in the
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field trials was located in a car, and the modulation used was
16 QAM. The field test results were used to train a simplified
GE model for erroneous time-slices and estimate the state
transition matrix.

The field test results were in the form of an MPE-FEC er-
ror pattern indicating which MPE-FEC frames contained un-
correctable transmission errors. This error pattern was first
used as a training sequence for a simplified GE model result-
ing into the following state transition matrix:

Tmpe-fec =
[

0.8478 0.1522
0.4227 0.5773

]
. (2)

The state transition matrix was then used to generate an ini-
tial MPE-FEC error pattern. Finally, the length of randomly
selected error bursts in the initial MPE-FEC error pattern
was reduced gradually until error patterns of rates 6.9% and
13.8% were obtained.

MPE-FEC frame error rates (MFER) 6.9% and 13.8% af-
ter FEC decoding were chosen into the simulations based
on an earlier test [30], in which the boundary of overall ac-
ceptability lied between these two rates, that is, the major-
ity of participants considered the audio-visual quality result-
ing from 6.9% and 13.8% erroneous time-slice rate accept-
able and nonacceptable, respectively. It is emphasized that
the tested error rates are significantly higher than expected
typical error rates for DVB-H services. The aim of the tests
was to study the operation of audio-video broadcasting over
DVB-H under extreme channel conditions. It is noted that
MFER 5% has been conventionally used as an operative qual-
ity of restitution (QoR) limit for mobile reception [31].

To generate the error patterns for the transport stream
(TS) packets within the uncorrectable MPE-FEC frames, a
second simplified GE model was implemented. Based on
manual assessment of some TS error patterns, we assumed
that the average total number of TS packet errors was 235 and
the average error burst length was 95 continuous TS packets.
In a simplified GE model the average error rate E is given by
E = (1 − pgg)/(2 − pgg − pbb) and the average burst error
lengths B is given by B = 1/(1− pbb). Solving for pgg and pbb
a state transition matrix

Tts =
[

0.99 0.01
0.01 0.99

]
(3)

was obtained, which was used to generate the TS error pat-
terns within an erroneous MPE-FEC frame. The result was a
TS error pattern that approximated the results of the actual
field test.

The generated TS packet errors were used to corrupt the
coded audio-visual sequences. Error correction operation us-
ing MPE-FEC was simulated and the resulting residual IP
packet error pattern was obtained. The residual IP error pat-
tern reflected the uncorrectable errors in the channel.

5.4. Decoder error concealment

The video decoder used a simple error concealment proce-
dure. When the decoder encountered residual errors in or
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Figure 8: Overall acceptability rating of UEP scheme.

losses of reference pictures, it stopped decoding of any sub-
sequent pictures until an IDR picture arrived. During the pe-
riod when the decoder stopped decoding, it presented the
last uncorrupted decoded picture. Subjectively, when this
method is used, a transmission error is perceived as discon-
tinuous motion in visual streams. The duration of these dis-
continuities in visual streams depends on the IDR interval
and the placement of the error between two IDR pictures.
When the decoder encountered losses of non-reference pic-
tures, the previous correct picture in output order was ren-
dered and decoding continued from the next picture in de-
coding order. Consequently, if residual errors were present
in the peer MPE-FEC matrix for the non-reference pictures
but not present in the corresponding peer MPE-FEC matrix
for audio and reference pictures, users perceived temporary
fluctuations of picture rate, that is, jerky but generally con-
tinuous motion.

AAC audio frames are essentially independent of each
other and a loss of any one frame of the bit stream does
not substantially affect any other frames of an audio chan-
nel. When an audio frame was lost, it was replaced with a
null frame perceived as discontinuous audio.

5.5. Subjective test procedure

Before the start of the test session, the participants were
briefed about the test and their sensorial acuity was measured
and they filled the demographic questionnaire. The sensorial
tests included in the measurements of visual acuity (20/40),
color vision [32, 33], and the aural acuity [34–36].

The subjective test started with a combination of anchor-
ing and training. Participants were shown the extremes of
quality range of stimuli to familiarize the participants with
the test task, the contents, and the variation in quality they
could expect in the actual tests that followed. The tests used
retrospective overall evaluation based on the absolute cate-
gory rating (ACR), also known as single stimulus method,
which is typically used in system or performance evaluation
[24]. The test sequences were presented one at a time and
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Figure 9: Per-sequence acceptability ratings.

they are rated independently after each presentation [24].
The quality ratings were given during a 5-second-long an-
swering time by using a discrete, unlabelled 11-point scale
and the acceptance of quality (yes/no choice). The whole test
session for a participant consisted of two rounds with two
sets of audio-visual clips [A, B] and the starting round was
randomized. After the actual test, qualitative data of experi-
ences on the erroneous streams were gathered. One test ses-
sion lasted about 1.5 hours.

The clips were presented with Nokia 6630 mobile phone,
which was enclosed in a stand that left only the screen and
buttons of the device visible. The device and the front of the
stand were vertically aligned and the viewing distance was
set to 44 cm. The headphones delivered in Nokia 6630 sales
package were used for audio playback. Audio playback loud-
ness level was adjusted to 75 dB(A) (+ 10 dB(A) for peaks).

5.6. Data analysis methods

For data analysis, two different nonparametric methods were
used. Overall quality ratings were analyzed with Wilcoxon
matched pair signed rank test which was used to measure the
differences between two related and ordinal data sets because
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Figure 11: Per-sequence satisfaction ratings for UEP scheme. The error bars show 95% CI of mean.
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the preassumption of parametric methods (normality) was
not filled [37]. For the nominal acceptance evaluations Mc-
Nemar’s test was applied to test the differences between two
categories in the related data [37]. The significance level of
P < .05 was adopted in this study.

6. RESULTS

Figure 8 shows the cumulative acceptability statistics and
Figure 10 shows mean satisfaction scores for all audio-visual
sequences at the two simulated error rates. When the resid-
ual time slice error rate was 6.9%, the proposed UEP method
did not have a significant impact on overall acceptance or sat-
isfaction rating compared to the conventional method (Mc-
Nemar P > .05, Wilcoxon Z = −0.71, P > .05). A majority
of participants rated sequences of both error control meth-
ods as acceptable. When the residual time slice error rate was
13.8%, the proposed UEP method outperformed the conven-
tional method significantly (McNemar P < .001, Wilcoxon
Z = −4.1, P < .001), which can also be seen in the num-
ber of acceptable clips in Figure 8. However, on average, the
sequences of both the proposed UEP method and the con-
ventional method remained unacceptable.

Figures 9 and 11 show the acceptability and mean satis-
faction statistics for each of the four audio-visual sequences
at 6.9% and 13.8% residual MPE-FEC time slice error rates,
respectively. At the error rate of 6.9%, the improvement pro-
vided by the proposed UEP method was not significant in
any sequences (McNemar, Wilcoxon P > .05). However,
at the error rate of 13.8% the proposed UEP scheme out-
performed the conventional scheme significantly in anima-
tion (McNemar P < .01, Wilcoxon Z = −3.7, P < .001),
news (Wilcoxon Z = −2.0, P < .05), and sports (McNemar
P < .05). Moreover, a majority of participants rated the an-
imation and news sequences of the proposed UEP scheme
as acceptable under residual time slice error rate of 13.8%,
whereas the corresponding conventionally coded and trans-
mitted sequences were rated as unacceptable by a majority of
participants. In other words, the threshold for a transmission
error rate yielding an unacceptable audio-visual quality was
increased due to the proposed UEP scheme.

Figure 12 shows the per-frame PSNR behavior for the
sports sequence at 13.8% MFER for both EEP and UEP. It
clearly illustrates how some burst errors in the EEP case can
be transformed into isolated single picture errors in the UEP
case.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The paper reviewed some methods for unequal error pro-
tection (UEP) and analyzed their applicability to DVB-H. A
method based on priority segmentation of the media streams
of a service was chosen for more detailed analysis. The pre-
sented UEP method was compared to equal error protec-
tion (EEP) provided by the link layer forward error cor-
rection scheme (MPE-FEC) of DVB-H. Several audio-visual
streams were processed through a DVB-H channel model for
the comparison, and the resulting streams were presented
in a comprehensive subjective quality evaluation conducted
in a controlled laboratory environment. Two MPE-FEC er-
ror rates (MFER) were selected for the evaluation, 6.9% and
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13.8%, which resulted into acceptable and unacceptable av-
erage quality, respectively, according to a previous study. The
results of the evaluation revealed that, at MFER of 6.9%,
the presented UEP scheme was at least as good as the EEP
case obtained by conventional use of MPE-FEC. However, at
MFER of 13.8%, the use of the proposed UEP method im-
proved the subjective acceptability of the tested multimedia
sequences on average, as the share of participants rating the
sequences acceptable was 10 percent units higher in the UEP
case compared to the EEP case.
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